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ABSTRACT 
Since the beginning of last century electric power has been 
generated, transmitted and distributed using three-phase supply system. 
As a consequence the electric motors for Industrial applications were 
developed as a three-phase device. In the eariy stage of their 
development the electric machines were used for fixed speed 
applications only. Soon the advantages of variable speed operation of 
electric machine was realised in industrial applications. For such 
applications the interface between the grid supply and the machine has 
attracted the attention worid wide and the most popular interface the 
inverter came into existence. There is no constraint imposed physically 
in adding the number of legs and consequently the number of output 
phases in an inverter. This special characteristic of an inverter has led to 
the development of motors with more than three phases what refers as 
multi-phase machines in the thesis. The drive system based on multi-
phase machines offer several advantages over their three-phase counter 
part. This has led to development of many topologies of multi-phase 
drive systems utilising four (for aircraft fuel pump application) to fifteen 
phases (for main drive of ship propulsion application). However, the 
applications of multi-phase machines are limited to certain specified area 
such as ship propulsion, traction and aircraft and they have not yet been 
accepted as general purpose drive. 
The development of control algorithms for multi-phase two-level 
voltage source inverters (VSI) is the subject of the thesis. The inverters 
operate either in square wave mode or pulse width modulation mode 
(PWM). PWM mode of operation is suitable for medium and high power 
range of applications and square wave mode of operation is the only 
choice for very high power range as even a small fraction of switching 
loss is unaffordable. The power semiconductor switches operate at high 
switching frequency normally 10 kHZ in PWM mode, however, in square 
wave mode the switching is done at fundamental frequency. Thus both 
these mode of operation of multi-phase inverters are investigated in the 
thesis. The most popular topologies of inverters are considered for 
investigation such as Five-phase, six-phase (symmetrical and quasi 
configuration) and seven-phase. At first a five-phase VSI is illustrated 
followed by six-phase inverters and finally seven-phase VSI is taken up 
for discussion. 
Square wave operation of a five-phase VSI is developed for 
conventional 180° conduction mode and inspired from three-phase VSI, 
two more conduction modes are proposed in the thesis where in inverter 
operates for 144" and 108° conduction angles. Analytical, simulation and 
experimental approach is used to establish the concept. A very cheap 
control circuit is fabricated in the laboratory to control the multi-phase 
inverters in square wave mode. Performance comparison of inverter is 
investigated for various conduction angles based on the harmonic 
content in the output voltages. Although carrier-based and Space vector 
PWM (SVPWM) exists for a five-phase VSI but no equivalence between 
the two methods were reported eariier. A comprehensive relationship 
between the two existing PWM techniques (Carrier-based and SVPWM) 
are established in the thesis. Space vector PWM for a five-phase VSI is 
implemented using TMS320F2812 DSP platfomn. Square wave mode of 
operation of a six-phase VSI is investigated for quasi six-phase output 
and symmetrical six-phase output for 180°, 150° and 120° conduction 
modes. The existing space vector model of a five-phase VSI is extended 
to a seven-phase VSI and once again square wave and PWM mode of 
operation is illustrated. A number of space vector PWM schemes are 
developed for a seven-phase VSI with the objective of minimising the 
low order harmonics in the output phase voltages. A SVPWM method is 
finally obtained to realise the complete sinusoidal output from a seven-
phase VSI. The experimental realisation is given in the thesis. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 PRELIMINARY REMARKS 
Adjustable speed ac drives is nowadays employed in many industrial applications. 
Speed control of an ac drive is performed using v/f control scheme and in specialised 
applications field oriented control and direct torque control offer the best candidature. Both 
the scalar and vector based speed control methods require a supply of variable voltage and 
variable frequency nature and thus some sort of power electronic converter is required for the 
purpose. Although, direct ac-ac conversion is available either using cyclo converters or using 
matrix converter, however, ac-dc-ac converter or more conmionly called an inverter is 
employed to supply the nutchtne meant for adjustable speed applications. In an inverter just 
adding a leg creates one additional phase and hence there is no more limit on the output phase 
numbers and thus phase number may be considered as a design parameter. With this concept 
the phase number more than three may be used and the first such proposal dates back to 1969 
when Ward and Harer (1969) have demonstrated the use of a Five-phase induction motor 
supplied by a Five-phase inverter operating in ten-step mode. A reduction in the magnitude of 
torque pulsation and increase in the frequency of torque pulsation was observed. The research 
on multi-phase motor drive was relatively slow and steady until 1990. The situation 
dramatically changed fi^om beginning of this century when the area of muhi-phase drive 
attracted the attention of the researcher worldwide. The changed scenario is mainly due to the 
advent of niche applications namely electric ship propulsion, traction, electric vehicle, hybrid 
electric vehicle and the concept of 'more electric aircraft'. The accelerated research on multi-
phase drive is supported by parallel development in power semiconductor and signal 
processing areas. Until 2002 there were two review papers available one from Sigh (2002) 
and another fi^om Jones and Levi (2002). Since then the number of published works on multi-
phase motor drive have increased exponentially. The major thrust were towards the 
development of Five-phase and Six-phase drive systems. In six-phase, asymmetrical or quasi 
six-phase (two sets of stator windings shifted by 30° electrical with isolated neutral points) 
attracted the major attention of the researchers. A comprehensive survey on the advances on 
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such drive system is reported by Bojoi et el (2006). An extensive survey on the research on 
multi-phase induction motor drive is reported by Levi et al (2007). The main focus of the 
survey in this paper is induction machines, however, drives based on multi-phase permanent 
magnet S5mchronous motor and synchronous reluctance machine were also addressed 
wherever similarities in the control algorithm existed. The aspect covered in the paper include 
advantages of multi-phase induction machines, modelling of multi-phase induction machine, 
basic field oriented and du-ect torque control techniques and relevant Pulse Width Modulation 
(PWM) schemes of multi-phase vohage source inverter supplying multi-phase induction 
motor drives. The experimental results collected from various experimental rigs were 
included in the paper to demonstrate the achievable performance and to explore the 
underpinning relevant theoretical aspects. More recently a survey on mutei-phase machine 
appHcations for variable speed drives is reported by Levi (2008). The paper presents an 
elaborate list of references of more than 200 research papers to emphasis the gaining 
popularity of the multi-phase motor drive research area. The paper illustrate the advantages of 
multi-phase motor drive recognising the potential application areas, modelling of muUi-phase 
machines, control of adjustable speed multi-phase motor drives, PWM schemes of multi-
phase inverters, post fault behaviour of multi-phase machines, multi-phase multi-motor drive 
systems with a single multi-phase supply, multi-phase machines for electric power generation 
and miscellaneous multi-phase motor drive solution. It is concluded that the multi-phase 
motor drive may not be used as a general purpose drive solution but their usage will be 
restricted to some of the niche application areas as discussed above to eUminate certain drive 
issues. Their utilisation is expected to grow in future especially in high power drive 
applications. 
1.2 WHY MULTI-PHASE MOTOR DRIVE? 
An obvious question arises, why the thesis topic is chosen on muhi-phase motor drive 
when three-phase drive is being successfully used in industries for decades. The simple 
answer lies in the inherent advantages that a multi-phase drive offers compared to their three-
phase counter part. Some of the known advantages of muhi-phase motor drives are-
a. Reducing the amplitude of torque pulsation and increasing the frequency of torque 
pulsation in inverter fed multi-phase drive system when inverter is operating in square 
wave mode. The frequency of torque pulsation is 2n*JundamentaI frequency, where n 
is the number of phases. Thus for instance in a Five-phase machine the torque 
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pulsation occurs at 10 times the fundamental frequency while in three-phase case it is 
6 times the fundamental. 
b. Higher efficiency compared to the three-phase counter part. This is attributed to the 
fact that the stator excitation produces a field with lower space harmonic in case of 
multi-phase machine when compared to three-phase machines. 
c. Higher torque density in muhi-phase machines compared to three-phase machines. 
The reason behind this is that apart from fundamental, higher current harmonic 
contribute towards the torque development in concentrated winding machines. For 
instance in case of a Five-phase machine, third harmonic along with the fundamental 
may be injected to enhance the torque production and similarly in case of a seven-
phase machine, 3*^  and 5^ harmonics may be utilised. Thus in general all lower 
harmonic lower than the phase number may be utilised effectively to enhance the 
torque production. This is a special characteristic of multi-phase machines and is not 
available in a three-phase machine. 
d. Greater fault tolerance than their three-phase counterpart and thus offer more reliable 
solution. If one phase of a three-phase gets open, the machine may continue to run but 
it requires special arrangement for starting (a divided dc bus with a neutral point) and 
the machine has to be heavily de-rated to avoid excessive heating. In contrast in case 
of Five-phase machine, the machine will start, accelo^ed, reject load transient and 
continue to run normally with minimal de-rating even with a loss of one phase. In case 
of a seven-phase machine unnoticeable change occurs even with a loss of up to two 
phases. This trend continues with higher phase number. Thus muhi-phase machine 
drive is suited ideally for safety critical applications such as ship propulsion, air craft 
applications and defence and emergency services applications. 
e. Less volume to weight ratio. 
f Better noise and vibration characteristics. 
g. Lower dc link current harmonics. 
h. Reducing rotor current harmonics. 
i. Reducing current per-phase without increasing voltage per-phase. This reduction in 
power per-phase translates into the reduction in the rating per converter leg. Thus the 
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series/parallel combination of power semiconductor switches may be avoided and 
consequently avoiding the associated static and dynamic vohage sharing problems. 
This is one of the driving forces behind the accelerated use of muhi-phase machines in 
high power drive applications. 
j . Only two current components are required for producing torque in an ac machine 
irrespective of the number of phases. Thus the same vector control principle is 
employed in a muhi-phase machine as that of a three-phase machine. The additional 
degree of freedom that exists in a muhi-phase machine in terms of additional current 
components may be utilised for some other useful purposes. One such identified area 
is multi-phase multi-motor drive systems with a single power electronic converter 
supply. In case of Five-phase system, the stator windings of two Five-phase machines 
are connected in series in appropriate fashion and are supplied from one Five-phase 
voltage source inverter and are controlled independently using vector control scheme. 
While comparing this configuration with two three-phase motors being supplied by 
two separate inverters, there is a saving of one inverter leg and one the complete 
algorithm of two-motor drive may be implemented using single DSP. There is whole 
spectrum of odd and even number of phases of machine that can be used in series-
connected muhi-motor drive system. This concept was explored in Levi (2003) and 
subsequently a substantial amount of research has been carried out on this topic and a 
good number of publications are available in the literature on this specific topic. It is 
covered in greater depth in the next chapter. 
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE PROPOSED RESEARCH 
The present research is based on the development of mathematical model of muhi-
phase voltage source inverters and exploring their control algorithm. The principle set 
objectives of the proposed research are:-
i. To investigate the current state-of-the art in muUi-plKise motor drive research 
area by carrying out comprehensive literature review from available data 
bases. 
ii. To review the modelling procedure of a five-phase voltage source inverter 
using space vector concept 
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111. To investigate the operation of a five-phase voltage source inverter in square 
wave mode of operation. 
iv. To investigate the performance of a five-phase inverter for various conduction 
angles. Both simulation and experimental means of investigation is proposed 
to be carried out. 
V. To review the existing techniques of space vector Pulse width modulation for a 
five-phase VSI and to experimentally verify the algorithm on a Texas 
Instrument TMS320F2812 DSP platform. 
vi. To establish a comprehensive relationship between the most commonly 
employed carrier-base scheme and space vector PWMfor a five-phase VSI. 
vii. To explore the operation of a symmetrical and asymmetrical six-phase voltage 
source inverier in square wave mode of (^ration in various conduction 
angles. 
viii. To develop space vector model of a seven-phase voltage source inverier 
following the same procedure as that of a five-phase VSI. 
ix. To investigate the operation of a seven-phase VSI in square wave mode of 
operation by varying the conduction angles. 
X. To develop space vector PWMfor a seven-phase VSI with the objective to 
reduce and if possible eliminate the low-order harmonics in the output phase 
voltages. The analytical, simulation and experimental approaches are 
intended to be employed. 
1.4 ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS 
The complete thesis is organised into nine different chapters. Chapter 1 starts with the 
introductory remark and provide a review of basic literature available on the specific topic of 
multi-phase motor drives. A question is raised as to why at all the proposed research is 
looking into the muhi-phase motor drives and in support a number of existing advantages are 
highlighted. The objectives of the research are set and are discussed. 
Chapter 2 presents state-of-the art in the multi-phase motor drive research. The aspect 
covered in the survey are; properties of multi-phase motors, modelling of multi-phase 
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machines, control of adjustable speed multi-phase drives, control of muhi-phase inverters 
with references grouped into five-phase, six-phase, seven-phase and higher phase numbers. 
The basic vector and direct control and fault tolerant aspect of multi-phase drive are also 
taken up. Recent research on multi-phase multi-motor drive systems is discussed. 
Chapter 3 is devoted to the modelling and control aspect of a five-phase vohage 
source inverter. Modelling in ten-step mode using space vector theory is elaborated, followed 
by the complete model development including PWM mode. Square wave operation by 
varying conduction angles is also incorporated. The analytical finding is supported by 
simulation resuhs at each stage. Finally experimental set up is discussed and a experimental 
results are provided for various operating conditions of a five-phase VSI. 
Chapter 4 illustrate the most commonly employed carrier-based PWM scheme for a 
five-phase VSI. The well know third harmonic injection PWM scheme of a three-phase VSI is 
extended in this ch^ter for a five-phase VSI with fifth harmonic injection of appropriate 
magnitude. Analytical expression is evolved for determining the exact amount of fifth 
harmonic to be injected along with the reference to generate the modulating signals. 
Triangular zero sequence injection or in other word oflfeet addition in the reference leg voltage 
are also elaborated. Existing space vector PWM schemes for a five-phase VSI is reviewed and 
their experimental implementation is reported in this chapter. Finally a comprehensive 
relationship between carrier-based PWM and space vector PWM is established and presented 
in the chapter. 
Chapter 5 considers a six-phase voltage source inverter in producing quasi six-phase 
output voltages. Such inverters are meant to supply a quasi six-phase machine. Such machines 
have two three-phase windings on the stator, spatially displaced by 30° (often referted to as 
dual three-phase or split phase machine). A quasi six-phase machine can be constructed by 
splitting the individual stator phase belts of a three-phase motor in half with an angular 
separation of 30° between the two halves. The operation of six-phase inverter is investigated 
for square wave operation with conduction angles equal to 180°, 150° and 120°. The 
operation in terms of output phase voltages, line voltages and input side ac currents are 
explained. The performance of the inverter in terms of their harmonic content is evaluated 
using simulation and experimentations. Since multi-phase drive is mainly meant to cater the 
need of very high power applications in the range of MWatts. In such high power application. 
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too much switching losses may not be affordable. Thus square wave mode is ideally suited for 
such applications where the switching frequency equal to the fundamental frequency. 
Chapter 6 duplicates the content of chapter 5 but with the exception of topology of the 
inverter which now provide symmetrical six-phase output. A comparison between quasi six-
phase and symmetrical six-phase is provided wherever and whenever possible. 
Chapter 7 is dedicated to the modelling and control of a seven-phase VSI. Complete 
model of a seven-phase VSI is developed for square wave and PWM mode using space vector 
approach. The model thus obtained is transformed using decoupling transformation matrix 
into three two dimensional spaces. Such model is then utilised in the next chapter to develop 
space vector PWM. Square wave mode is illustrated for three different conduction angles. 
Analytical, simulation and experimental results are provided. 
Chapter 8 develops space vector PWM for a seven-phase VSI. At first the 
conventional approach of using only outer largest length vectors are investigated. Space 
vector PWM schemes are then suggested to eliminate certain set of low order harmonics. Two 
such schemes are developed followed by the development of a scheme to eliminate all the 
undesired lower order harmonics. This scheme generates sinusoidal output which only 
contains harmonics at the multiple of switching frequency. Simulation results are provided in 
the chapter. Space vector PWM scheme developed are implemented on a DSP platform and 
the experimental results are provided. To relate the carrier-based and space vector PWM, 
experimental results are also provided for carrier-based PWM. Further, seventh harmonic 
injection scheme is discussed and experimental results are provided in the chapter. 
Chapter 9 conclude the findings of different chapters and provide the scope of further 
research. 
Finally references used in different chapters of thesis are given and the list of 
publications out of this thesis is provided. 
Chapter 2: Literature Survey 
CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
2.1 BVaPTION OF MULTI-PHASE MOTOR DRIVE 
The self starting property along with handling of optimum power level, leads to the 
wide acceptability of a three-phase ac machine as a standard means of eletromechanical 
energy conversion. The motors are designed to operate with sinusoidal excitation getting 
supply from a three-phase source. The source of electrical power to the motors is derived 
from a power electronic converter in variable speed applications. There is no restriction 
imposed whatsoever in the number of legs in an inverter and thus the number of phases of 
machine supplied by an inverter can be more than three. Hence the number of phases of motor 
may be considered as a design parameter. The interest in machine with more than three phases 
called here 'multi-phase' has started in late 1960s when Ward and Harer (1969) have 
proposed a Five-phase induction motor as an alternative to three-phase motors with the idea to 
increase the frequency of torque pulsation and reduce their magnitude. Since then multi-phase 
motor drive research has seen a huge growth in the published work. A number of interesting 
advantages have been identified and are explored in detail in the literature. The application of 
multi-phase machine drive is limited to specific region of high power drive encompassing 
ship propulsion, electric and hybrid vehicles, traction, and 'more' electric aircraft. The multi-
phase drive still could not replace three-phase drive in general purpose application and the 
same trend is expected to continue in near firture. 
2.2 SALIENT FEATURES OF MULTI-PHASE MOTOR DRIVE 
Muhi-phase ac machine can be either induction or synchronous. The induction 
machine can be either a wound or cage type, it is the later design which has been extensively 
discussed in the literature. In synchronous category it can either be a permanent magnet, with 
field winding or reluctance type. The stator of a multi-phase can be designed with sinusoidal 
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winding or with concentrated winding. Both machines differ in properties due to different 
distribution of their mmf waves. Some of the properties of multi-phase machines which are 
independent of their type and are highlighted in [Ferraris and Lazzari (1983), Golubev and 
Ignatenko (2000), Williamson and Smith (2003), Apsley et al (2006) and Boglietti et al 
(2006)] are; 
• MMF produced by stator excitation have lower space harmonics and this affect a 
number of characteristics of a muhi-phase machine such as their efficiency and power 
factor. 
• The frequency of torque ripple in a muhi-phase machine fed using a multi-phase 
inverter operating in square wave mode is 2n, where n being phase number, thus 
increasing phase number correspondingly increases the frequency of torque ripple. 
• Only two current components are required for the torque/flux control of an ac machine 
irrespective of number of phases thus the extra curr«rt components available in multi-
phase machines can be utilised for other purposes. 
• Due to sharing of power among lai^e number of phases the power per phase gets 
reduced for handling same amount of power as that of a three-phase machine. The 
power sharing by each inverter leg also gets reduced and thus lower rating power 
semiconductor can be used. 
• Due to availability of large number of phases a multi-phase machine is more fault 
tolerant compared to their three-phase counter part. Since only two current 
components are required for torque/flux control a multi-phase machine do not pose a 
problem in the event of occurrence of fauh unless there is a loss of more than n-3 
phases occurs. 
The consequence of mmf with lower space harmonic in muhi-phase machine is their 
higher efficiency and lower acoustic noise. Higher fi-equency of torque ripple once again put 
less stress on the driving load and quieter operation of the machine. Higher efficiency of 
multi-phase machine compared to three-phase machine may be explained as follows. 
Consider two machines of identical design with different phase numbers. If both machines 
have to develop same amount of torque at same speed, then they must have same rotor copper 
losses, same air-gap mmf, and same fundamental component of stator current. The higher 
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efficiency is attributed to lower stator copper losses. The stator copper losses will reduce with 
increasing phase number Jis given in Table 2.1 [Williamson and Smith (2003)]. 
Table 2.1. Reduction in stator copper loss vs phase number of machine 
Phase Number 
Reduction in stator cu. Loss 
5 
5.6% 
6 
6.7% 
9 
7.9% 
12 
8.3% 
15 
8.5% 
It is important to note here that the rotor copper losses and iron losses (since air gap 
mmf is unchanged) will remain unchanged with change in machine phase number. The 
reduction in stator copper losses is due to that fact that the stator current lower order harmonic 
changes. The use of higher phase number increases the pole number of the harmonic 
components and thus reducing their magnitude and consequently reducing the stator copper 
losses due to these harmonic components. 
Reduction in the magnitude of torque pulsation and the increase in the frequency of 
torque pulsation in an inverter (operating in 180° conduction mode) fed muhi-phase is their 
another salient feature. Williamson and Smith (2003) demonstrated that the air gap field 
produced by cf^ harmonic component of excitation current in a IP pole machine with n 
balanced phases will have pole-pair numbers given by 
P = P{q-2kn) it = 0,±l,±2,±3, (2.1) 
Positive values of P correspond to forward rotating fields and negative values represents 
backward rotating field. For fields of the same pole number to be produced by two distinct 
excitation components , with fi-equencies/; and/^, (2.1) shows that there must be solution to 
the equation 
P(q^-2k,n) = P(q2-2k2n) 
fr-om which one gets 
fei - ^2 ) == (2^i« - 2^2«) = 2«(A:I - 2^ ) 
Thus the fi^equency of torque pulsation is 
{qi-q2)f-2nf{k,-k2) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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where ki and k2 are integers. Equation (2.4) reveals that the frequency of torque pulsation in a 
balanced n-phase machine is produced at all even muhiples of the product of the phase 
number and the fundamental frequency of the supply. For instance in a three-phase machine 
the torque ripple frequency exist at mukiple of 300 Hz, in a five-phase machine it shifts to 
500 Hz . Thus higher the phase number higher will be the torque pulsation frequency. 
One important property of a muki-phase machine with concentrated stator winding is 
enhancement in average torque produced by the machine by injecting higher order harmonic 
currents [Weh and Schroder (1985), Toliyat et al (1991), Toliyat and Lipo (1994) and Coates 
et al (2001)]. This is a special characteristic of a multi-phase machine which is not available 
in a three-phase machine. All Harmonic current of the order between fundamental and n can 
be injected along with fiindamental to improve the torque production. For instance in a Five-
phase machine 3"* harmonic can be added [Toliyat et al (1998) and Xu et al (2001)] and in a 
Seven-phase machine 3"* and 5* can be added with the fundamental [Locment et al (2005)]. 
In even phase number machine only quasi six-phase configuration is utilised for torque 
enhancement by injecting 3*^  harmonic as shown by Lyra and Lipo (2002). 
Assuming an odd phase number machine with one neutral point there exist n-3 
additional current components and thus the same number of additional degree of freedom. 
This additional degree of freedom may be used for various purposes, such as:-
• Enhancement of torque production by injecting high^ order current harmonics 
in concentrated winding machines as discussed above. 
• Fault mitigation and providing fauh tolarent operation. A number of 
publications are available in this regard, some of them are [Smith et al (2003), 
Mantero et al (1999), Mantero et al (2000), Singh and Pant (2000), 
Williamsons and Smith (2004), Zhao and Lipo (1996a), Zhao and Lipo 
(1996b), Jacobina etal (2004), Xu et al (2002), Toliyat (1998), De Silva et al 
(2006), Parsa and Toliyat (2004), Ryu et al (2006), Martin et al (2000), 
Aroquiadassou et al (2005)]. In the event of a feuh (one phase out) in a three-
phase drive with star-connected stator winding and isolated neutral point, the 
two available healthy phase currents become identical with 180° phase shift. 
Hence it is no more possible to independently control the remaining two phase 
currents unless a divided dc bus along with a neutral point is provided as 
demonstrated by Fu and Lipo (1994). In contrast to this multi-phase machine 
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may still generate rotating mmf with the loss of upto n-3 phases. The phase 
redundancy concept was developed by Jahns (1980) for muhi-phase machine 
and it was shown that machine normal operation of a multi-phase machine is 
possible with appropriate post fault strategy. The simplest post fault strategy 
can be adopted for a machine with n^pk phases (p = 3,4,5...., ^ = 2,3,4,...) and 
the complete winding is configured as k windings with a phases each, with k 
isolated neutral points and k independent p-phase inverters. In the event of a 
fauh in any phase ofp set, then the complete set of p-phases is taken out of the 
service. For instance in case of quasi six-phase machine with two set of three-
phase windings one set is completely taken out of the service rendering the 
supply to only one set and thiis the complete drive operate with half torque and 
power. In case of a 15-phase motor with three set of 5-phase windings, one or 
more complete 5-phase windings may be taken out of the service to keep the 
drive running with reduced rating [Mc Coy and Bentamane (1998), Bentamane 
and Mc Coy (1998)]. This simple strategy is although easy to implement and 
no change is required in the software but this may not be suitable for safety 
critical applications as there is a huge loss in developed torque. In such 
situations machine with one neutral point is better suited. This is so since the 
currents of all the remaining healthy phases are regulated to offer an optimum 
solution. The post fault strategy is application dependent and three different 
situations may occur [Smith et al (2003)]. Assuming loss of one phase, 
strategy 1 could be to maintain the same torque level as that of the pre fault 
conditions without any pulsation. In this case the increase in currents in 
healthy phases are inevitable and the currents increase by a factor 7 r and 
(w-1) 
correspondingly the stator copper losses will also increase but there will be no 
change in the rotor copper losses. The second strategy is based on the keeping 
the stator copper loss under post fault condition to the same level as that of the 
pre fault condition. The stator current has to be increased to l-, r in the 
V(«-i) 
remaining heahhy phases. The torque and power reduces and the rotor copper 
loss increases. The third strategy keeps the stator current during post fauh at 
the same level as that of pre fault condition. In this scheme the stator copper 
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n 
losses reduced by a factor of -, r, however, the torque level and power is 
( n - l j 
reduced with corresponding increase in the rotor copper loss. All the three 
scheme discussed here assumes load whose torque varies as square of speed. 
All these strategies require configuring the software in post fauh operation. 
Most of the available literature on fault tolerant drive is on Five-phase 
and on quasi six-phase machine. Zhao and Lipo (1996a) and (1996b) provide a 
complete study on a quasi six-phase machine with single neutral point. Rotor 
field oriented control scheme is developed under post fault condition and are 
experimentally verified. Post fault current control utilises two pairs of current 
controllers in two sub-spaces of the five dimensional (post fauh) space. 
Excellent dynamic is achieved with the proposed control technique. Another 
study on quasi six-phase machine is carried out by Jacobina et al (2004) under 
v//" control for loss of one, two and three inverter legs. Five-phase machine is 
considered by Toliyat (1998) and Xu et al (2002) for operation with loss of one 
and two phases. The machine is demonstrated to run steadily under closed-loop 
current control scheme with loss of up to two phases. 
• Another useful purpose of additional degree of fi-eedom in terms of extra 
current components is the independent control of two or more multi-phase 
machine whose stator windings are connected in series or parallel. A number 
of published work is available on this issue which is taken up in detail in next 
section 
It is important to emphasize here that the additional degree of fi-eedom available in 
multi-phase motor drive can be utilised for one purpose at one time. 
2.3 MODELLING OF MULTI-PHASE MACHINES 
Modelling of multi-phase machine is an interesting topic which has attracted the 
attention of researchers for long. The genered n-phase machine model is presented way back 
in first half of the 20* century by White and Woodson (1959). A general w-phase decoupling 
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transformation matrix is presented which is applicable to any odd or even phase number 
machines. With standard assumptions for a sinusoidal field distribution machine, a set of n 
equations are produced by applying decoupling (Clarke's) transformation matrix. The first 
a- p pair is identical to the corresponding pair of equations for a three-phase machine. The 
last equation (odd phase number) and last two equations (even phase number) represent zero 
sequence components, same as three-phase machine. The remaining (n-3) sets (odd phase 
number) and {n-4) sets (even phase number) are extra components which are termed as x-y 
components. These components are limited by leakage impedance only similar to the zero 
sequence components. The stator a-p component interacts with rotor a-p component to 
produce the working torque. The stator and rotor x-y components are localised and they do not 
interact with each other or with stator to rotor or rotor to stator. Thus these pairs of 
components do not take part in production of torque in a machine. They produce distortion in 
currents. Since coupling between stator and rotor appears after decoupling transformation 
only in Of - /? equations of the multi-phase machine, it is only this set of equation that have to 
be transformed further, using rotational transformation. The form of this transformation is the 
same as for the corresponding three-phase machine. The resulting final d-q model in the 
common reference fi^me contains d-q and torque equations identical to that of a three-phase 
machine. Thus same vector control principle is applied to a multi-phase machine as that of a 
three-phase machine. 
In case of a quasi six-phase machine the transformation matrix depends on the neutral 
connection. If there is only one neutral point then the transformation matrix is identical to that 
of the symmetrical machine. In case of a multi-phase machine of even numbers with p 
isolated neutral points the total number of equations reduces to {n-p) after decoupling 
transformation since zero sequence components cannot flow in any of the star connected p 
windings. 
The literature related to modelling of multi-phase machine are available in [Golubev 
and Zykov (2003), Pereira et al (2004a), Pereira et al (2004b), Pereira et al (2006), Kestelyn et 
al (2002), Mokhtari et al (2004), Semail et al (2003), Hadiouche et al (2000), Nelson and 
Krause (1974), Lipo (1980), Contin et al (2006), Razik et al (2005), Wang et al (2006), 
Figueroa et al (2006)]. 
The phase variable and d-q model of a concentrated winding machine is different 
compared to distributed winding machine. The inductance terms with fundamental and higher 
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harmonics have to be included in contrast to the distributed winding machine where only 
fundamental component of inductance is considered, implication of decoupling 
transformation matrix results in («-7) equations for odd and (w-2) equations for even phase 
number machine. An appropriate rotational transformation matrix is now applied to all the 
equations and the final d-q model contains (n-J) equations of the form valid for d-q equations 
of a three-phase machine. Torque equation has now, in addition to the components due to 
fundamental stator current, (n-3) new equations, each of which is due to the interaction of a 
certain stator current harmonic and the corresponding spatial harmonic of the field. 
2.4 CONTROL OF ADJUSTABLE SPEED MULTI-PHASE DRIVE 
Variable speed control of ac drive is achieved by scalar or vector based control 
schemes. V/f is the most popular scalar control scheme which is of now little interest due to 
availability of cheap high performance drive. The vector control principle of sinusoidally 
distributed stator winding multi-phase machine is identical to that of a three-phase machine as 
demonstrated by [Iqbal et al (2003), Iqbal et al (2006), Bojoi et al (2002), Bojoi et al (2003), 
Bojoi et al (2005), Bojoi et al (2006), Hou et al (2003), Sudhoff et al (1997), Vukosavic et al 
(2005), Hua et al (2006)]. The only difference is that the coordinate transformation has to 
produce w-phase current references for current control in stationary reference frame and n-
phase voltage references for current control in rotational reference fi^me. For current control 
is stationary reference fi^me (n-J) stationary current controllers are required. Either phase 
currents or phase current components are controlled using ramp-comparison closed-loop 
current control scheme. For currait control in rotational reference fi'ame in principle only two 
current controllers are required since only two current components are required for torque 
production. However, since «-phase machine has n-J independent currents, using only two 
current controllers is not sufficient in practice as asynunetries in the windings or supply may 
lead to detuned operation of the vector controller. Thus four current controllers are normally 
employed to control a quasi six-phase machine. 
The vector control principle of a concentrated winding machine is different from a 
distributed winding machine. This difference is attributed to the low order harmonic current 
which are injected for torque enhancement. The injected low ordw harmonic currents are 
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firmly tied to the fiindamental in terms of magnitude, phase and frequency. The modification 
is done for the calculation of references of low order harmonics and the calculation of 
rotational transformation. In such vector control schemes n-I current controllers have to be 
used. 
Direct Torque control (DTC) is another control scheme to obtain high performance 
drive Avith excellent d3aiamic response. DTC of a three-phase machine is well established in 
the literature but the same is not true for muhi-phase machines. There are two basic schemes 
of DTC for a three-phase machine. The first scheme utilises hysteresis based stator flux and 
torque controller along with an optimum inverter switching table to impress desired stator 
voltage vectors. The draw back of this scheme is that the inverter switching frequency is not 
fixed and is variable which is due to the hysteresis blocks. The second scheme utilises proper 
PWM methods to keep the switching fi-equency constant. Generally space vector PWM is 
used for this purpose. In principle the same approaches are also applicable to muhi-phase 
machines with same quality of dynamics. However, there exists a difference in the DTC of a 
multi-phase machine due to existence of x-y components of stator voltage. In sinusoidally 
distributed stator winding multi-phase machine the applied stator voltages needs to be 
sinusoidal as well. However, presence of low order harmonics in multi-phase output due to JC-
y components restricts this requirement. This problem can be avoided in constant switching 
fi-equency scheme by using available PWM schemes of sinusoidal generation such as carrier-
based or space vector PWM. 
In hysteresis based DTC scheme, the approach of three-phase machine requires one 
space vector to be used in each switching period. It will be seen later that using one space 
vector at one time in case of multi-phase inverter generated unwanted low order harmonics as 
demonstrated by Xu et al (2001), Toliyat and Xu (2000a), Toliyat and Xu (200b). For 
sinusoidal output fi-om a multi-phase inverter the number of space vectors for implementing 
Space vector PWM to be used in switching period is equal to (w-/), n being phase number 
[Kelly et al (2003)]. This shortcoming is removed for a quasi six-phase machine by Hatua and 
Ranganathan (2005), and Bojoi et al (2005). Hatua and Ranganathan (2005) have 
circumvented the problem by introducing an additional hysteresis controller which increases 
the control complexity. Bojoi et al (2005) have used two separate three-phase inverters to 
supply a quasi six-phase machine with inverter operating in carrier-based PWM with 3'** 
harmonic injection. 
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2.5 CONTROL OF MULTI-PHASE VOLTAGE SOURCE INVERTERS 
Multi-phase motor drives are invariably supplied by multi-phase voltage source 
inverters. The available literature suggest the wide spread use of two level multi-phase 
vohage source inverters for such purpose. In medium to high power applications PWM 
control schemes are utilised and square wave mode is of interest in very high power 
applications. The most commonly discussed PWM methods are carrier-based and space 
vector. The number of space vectors generated in any /?-phase inverter is 2", thus 8, 32, 512 
vectors are available in a three-phase, five-phase and nine-phase inverters, respectively. Thus 
implementing space vector PWM in a multi-phase inverter is more complex and flexible due 
to the presence of large number of space vectors. 
It is recognised that the PWM of multi-phase inverters generate undesirable low order 
harmonics due to the presence of x-y components. This can be easily avoided by extending 
the carrier-based PWM scheme of three-phase VSIs to multi-phase VSIs. However, the dc bus 
utilisation is poor in carrier-based PWM and third harmonic injection and zero sequence 
signal injection is employed to improve the dc bus utilisation in a three-phase VSIs [Holmes 
and Lipo (2003)]. The techniques of harmonic injection and offset addition is extended for 
muhi-phase VSIs by Kelly et al (2001), Ojo and Dong (2005), Iqbal et al (2006) and 
Moinuddin and Iqbal (2007). It is shown that the gain in dc bus utilisation reduces with 
increasing phase number. The maximum fundamental obtainable with 3"* harmonic injection 
is 15.47% in a three-phase VSI, with 5'*' harmonic injection it is 5.15% in a five-phase VSI 
and with 7* harmonic injection it is merely 2.57% for a seven-phase VSI. 
In quasi six-phase machines with isolated neutral points supplied by two three-phase 
VSIs, the same approach of harmonic injection is employed by Bojoi et al (2002) and Siala et 
al (2003). In this approach two sets of 3"* harmonics are injected in the leg references of the 
two inverters and are termed here as double zero sequence injection scheme. Two three-phase 
inverters are controlled independently by two three-phase identical modulators employing the 
injection of two three-phase zero sequence waveforms. The linear modulation is extended to 
15.47% as in case of a three-phase machine. The main attraction of carrier-based PWM 
method is ease of their implementation especially in high phase numbers such as 15-phase 
inverters, as the number of space vector in this case would be 32768. Thus implementation of 
space vector PWM would be highly complex. Carrier-based PWM is also used by Takami and 
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Matsumoto (1993) to control a nine-phase machine with three isolated neutral point. An 
optimum pulse pattern is generated which yield better harmonic performance compared to 
conventional carrier-based PWM. 
Carrier-based PWM scheme is also implemented successfully by Iqbal et al (2006) for 
controlling two series-connected five-phase machines supplied by a single voltage source 
inverter. The single VSI supplying series-connected multi-phase machines require to generate 
multi frequency output with different phase, magnitude and frequency. It is possible to utilise 
the advantage of harmonic injection in such applications as well as demonstrated by Iqbal et 
al (2006). 
Space vector PWM techniques for muhi-phase VSIs has gained popularity in recent 
years and a number of published woric is available in the literature [Toliyat et al (1993), 
Toliyat et al (2000), Zhao and Lipo (1995), Duran and Levi (2006), Iqbal and Levi (2006a), 
Dujic et al (2007), Iqbal and Levi (2006b), Gopakumar et al (1993), Kelly et al (2003), 
Hadiouche et al (2003), Ryu et al (2005), Casadei et al (2005), Correa et al (2003), Bakhshai 
et al (1997), De Silva et al (2004), Iqbal and Levi (2005), Kestelyn et al (2004), Delarue et al 
(2003), Oriti et al (1997), Kianinezhad et al (2005), Semail and Rombaut (2003), Xue et al 
(2006), Dahono (2006a), Dahono (2006b), Ojo et al (2006), Marouani et al (2006), Oleschuk 
et al (2006), Xue and Wen (2005)]. A comprehensive space vector model of a five-phase is 
presented in Iqbal et al (2006) and space vector model of a seven-phase VSI is presented in 
Moinuddin and Iqbal (2007) which suggest that that the number of available space vectors 
(n-l) 
map into ^ planes. These planes corresponds to a-P and x-y pairs of components. 
Harmonics of order 2kn + \, (^ = 0,1,2,....) map into the first a-P plane, while all the other 
(n-i) harmonics map iirto the other ^^ planes. For instance, for a five-phase VSI, harmonics of 
the order lOA: ± 1, (* = 0,1,2,....) map into the a-p plane and lOit ±3, (A = 0,1,2,....) map into 
the jc -y plane. In case of a seven-phase VSI, 14^ + 1, (A^  = 0,1,2,....) map into a-P plane and 
(l4A: ±5), A: = 0,1,2,... map into first x-y plane and (l4* ±3), A: = 0,1,2,... map into the second 
x-y plane. These extra components are limited by machine leakage impedance hence they 
should be removed using PWM techniques. 
The use of only largest length space vectors to implement SVPWM is derived from 
the concept of space vector PWM of three-phase VSI. The same approach is used by Toliyat 
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et al (2000), Xu et al (2002) and Shi and Toliyat (2002) for s five-phase VSI where they have 
used only ten large length vectors. This method is seen to generate low order harmonic 
components. A method was devised by Silva et al (2004) to generate sinusoidal output 
voltages. They have used four active vectors and one zero vector to implement SVPWM for a 
five-phase VSI. An alternative approach was proposed by Iqbal and Levi (2006) to generate 
sinusoidal output. The basic requirement for producing sinusoidal output is to use (n-J) active 
vectors along with one zero vector in one switching period to generate sinusoidal output as 
demonstrated by Kelly et al (2003). A number of SVPWM methods are available in the 
literature for six-phase VSI for both symmetrical and asymmetrical configurations. The first 
proposal for a quasi six-phase VSI is proposed by Zhao and Lipo (1995) where vector space 
decomposition technique is used. The complete set of space vectors are decomposed into 
three sets of orthogonal planes. The four neighbouring active and one zero vector is selected 
and dwell time of each switch is formulated in such a way to suppress the low order 
harmonics. The space vector PWM of a symmetrical six-phase is reported by Correa et al 
(2003) and Dujic et al (2006). One specific feature of SVPWM for inverter with an even 
number of phases is that it possible to eliminate the instantaneous common mode voltage. 
One important difference between three-phase and multi-phase VSI is that the dc bus 
utilisation is poor in case of multi-phase inverters due to application of large and medium 
space vectors. 
Space vector PWM for multi-phase inverters is inherently a multi dimensional 
problem as recognised by Duran and Levi (2006) A SVPWM for a five-phase VSI is 
developed for feeding two series-connected five-phase machines. However, the practical 
realisation of such problem is a tedious job. Vector space decomposition technique is a simple 
way of realising the SVPWM using equivalent two dimensional sub spaces. 
The alternative to multi-phase VSI is the muhi-level inverters, although the output is 
only three phases but the output voltage level is more than two and such inverters are suitable 
for driving high power loads. The control techniques of such inverters are once again carrier-
based PWM and space vector PWM. However, the number of available space vectors is more 
compared to corresponding two level inverters, thus offering more control flexibility. A 
comprehensive comparison between carrier based and SVPWM for three-level inverter is 
presented by Wang (2002). The three-level SVPWM equivalent can be realised by carrier-
based PWM using harmonic injection, while three-level sine triangle PWM can be realised by 
electing proper dwell time. 
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2.6 MULTI-LEVEL MULTI-PHASE INVERTERS 
A considerable research interest has been generated in recent years on multi-level 
multi-phase voltage source inverters. This type of inverters synthesises voltage waveform 
from several dc voltage levels. As the number of levels increases, the synthesized output 
voltage gets more steps and generated a waveform which approaches the reference more 
accurately. A number of interesting resuhs are published over years and a survey is presented 
by Teodorescu et al (1999) and Rodriguez et al (2002). The major advantages offered by 
muhi-level inverters are; 
• High voltage capability with reduced rating devices. 
• Low harmonic content in the output voltages. 
• Reduced switching losses compared to two-level inverters. 
• Higher efficiency. 
• Low electromagnetic interference. 
A number of applications of multi-level inverters have been identified for instance a 
nine-phase induction motor drive for traction application is reported by Steiner et al (2000). A 
quasi nine-phase induction motor is used, configured into three three-phase windings with 
isolated neutral points. These are supplied from three-phase three-level inverters. Since the 
neutrals are isolated, the control scheme of inverter is same as that of the three-phase drive. A 
quasi six-phase motor drive fed using two three-phase five-level inverters is investigated by 
Oudjebour et al (2004). Multi-level inverter is also reported for ship propulsion application by 
Gritter (2005) where a 36.5 MW motor is used. Some preliminary woric related to multi-level 
based five-phase induction motor drive is reported by Lu and Corzine (2005). A novel control 
algorithm of muki-level inverter based on two-level space vector PWM is reported by Lopez 
et al (2008). The proposed algorithm is claimed to provide low computational overhead and 
may be used in most of the available multi-level configurations. A five-level five-phase 
voltage source inverter is implemented using FPGA There is still a huge scope of work on 
this aspect of in verier topology and control algorithm. 
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2.7 MULTI-PHASE MULTI-MOTOR DRIVE SYSTEMS 
It has been recognised that the additional current components available in multi-phase 
machine are used for diflFerent purposes as explained in the previous section. One of the 
utilisation of extra current component is in the multi-motor drive application. In such drive 
configuration stator windings of a certain number of machines are connected in series, using 
an appropriate transposition in the connection of the machines' phases, in such a manner that 
flux/torque producing (d-q) currents of one machine appear as non flux/torque producing 
(x-y) currents for all the other machines and vice versa. The complete drive structure is 
suppUed by only one multi-phase inverter and using vector control scheme each individual 
motors are controlled independently. The idea has been floated for the first time in Gataric 
(2000) in conjunction with two-motor five-phase series-connected drive. The concept of 
series connection using phase transposition enables completely independent control of all the 
machines although a single multiphase inverter is used as the supply. Vector control is applied 
in conjunction with every machine in the group and the inverter is required to generate a 
multi-fi-equency output voltage for the supply of the complete drive system. Such muhi-motor 
drive systems are possible for symmetrical multiphase machines with sinusoidal field 
distribution with both an even and an odd supply phase numbers. Multiphase induction motor 
drive status is reviewed in Levi et al (2007c). A number of research publication is available 
for series-connected muhi-motor multi-phase drive system [Mohapatra et al (2005), Levi et al 
(2003), Levi et al (2004a), Levi et al (2004b), Levi et al (2004c), Mohapatra et al (2004), 
Jones and Levi (2006), Duran et al (2005), Levi et al (2(K)5), Jones et al (2005a), Levi et al 
(2006a), Levi et al (2006b), Levi et al (2006c), Levi et al (2007a), Iqbal et al (2005), Levi et 
al (2007b), Jones et al (2005b)]. The number of machines connectable in series is at most k = 
{n - 2)/2 for even supply phase numbers and k = (n-1 )/2 for odd supply phase numbers. 
Whether or not all the series-connected machines are of the same phase number depends on 
the supply phase number. The possibility of independent control of asymmetrical machine 
using series coimection is also investigated for quasi six-phase [Mohapatra et al (2005)] and 
quasi nine-phase machine [Duran et al (2005)]. There are two possibilities, one is to connect 
two asymmetrical six-phase machines and the second is to connect an asymmetrical six-phase 
machine and a two-phase machine. The latter possibility has a drawback in that it requires the 
neutral of the drive system to be connected either to the seventh inverter leg or to the midpoint 
of the dc link. On the other hand, the properties of the 
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former connection scheme is practically the same as for the two-motor five-phase drive. The 
concept of multi-motor drive is independent of machine type and any two ore more types of 
machines can be mixed. Mixing of a six-phase induction and a six-phase permanent magnet 
synchronous machine is demonstrated by Levi et al (2006c). The decoupled control of a five-
phase induction and five-phase synchronous reluctance machine is reported by Levi et al 
(2007). 
From the application point of view, two potentially viable solutions appear to be two-
motor series-connected five-phase (or asymmetrical six-phase, comprising two asymmetrical 
six-phase machines) and symmetrical six-phase two-motor drives. In the symmetrical six-
phase configuration, the second machine is three-phase and it is not in any way affected by 
the series connection. Since flux/torque producing currents of the three-phase machine flow 
through the six-phase machine's stator winding, impact of the series connection on the 
efficiency of the six-phase machine will be negligible provided that the six-phase machine is 
of a considerably higher rating than the three-phase machine. In contrast to this, in five-phase 
and asymmetrical six-phase configurations, both machines are affected by the series 
connection since flux/torque producing currents of each machine flow through both machines. 
Hence, the potential applicability of this configuration is related to either two-motor drives 
where the two machines never operate simultaneously or where the operating conditions are at 
all times very different (for example, two-motor centre driven winder drives). However, the 
efficiency of such a two-motor drive will always be lower than in a corresponding two-motor 
drive with two independent VSIs as the supply. 
It is also possible to connect the multiphase machines in parallel instead of in series. 
Using the same idea of phase transposition, independent control can again be achieved as 
demonstrated by Jones et al (2006a) and Jones et al (2006b). However, parallel connection 
can only be realized when the system (VSI) number of phases is an odd prime number. While 
parallel connection looks more attractive than the series connection at first sight, it suffers 
fi'om some serious drawbacks that make it far inferior to the series connection. First of all, the 
dc-link voltage in the series connection is split across machines connected in series, while in 
parallel connection each of the machines is subjected to the full dc-link vohage (dc-link 
voltage has to be increased by the same amount, regardless of whether machines are 
connected in series or in parallel). In series connection all inverter current components are 
controlled and therefore known. In contrast to this, in parallel connection it is the inverter 
voltage components that are controlled, leading to essentially uncontrollable stator x-y 
current components in the machines of the group. The net resuh is that, although fully 
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decoupled dynamic control of all the machines of the multi-motor drive is possible using both 
series and parallel connection, it is only the series connection that holds some prospectus for 
industrial applications. 
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aiAFTER-S 
MODELLING AND CONTROL OF A FIVE-PHASE VOLTAGE SOURCE 
INVERTER 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter is devoted to the development of a comprehensive model of a Five-phase 
voltage source inverter based on ^ace vector tfieoiy. Proper modelling of voltage source inverters is 
important in devising appropriate control algorithm. The complete model is broadly classified into 
two group namely square wave and PWM mode based on the operation of the inverter. The leg 
voltages and line voltages along with phase voltages are illustrated. The Fourier analysis of ou^ut 
phase-to-neutral voltages and non-adjacent voltages is performed for square wave mode. The output 
phase-to-neutral voltage is shown to be essentially identical to tfiose obtainable with a three-phase 
voltage source inverter. At each step simulation results are provided to support the analytical 
approach used. The relationship between tfie phase and line voltages for a Five-phase system is also 
established. 
For h i ^ power application stepped operation of inverter is preferred over PWM mode to 
avoid switching losses. Square wave mode of operation is elaborate for various conduction modes 
such as 180°, 144° and 108° and the performance is evaluated in terms of harmonic content of 
phase-to-neutral voltages. The Total harmonic distortion is evaluated for each case and a 
comparison is provided. Complete experimental set-up is provided for a proto type Five-phase 
inverter developed in the laboratory. Experimental results are also provided in the chapter for 
stepped operation a Five-phase voltage source inverter. Experimental and analytical results are 
shown to verify each oAer. 
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32 MODELLING OF A FIVE-PHASE VSI 
Power circuit topology of a Five-phase VSI is shown in Fig. 3.1. Each switch in the circuit 
consists of two power semiconductor devices, connected in anti-parallel. One of tfiese is a fully 
controllable semiconductor, such as a bipolar transistor or IGBT, \^ile Ae second one is a diode. 
The input of the inverter is a dc voltage, which is regarded further on as being constant. The inverter 
outputs are denoted in Fig. 3.1 with lower case symbols {a,b,c,d,e), while the points of connection of 
the ou^uts to inverter legs have symbols in coital letters (A,B,C,D,E). The basic operating 
principles of the Five-phase VSI are developed in vAiat follows assuming the ideal commutation and 
zero forward voltage drop. 
51 ^ S,^  ^ S5 \ | SI 
S6 V 
N 
S8 \ , 1^0 V 
S7 
D 
\ - \ 
« \ 
- \ 
Fig. 3.1. Five-phase voltage source inverter power circuit. 
32.1 SQUARE WAVE MODE OF OPERATION 
Discrete switching of power switches in an inverter leads to stepped wave output termed as 
square wave operation of the inverter. Conventionally 180° conduction mode is considered leading 
to ten-step output phase voltages from the inverter. Two more conduction angles 144° and 108° are 
also taken up in this section. 
3.2.1A ISO'* CONDUCTION MODE 
Each switch is assumed to conduct for 180° and Ae phase delay between firing of two 
switches in any subsequent two phases is equal to 360°/5 = 72°.The driving control gate/base signals 
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for the ten switches of the inverter in Fig. 3.1 are illustrated in Fig. 3.2. One complete cycle of 
operation of the inverter can be divided into ten distinct modes indicated in Fig. 3.2 and summarised 
in Table 3.1. It follows from Fig. 3.2 and Table 3.1 that at any instant in time there are five switches 
that are 'ON' and five switches that are 'OFF'. In the ten-step mode of operation there are two 
conducting switches firom the upper five and three from the lower five, or vice versa 
Table 3.1. Modes of operation of the five-phase voltage source inverter (ten-step operation). 
Mode 
9 
10 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Switches ON 
1,7,8,9,10 
8,9,10,1,2 
9,10.1,2,3 
10,1,2,3,4 
1,2,3,4,5 
2,3,4,5,6 
3,4,5,6,7 
4,5,6,7,8 
5,6,7,8,9 
Terminal polarity 
6,7,8,9,10 
A'BCT)^^ 
A'BCD'E^ 
A^X-D-E" 
A^+CT)-E-
A'B^C'D-E 
A-B^C^-E-
A'B^Cl^'E" 
A:BC1)^E-
A'BC'D^E^ 
ABCTy^^ 
Space vector of phase voltages in stationary reference frame is defined, using power variant 
transformation. 
2 / 2 *2 * ^ (3.1) 
where a = e>q)(j27r/5), c^ = exp(j47r/5), a* = ejq>(-j2n/5), a*^ = e)q)(-j47t/5) and * stands for a 
complex conjugate. 
Leg voltages (i.e. voltages between Tpovat&A,B,C,D,E and the negative rail of the dc bus N in 
Fig. 3.1) are considered first. The leg voltages from Fig. 3.2 are substituted in expression (3.1) to 
obtain their corresponding space vectors given as in equation (3.2) 
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Fig 3 2 Dnving switch signals of a five-phase voltage source inverter in the ten-step mode 
yt^^^ ^ * # 
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2 
It is seen tiiat ihe leg voltages have magnitude of -F^2COS(T/5) and are 36° apart forming a 
decagon. 
Phase-to-neutral voltages are investigated next. Hiase-to-neutral voltages of the star 
connected load are most easily found by defining a voltage difference between the star point n of the 
load and the negative rail of the dc \i\xsN. The following correlation tfien holds true: 
VB=n+v„N 
Vc=Vc+v„j^ (3.3) 
VD=Vd+v„N 
Since the phase voltages in a star connected load sum to zero, summation of Ae equations 
(3.3) yields 
VHN = O/sXv^ +VB+VC+VD+VE) (3.4) 
Substitution of (3) into (2) yields phase-to-neutral voltages of the load in the following form: 
V„ = (4/5)v^ - (l/SXvfl +Vc+Vjy+Vjs) 
vj, = (4/5)vg - (l/SXv^ +VC+VJ)+VE) 
Vc = (4/5)vc - 0/5Xv^ + v^ + V2> + V£.) (3.5) 
vj = (4/5V^) - (l/5Xv^ +VB+VC+VE) 
Ve = (4/5)v£- -(l/5Xv^ +VB+VC+VO) 
The phase voltages in different modes are obtained by substituting leg voltages into equation 
(3.5) and iheir space vectors are determined using equation (3.1). The ^ace vectors of phase-to-
neutral voltage are identical to the leg voltage space vectors. The phase-to-neutral voltages for 
various modes are givrai in Fig. 3.3. 
In order to relate the input dc link voltage of the inverter with fee output phase-to-neutral, 
Fourier analysis of the voltage waveforms is undertaken. 
Using definition of Ae Fourier series for a periodic waveform 
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v{t) =Vg+^{A„ cosncot + B„sin/icrf) 
where the coefficients of the Fourier series are given with 
T 2n 
(3.6) 
0 
r 
A^ = — jv(/)cos«firf<ft = — ^v{e)cosndde 
0 ^ 0 
B^ = — |v(/)sinnfirfA = — jv{9)smn0d0 
(3.7) 
"a 
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Vd 
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0 K/5 
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Fig. 3.3. Phase-to-neutral voltages of the five-phase VSI in Ae ten-step mode of operation. 
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v{t) =Vg+^{A„ cosncot + B„sin/icrf) 
where the coefficients of the Fourier series are given with 
T 2n 
(3.6) 
0 
r 
A^ = — jv(/)cos«firf<ft = — ^v{e)cosndde 
0 ^ 0 
B„ = — |v(/)sinnfirfA = — jv{9)smn0d0 
(3.7) 
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Fig. 3.3. Phase-to-neutral voltages of the five-phase VSI in Ae ten-step mode of operation. 
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and observing that Ae waveforms possess quarter-wave symmetiy and can be conveniently taken as 
odd functions, one can represent phase-to-neutral voltages with the following ejqjressions: 
v(/) = y 52I.-1 sin(2/i- l)6)t; where ^jn-i = - f v(^)sin(2/i -\)ede;andn = 1,2,3,...(3.8) 
H=l ^ 0 
In the case of the phase-to-neutral voltage v^ , shown in Fig. 3.3, one further has for the 
coefficients of the Fourier series 
^"^ 5;r(2«-l) 
The expression in brackets of equation (3.9) equals zero for all the harmonics wiiose order is 
divisible by five. For all Ae other harmonics it equals 2.5. Haice one can write the Fourier series of 
the phase-to-neutral voltage as 
1 + Cos{2n - l)~Cos{2n -1)— ; where k= 1,2,3,. (3.9) 
V(t)=-VDC 
1 . , 1 . , 1 . „ 
sin ffl/ + — sin 3fl;/ +—sin imt + — sin 9a)t + 
3 7 9 
1 • , , 1 • , , 
— sin 1 tor +—sin 13©/ + 
11 13 
(3.10) 
From (3.10) it follows that the fiindamratal component of the ou^ut phase-to-neutral voltage has an 
RMS value equal to 
n 
From Fig. 3.3, mean square value is determined as: 
Mean Square Value = — 
V -^V 
^ rms - , ^ DC 
(2 ^ 3;r (3,^ f 2x 
- ^ 2 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (p.u.) is given by 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
= 0.193281227 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3,14) 
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THD = 
r.m.s. total harmonic voltage 
r.m.s. total voltage 
0.193281227 
(3.15) 
V6/5 = 0.3945336525or 39.45% 
This is Ae same voltage as obtainable with a Aree^jhase VSI operating in six-step mode. It 
is important to note at diis stage tfiat the space vectors described by (3.1) provides mapping of 
inverter voltages into a two-dimensional space. However, since five-phase inverter essentially 
requires description in a five-dimoisional ^ace not all ttie harmonics contained in (3.10) will be 
encompassed by the space vector of (3.1). In particular, space vectors calculated using (3.1) will 
only represent harmonics of the order I0k±l,k = 0,1,2,3 , tfiat is, the first, the ninth, the eleventh, 
and so on. Harmonics of the order 5k, * = 1,2,3 cannot ^pear due to the isolated neutral point. 
However, harmonics of the order 5* ±2, k = 1,3,5 are present in (3.10) but are not encompassed by 
the space vector definition of (3.1). These harmonics in essaice appear in the second two-
dimensional space, which requires introduction of the second space vector for the five-phase system. 
Simulation is perfi)rmed to obtain the harmonic qaectrum of inverter phase voltage in ten-
step mode of operation, shown in Fig. 3.4. The dc voltage is kept at 1 p.u.. The harmonic spectrum 
is in compliance with the expression (3.10) and (3.11). 
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Fig. 3.4. Inverter phase 'a' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in fi-equaicy 
domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental voltage 0.4504 (p.u.)). 
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The fiindamental component is equal to 0.4504 p.u., which is same as what is obtainable 
with a three-phase VSI. The Sub hannonic components are 3"* and 7* in Fig. 3.4 and their 
magnitudes are 33.33% and 14.3%, respectively. These sub harmonics will ^pear in ihe x-y plane 
and will cause distortion in the stator currents and consequently increase the losses in the machine. 
The lowest harmonic appearing on d-q plane are 9* and 11* with their magnitude as 11.1% and 
9.1%, respectively. These harmonic will further add to the losses in addition to tenft harmonic 
pulsating torque imder steady state conditions. 
The Line-to-line voltages are elaborated next. There are two system of line-to-line voltage; 
adjacent and non-adjacoit, in contrast to a three-phase system vAiere only one line-to-line voltage is 
defined. The adjacent line-to-line voltages at the ou^ut of the five-phase inverter are defined in Fig. 
3.5, for a fictitious load. Since each line-to-line voltage is a difference of corre^}onding two leg 
voltages, the values of nonadjacent line-to-line voltages will yield higher magnitude compared to the 
adjacent line voltages, hence only former case is taken up in the thesis and later is omitted from 
further consideration. 
K,h 
cy 
b vv 
^^ ^ 
"O^  
n 
o* 
VcJ y.k 
? 
Vd 
1 
Fig. 3.5. Adjacent line-to-line vohages of a five-phase star-cormected load. 
There are two sets of non-adjacent line-to-line voltages. Due to symmetry, these two sets 
lead to the same values of the line-to-line voltage space vectors, with a different phase order. Only 
the set v^,VM,v„,v^,Va is analysed for tfiis reason. Table 3.2 lists tfie states and die values for 
these line-to-line voltages. 
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Table 3.2. Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages for 180° conduction mode. 
Switching 
state 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Switches 
ON 
9,10,1,2,3 
10.1,2,3,4 
1,2,3,4,5 
2,3,4,5,6 
3,4,5,6,7 
4,5,6,7.8 
5,6.7,8.9 
6,7,8,9,10 
7.8.9,10,1 
8.9.10.1.2 
Space 
vector 
Ym 
Y2U 
Y3U 
Y411 
Ysii 
Y611 
Ym 
Ysii 
Ysii 
YJOU 
Vac 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
Vbd 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
Vce 
-VDC 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
Vda 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
-VDC 
Veb 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
Space vectors of non-adjacent line-to-line voltages are determined once more using the 
defining expression (3.1) and are summarised as 
HI// 
H2fl 
'-iU 
H6fl 
H7a 
-9fl 
-lOfl 
= ~v^cos\ (fMS 
jwno 
e 
y3)r/10 
e 
jn/2 
J9ir/\0 
Auno 
,yl7;T/10 
yl9ff/10 
(3.16) 
Time-domain waveforms of non-adjacent line-to-line voltages are illustrated in Fig. 3.6. 
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Fig. 3.6. Non-adjacait line-to-line voltages for ten-st^ operation of a five-phase VSI. 
The Fourier analysis is further carried out for non-adjacent line-to-line voltage following the 
same procedure outlined in conjunction witfi Fourier analysis of phase voltages. The non-adjacent 
line voltages waveform possess quarter wave odd symmetry hence the Fourier coefficient can be 
evaluated as 
5 2 „ - i = 7 ^ ^ f c o s ( 2 „ - l ) f {2n-l)7r\ 10 J Wheren = l ,2, 3,.. ..and 
the Fourier series of nonadjacent line-to-line voltage can be written as 
v«(0 = -^'i>c 
n-
coa — 
\ l O 
sm(Gfi)+ -cos — sin(3fi//)+ - c o s — \sm(7G?t)+ 
Thus the peak of the fimdamoital is 
7r — =1.211l^^c loJ *^ 
From Fig. 3.6, mean square value is determined as: 
Mean Square Value • 
n 
\vocf^'-^ 
Vrms = -jfDC = 0.89442719Foc 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (p.u.) is given by 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
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VHnn.=Wrnnf-{^\y -
r 1 \ 
.^5) 
2 r 2V2 
;r 
Cos ^;^^^ 
loj 0.2585208456 (3 21) 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
r.m.s. total harmonic voltage 
THD 
r.m.s. total voltage 
0.2585208456 
Or 28.9035% (3.22) 
2/V5 = 0.2890350922 or 28.9% 
A simulation study is performed using Matlab/Simulink to determine Ae non-adjacent line-
to-line voltages spectrum and is shown in Fig. 3.7. The harmonic spectrum is in compliance with the 
e^qiressions (3.17) and (3.18). 
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Fig. 3.7. Inverter non-adjacent line voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum m 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental voltage 0.8562 (p.u)). 
3.2JB 144" CONDUCTION MODE 
In Ais mode each switch conducts for 144°. The gating signals are shown in Fig. 3 8 and the 
corre^wnding switches being on are listed in Table 3.3. 
It is seen from Fig. 3.8 that a dead band of 36° is available providing inherent protection of 
the power switches of the same leg from short circuit. The phase-to-neutral voltages are found using 
equation (3.5) and correi^onding Leg voltage values from Table 3.4 and the resulting values are 
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VHnn.=Wrnnf-{^\y -
r 1 \ 
.^5) 
2 r 2V2 
;r 
Cos ^;^^^ 
loj 0.2585208456 (3 21) 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
r.m.s. total harmonic voltage 
THD 
r.m.s. total voltage 
0.2585208456 
Or 28.9035% (3.22) 
2/V5 = 0.2890350922 or 28.9% 
A simulation study is performed using Matlab/Simulink to determine Ae non-adjacent line-
to-line voltages spectrum and is shown in Fig. 3.7. The harmonic spectrum is in compliance with the 
e^qiressions (3.17) and (3.18). 
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Fig. 3.7. Inverter non-adjacent line voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum m 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental voltage 0.8562 (p.u)). 
3.2JB 144" CONDUCTION MODE 
In Ais mode each switch conducts for 144°. The gating signals are shown in Fig. 3 8 and the 
corre^wnding switches being on are listed in Table 3.3. 
It is seen from Fig. 3.8 that a dead band of 36° is available providing inherent protection of 
the power switches of the same leg from short circuit. The phase-to-neutral voltages are found using 
equation (3.5) and correi^onding Leg voltage values from Table 3.4 and the resulting values are 
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0 
X listed in Table 3.5. The waveform of phase voltages is shown in Fig. 3.9. 
nature of the leg polarity. 
Table 3.3. Switches position in each mode for 144° conduction mode 
indicates floating 
Modes 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Duration 
0-36° 
Z6°-12° 
ir-\Qr 
108''-144'' 
144°-180° 
180°-216° 
216°-252° 
252°-288'' 
288°-324*' 
324°-360'' 
Switches ON 
8,9,10,1 
9,10,1,2 
10,1,2,3 
1,2,3,4 
2,3,4,5 
3,4,5,6 
4,5,6,7 
5,6,7,8 
6,7,8,9 
7,8,9,10 
Polarity 
+ - - 0 + 
ABCDE 
+ 0 + 
ABCDE 
+ + — 0 
ABCDE 
+ + 0 
ABCDE 
0 + + - -
ABCDE 
- + + 0 -
ABCDE 
- 0 + + -
ABCDE 
- - + + 0 
ABCDE 
- - 0 + + 
ABCDE 
0 - - + + 
ABCDE 
2x 3/r 6x Tit %x 9x 
Si 
S2 
S3 
S4 
Ss 
S6 
S7 
Ss 
S9 
Sio 
1 
1 1 
. 1 
i 1 
1 i 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Modes • 
Fig. 3.8. Gating signals for 144° conduction mode. 
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Ta 
Modes 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Tab! 
Modes 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ble3.4. Leg Voltages for 144° conduc 
Duration 
0-36° 
36°-72° 
72°-108° 
108°-144° 
144°-! 80° 
180°-216° 
216°-252'' 
252°-288'' 
288°-324° 
324°-360° 
VA 
'^ DC 
'DC 
'DC 
V 
'DC 
\voc 
0 
0 
0 
0 
{Voc 
VB 
0 
-foe 
'DC 
'DC 
'DC 
'DC 
\voc 
0 
0 
0 
Vc 
0 
0 
0 
\yoc 
V 
'DC 
V 
'DC 
'DC 
'DC 
\yvc 
0 
tion mode. 
VD 
0 
0 
0 
0 
\yoc 
'DC 
'DC 
'DC 
'DC 
VE 
'DC 
'DC 
\yoc 
0 
0 
0 
0 
\yDc 
'DC 
'DC 
e 3.5. Phase-to-neutral voltages for 144° conduction mode. 
Duration 
0-36" 
36°-72'' 
72''-108° 
108°-144° 
144°-180'' 
180°-216° 
216°-252° 
252°-288° 
288°-324° 
324°-360° 
Va 
{VDC 
jVoc 
-VDC 
0 
-{^DC 
-\yoc 
-\yDc 
0 
Vb 
-{Voc 
0 
{VDC 
{^DC 
\yDc 
0 
-{Voc 
-{voc 
Ve 
-\yDc 
-{ypc 
-{Voc 
0 
-^yoc 
\vnc 
J^DC 
\yoc 
0 
Vd 
0 
-\yDc 
-\yDc 
-\yDc 
-\yDc 
0 
\yoc 
T'DC 
\yDc 
Ve 
\y.c 
\yoc 
0 
-\yoc 
i^yoc 
-\yDc 
-\yoc 
0 
\ync 
\yoc 
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Fig. 3.9. Phase-to-neutral voltages for 144° conduction mode. 
In order to relate the input dc link voltage of the inverter with the output phase-to-neutraJ, 
Fourier analysis of the voltage waveforms is undertaken. Observing that Ihe waveforms of the phase 
to neutral voltage possess odd quarter-wave symmetry. In case of phase-to-neutral voltage Va, 
shown in Fig. 3.9, the coefficients of the Fourier series are; 
^i(2n-l)7r 10 (3.23) 
The e?q)ression in equation (3.23) equals to zero for all the harmonics whose order is 
divisible by 5. Hence one can write the phase-to-neutral voltages sinusoidal series as: 
m=l IVr n ^^^Cos(2n - \)—Sin(2n - \)o3t (3.24) 
From (3.24) it follows that ihe fimdamental sinusoidal component of the output phase-to-
neutral voltages has an RMS value equal to 
F„ = 0.428126»^^ (3.25) 
From Fig. 3.9, mean square value is determined as: 
Mean Square Value = — n, *^ DC 
An IK DC 
V__ - s. DC 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
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Fig. 3.9. Phase-to-neutral voltages for 144° conduction mode. 
In order to relate the input dc link voltage of the inverter with the output phase-to-neutraJ, 
Fourier analysis of the voltage waveforms is undertaken. Observing that Ihe waveforms of the phase 
to neutral voltage possess odd quarter-wave symmetry. In case of phase-to-neutral voltage Va, 
shown in Fig. 3.9, the coefficients of the Fourier series are; 
^i(2n-l)7r 10 (3.23) 
The e?q)ression in equation (3.23) equals to zero for all the harmonics whose order is 
divisible by 5. Hence one can write the phase-to-neutral voltages sinusoidal series as: 
m=l IVr n ^^^Cos(2n - \)—Sin(2n - \)o3t (3.24) 
From (3.24) it follows that ihe fimdamental sinusoidal component of the output phase-to-
neutral voltages has an RMS value equal to 
F„ = 0.428126»^^ (3.25) 
From Fig. 3.9, mean square value is determined as: 
Mean Square Value = — n, *^ DC 
An IK DC 
V__ - s. DC 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
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Total harmonic r m s voltage (p u) is given by 
VHnns=^|K,nf~{^'if 
( 1 ^ 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rms totalhamionwvoltage 
— Cos 
n V 
= 0 1292604228 (3 28) 
THD = 
rms total voltage 
0 12926 
(3 29) 
1/V5 = 0 2890350922 or 28 9% 
The theoretical value of THD m this conduction mode is significantly reduced compared to 
conventional 180° conduction mode This is due to the symmetrical switching pattern in this 
conduction mode 
FFT analysis of inverter phase 'Va' voltage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code and is 
shown m Fig 3 10 and this validates equation (3 24) 
ot 
_ 04 
" 02 
Oi 0 
C3> 
CD 
t -112 
•0 4 
-
-
-
1 
-
-
1 
Phase Vo t a g e ' V a " 
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\ r I 
-
-
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-
i 
-
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-
-
-
-
0 02 0 025 0 03 0 035 0 04 0 045 
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0 05 0 055 0 06 
^ 0 5 
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=3 
„ 01 
CD 
= 0 
-
-
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. . I - i a . _ i 
1 1 
-!- — 
+ — 
. 1 . . . . 
200 400 600 800 1000 
F r e q u e n c y (Hz) 
1200 1400 1600 
Fig 3 10 Inverter phase 'Va' voUage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz) 
The spectrum shows the fundamental equal to 0 428 p u and the lowest order harmonic as 
3 and 7' equal to 20 6% and 8 8%, respectively Once again a significant reduction in these 
harmonics are achieved Thus the losses and hence the efficiency of the motor drive using this 
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conduction mode will improve. The most dominant harmonics of d-q plane are 9* and 11* as 
11.1% and 9.1%, respectively. It is important to note that tfiese harmonic do not change and hence 
the ten& harmonic pulsating torque will remain unaltered wi& this conduction mode. 
Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages are determined next. Table 3.6 summarizes the values of 
the first non-adjacent line-to-line voltages in the ten 36° of equal intervals. Wave shapes are shown 
in Fig. 3.11, resulting in further higher fundamental voltages due to increeised conduction period 
(180°). 
It is observed Aat tiie output of non-adjacent line-to-line voltages takes on values of 
±-VBC,± ^DC and 0. The on duration is 180°. 
The coefficioits of the Fourier series for non-ac^acoit line-to-line voltages (Vac) as they 
possess odd queirter-wave syirmietry, are; 
R y 4F^ c Cos\2n-\)-
^"'' ^ ( 2 « - l ) ; r ^10 
And hence, the series is: 
OD 41/ 
V(t) = y ^-^^~ Cos^ (2« -1)—Siniln - l)(ot 
;^(2/i-l)-?r 10 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
From (3.31) it follows that the fiindamental sinusoidal component of the output first non-
adj^ent line-to-line voltages has an RMS value equal to 
V^ = 0.8l43476yoc (332) 
From Fig. 3.9, mean square value is determined as: 
MeanSquareValue = — •K > DC 
A 
-V> 
\ 
DC 
K 
X — 
5 10 
" - - • i T d " ' DC 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (pu.) is given by 
^Hnns = ^|KJ~{^\f 
J 
^Cos^ r^^'' 
n vlOy; 
= 0.1919485442 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
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THD = 
rm.s. total harmonic voltage 
r.m.s. total voltage 
0.1919485442 
(3.36) 
VTTTO 
= 0.2294223915 or 22.94% 
It is cleariy observed that the THD improves in tfiis conduction mode compared to tiie conventional 
180° conduction mode. The reduction in THD is almost 6% . 
Modes 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Table 3.6 Non-Adjacent Line-] 
Duration 
0-36° 
36''-72" 
72°-! 08" 
108°-144° 
144°-180° 
180°-216° 
216°-252'' 
252°-288° 
288''-324° 
324°-360° 
v» 
'DC 
V 
'DC 
'DC 
2 "^ 
-IF 
2 ^ 
~V 
'DC 
-V 
'DC 
~v 
'DC 
-IF 
2 ^ 
2 ^ 
Vbd 
-IF 
2 ^ 
IF 
2 ^ 
'DC 
'DC 
V 
'DC 
2 ^ 
-IF 
2 ^ 
'DC 
'DC 
'DC 
Line Volta, 
Vee 
'DC 
-V 
'DC 
-IF 
2 ^ 
IF 
2 ^ 
'DC 
V 
'DC 
'DC 
2 ^ 
2 ^ 
'DC 
ges(144°) 
Vd. 
-IF 
2 ^ 
-V 
'DC 
-V 
'DC 
-V 
'DC 
2 ^ 
2 ^ 
V^' 
'DC 
2 "^ 
Vcb 
1/ 
' DC 
2 "^ 
2 ^ 
-y 
'DC 
-y 
' DC 
-y 
'DC 
-IF 
2 ^ 
IF 
2 ^ 
y 
'DC 
y 
'DC 
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Fig. 3.11. Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages symmetrical for 144° conduction mode. 
FFT analysis of inverter first non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vac' voltage is performed using 
Matlab/Simulink code and is shown in Fig. 3.12 and this validates equation (3.31) 
N o n - A d ] i c e n t L ine-L ine Vo l t age ' V a c ' 
1 
-1 
0 0 
« 0 4 
o . 
=- 0 
1 
2 0 025 0 03 
1 1 
1 , . 1 
200 40 0 
: 1 
-J , 
0 035 0 H 
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1 < . 
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800 
q u e n c y (H 
1 
0 045 0 
1 1 
• . 1 • - 1 
1000 
z) 
1200 
I I 
1 :r_ 
05 0 055 0 C 
1 1 
1400 600 
Fig. 3.12. Inverter Non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vac' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic 
spectrum in frequency domain(Fundamental frequency is 50 Fundamental: 0.814344 , Highest 
harmonics Orders=[3 9] Values=[12.7322% 11.1111%]. 
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Fig. 3.11 Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages symmetrical for 144° conduction mode. 
FFT analysis of inverter first non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vac' voltage is performed using 
Matlab/Simulink code and is shown m Fig. 3 12 and this validates equation (3.31) 
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Fig. 3 12. Inverter Non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vac' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic 
spectrum in frequency domain(Fundamental frequency is 50 Fundamental: 0 814344 , Highest 
harmonics Orders=[3 9] Values=[12.7322% 11.1111%]. 
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3.2.1C 108° CONDUCTION MODE 
In this conduction mode each power switch is remain on for 108°. The gating signals are 
shown in Fig. 3.13 and switches being 'ON' are listed in Table 3.7. It is se«i diat once again two 
legs are kept idle for eveiy 72° interval. 
The phase-to-neutral voltages are found once again using equation (3.5) and Leg Voltage 
Table 3.8. The resulting values for phase-to-neutral are tid>ulated in Table 3.9 and its waveform is 
shown in Fig. 3.14. 
switches ] 
Modes 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
position m e. 
Duration 
0-36° 
36°-72° 
72°-108° 
108°-144° 
144°-180° 
180°-216° 
216*'-252° 
252°-288° 
288°-324° 
324°-360° 
ach mode tc 
Switches 
ON 
9,10,1 
10,1,2 
1,2,3 
2,3,4 
3,4,5 
4,5,6 
5,6,7 
6,7,8 
7,8,9 
8,9,10 
)rl08"condu< 
Polarity 
+ 0 - 0 + 
ABCDE 
+ 0 - - 0 
ABCDE 
+ + 0 - 0 
ABCDE 
0 + 0 - -
ABCDE 
0 + + 0 -
ABCDE 
- 0 + 0 -
ABCDE 
- 0 + + 0 
ABCDE 
0 + 0 
ABCDE 
0 - 0 + + 
ABCDE 
0 0 + 
ABCDE 
Modes 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Table 3.8 Leg Vo 
Duration 
0-36° 
36°-72° 
72°-108° 
108°-144° 
144°-180° 
180°-216° 
216°-252° 
252°-288° 
288°-324° 
324°-360° 
VA 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
(1/3)VDC 
(2/3)VDC 
0 
0 
0 
(2/3)VDC 
(1/3)VDC 
tages (108° conduction mode) 
VB 
(2/3)VDC 
(1/3)VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
(1/3)VDC 
(2/3)VDC 
0 
0 
0 
Vc 
0 
0 
(2/3)VDC 
(1/3)VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
(1/3)VDC 
(2/3)VDC 
0 
VD 
(2/3)VDC 
0 
0 
0 
(2/3)VDC 
(1/3)VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
(1/3)VDC 
VE 
VDC 
(1/3)VDC 
(2/3)VDC 
0 
0 
0 
(2/3)VDC 
(1/3)VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
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Fig. 3.13. Gating signals for 108° conduction mode. 
Modes 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Table 3.9 Phase Voltages (10? 
Duration 
0-36° 
•^e-iT 
72°-108° 
108°-144° 
144°-180° 
180°-216° 
216°-252° 
252°-288° 
288°-324° 
324°-360° 
Va 
( 1 / 3 ) V D C 
J2^3)VDr 
( 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
0 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
( - 2 / 3 ) V D C 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
0 
Vb 
0 
0 
( 1 / 3 ) V D C 
( 2 / 3 ) V D C 
( 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
0 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
( - 2 / 3 ) V D C 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
° conduction mode). 
Vc 
( - 2 / 3 ) V D C 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
0 
( 1 / 3 ) V D C 
( 2 / 3 ) V D C 
( 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
0 
( - I / 3 ) V D C 
Vd 
0 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
( - 2 / 3 ) V D C 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
0 
( 1 / 3 ) V D C 
( 2 / 3 ) V D C 
( 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
Ve 
( 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
0 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
( - 2 / 3 ) V D C 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
0 
( I / 3 ) V D C 
( 2 / 3 ) V D C 
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Fig. 3,13. Gating signals for 108° conduction mode. 
Table 3.9 Hiase Voltages (108° conduction mode). 
10 
Modes 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Duration 
0-36° 
36°-72'' 
72''-108° 
108°-144° 
144°-180° 
180°-216° 
216°-252° 
252°-288° 
288°-324° 
324°-360° 
Va 
( 1 / 3 ) V D C 
_ ( 2 W D C _ ^ 
( 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
0 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
( - 2 / 3 ) V D C 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
0 
Vb 
0 
0 
7T/3)Vi^ 
( 2 / 3 ) V D C 
( 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
0 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
( - 2 / 3 ) V D C 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
Vc 
( - 2 / 3 ) V D C 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
0 
( 1 / 3 ) V D C 
( 2 / 3 ) V D C 
( 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
0 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
Vd 
0 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
( - 2 / 3 ) V D C 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
0 
( I / 3 ) V D C 
( 2 / 3 ) V D C 
( 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
Ve 
( 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
0 
( - I / 3 ) V D C 
( - 2 / 3 ) V D C 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
0 
( I / 3 ) V D C 
( 2 / 3 ) V D C 
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Fig. 3.14. Phase-to-neutral voltages for 108° conduction mode. 
Fourier analysis of Ae voltage wavefonns is undertaken using the same approach as that of 
previous sections. Observing tfiat die wavefonns of the phase to neutral voltage possess odd quarter-
wave symmetry. In case of phase-to-neutral voltage V,, shown in Fig. 3.15, Ae coefficients of the 
Fourier series are: 
^2„-i = tT^^^M2n - Aos(2n ~ 1 )^ 
^3 ;T(2n- l ) 10 10 (3.37) 
The expression in equation (3.37) equals to zero for all the harmonics wiiose order is 
divisible by 5. Hence one can write the phase-to-neutral voltages sinusoidal series as: 
no - | ; - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ > « ( 2 / , - l)^Cosi2n - \)~Sm{ln - \)mt 
;jrJ3r(2ii-l) 10 10 (3.38) 
From (3.38) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output phase-to-
neutral voltages has an RMS value equal to 
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Fig. 3.14. Phase-to-neutral voltages for 108° conduction mode. 
Fourier analysis of Ae voltage wavefonns is undertaken using the same approach as that of 
previous sections. Observing tfiat die wavefonns of the phase to neutral voltage possess odd quarter-
wave symmetry. In case of phase-to-neutral voltage V,, shown in Fig. 3.15, Ae coefficients of the 
Fourier series are: 
^2„-i = tT^^^M2n - Aos(2n ~ 1 )^ 
^3 ;T(2n- l ) 10 10 (3.37) 
The expression in equation (3.37) equals to zero for all the harmonics wiiose order is 
divisible by 5. Hence one can write the phase-to-neutral voltages sinusoidal series as: 
no - | ; - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ > « ( 2 / , - l)^Cosi2n - \)~Sm{ln - \)mt 
;jrJ3r(2ii-l) 10 10 (3.38) 
From (3.38) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output phase-to-
neutral voltages has an RMS value equal to 
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V^=0i3552^Voc 
From Fig 3 14, mean square value is determined as 
MeanSquareValue 
V -±V 
* rms ~ [7 DC 
7t 
-^ DC 
J J 
n 
X — + 
5 
(1 ^ 
~*^ DC 
n 
X — + 
5 
3 VDC I x f 
(3 39) 
= ^^ '«c(3 40) 
(3 41) 
Total harmonic r m s voltage (p u ) is given by 
^' '4^ 
Zn 
Cos\ — 
) V 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rms total harmonic voltage 
Cos\ — 
loj Uoy 
^TT 
\ 2 (3 42) 
= 0 2956702675 
THD = 
rms total voltage 
0 2956702675 (3 43) 
= 0 661138817 or 66 11% 
FFT analysis of inverter phase 'Va' voltage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code and is 
shown in Fig 3 15 and this validates equation (3 38) 
_ P h a s e V o l t a g e "Va" 
^ S 0 02 0 025 0 03 0 035 0 04 0 045 0 05 0 055 0 06 
Q= Time (s) 
u 
CO 
0 4 
0 2 
0 -.JLLJ L _i • I L-M^ 
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 
F r e q u e n c y (Hz) 
Fig 3 15 Inverter phase 'Va' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum m 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental 0 335528 , Highest harmonics 
Orders=[3 7] Values=[33 3333% ,14 2857%] 
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|/„=0.335528F^c 
From Fig. 3.14, mean square value is determined as: 
,2 
MeanSquareValue = ~ 
n 
V -±V 
(\ \ 
-^ DC 
J J 
n 
X — + 
5 
(2 ^ 
-yoc 
71 
X — + 
5 
n 
DC 
n 
X — 
5 
(3.39) 
= ^ ^^ic(3.40) 
(3.41) 
Total harmonic r.ms voltage (p u ) is given by 
VHrms = # n J M n F 
J J— - Cos — \Cos\ — , V 5 j [37r {lOj [lOjj (3.42) 0.2956702675 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
r.m.s. total harmonic voltage 
THD = 
r.m.s. total voltage 
0.2956702675 (3.43) 
/1/5 
= 0.661138817 or 66.11% 
FFT analysis of inverter phase 'Va' voltage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code and is 
shown in Fig. 3.15 and this validates equation (3 38). 
_ Phase Vo l t age " V a " 
-2:30.5 
^ > 0 02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05 0.055 0.06 
or: 
2 0 4 
2. 02 
*" 0 
Time (s) 
J L L J L .J- .J l - J _ 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 
° Frequency (Hz) 
Fig. 3.15. Inverter phase 'Va' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental: 0.335528 ; Highest harmonics 
Orders=[3 7] Values=[33.3333% ,14 2857%]. 
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It is observed that the fundamental is reduced by almost 25% compared to the ten-step mode 
of operation (180° conduction mode) but the harmonic contents remain the same. Thus this 
conduction mode is of no practical significance. 
Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages are determined next. Table 3.10 summarizes the values of 
the non-adjacent line-to-hne voltages in the ten 36° of equal intervals. Wave shapes are shown in 
Fig. 3.16, resulting in further higher fundamental voltages due to increased conduction period 
(144°). 
Table 3.10 Non-Adjacent Lme-Line Voltages (108°). 
Modes 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Duration 
0-36° 
36''-72'' 
72°-108'' 
108°-I44' ' 
144''-180° 
180''-216'' 
216''-252'' 
252°-288° 
288'"-324'' 
324°-360° 
Vac 
VDC 
VDC 
(1/3) VDC 
0 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
-VDC 
- V D C 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
(1/3) VDC 
Vbd 
0 
(1/3) VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
(1/3) VDC 
0 
(-i/3)VDc 
- V D C 
- V D C 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
Vce 
-VDC 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
(1/3) VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
(1/3) VDC 
0 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
- V D C 
Vda 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
-VDC 
-VDC 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
(1/3) VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
(1/3) VDC 
0 
Veb 
( 1 / 3 ) V D C 
0 
( - 1 / 3 ) V D C 
-VDC 
-VDC 
( - I / 3 ) V D C 
0 
(1/3) VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
It is observed that the output of non-adjacent line-to-line voltages takes on values of ± - V^f., 
± Vpc and 0. The on duration is 144°. , 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for non-adjacent line-to-line voltages (Vac) as they 
possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are: ' 
3 7C 
;^3;r(2/i-l) 
And hence, the series is 
Cosiln -1) — + 2Cos(2n -1) 
10 ^ 0 
(3.44) 
^ AV 
Cos{2n ~\) — + 2Cos(2n -1) — 
10 10 
Sin{2n - \)cot (3.45) 
Tj3;r(2/i-l) 
From (3.45) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the ou^ut non-adjacent 
line-to-line voltages has an RMS value equal to 
(3.46) V^ = 0.63821233^-0^ 
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From Fig. 3.14, mean square value is determined as 
Mean Square Value = — 
It 
Iv DC In ^~7 + VDC) ^ - r + (I -V DC 71 To ^^^^(3-47) 
V - —1/ 
^ rms ~ -'^ DC 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (p.u.) is given by 
VHrms=^{yn,J-{^\f 
(0.63821233)^ =0.1926900783 
Hence total hannonic distortion is 
r.m.s. total harmonic voltage 
THD = 
r.m.s. total voltage 
0.1926900783 
2/3 = 0.2890351175 or 28.9% 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
(3.49) 
Fig. 3.16. Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages for 108° conduction mode. 
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From Fig. 3.14, mean square value is determined as: 
Mean Square Value = — 
n 
'-K DC = lrJc(3.47) 
V - —V 
* Tm% ~ ^^ DC (3.47) 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (pu.) is given by 
VHnns=W^^J~^-
.3 . 
(0.63821233)^ =0.1926900783 
(3.48) 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
„ „ „ _ rm.s. total harmonic voltage 
r.m.s. total voltage 
0.1926900783 
(3.49) 
2/3 0.2890351175 or 28.9% 
Fig. 3.16. Non-adjacent line-to-hne voltages for 108° conduction mode. 
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THD also remains same as that of the conventional 180° conduction mode 
FFT analysis of inverter first non-adjacent line-to-hne 'Vac' voltage is performed using 
Matlab/Simulink code and is shown m Fig 3 17 and this validates equation (3 45) 
— N o n - A d j a c e n t Line-Line Vol tage "Vac" 
DC 
e 
0 02 0 025 0 03 0 035 0 04 0 045 
T i m e ( s ) 
0.05 0.055 0.06 
600 800 1000 1200 
Frequency (Hz) 
1400 1600 
Fig 3 17 Inverter first non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vac' voltage time domain waveform and its 
harmonic spectrum m fi-equency domain(Fundamental frequency is 50 Fundamental 0 638228 , 
Highest harmonics Orders=[3 9] Values=[20 601% 11 1084%] 
3.2. ID PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF VARIOUS CONDUCTION MODES 
A comparative study of the quality of output phase-to-neutral voltages, adjacent line voltages 
non-adjacent line voltages are carried out using the simulation results and are listed m Table 3 11, 
Table 3 12 and Table 3 13, respectively 
Table 3 11 Comparison of fundamental phase voltages and its harmonic content 
Conduction 
Mode 
180° 
144° 
108° 
Fundamental 
rms (p u) 
0 45016 
0 428131 
0 335535 
Table 3 12 Comparison of fun 
Conduction 
Mode 
180° 
144° 
108° 
Fundamental 
rms (p u.) 
0.529221 
0.503309 
0.394437 
% 
33 33 
20 604 
33 329 
% 
14 2857 
8 8257 
14 288 
damental adjacent 1 
3rd 
% 
53.929 
33.33 
53.93 
5.h 
% 
23.11 
14.28 
23.11 
9* 
% 
11 n i l 
11 1097 
11 1088 
ir 
% 
9 0939 
9 092 
9 0928 
13* 
% 
7 68 
4 75 
7 69 
THD 
% 
41 59 
28 86 
41 58 
ne voltages and its harmonic content 
% 
11.105 
11.107 
11.111 
9«i 
% 
9.096 
9.098 
9.091 
ir 
% 
12.44 
7 69 
12.44 
THD 
% 
63.85 
41.59 
63.85 
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Table 3.13. Comparison of fundamental Non-ad 
Conduction 
Mode 
180° 
150° 
120° 
Fundamental 
rms (p.u.) 
0.856263 
0.814354 
0.638231 
3"" 
% 
20.604 
12.73 
20.599 
acent line voltages and its harmonic content. 
5"-
% 
8.82 
5.45 
8.82 
% 
11.109 
11.109 
11.108 
9" 
% 
9.092 
9.092 
9.093 
ir 
% 
4.75 
2.94 
4.75 
THD 
% 
28.86 
22.15 
28.86 
It is observed fix)m Ae Tables 3.11-3.13 that Ae hannonic content in output for 180° and 108° 
conduction modes are identical and a significant reduction in lower order harmonics are achieved in 
144° conduction mode. There is a marginal loss of fundamoital in case of 144° compared to 180° 
conduction mode (almost 5% drop). The loss in fundamental in case of 108° conduction mode is 
significant (25% drop). Thus it may be concluded that Ae during stuped operation of inverter 144° 
conduction mode may be used instead of conventional 180° or ten-step mode. 
322 PWM MODE OF OPERATION 
If a five-phase VSI is operated in PWM mode, ^ar t ftom the already described ten states 
there will be additional 22 switching states. These remaining twenty two switching states encompass 
three possible situations: all the states vAien four switches from upper (or lower) half and one fix>m 
the lower (or upper) half of the inverter are on (states 11-20); two states vAien either all the five 
upper (or lower) switches are 'on' (states 31 and 32); and the remaining states with three switches 
from the upper (lower) half and two switches fi-om Ae lower (upper) half in conduction mode (states 
21-30). The correqx)nding space vectors fi)r 11-30 are obtained using equation (3.1) and it is seen 
that the total of 32 ^ace vectors, available in Ae PWM operation, fall into four distinct categories 
regardmg Ae magnitude of Ae available output phase voltages. The phase voltage space vectors are 
summarised in Table 3.14 for all 32 switching states and are shown in Fig. 3.18. 
Table 3.14. Phase-to-neutral voltage space vectors for states 1 -32. 
Space vectors 
Vjphase t o VjOphase 
VjlphasetO Y20phase 
Y2Iphase to Vjophcae 
VjlphasetO Vj2phase 
Value of the space vectors 
2/5»^^c2cos(^/5)exp(/*;r/5) for* =0,1,2 . . .9 
2/5^'^expC//fe;r/5) for it =0,1,2....9 
2/5K^c2cos(2;r/5)exp(/*;r/5)for * =0,1,2 . . .9 
0 
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q - axis 
» ^Lpl,.,: 
d -axis 
•~l(}plutt> 
Fig. 3.18. Phase-to-neutral voltage space vectors for states 1-32 (states 31-32 are at origin) in d-g 
plane. 
Since Adjacent line voltage yield lower output value, only non-adjacent line voltages are 
elaborated in this section as well. The same pnocedure as that of ten-step mode is adopted to 
determine tfie non-adjacent line voltage space vectors for states 11-30 and are given by the 
expressions (3.35) and (3.36). 
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» iipf,.,' 
d-i 
•—{(Jpliiiu 
Fig. 3.18. Phase-to-neutral voltage space vectors for states 1-32 (states 31-32 are at origin) in d-q 
plane. 
Since Adjacent line voltage yield lower output value, only non-adjacent line voltages are 
elaborated in this section as well. The same procedure as that of ten-step mode is adopted to 
determine tfie non-adjacent line voltage space vectors for states 11-30 and are given by the 
expressions (3.35) and (3.36). 
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11// 
12// 
n// 
14// 
'15// 
16// 
17// 
18// 
10// 
2QU 
= T^i>c2cos 
vlOy 
g73>r/10 
g 7 5 * / 1 0 
g y 7 ^ / 1 0 
^y9;r /10 
„ i l l ; r / 1 0 
^yl3;r/10 
, y l 5 ; r / I 0 
, y i 7 ; r / I 0 
yl9a-/10 
e 
'21/ / 
22a 
im 
'24U 
'25// 
26// 
'27// 
28// 
29/Z 
'30// 
= T^/)c2cos| 
, i o J 
r ^ywio 1 
^ySff/lO 
gjs^no 
gjlz/\0 
gpyrno 
gjUn/lO 
gyi3^/ io 
^yl5;r/10 
gjI7;r/10 
jl9ff/10 
(3.50) 
(3.51) 
3 J MODEL TRANSFORMATION USING DECOUPLING MATRIX 
Since the system under discussion is a five-phase one, ihe complete model can be only be 
elaborated in five-dimensional space. The first two-dimensional spaces are d-q. the second one is x-y 
and the last is zero sequence component w^ich is absent due to assumption of isolated neutral. On 
the basis of the general decoupling transformation matrix for an «-phase system inverter voltage 
space vectors in the second two-dimensional sub-space {x-y) are determined with equation (3.52), 
INI' 2 ( 2 4 
+ avj +1 (3.52) 
Thus 32 space vectors of phase-to-neutral voltage in the x-y plane are obtained using 
equation (3.52) and are illustrated in Fig. 3.19. 
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y-axis 
~lSfi,<u« * 
Fig. 3.19. Phase-to-neutral voltage space vectors for states 1-32 (states 31-32 are at origin) in x-y 
plane. 
It can be seen from Figs. 3.18 and 3.19 tihat the outer decagon space vectors of the d-q 
plane map into the inner-most decagon of the x-y plane, the inner-most decagon of d-q plane forms 
the outer decagon oi x-y plane w4iile the middle decagon space vectors map into the same region. 
Further, it is observed from the above mapping that the phase sequence a,b,c,d,e of d-q plane 
corresponds to a,c,e,b,d, in x-y which are basically the third harmonic voltages. 
3.4 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF A FIVE-PHASE VSI IN 180°, 144" AND 108° 
CONDUCTION MODES 
The concept of stepped operation of inverter developed in the previous sections is validated 
using experimental results reported in this section. A prototype IGBT based multi-phase inverter is 
developed in the laboratory. The inverter is modular in nature and can be operated as single to nine-
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y-axis 
Fig. 3.19. Phase-to-neutral voltage space vectors for states 1-32 (states 31-32 are at origin) in Jc->' 
plane. 
It can be seen from Figs. 3.18 and 3.19 tiiat the outer decagon space vectors of the d~q 
plane map into the inner-most decagon of the .v->' plane, the inner-most decagon of d-q plane forms 
the outer decagon of x-y plane while the middle decagon space vectors map mto the same region. 
Further, it is observed from the above mapping that the phase sequence a,b,c,d,e of d-g plane 
corresponds to a,c,e,b,d, in x-y which are basically the third harmonic voltages. 
3.4 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF A FIVE-PHASE VSI IN 180°, 144° AND 108° 
CONDUCTION MODES 
The concept of stepped operation of inverter developed m the previous sections is validated 
using experimental results reported in this section. A prototype IGBT based multi-phase inverter is 
developed in the laboratory. The inverter is modular in nature and can be operated as single to nine-
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phases. At first it is operated as a Five-phase voltage source inverter. The inverter is operated in 
180°, 144° and 108° conduction modes and the performance is evaluated in terms of their harmonic 
content. 
3.4.1 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
The inverters control logic is implemented using Analog circuit and its complete block 
diagram is shown in Fig. 3.20 and its pictorial view is presented in Fig. 3.21. 
9-0-9V 
230V 
60Hz Phase 
Shrfting 
Circuit 
Non-lnv. 
Sh. Tr,& 
Wave 
Shaping 
Ckt-1 
A I 
Non-lnv. 
Sh. Tr.& 
Wave 
Shaping 
Inverting 
Sh,Tr.& 
Wave 
Shaping 
Ckt-1 
Isolation 
& Driver 
Circuit 
A 
I 
Isolation 
& Driver 
Circuit 
P-n* 
Isolation 
& Driver 
Circuit 
N-1^ 
A 
* 
Inverting 
Sh.Tr,& 
Wave 
Shaping 
A 
< 
Isolation 
& Driver 
Circuit 
N-n* 
1 
" ^ 
To gates 
of P-bankI 
IGBTs 
Leg-Voltages 
^ . . . > 
To gates 
of N-bank 
Mosfets 
Fig. 3.20. Block diagram of the complete Inverter. 
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Fig. 3.21 The Prototype Five-phase Voltage source inverter. 
Supply is taken from a single-phase supply and is converted to 9-0-9 V using a transformer, 
which is fed to the phase shifting circuit shown in Fig. 3.22, to provide appropriate phase shift for 
operation at various conduction angle. The phase shifted signal is then fed to the inverting/non-
inverting Schmitt trigger circuit and wave shying circuit (Fig. 3.23, 3.24). The processed signal is 
then fed to the isolation and driver circuit shown in Fig. 3.25. which is then finally given to tiie gate 
of IGBTs. There are two separate circuits for upper and lower legs of the inverter. 
The power circuit is made up of IGBT SGW20N60 having a rating of 20 A and 600 V dc, 
with snubber circuit consisting of series combination of a resistance and a capacitor with a diode in 
parallel with the resistance. 
9-0-9V 
230V 
50Hz 
Cn-,nr -rCn 
r>^ ToShmitt 
Trigger Circuit 
Fig. 3.22. Phase shifting network. 
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Fig. 3.21 The Prototype Five-phase Voltage source inverter. 
Supply is taken from a single-phase supply and is converted to 9-0-9 V using a transformer, 
which is fed to the phase shifting circuit shown in Fig. 3.22, to provide Expropriate phase shift for 
operation at various conduction angle. The phase shifted signal is then fed to the inverting/non-
inverting Schmitt trigger circuit and wave shaping circuit (Fig. 3.23, 3.24). The processed signal is 
then fed to the isolation and driver circuit shown in Fig. 3.25. which is then finally given to the gate 
of IGBTs. There are two separate circuits for upper and lower legs of the inverter. 
The power circuit is made up of IGBT SGW20N60 having a rating of 20 A and 600 V dc, 
with snubber circuit consisting of series combination of a resistance and a C£q>acitor with a diode in 
parallel with the resistance. 
9-0-9V 
230v3 
SOHzJ r^ r, To Shmitt 
Trigger Circuit 
Fig. 3.22. Phase shifting network. 
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+Vcx: 
a-input 
from +Vcc 
P.S.C 
For ^ > i o i < 2 
Adj. of 
dead [ -Vcc 
time 
Non-invertig Shmitt Tr^er & Wave Shaping Circuit 
Fig. 3.23. Non-inverting shmitt trigger and wave shaping circuit. 
+Vcc 
To'P 
Isolation 
& Driver 
BC547 Circuit 
+Vcc 
Ik 
a-lnput— 
from -Vcc 
PS-^- For 
Adj. 
^3<* I -Vcc 
time "W" 
Invertig Shmitt Trigger & Wave Shaping Circuit 
To'N' 
Isolation 
& Driver 
BC547 Circuit 
i 
Fig. 3.24. Inverting shmitt trigger and wave shqjing circuit. 
*Vce-1 
From *P' WaveshapMfig cvcul 
i 
From "N" - VtaveshapfiQ'^aiit ^ 
Fig. 3.25. Gate driver circuit. 
To gate 
» of'P 
Mosfet 
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+Vcx: 
a-input 
from 
P.S.C. 
For ^ ^ i O k 2 
Adj. of 
dead J^ -Vcc 
time 
Non-invertig Shmitt T r ^e r & Wave Shaping Circuit 
Fig. 3.23. Non-inverting shmitt trigger and wave shaping circuit. 
+Vcc 
To'P 
Isolation 
& Driver 
BC547 Circuit 
a-input-
from 
P.S.C. For 
Adj. 
^3<* I -Vcc 
time 'sJF 
Invertig Shmitt Trigger & Wave Shaping Circuit 
To'N' 
Isolation 
& Driver 
BC547 Circuit 
Fig. 3.24. Inverting shmitt trigger and wave shqjing circuit. 
*Vce-1 
From V Waveshaprng circui 
From "N" 
1 — 
- VtaveshapfiQ'^aiit "l 
To gate 
» of 'P 
Mosfet 
Fig. 3.25. Gate driver circuit. 
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3J5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Experiment is conducted for stepped operation of inverter with 180°, 144° and 108° 
conduction modes for star connected Five-phase resistive load. A single-phase supply is given to the 
control circuit through the phase shifting network. The ou^ut of the phase shifting circuit provides 
the required Five-phase ou^ut voltage by appropriately tuning it as shown in Fig. 3.26. This Five-
phase signals are then further processed to generate the gate drive circuit. 
Tek JL 
\ 
• stop 
4-
M Pos; 7.100ms 
AV/Y \ \ /V A, 
Phase Angles 
CHI -• CH2 
71.08^ 
CH2 -• CHS 
/ 74.63* 
' CHI -• CHS 
C 145.7* 
CHI la&V CH2 10.0V M 5,00m$ CHI .'^  tfeOV 
CHS 10,0V cm 10.0V 18-Feb-0815:49 
Fig. 3.26. Five-phase output obtained from phase shifting network. 
3^.1 RESULTS OF 180° CONDUCTION MODE 
The output fi-om the Schmitt trigger circuit is presented in Fig. 3.27. The driving control 
gate/base signals for the ten-step mode for legs A -B of the inverter are illustrated in Fig. 3.28 The 
corresponding phase voltage thus obtained are shown in Fig. 3.29, keeping the dc link voltage at 60 
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THik.^.JL • Stop 
^^1—»»i>i i 
z* 
3* 
M Pos: 0.000s CURSOR 
Type 
Source 
m 
!•.. dt 
m rn r 
^ ^ n n 
•« ;m CH2 SWT M10,0m5 
CH3 S.OOV CHI 5.00V 23-Feb-08 22:30 
Fig 3 27 Output of wave shaping circuit for 180 degree conduction mode for leg A-B 
• $t(9 M P05:0.000s CURSOR Tek JL 
i» 
"% 
Type 
3» 
u 
;v 'dt inm;, c 
n j *^ *^» i 
Source 
Cursor 1 
-2i:i.ilms 
I m CH2 500V M10,0m5 
CH3 5.00V CH4 5.00V 23-Feb-08 22:35 
Fig 3 28 Gate Dnve signals for legs A-B for 180° conduction mode 
T e k J L • S t o p M Pes; 0.000s CHO 
f~J^ Coupling n^^  li  
"^"^^^ 
-drUr 
L 
BW Limit 
• 
200MHz 
Probe 
10X 
Voltage 
Invert 
CK1 Sf}m CH2 50.0 M 5,00ms 
CHS 50.0V CH4 50.0V 23-Feb-08 22:47 
' " "CHI / 
m.mm 
Fig. 3.29. Ou^ut phase 'a-d' voltages for 180° conduction mode. 
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Tek JL I Stop M Pos: 0.000$ 
3* 
CURSOR 
Type 
hi 
iV, dt 
LfLT 
i l l 
SCO'.' CH2 SWT M 10.0ms 
Source 
Cursor 1 
-20.4ms 
8,00V 
1 I jr,-^ 
CH3 S.OOV CHI 5.00'. 23-Feb-08 22:30 
Fig. 3.27. Output of wave shaping circuit for 180 degree conduction mode for leg A-B 
Tek JL ©stop M Pos: OOOOi 
•-1 T^^n n r 
1» 
Hn 
CURSOR 
Type 
t I I 
I I I 
I ! ' 
I i I 
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3*-
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Cttl S.J'T' CH2 5, 
n..ri 
MldJIms 
-20.4ms 
8.:jOV 
-I'ltm* 
CH3 5.00V CHI 5.00V 23-Feb-08 22:35 
Fig 3 28. Gate Drive signals for legs A-B for 180° conduction mode 
Tek J L #$10? M Pos: 0.000s cm 
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2* 
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" iilTv Lilv 
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Voltage 
Invert 
CHf SlSv ' CH2 50.0' M 5,00ms " " c W / 
CHS 50.0V CHA 50.0\ 23-Feb-08 22:17 5e.3153H? 
Fig. 3.29. Output phase 'a-d' voltages for 180° conduction mode. 
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M Pos, 7.100ms 
CHI sac M 5 00ms 
21-Feb-08 2227 
CH4 
Coupling 
BW Limit 
• 
200MH2 
" Iti'Di. 
10X 
Voltage 
Fig 3 39 Non-adjacent line voltage for 108° conduction mode 
with do link voltage equal to 180 V 
T b k JT- • stop MPos;7.100ni$ 
M 5,00m$ '"'c^-i 
21-Feb-08 22-17 
Fig 3 40 AC side current for 108° conduction mode 
3J5A RESULT ANALYSIS 
This section presents the comprehensive analysis of expenmental results The performance 
of three different conduction modes are elaborated m terms of the harmonic content in the phase 
voltages, line voltages and the distortion in the ac side line current 
The harmonic analysis of phase voltage , line voltage and input ac side line current is carried 
out for different conduction modes and the resulting waveforms are shown in Fig 3 41-3 49 
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Fig. 3.40. AC side current for 108° conduction mode. 
3^.4 RESULT ANALYSIS 
This section presents the comprehensive analysis of experimental results. The performance 
of three different conduction modes are elaborated in terms of the harmonic content in the phase 
voltages, line voltages and the distortion in the ac side line current. 
The harmonic analysis of phase voltage , line voltage and input ac side line current is carried 
out for different conduction modes and the resulting waveforms are shown in Fig. 3.41-3.49. 
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Performance comparison in terms of harmonic content in ou^ut phase voltage, output non-adjacent 
line voltage and input ac side current for different conduction modes are presented in Figs. 3.50-
3.52. It is clearly seen that the harmonic content reduces drastically with reduction in conduction 
angle. The harmonic content is largest in 180 degree conduction mode and it is least in 144 degree 
conduction mode. However, tiie best utilisation of available dc link voltage is possible with 
convoitional ten step mode (180 degree conduction mode). This finding is in agreemait with Ae 
analytical and simulation £q)proach used in preceding sections. It can thus be concluded Aat a 
compromise betweoi tfie loss in fundamoital and corre^>onding gain in terms of lower harmonic 
content in output waveform is obtained by using 144 degree conduction mode. Hence it is 
recommended to operate inverter feeding a motor drive in 144° conduction mode to obtain optimum 
performance of the drive system. 
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Fig. 3.50. Harmonic content in ou^ut phase voltage for different conduction mode. 
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LL-nonadj-Harmonics Comparison 
Fig. 3.51. Harmonic content in ou^ut phase voltage for different conduction mode. 
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3.6 DSP IMPLEMENTATION OF STEP MODE OF OPERATION 
The results obtained in the previous section 3.5 are verified using implementation through 
TMS320F2812 DSP under same operating conditions. Control code is written in C-H- and run in PC. 
It is transferred to the DSP using serial communication cable RS232. The DSP generate 10 gating 
signals which is fed to the power module of the inverter. The detail experimental set up is provided 
in the next chapter. All the three conduction angles are implemented. The developed algorithm is 
verified using a star-connected resistive load and a five-phase induction machine, except for 108° 
degree mode where the motor load is not used as the response is poor due to insufficient dc voltage 
reserve. 
3.6.1 180° CONDUCTION MODE 
The inverter is operated in 180° conduction mode and a five-phase star-cormected resistive 
load is connected across the output terminal. The resulting phase voltage, non-adjacent line voltages 
are illustrated in Fig. 3.53 and Fig. 3.54, respectively. 
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degree mode where the motor load is not used as tfie response is poor due to insufficient dc voltage 
reserve. 
3.6.1 180° CONDUCTION MODE 
The inverter is operated in 180° conduction mode and a five-phase star-cormected resistive 
load is connected across the ou^ut terminal. The resulting phase voltage, non-adjacent line voltages 
are illustrated in Fig. 3.53 and Fig. 3.54, respectively. 
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It is observed that the phase voltage generated using cheap analog circuit based inverter 
shown in Fig. 3.29 is identical to the one obtained using DSP as shown in Fig 3 53 Similarly, the 
non-adjacent line voltage of Fig. 3.30 is identical to the one shown in Fig. 3 54. This verifies the 
correct design of the analog based inverter and also verifies the DSP code. The same study is carried 
out using a five-phase induction motor as a load The resulting voltage and stator current waveforms 
are presented in Fig 3.55. The waveform is typical for such load 
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It is observed that the phase voltage generated using cheap analog circuit based inverter 
shown in Fig. 3 29 is identical to the one obtained using DSP as shown in Fig 3 53 Similarly, the 
non-adjacent line voltage of Fig. 3.30 is identical to the one shown in Fig. 3 54. This verifies the 
correct design of the analog based inverter and also verifies the DSP code. The same study is carried 
out using a five-phase induction motor as a load. The resulting voltage and stator current waveforms 
are presented in Fig 3 55. The waveform is typical for such load 
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3.6.2 144° CONDUCTION MODE 
The operation of inverter for 144° conduction mode is investigated as well The resulting 
waveforms for resistive load and five-phase motor load are presented m Fig 3 56 and Fig 3 57, 
respectively 
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3.6.2 144° CONDUCTION MODE 
The operation of inverter for 144° conduction mode is investigated as well. The resulting 
waveforms for resistive load and five-phase motor load are presented in Fig. 3.56 and Fig. 3.57, 
respectively. 
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Fig. 3.57. Non-adjacent line voltage and stator current for motor load for 144° conduction mode. 
The waveforms obtained using DSP based inverter and analog circuit based inverter provide 
almost similar results. 
3.6 J 108° CONDUCTION MODE 
The operation of inverter for 108° conduction mode is investigated as well. The resulting 
waveforms for star-connected resistive load are presented in Fig. 3.58. The waveforms are better in 
case of DSP based system since the setting of 108 degree in analog circuit based inverter is not very 
accurate. 
3.7 SUMMARY 
This chapter develops a space vector model of a Five-phase voltage source inverter and it is 
shown that two sets of space vector exist namely d-q and x-y. The second set of space vector termed 
here as x-y space is essentially third harmonic of the space vector in d-q plane. Altogather there 
exists thirty two space vectors out of wiiich 30 are active and two are zero vectors. Complete 
mapping of the space vectors are provided in the chapter. Stepped operation of Ae inverter is further 
elaborated in terms of different conduction modes. 180, 144 and 108 degrees are taken up as 
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The waveforms obtained using DSP based inverter and analog circuit based inverter provide 
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case of DSP based system since the setting of 108 degree in analog circuit based inverter is not very 
accurate. 
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conduction angles Fourier analysis is presented in terms of analytical expressions and simulation 
results are provided to support the analytical expressions. Experimental set-up is elaborated and the 
results for stepped operation are illustrated. The theoretical and expenmental results matches to 
good extent. 
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conduction angles Founer analysis is presented m terms of analytical expressions and simulation 
results are provided to support the analytical expressions Experimental set-up is elaborated and the 
results for stepped operation are illustrated The theoretical and experimental results matches to 
good extent 
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CHAPTER 4 
CARRIER-BASED VS SVPWM FOR FIVE-PHASE VSI 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter investigate a comprehensive relationship between carrier-based PWM 
and space vector PWM. A number of PWM algorithms have been proposed in the literature to 
obtain optimum harmonic performance of output from a voltage source inverter. However, the 
most commonly used are carrier-based and space vector PWM, thus an attempt is made here 
to correlate these two PWM techniques for a Five-phase VSI. The relationship is determined 
in terms of modulation signals and space vectors, modulation signals and space vector sectors, 
switching pattern of space vector and type of carrier. Distribution of zero vector is discussed 
leading to different types of modulation. The implementation issue of carrier-based and Space 
Vector PWM are discussed. Simulation resuks are provided to support analytical findings. 
Experimental set up is also elaborated and experimental results are presented to support the 
theoretical findings. 
4.2 CARRIER-BASED PWM 
Carrier-based sinusoidal PWM is the most popular and widely used PWM technique 
because of their simple implementation in both analogue and digital realisation [Ojo and 
Dong (2005)]. The principle of carrier-based PWM true for a three-phase VSI is also 
applicable to a multi-phase VSI. The PWM signal is generated by comparing a sinusoidal 
modulating signal v^th a triangular (double edge) or a saw-tooth (single edge) carrier signal. 
The frequency of the carrier is normally kept much higher compared to the modulating signal. 
Principle of operation of a carrier-based PWM modulator is shown in Fig. 4.1 and generation 
of PWM waveform is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Modulation signals are obtained using five 
fiindamental sinusoidal signals (displaced in time by a=2xlS\ which are summed with an 
appropriate zero-sequence signal. These modulation signals are compared with high 
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frequency carrier signal (saw-tooth or triangular shape) and all five switching functions for 
inverter legs are obtained directly. In general, modulation signal can be expressed as: 
v,(o=v;(/)+v^(/) (4.1) 
where i = a,b,c,d,e and v^ represents zero-sequence signal and v* are fundamental sinusoidal 
signals. Zero-sequence signal represents a degree of freedom that exits in the structure of a 
carrier-based modulator and it is used to modify modulation signal waveforms and thus to 
obtain different modulation schemes. Continuous PWM schemes, analyzed in this paper, are 
characterized by presence of switching activity in each of the inverter legs over the carrier 
signal period, as long as peak value of the modulation signal does not exceed the cartier 
magnitude. 
The following relationship hold true in Fig. 4.2; 
C-C=v„/, (4.2) 
where 
C=[^+v,l (4.3b) 
r„=[j-v„jts (4.3b) 
where t^ and /„ are the positive and negative pulse widths in the «"* sampling interval, 
respectively and v„ is the normalised amplitude of modulation signal. The normalisation is 
done with respect to v^^. Equation (4.3) is referred as the Equal volt-second principle as 
applied to a three-phase inverter [18-19]. The normalised peak value of the triangular carrier 
wave is iO 5 in linear region of operation. Modulator gain has the unity value while operating 
in the linear region and peak value of inverter output fundamental voltage is equal to the peak 
value of the frindamental sinusoidal signal. Thus the maximum output phase vohages from a 
five-phase VSI is limited to 0.5 p.u. This is also evident in [14]. Thus the output phase voltage 
from a three-phase and a five-phase VSI are same when utilising carrier-based PWM. 
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Fig. 4.1. Principle of carrier-based PWM technique. 
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Fig. 4.2. PWM waveform generation in Carrier-based Sinusoidal method. 
4.3 SINUSOIDAL PULSE WIDTH MODULATION (SPWM) 
The simplest continuous carrier-based PWM is obtained with selection of the zero-
sequence signal as v,^  (') = ^  Modulation signals for all five inverter legs are equal to five 
sinusoidal fiindamental signals. Thus, while operating in the linear region, maximum value of 
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the modulation index of the SPWM has the unity value, M^^ = 1. Modulation index is 
defined as the ratio of the fiindamental component amplitude of the line-to-neutral inverter 
output voltage to one half of the available DC bus voltage. Thus 
0 5V, 
where v^ is the fiindamental output phase vohages. 
(4.4) 
4.4 FIFTH HARMONIC INJECTION PWM 
The effect of addition of harmonic with reverse polarity in any signal is to reduce the 
peak of the reference signal. Aim here is to bring the amplitude of the reference as low as 
possible, so that the refo'ence can then be pushed to make it equal to the carrier, resulting in 
the higher output voltage and better dc bus utilisation. Using this principle, third harmonic 
injection PWM scheme is used in a three-phase VSI which resuhs in increase in the 
fundamental output voltage to 0.575Vdc [Lipo PWM book]. Third harmonic voltages do no 
appear in the output phase voltages and are restricted to the leg voltages only. Following the 
same principle, fifth harmonic injection PWM scheme is used here to increase the modulation 
index of a Five-phase VSI. 
The reference leg voltages are given as 
V*^ = 0. SA/jF^^ cos(c;/)+0. SA/jF^^ cos(5ffl/) 
Vh„ = 0.5A/,F^^ cos(o/ - 2;r/5)-(- O.SA/jF^^ cos(5o/) 
V*„ =0.5MiVj^cos{at-4x/5)+0.5MiVjcCos{5wi) (4.5) 
Vj„ = O.SMiVj^ cos(c7/ -I- 4 T /5)+0.5MiVjc cos(5o/) 
V*o = O.SMiV^ cos{at + 2x/5)+0.5MiVjc cos{56)t) 
It is to be noted that fifth-harmonic has no effect on the value of the reference 
waveform when at = {2k+ 1)^/10, since cos(5(2fc-i-l>r/10)=0 for all odd k. Thus Ms is 
chosen to make the peak magnitude of the reference of (4.5) occur where the fifth-harmonic is 
zero. This ensures the maximum possible value of the fundamental component. The reference 
voltage reaches a maximum when 
dt 
= -O.SMyVjc sin 0/ - 0.5 • SM^V^ sin 5o/ = 0 (4.6) 
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this yields 
A / , _ A / , ^ i ! ^ < i ^ . o r . , = ^ /10 (47) 
Thus the maximum modulation index can be detennined from 
i(;r/10) 
r. = 0.5A/,F^ cos{6>t)-0.5^"^^^'^^^M^Vj^cos(36;/)| = 0.5F^ (4.8) 
The above equation gives 
M, = 7^  r- for0/ = ;r/lO (4.9) 
' cos(;r/10) 
Thus the output fundamental vokage is increased by 5.15% higher than the value 
obtainable using simple carrier-based PWM by injecting 6.18% fifth-harmonic in 
fundamental. The fifth-harmonic is in opposite phase to that of the fiindamental. 
4.5 OFFSET OR TRIANGULAR ZERO-SEQUENCE mjECTION PWM 
Another way of increasing the modulation index is to add an offset voltage to the 
references. This will effectively do the same function as above. 
The offset voltage is given as 
where v^ = max(v„,vj,v ,^vj,v,) and v^ = inin(v„,vj,v ,^vj,v,). Note that this is the same as for a 
three-phase inverter. 
In case of three-phase VSI the offset voltage is simply third harmonic triangular wave 
of 25% magnitude of fiindamental. This has been shown in literature (25% value explicitly 
appears in Kazmierkowski (2004)). The peak of the fundamental is 0.575 p.u., (0.406 p.u. 
rms), the peak of the resultant modulating signal is 0.5 p.u. (0.353 p.u. rms) and the peak of 
the offset is 0.147 p.u. (0.104 p.u. rms). Hence offset peak is 25% of the fundamental peak. 
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In a five-phase VSI the offset is found as the fifth harmonic triangular wave of 9 55% 
of the fundamental input reference This value has been established by simulations Offset 
addition requires only addition operation and hence is suitable for practical implementation 
' Ojo and Dong (2005) has given a generalised formula of offset vohage, which is to be 
injected along with the fundamental in case of five-phase VSI The expression is 
F„„=-05528(r_-F„J + 3/5( l -2/ / )F^, /2-3/5( l -2/ / ) (F_-F„„) where F _ is the 
maximum of the five-phase references, V^^^ is the minimum of the five-phase references and 
// is the factor which decides the placement of the two zero vector states If it is 0 5 then the 
two zero states are placed equally and this corresponds to symmetrical zero vector placement 
It is important to note that not only the 5^*^  harmonic, but all the additional 5k (A^  = 1,3,5 ) 
harmonics as well, are included in the modulation signal in this technique Maximum 
modulation index has the same value as in the previous case, Mj-p^^^ =1 0515 To illustrate the 
effects of fifth harmonic and triangular signal injection the overall modulating signals are 
shown in Fig 4 3 
•08 
0 0 002 0 004 0 006 0 008 0 01 0 012 0 014 0 016 0 018 0 02 
Time (s) 
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It is important to note that not only the 5'*' harmonic, but all the additional 5^ (k = 1,3,5 .) 
harmonics as well, are included in the modulation signal in this technique Maximum 
modulation index has the same value as in the previous case, Mr^ ^^  = 1.0515. To illustrate the 
effects of fifth harmonic and triangular signal injection the overall modulating signals are 
shown in Fig 4 3. 
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Fig. 4 3. Characteristics signals of carrier-based PWM a. With fifth harmonic injection, b 
With triangular harmonic injection. 
« 
In general, an extension of the linear region is obtained through the re-positioning of 
the peak value of the modulating signal. While sinusoidal fundamental signals have peak 
values at —, zero-sequence modifies this and now peak values of the modulating signals 
occur at — ±—, / = 1,3,5, Hence, for five-phase carrier-based continuous PWM methods 
2 2M 
with zero-sequence signal addition, new peak values of modulating signals appear at angles 
^ ± — This allows the peak value of the fundamental signal to exceed unity, up to the value 
when peak of the modulating signal reaches saturation level (^.SV^, in accordance with 
(4.4)). It is obvious fi-om Fig 4 3 that fifth-harmonic injection and offset injection have the 
same maximum value of the modulation index in the limit of the linear region. 
4.6 SPACE VECTOR PULSE WIDHT MODULATION 
Space vector pulse width modulation has become one of the most popular PWM 
techniques because of its easier digital implementation and better dc bus utilisation, when 
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In general, an extension of the linear region is obtained through the re-positioning of 
the peak value of the modulating signal While sinusoidal fundamental signals have peak 
values at —, zero-sequence modifies this and now peak values of the modulating signals 
occur at —±—,/= 1,3,5, Hence, for five-phase carrier-based continuous PWM methods 
with zero-sequence signal addition, new peak values of modulating signals appear at angles 
-^±— This allows the peak value of the fundamental signal to exceed unity, up to the value 
when peak of the modulating signal reaches saturation level (±0 5V^, in accordance with 
(4 4)) It is obvious fi-om Fig 4 3 that fiflh-harmonic injection and offset injection have the 
same maximum value of the modulation index in the limit of the linear region 
4.6 SPACE VECTOR PULSE WIDHT MODULATION 
Space vector pulse width modulation has become one of the most popular PWM 
techniques because of its easier digital implementation and better dc bus utilisation, when 
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compared to the ramp-comparison sinusoidal PWM method. The principle of SVPWM lies in 
the switching of inverter in a special way so apply a set of space vector for specific time. 
SVPWM for three-phase voltage source inverter has been extensively discussed in the 
literature and the technology has matured [Holmes and Lipo (2003)]. However, for muki-
phase VSIs, there are only application specific SVPWM techniques available in the literature 
and more research work is needed in this area. There is a lot of flexibility available in 
choosing the proper space vector combination for an effective control of muhi-phase VSIs 
because of large numbers of space vectors. With reference to five-phase VSI, there are a few 
examples found in the literature. 
In the case of a five-phase VSI, there are in total 2'=32 space vectors available, of 
which thirty are active state vectors and two are zero state vectors forming three concentric 
decagons. Toliyat et al (2000), Xu et al (2002) and Shi and Toliyat (2002) have used only ten 
outer large length vectors to implement the symmetrical SVPWM. Two neighbouring active 
space vectors and two zero space vectors are utilised in one switching period to synthesise the 
input reference voltage. In total, twenty switchings take place in one switching period, so that 
state of each switch is changed twice. The switching is done in such a way that, in the first 
switching half-period the first zero vector is applied, followed by two active state vectors and 
then by the second zero state vector. The second switching half-period is the mirror image of 
the first one. The symmetrical SVPWM is achieved in this way. This method is the simplest 
extension of space vector modulation of three-phase VSIs. 
An ideal SVPWM of a five-phase inverter should satisfy a number of requirements. 
First of all, in order to keep the switching fi-equency constant, each switch can change state 
only twice in the switching-period (once 'on' to 'oflP and once 'ofF to 'on', or vice-versa). 
Secondly, the RMS value of the fiindamental phase voltage of the output must equal the RMS 
of the reference space vector. Thirdly, the scheme must provide full utilisation of the available 
dc bus voltage. Finally, since the inverter is aimed at supplying the load with sinusoidal 
voltages, the low-order harmonic content needs to be minimised (this especially applies to the 
third and seventh harmonic). These criteria are used in assessing the merits and demerits of 
various SVPWM . 
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ADVANTAGES OF SPACE VECTOR PWM 
(i) SVPWM increases fundamental output without distorting line to line waveform. 
(ii) The fundamental output of SVPWM is 94.02% which is 15.47% greater than 
sinusoidal PWM of 78.55% fundamental. 
(iii) SVPWM compares a single modulating wave with a carrier instead of using three 
waves. 
(iv) When the neutral of the load is connected to a DC supply voltage, SVPWM considers 
interaction among phases where as other PWM method does not. 
(v) Designing of heat sinks is an important factor for power dissipation. Power 
dissipation includes conduction and switching loss. Switching losses in Sine PWM is 
difficult to compute which depend on modulation index, while computation is easier in 
Space Vector PWM. 
(vi) SVPWM implementation is completely digital. 
(vii) Vector control implementation is completely digital and thus it is easy to implement 
SVPWM based vector control scheme. 
(viii) Over modulation can easily be implemented 
(x) For high modulation index, the harmonics of current and torque of space vector PWM 
will be much less than sine PWM. 
A number of SVPWM for a Five-phase VSI is presented in the literature aimed at 
reducing the low-order harmonic content in output phase-to-nwtral voltage. A review is 
presented here for two method of SVPWM for a Five-phase VSI. One is the extension of the 
conventional technique of using only large vectors and the other one where four active and 
two zero vectors are used to yield sinusoidal output. The description is provided in the 
following sub sections. 
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4.6.1. APPLICATION OF THE LARGE SPACE VECTORS 
The SVPWM scheme discussed in this section considers the outer-most decagon of 
space vectors in or-/? plane. The input reference voltage vector is synthesised from two 
active neighbouring and zero space vectors. This scheme is commonly used in the literature 
[Toliyat et al (2003), Xu et al (2002), Shi and Toliyat (2002)] for the Five-phase VSI. 
To calculate the time of application of different vectors, consider Fig. 4.4, depicting 
the position of different available space vectors and the reference vector in the first sector. 
The time of application of active space voltage vectors is found from Fig. 4.4 as 
M Img. 
Real 
Fig. 4.4. Principle of space vector time calculation for a five-phase VSI. 
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y 5 , 
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V, sm 
^;r^ 
v^y 
(4.12) 
h=ts-ta~h (4.13) 
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where k is the sector number (k= 1 to 10) and |va;| = |}^ w| = |}I/| = "~^DC2COS ^;r^ Also 
v^y 
Km|-Km| = |lm|~~'^Dr ^^& ^'^X ^s follows from section 3.3. Symbol v* denotes the 
reference voltage space vector, while \x\ stands for modulus of a complex number x. Indices 
"/" and "/n" stand for large and medium vectors, respectively. 
The largest possible fundamental peak voltage magnitude that may be achieved using 
this scheme corresponds to the radius of the largest circle that can be inscribed within the 
decagon The circle is tangential to the mid-point of the lines connecting the ends of the active 
space vectors as shown in Fig. 4.5. 
q-axis 
• . - " .p . 
d-^BCtS 
Fig 4 5 Space vector map showing locus of maximum possible output from SVPWM. 
V = 
max 
Thus the maximum fundamental peak output voltage V is 
^2^ ^ ; ^ • ^ 
v^y 
2cos^ — 
5J cos 
^ ; r^ 
UOy FQC = 0.61554 FQC The maximum peak fundamental output in 
ten-step mode is, from expression (3.11), given with V^ m^iostep =—^Dc- ^hus thc ratio of the 
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where k is the sector number (k= 1 to 10) and v aH-YN |i:/| = T^Dc2cos ^;r^ . Also 
v-^y 
Km| = |l!6m| = |lm|~~'^Dc (^ig 4 4), as follows from section 3.3. Symbol v* denotes the 
reference voltage space vector, while |x| stands for modulus of a complex number x. Indices 
"/" and "OT" stand for large and medium vectors, respectively. 
The largest possible fundamental peak voltage magnitude that may be achieved using 
this scheme corresponds to the radius of the largest circle that can be inscribed within the 
decagon The circle is tangential to the mid-point of the lines connecting the ends of the active 
space vectors as shown in Fig. 4.5. 
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Fig 4 5 Space vector map showing locus of maximum possible output from SVPWM. 
F„ 
Thus the maximum fundamental peak output voUage V is 
^ 2 ^ (7C\ ("^ 
— 2 COS — cos -S) \5) \\0) VDC = 0.61554 FDC- The maximum peak fundamental output in 
ten-step mode is, from expression (3.11), given with V = - r ^ . Thus the ratio of the 
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maximum possible fundamental output voltage with SVPWM and in ten-step mode is 
—!S2> -^ = 0.96689. V 
max,10jtep 
The sequence of vectors applied in one sector and corresponding switching pattern is 
shown in Fig. 4.6 where states of five inverter legs take values of-1/2 and 1/2 (referencing to 
mid-point of the dc supply is applied) and the five traces illustrate, fi"om top to bottom, legs 
A,B,C,D and E, respectively. 
It is seen fi^om the switching pattern (Fig. 4.6) that in the first half of the switching 
cycle zero space vector is applied, followed by two active space vectors and the second zero 
space vector. The sequence followed in the second half cycle is the mirror image of the first 
one. The total number of state changes in one PWM switching period is thus twenty, since 
each switch changes state twice in one switching period. 
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Fig. 4.6. Switching pattern for sector 1 using large vectors. 
Simulation is carried out to show the performance of inverter utilising only large 
vectors for implementing SVPWM. Average leg voltage and average phase voltage is 
determined using Matlab/Simulink and resulting waveforms are shown in Fig. 4. 7 and Fig. 
4.8, respectively. Spectrum of phase voltage is also determined as illustrated in Fig. 4.8. It is 
clearly seen that low-order harmonic especially 3"* and 7* are present in the output phase 
voltages. It will be seen that these low-order harmonics are completely eliminated by utilising 
four active space vectors instead of two for implementing SVPWM. 
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4.6.2 SPACE VECTOR PWM FOR SINUSOTOAL OUTPUT 
The purpose here is to generate sinusoidal output phase voltages using space vector 
PWM. Application of two neighbouring medium active space vectors together with two large 
active space vectors in each switching period makes it possible to maintain zero average value 
in the second plane (Ryu and Sul (2005), deSilva et al (2004) and Iqbal and Levi (2005)) and 
consequently providing sinusoidal output. Use of four active space vectors per switching 
period requires calculation of four application times, labelled here t^,hi^^m,-h,n- The 
expressions used for calculation of dwell times of various space vector are [6]; 
'^ = -—' /' , - J —^ K,sin ^k-a f,„sin(;r/>)U + r-J I ? 
'" v,„M^ii)U+f-- f,sm a-{k-\)-
1 \ . I ^, 
r sin —k-a 
r„sm(;r/5)u + r- J ' I 5 (4.14) 
';.„. — 
f;„sin(;r/5)U + r-. — k-sin '^-{k-l)— 
0^ ~ J^ ^al hi ^am ~ Km 
where; /, =t^+i^j^ ='w+'(™- This is in essence allocates 61.8% more dwell times to large 
space vectors compared to medium space vector thus satisfying the constraints of producing 
zero average voltage in the x-y plane. This can be more clearly seen from Fig. 4.10. 
(a) 
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The puq)ose here is to generate sinusoidal output phase vohages using space vector 
PWM. Application of two neighbouring medium active space vectors together with two large 
active space vectors in each switching period makes it possible to maintain zero average value 
in the second plane (Ryu and Sul (2005), deSilva et al (2004) and Iqbal and Levi (2005)) and 
consequently providing sinusoidal output. Use of four active space vectors per switching 
period requires calculation of four application times, labelled here f^,'w,'«,''*„. The 
expressions used for calculation of dwell times of various space vector are [6]; 
/,. = 
'' f „ ,Mn( .T /5 ) l l + r-— ksin —k-a 
r„ = 
" r „ . s i f l ( r /5 ) l + r- t, sill 
;r 
a-ik-l)^ 
( 1 
r;„sm(;r/5) U + r-
r k- Sin 
K 
k-a (4 14) 
r;^^sm(x/5)U + r 
/,.sin f r - ( A - i ) — 
h=t,-t^-t,^-t^ bm 
where, /, =i^+i„,h =4/+'i™- This is in essence allocates 61 8% more dwell times to large 
space vectors compared to medium space vector thus satisfying the constraints of producing 
zero average voltage in the x-y plane This can be more clearly seen from Fig. 4 10 
(a) 
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Fig. 4 10. Principle of calculation of vector application times, (a) d-q plane (b) x-y plane 
It is seen from Fig. 4.10 that the vectors in x-y plane are in such a position to cancel 
each other by using the dwell time equations (4.14). The application of active and zero space 
vectors are arranged in such a way as to obtain a symmetrical SVPWM. The space vector 
disposition in sector I is illustrated in Fig 4 11 Modulation signals of SVPWM are identical 
to those obtained with offset addition. Switching pattern is a symmetrical PWM with two 
commutations per each inverter leg The space vectors are applied in odd sectors using 
sequence [l^,MV,/.lV,,,,v„„.l'w.v,;.v,,,v,,,,,r;,,„,v,/.v,,], while the sequence is 
[l^i•!/./• I.™•lA,„.L,/.I :^.r./-]i,„.Lm,-lA/'i:M] '" even sectors 
It can be easily observed from equation (4 24) that the zero vector application time 
remains positive for (i<|Y;|^ ()5257r,. Thus the output phase voltage from a VSI using this 
Space vector PWM scheme is 0.5257^ .^ Which is 5.15% higher compared to the output 
obtainable with carrier-based sinusoidal PWM without harmonic injection and equal to the 
output obtainable with zero-sequence (fifth harmonic) signal injection. 
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y-axis 
(b) 
Fig 4 10. Principle of calculation of vector application times, (a) d-q plane (b) x-y plane 
It is seen from Fig. 4.10 that the vectors in x-y plane are in such a position to cancel 
each other by using the dwell time equations (4.14). The application of active and zero space 
vectors are arranged in such a way as to obtain a symmetrical SVPWM. The space vector 
disposition in sector I is illustrated in Fig 4 11 Modulation signals of SVPWM are identical 
to those obtained with offset addition. Switching pattern is a symmetrical PWM with two 
commutations per each inverter leg The space vectors are applied in odd sectors using 
sequence [l-,MV,,.lV,,,,L„„.i:A/.v,;.v,/,v„,,.r,,,,,v,/.v,,], while the sequence is 
[i.%,-]i/.L™-lA,„-r./.I.:.i;.,.l>,„.I IAZ-I^I] J" even sectors 
It can be easily observed from equation (4.24) that the zero vector application time 
remains positive for o<[v,'[<(i5257r,, Thus the output phase voltage from a VSI using this 
Space vector PWM scheme is o.5257r^ . Which is 5.15% higher compared to the output 
obtainable with carrier-based sinusoidal PWM without harmonic injection and equal to the 
output obtainable with zero-sequence (fifth harmonic) signal injection. 
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Fig 4 11 Switching pattern in sector I using large and medium space vectors 
Simulation is carried out using Matlab/Simulink to implement the SVPWM with 
application of four active and a zero vector The resuhing waveforms are shown in Figs 4 12-
4 14 The average leg voltage is depicted in Fig 4 11 and it is observed that the leg voltage in 
now quite similar to one obtained in three-phase VSI The phase voltage is completely 
sinusoidal without any low-order harmonics The spectrum of phase voltage shows the 
maximum achievable output equals to 0 5257 p u (keeping dc Jink voltage equals to unity) 
0 0 005 0 01 0 015 0 02 0 025 0 03 0 035 0 04 
Time (s) 
Fig 4 12 Average leg voltage for sinusoidal output of SVPWM 
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Fig 4 11 Switching pattern in sector I using large and medium space vectors 
Simulation is carried out using Matlab/Simulink to implement the SVPWM with 
application of four active and a zero vector The resulting waveforms are shown in Figs 4 12-
4 14 The average leg vohage is depicted in Fig 4 11 and it is observed that the leg voltage in 
now quite similar to one obtained in three-phase VSI The phase voltage is completely 
sinusoidal without any low-order harmonics The spectrum of phase voltage shows the 
maximum achievable output equals to 0 5257 p u (keeping dc Jink voltage equals to unity) 
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Time (s) 
Fig 4 12 Average leg voltage for sinusoidal output of SVPWM 
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Fig. 4 14 Spectrum of phase 'a' voUage for sinusoidal output of SVPWM 
4.7 EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION 
Experimental set up is prepared in the laboratory to implement the carrier-based and 
Space vector PWM techniques discussed in the previous section. A Five-phase voltage source 
inverter is developed using intelligent power module from VI Micro systems, Chennai Texas 
Instrument DSP TMS320F2812 is used as the processor to implement the control algorithm. 
Since this DSP may coded in C or C-H-, it is more user friendly and they have dedicated 16 
hardware PINS to generate the desired PWM signals The PWM circuits associated with 
compare units make it possible to generate upto eight PWM output channels (per Event 
Manger) with programmable dead band and polarity. This DSP is specifically meant for use 
in motor drive purposes and it can control upto 8-phase two-level inverter. The control code is 
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written in C++ language in Code composer studio 3.1 which runs in a PC. The control signal 
generated by PC is transferred to the DSP board through RS 232 cable connected in parallel 
printer port of the PC. The DSP board is connected to the Power Module through dedicated 
control cable. The DSP interfacing circuit along with required A/D and D/A converter is built 
on the DSP board itself procured from VI Micro systems The complete experimental set up is 
shown in Fig. 4.15. 
. .J-, 4.15. Five-phase experimental set up. 
Five-phase Carrier-based PWM is implemented keeping the switching frequency 
equal to 10 kHz. The resuhing waveform of leg vohage and corresponding phase voUage 
(filtered values, C= 0.1 jiF, R = 20 k£l in parallel) are shown in Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17, 
respectively 
Fifth harmonic injection scheme is also implemented using DSP coding with fifth 
harmonic signal equal to 0 0618 p u The resuhing waveform of leg and corresponding phase 
vohage (filtered) are shown in Fig 4 18 and Fig 4 19, respectively 
Space vector PWM with large vectors only is implemented. The resuhing waveform 
of leg and corresponding phase vohage are shown in Fig. 4.20 and Fig. 4.21, respectively. 
Space vector PWM with large and medium vectors to yield sinusoidal output is also 
implemented The resulting waveform of leg and corresponding phase voltage are shown in 
Fig. 4 22 and Fig 4.23, respectively. 
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All the waveforms are in compliance with the theoretical findings and matches the 
simulation results closely 
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Fig. 4. 16. Filtered leg 'A' voltage carrier-based PWM 
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Fig 4 17 Filtered phase 'a' vohage carrier-based PWM 
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All the waveforms are in compliance with the theoretical findings and matches the 
simulation results closely 
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Fig 4 17 Filtered phase 'a' vohage carrier-based PWM 
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Fig. 4. 18a. Filtered leg 'A' voltage carrier-base with fifth harmonic injection. 
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Fig. 4. 18b. Filtered fifth harmonic signal injected in the carrier. 
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Fig, 4. 19. Fihered phase 'a' vohage with fifth liarmonic signal injected in the carrier 
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Fig. 4. 18b. Filtered fifth harmonic signal injected in the carrier. 
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Fig, 4. 19. Fihered phase 'a' vohage with fifth harmonic signal injected in the carrier 
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Fig. 4.20. Filtered leg 'A' voltage SVPWM with large vectors only. 
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Fig. 4.21. Filtered phase 'a' vohage SVPWM with large vectors only. 
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Fig. 4.22. Fihered leg voltage in SVPWM with large and medium vectors. 
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Fig. 4.20. Filtered leg 'A' voltage SVPWM with large vectors only. 
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Fig. 4.21. Filtered phase 'a' vohage SVPWM with large vectors only. 
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Fig. 4.22. Fihered leg voltage in SVPWM with large and medium vectors. 
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Fig 4.23. Filtered phase 'a' voltage in SVPWM with large and medium vectors 
4.8 RELAIONSHIP BETWEEN CARRIER-BASED AND SPACE VECTOR PWM 
This section presents a comprehensive relationship between carrier-based PWM and 
Space Vector PWM for sinusoidal output. 
4.8A. MODULATING SIGNALS AND SPACE VECTORS 
The switching pattern generated due to interaction between a triangular carrier signal 
and modulating signal is shown in Fig. 4.24. By comparing Fig. 4.11. with Fig. 4.24, it is 
clearly seen that the same switching pattern and space vector disposition is available in Space 
vector PWM in sector I. The same similarity exists in other sectors too. 
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Fig. 4.24. Space Vector and Carrier-based PWM in Sector I. 
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Fig 4 23 Filtered phase 'a' voltage in SVPWM with large and medium vectors 
4.8 RELAIONSHIP BETWEEN CARRIER-BASED AND SPACE VECTOR PWM 
This section presents a comprehensive relationship between carrier-based PWM and 
Space Vector PWM for sinusoidal output. 
4.8A. MODULA TING SIGNALS AND SPACE VECTORS 
The switching pattern generated due to interaction between a triangular carrier signal 
and modulating signal is shown in Fig 4 24 By comparing Fig 4 11 with Fig 4 24, it is 
clearly seen that the same switching pattern and space vector disposition is available in Space 
vector PWM in sector I The same similarity exists in other sectors too. 
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Fig 4 24 Space Vector and Carrier-based PWM in Sector I 
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The relationship between modulating signals and space vector in different sectors are 
found from the switching pattern and are presented in Table 4.1. This table is taken from Iqbal 
(2006). 
Table 4.1. Relationship between modulating signals and space vector. 
K 
^{'al+tu+ta«,+'bn,) 
•^{t<,l*hl+t^-'lJ\ 
•:^(tal-tbl-'am + tlm) 
T—l" 'al ~ hi ~'am~'lm) 
r,,. , ^ 
— r 'al - hi ~tam-tbm) 
V» 
•:^(hl*hl-'am+tlm) 
•^(hl + hl + t<m+'lm) 
•^{tal+hl + 'am+tbrn) 
•:^{hl+hl + 'am-'lm) 
•r~"('a/ ~ hi -*m'^*tm) 
^c 
Sector I 
~^\ hi ~ hi - fflm + 'ftiB ) 
Sector II 
^(rhl+hl+'am-'l^) 
Sector m 
^ihl + hl-'a^+tlm) 
Sector IV 
-^ihl+hl+'a^+'lm) 
Sector V 
-^ihi + hi + U+'iJ 
Vj 
T~(~ hi ~ hi ~'am~'lm) 
T7-(~ hi ~hi -'am-'bm) 
•:^(-hi-hi-t<m + tim) 
•:^(-hl+hl+tan,-tbm) 
-^{hl-^hl-'am+tlm) 
^e 
':^\hl ~ hi " hm + 'bm ) 
"T^V hi ~ hi "•  'om ~ '*»!) 
-rf~(~ hi ~ hi ~'an,~'l>ml 
'Z~\ hi ~ hi ~'am~'lmi) 
'Z~\ hi ~ hi ~ 'am + 'bm ) 
The relationships in sectors VI to X are same as that of sector I to V with opposite polarity. 
Using equation (4.15) and switching pattern for all ten sectors, a relationship can be 
obtained between zero-sequence signal and space vector application time, listed in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2. Zero-Sequence signals in different sectors. 
Sector No. 
1 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
Switching period 
t.=f^+t^+'.^+'b.-hi+h2 
ts=ta,+tb,-^t^-t^-hx+h2 
ts='al-hl-f^+tt.-hl+ti2 
K=-tal-hl+ian,-tbm-hx+ty, 
t,^-t,l-hl-t^-hm-hl+hl 
V„Ar( 
v^ O 
v„v( 
v ^ ( ' 
v ^ ( 
Zero-Sequence Signal 
0 =-^('<rf -hi - 3 ' ^ + 3 / ^ -5*3, +5/3,) 
) = ^ ( - ' . / + '« + 3 ' « -3/»„ -5/3, +5/3j) 
0 = ^ ( ' o / - 'w - 3'«. + 3r^ - 5/3, + 5/3,) 
y 
) = T f ( - 0 +'« +3 ' ^ -%„ -5/3, +5f32) 
J 
0 = ^ ( ' " Z - hi - 3 '» + 3/»„ - 5/3, + 5*3,) 
Once more the relationships in sectors VI to X are same as that of sector I to V with 
opposite polarity. The zero-sequence signal can then be evaluated as 
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^-wlO^jK+^i+^.+^rf+^J (4 15) 
A general expression of zero-sequence signal in even and odd sectors are given in 
equation (4 16) and equation (4 17), respectively 
v ^ ( 0 = T ^ (-'., + 'w + 3 /^ - 3/4, - 5/3, + 5/3,) (4 16) 
v„^ (') = ^ ( ' ^ - ' * ' - 3 U + 3 /^ - 5/3, + 5/3J) (4 17) 
Zero-sequence signal obtained using simulation at maximum input reference of 
0 5257 p u is shown in Fig 4 25 for fundamental frequency of 50 Hz Comparison of Fig 
4 25 with Fig 4 3 validates equations of Table 4 2 Table 4 1 along with Table 4 2 provide 
complete relationship between modulating signals and space vector 
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Fig 4 25 Zero-sequence signal from equations of Table 4 2 
4.8R RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LINE-TO-LINE VOLTAGES AND SPACE 
VECTORS 
In a five-phase system two system of line-to-line voltages namely adjacent and non-
adjacent, exist Relationship between line-to-line voltage and space vectors can be obtained 
using equations of Table 4 1 and equation (4 18), listed in Table 4 3 
Vs = ( ,^ ~^j)'s = -f-{v' -v'j)l,, where i,j = a,b,c,d,e and / ^ y (4 18) 
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^"N( ' )=5K+^i+^c+V' ,+V,] (4.15) 
A general expression of zero-sequence signal in even and odd sectors are given in 
equation (4 16) and equation (4 17) , respectively 
V™v i ' ) ^ ^ i ' a ^ -'"I -^'an, + 3 / « „ " ^ ' s , + 5 / 3 2 ) 
(4 16) 
(4 17) 
Zero-sequence signal obtained using simulation at maximum input reference of 
0 5257 p u is shown in Fig 4 25 for fundamental frequency of 50 Hz Comparison of Fig. 
4.25 with Fig 4 3 validates equations of Table 4 2 Table 4 1 along with Table 4 2 provide 
complete relationship between modulating signals and space vector 
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Fig 4 25 Zero-sequence signal from equations of Table 4 2 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LINE-TO-LINE VOLTAGES AND SPACE 
VECTORS 
In a five-phase system two system of line-to-line vohages namely adjacent and non-
adjacent, exist Relationship between line-to-line voltage and space vectors can be obtained 
using equations of Table 4 1 and equation (4.18), listed in Table 4 3 
V. 
^•i^s - Yi ~^^)^! - ~r"(^* ~^*)' i ' where /,y = a,b,c,d,e and / ^ j (4 18) 
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Table 4.3 Line-to-line 
Adjacent Line-to-line voltages 
Sector I 
r V 
^ ah ^ 'nm' ^ he - ~y„l '^ hi ) ' 
V V 
V --^t V --^(-1 -t \ 
^ cd - ^hml'^* - \ 'al 'bm) 
5 V 
Sector II 
s 
Sector in 
V -^-^(-t -t \ V - i ^ / 
"ah- \ 'U 'am)l'bc~ 'am 
V ' j 
's ' j 
s 
Sector IV 
f;/,-^K-o.).f ';c-7^(-'*».) 
1/ 
' po V 'an / 
Sector V 
^ah =^i->a^ - h . ) . Kc = 7 ^ ( - ' « - ' a ™ ) 
V 
' ea ~ 'bm 
s 
voltages and space vectors. 
Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
f; = — ( ' , / +h, + ' ^ ) , f M=—( '„ / + '«+h„) 
V V 
^^c - — ~ ( ~ ' o ; )>^^da- (~'a/ ~ '*/ ~ 'nm ~ hm ) 
* 
^'ac=-^L, f w = - ^ ( ' a / + ' « + ' < » + ' * - . ) 
s ^s 
Veh=~i-ta,-hi-lh.) 
' eA ~ " ~ ( ~ ' a ; ~ hi ~^am~^hm) 
s 
'-» = ~ ( ~ C ; - ' w - ' ; ™ ) ' Kj--^'ai 
Ke = -fi'ai +h, +'am + h.) . ^ia = " ' « 
s h 
V 
' eh - ~ \^ai ~hl ~hm ~ hm ) 
' j 
Va. = ^-fi-t^ -ty -t^ -tb„), K, - ^ ( - / « ) 
s 'i 
Vc = -f{t^ +hl + ' ^ ) V^ - ~{la, +h, +'*„) 
J ' j 
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Once again the relationships in sectors VI to X are same as that of sector I to V with 
opposite polarity. 
A direct relationship between line-to-line voltages and space vectors is thus evident 
from Table 4.3. Further it can be noted that the line-to-line voltages are determined by only 
active vectors. 
4.8C BIDIRECTIONAL TRANSFORMATION BETWEEN FUNDAMENTAL SIGNALS AND 
ACTIVE VECTORS 
Transformation between the fundamental signals in a,b,c,d,e plane and space vectors 
in a,^ planes are derived in sector I as; 
• "" V. 
• 
V, 
Vrf 
m 
L*'eJ 
_ ^ . c 
2/. 
1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
r 
1 
1 
-1 
1 
[t 1 
h, 
to, 
Utn,\ 
(4.19) 
2V,„[\ + r)sm{^/5) 
(l + r)siu(T/5) (l + r ) ( ) -cos (^ /5 ) ) 
- ( l - r ) s m ( ; r / 5 ) (l + r) 
- ( l + r)sm(;r/5) ( l-(-r)cos(;r /5)+(l-r) 
- ( l + r)sm(a-/5) - ( l + r ) ( l -cos( ; r /5)) 
- ( l - r ) s m ( ; r / 5 ) ( l - r ) 
(4.20) 
Unii 
t. 
'bill 
t. 
f;„.sm(r/5)(l + r-) 
sm(;r/5) -co,s(;r/5) 
rsm(.r/5) - r cos (x /5 ) 
I) 1 
0 r 
(4.21) 
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. 0 - 1 
(i + r) 
1 0 (l-l-r)(cos(;r/5)-l) (l-2cus(;r/5)) o' 
0 (t (l-(-r)sm(;r/5) -2sin(;r/5) n 
(4 22) 
I'lti 
t. 
f;„sm(;r/5)(l-i-r-) 
•sin(-r/5) -co,s(-7/5) 0 <> 
0 u rsin(;r/5) -rcos(;r /5) 
0 0 U 1 
0 0 O r 
r 
'/'/ 
This relation can be obtained similarly for other nine sectors. 
4.8D FUNDAMENTAL SIGNALS AND SPACE VECTOR SECTORS 
(4.23) 
The relationship between the fundamental signals and the space vector sectors are 
shown in Fig. 4.26 and listed in Table 4.4. 
Angle in degraas 
Fig. 4.26. Relationship between fundamental signals and Space Vector sectors. 
Table 4.4. Fundamental signals and Space Vector sectors. 
Sector I 
* * * * * 
Sector VI 
* * * • * 
Sector II 
* * * * * 
Sector VII 
> * » * * 
Sector III 
* * * * * 
Sector VIU 
* * * * * 
Sector IV 
* * * * * 
Sector IX 
» « « * * 
Sector V 
* * * * * 
Sector X 
* * » » » 
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, ( ' - ) 
(1 + r) 
1 0 (l + r)(cos( ; r /5)- l ) ( l -2cus(;r /5)) 
0 (1 (l-l-r)!>ui(;r/5) -2sui(;r/5) 
(4 22) 
t. 
r, sm(;r/5)(l + r-) 
sin(;r/5) -co>,(;r/5) 0 0 
(I U rsui(;r/5) -rcos(;r /5) 
(1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 r 
qui 
t 
(4 23) 
This relation can be obtained similarly for other nine sectors 
4.8D FUNDAMENTAL SIGNALS AND SPACE VECTOR SECTORS 
The relationship between the fundamental signals and the space vector sectors are 
shown in Fig 4 26 and listed in Table 4 4. 
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Fig 4 26 Relationship between fundamental signals and Space Vector sectors 
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4.8E DISTRIBUTION OF ZERO VECTORS AND ZERO-SEQUENCE SIGNAL 
One of special features of Space Vector PWM is the choice of distribution between the 
two zero vectors t^i,tj2- This is a flexibility in Space Vector PWM contrary to Carrier-based 
PWM where this time is fixed. Depending on the choice of /j, and 3^2 various Space vector 
PWM are possible. Expressions for /j, (00000) is determined in various sectors and are listed 
in Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5. Expression for Ui in different sectors. 
Sector No 
I 
II 
m 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
vm 
IX 
X 
f„((HMXMl) 
'« 
t 
' s 
T 
s 
s 
s 
s 
T 
' ' 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-> 
1 
2 
1 
v1{(2r-i-4)sm(;r/5-a)+(3r-l-l)sm(tf)} 
5k , | ( l + !-')sin(^/5) 
v*|{(3r + l ) sm(2; r /5 - t t ' )+(2r+4)sm(a- ; r /5 )} 
^K,|(l + ^ ')«»n(^/5) 
v*|{(2r-l-4)sm(3;r/5-a') + (.3r-l-l)sm(c»r-2;r/5)] 
5|v,„|(l + r=)sm(;r/5) 
v1{{3r + l)sm(4;r/5-cc)+(2r-i-4)sm{a'-3;r/5)j 
5|v,„|(l + r ' )sm(;r /5) 
v'| |(2r-(-4)sm(;r-a)-t-(3r-i-l)sm(Q'-4;r/5)} 
5|v„|(l + r-).sm(^/5) 
v' |{(3r-(-l)sm(6;r/5-a) + (2r-i-4)sm(a'-;r)} 
5\v,„\(l + r)sm{^/5) 
^i\{{~r + '^)^m.{l Tt 15-a)+{2>T + \)sxa{a -b!r 1 S)\ 
5|i;„|(l-t-r-)sui(;r/5) 
v1{(3r + l)sm(X;r/5-a)-(-(2r-i-4)sui(a'-7;r/5)j 
5|v„j(l-i-r-)sm(;r/5) 
v*|{(2r-i-4)sm(9;r/5-a)+(3r-hl)sm(a-8;r/5)j 
5|v„|(l-Hr)sm(/r/5) 
v*|{(3r-(-l)sm(2;r-a)-i-(2r-i-4)sm(ar-9;r/5)) 
5|v,„|(l-i-r-)sm(;T/5) 
• 
; 
In general the expression for r,, (ooooo) can be written as; 
Odd Sectors 
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1 k|{(2r+4)sui(A-;r/5-rr)-H(3r-M)Mn(a-(A-l).T/5)} 
,|(l-(-r-)sm(;r/5) :> r 
where A'= 1,3,5,7,9 (4.24) 
Even Sectors 
' ? . = ' . 
1 k|{(3r-)-l)sin(A-.T/5-a)-K(2r + 4)sm(r / - (A-l) ; r /5)} 
i 5(r„,((l-(-r')sm(;r/5) 
where i = 2,4,6,8,10 (4.25) 
The variation of zero vector application time in sector I for maximum possible 
reference of 0.5257 (p.u.) is shown in Fig. 4.27. The switching frequency is assumed as 5 
kHz. 
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Fig. 4.27. Zero vector application time in Sector I. 
The distribution of /ji and t^^ can be written in general as 
'31=^(0^0 
'32=(l-C(0) 'o 
'3: "•" '32 ~ ' j 'a/ hi ^an, hm 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
where 0<<;(t)<i. A degree of freedom that exists in carrier-based PWM is the shape of zero-
sequence signal. Zero-sequence signal can be in general represented as 
v^(O = ^ (OO-v„„)+0-^('))(-l-v„.J (4.29) 
Distribution of application times of f„ and t,^ can be determined by using equation (4.15) for 
arbitrary zero-sequence signal. Typical examples are; 
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^ , = ^ 
; |{(2r+4)sm(A-;r/5-rr)-H(3r-H)sm(«-(A-l).T/5)j 
5|v,„|(l-(-r')sm(;r/5) where/t = l,3,5,7,9 (4.24) 
Even Sectors 
r„ = t. 
1 |i:l|{(-'''' + 0= '^" ('^ '^  /5-u)+{2: + 4)sm (a - (/c - l);r / 5)} 
2 5(r„,[(l-(-r')sm(;r/5) 
where/t = 2,4,6,8,10 (4.25) 
The variation of zero vector application time in sector I for maximum possible 
reference of 0.5257 (p.u.) is shown in Fig. 4.27. The switching frequency is assumed as 5 
kHz. 
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Fig. 4.27. Zero vector application time in Sector I. 
The distribution of z,, and t^^ can be written in general as 
'32=(l-C(0) 'o 
'31 "•" '32 "• ' s O '*; 'am ^bm 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
where 0 <^(/)< 1. A degree of freedom that exists in carrier-based PWM is the shape of zero-
sequence signal. Zero-sequence signal can be in general represented as 
v^(0 = .^(0(l-v„„)+{l-.MO)(-l-v„.„) (4.29) 
Distribution of application times of /„ and t,^ can be determined by using equation (4.15) for 
arbitrary zero-sequence signal. Typical examples are; 
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a). Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation (SPWAf) 
This is the resuU of v^(/) = 0 0 leading to sinusoidal carrier-based PWM with 
modulation index M^^ = I. The equivalent distribution of t^^ and /jj is obtained using (4.15) 
as; 
(4,30) 
(4.31) 
t 
' 3 2 = ' , ~^al ~^bl ^^am~^lm ~hl 
Variation of application time of f,! in sector I without harmonic injection is shown in 
Fig. 4.28. 
0 00006 
0 000056 
s 
ooooos 
0 000046 
Angia (D*gr««s) 
Fig. 4.28. Variation of /„ with angle in sector I for sinusoidal Carrier-based PWM. 
b) Fifth Harmonic Injection PWM{FHIPWM) 
This is the resuh of v^{t) = -V,^^^—f- leading to fifth-harmonic injection with 
maximum modulation index A/j,^ ^^^ = 1.0515. The corresponding distribution of r,, and t^^ is 
' " =T : l i + r-
( .sm(^/l()) 
COS(r/) ^^ ^ ^CI)S(>J') (4.32) 
hi ~ ' j 'a( hi ^am ^bm h\ (4.33) 
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a). Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation {SPWM) 
This is the resuh of v^(r) = 0 0 leading to sinusoidal carrier-based PWM with 
modulation index A/^^ = 1. The equivalent distribution of t^^ and t^^ is obtained using (4 15) 
as; 
'••'T 
' 3 2 = ' , 
1 — \h\co^la) 
~ 'a( ~ 'w ~ 'am ~ 'bm ~ '3I 
(4 30) 
(4 31) 
Variation of application time of /„ in sector I without harmonic injection is shown in 
Fig 4 28. 
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Fig 4 28 Variation of z,, with angle in sector I for sinusoidal Carrier-based PWM 
b) Fifth Harmonic Injection PWM (FHIPWM) 
This is the resuh of v^{t) = -V,^^~—^ leading to fifth-harmonic injection with 
maximum modulation index Mj,„jp^,^ = 1 0515. The corresponding distribution of /„ and i^, is 
i-if^iii,,,. ( . . sm(^/ l ( ) ) .x>s(r/) ^^ ^ ^cos(>a) 
'32 ~ ' j 'a/ hi ^am ^bm h\ 
(4 32) 
(4 33) 
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4.29. 
Variation of application time of fj, in sector I with harmonic injection is shown in Fig. 
0 0000S7 -. 
S 
0 
0 000049 
For Vrcf 
ForVijtrcu.szsf 
• 0 J ^u. 
^ 
».u. 
^^^ 
Fig. 4.29. Variation of f,, with angle in sector I for fifth harmonic injection Carrier-based 
PWM. 
c) Off est Addition or Triangular Zero-Sequence Injection PWM (TIPWM) 
This is the result of v^{t) = — [ f ^ + v ^ ] leading to triangular wave injection with 
maximum modulation index M^^ ^^ ^^  = 1.0515. The corresponding distribution of /j, and ty^ is 
'31 ~ '32 ~ ~ V<rf 'w 'am hm ) (34) 
4.8F SWITCHING PATTERN OF SPACE VECTOR PWM AND CARRIER-BASED 
PWM 
Carrier-based PWM is characterised by the type of high frequency carrier signals that 
are used to compare to low frequency modulating signals The performance of the modulation 
scheme heavily relies on the shape of carrier signals Usually triangular (double edge) and 
saw-tooth (single edge) waveforms are used as carrier signals. In contrast Space vector 
method optimally determine the active and zero vector pulse width to satisfy the voh-second 
balance. The proper sequencing of the active and zero vectors determine the performance of 
space vector modulator. For triangular carrier signal the equivalent switching pattern 
corresponds to the one used in space vector PWM (Fig. 4.11). Thus the two modulation 
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4.29. 
Variation of application time of f,, in sector I with harmonic injection is shown in Fig. 
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Fig. 4.29. Variation of r,, with angle in sector I for fifth harmonic injection Carrier-based 
PWM. 
c) Off est Addition or Triangular Zero-Sequence Injection PWM{TIPWM) 
This is the result of v^{t) = —[^m^+v^] leading to triangular wave injection with 
maximum modulation index Mp^^^^^ = 1.0515. The corresponding distribution of t^^ and ty^ is 
h\ "hi ~ J ViJ 'w 'am hm) (34) 
4.8F SWITCHING PATTERN OF SPACE VECTOR PWM AND CARRIER-BASED 
PWM 
Carrier-based PWM is characterised by the type of high frequency carrier signals that 
are used to compare to low frequency modulating signals The performance of the modulation 
scheme heavily relies on the shape of carrier signals Usually triangular (double edge) and 
saw-tooth (single edge) waveforms are used as carrier signals. In contrast Space vector 
method optimally determine the active and zero vector pulse width to satisfy the voh-second 
balance The proper sequencing of the active and zero vectors determine the performance of 
space vector modulator. For triangular carrier signal the equivalent switching pattern 
corresponds to the one used in space vector PWM (Fig. 4.11). Thus the two modulation 
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schemes yield similar performance. Considering saw-tooth waveform as the carrier signal the 
equivalent switching pattern is illustrated in Fig 4.30. 
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Fig. 4.30. Equivalent switching pattern for single-edge carrier-based PWM. 
Simulation is done to access the behaviour of modulator utilising triangular and saw-
tooth waveforms and the resulting harmonic spectra are shown in Fig. 4.31 and Fig. 4 32, 
respectively. The switching frequency is kept at 5 kHz with unity dc link voUage. Total 
Harmonic Distortion (THD) is determined as 0.57% for triangular carrier signal and 43.72% 
for saw-tooth carrier signal. Upto 50* harmonic order is considered for calculation of THD. 
Low-order harmonics especially 2"** harmonic can be seen in Fig. 4.32 due to unsymmetrical 
switching pattern. 
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Fig 4 31 Inverter phase 'a' voltage and its harmonic spectrum for triangular carrier signal 
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Fig 4 32 Inverter phase 'a' voltage and its harmonic spectami for saw-tooth earner signal 
4.8G IMPLEMENTATION COMPARISON OF CARRIER-BASED AND SPACE-
VECTOR PWM METHODS 
Nowadays, when control algorithms of every electric motor drive are implemented in 
digital domain with the use of some kind of a DSP, it is interesting to compare what kind of 
requirements different PWM modulators impose on the digital system DSPs optimized for 
motor control mostly come with hardware PWM units that utilize high-speed counters/timers 
with accompanying compare registers in order to generate train of pulses at the output. 
Principle of operation of these hardware units can be understood as being based on carrier-
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Fig 4 31 Inverter phase 'a' voltage and its harmonic spectrum for triangular carrier signal 
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Fig. 4 32 Inverter phase 'a' vohage and its harmonic spectrum for saw-tooth carrier signal 
4.8G IMPLEMENTATION COMPARISON OF CARRIER-BASED AND SPACE-
VECTOR PWM METHODS 
Nowadays, when control algorithms of every electric motor drive are implemented in 
digital domain with the use of some kind of a DSP, it is interesting to compare what kind of 
requirements different PWM modulators impose on the digital system DSPs optimized for 
motor control mostly come with hardware PWM units that utilize high-speed counters/timers 
with accompanying compare registers in order to generate train of pulses at the output. 
Principle of operation of these hardware units can be understood as being based on carrier-
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based PWM (Fig. 4.1). It is up to the user to initialize PWM unit properly by defining 
parameters such as shape of the carrier signal (saw-tooth or triangular), switching frequency, 
PWM polarity, dead time and to provide modulation signals for the compare registers. 
Assuming that modulation signals are already loaded into compare registers and that 
switching frequency is 10 kHz, a DSP has 100 jis to perform control algorithm that includes 
the PWM modulator in the last stage in order to produce modulation signals for the next 
switching period. All that time, the hardware PWM unit works in the background, taking care 
that the modulation signals from the previous calculation are transformed into appropriate 
pulses for the gate driver circuits. Since machine's control algorithms can be very 
complicated, it is desirable that the PWM modulator does not load DSP too much. Hence it 
should be simple, fast and should not occupy a lot of memory space. Structure of a carrier-
based PWM modulator is very simple and requires only a few mathematical calculations in 
order to provide modulation signals. Assuming that field oriented control is utilized, phase 
voltage references are available and the most time-consuming operation may be calculation of 
the appropriate zero-sequence component (if one is added). After adding zero-sequence signal 
to frmdamental signals, modulation signals are ready to be loaded into compare registers of 
the DSP PWM unit. Even with an increase of the number of phases, the principle of operation 
is the same and potential problems can only arise from the hardware incapability to provide 
enough independent PWM channels, since the existing DSPs are optimized for three-phase 
motor drives. On the other hand, a space vector PWM modulator, after receiving input 
reference space vector, has to go through several stages. At first, sector where the reference 
space vector is has to be determined. Once when the correct sector number is available, 
calculation of times of application of active space vector can take place. Very often, this 
calculation requires some constants that can be pre-stored in the memory (e.g. a lookup table) 
and use of trigonometric ftinctions. Time of application of zero-space vectors must be 
calculated in accordance with the type of modulation selected. In the SVPWM schemes 
analyzed here, time of application of zero space vector is equally shared among two zero 
space vectors, although in general it represents a degree of freedom that can be used to 
modify modulation signals. Finally, calculated times of application of space vectors must be 
distributed in accordance with predefined switching pattern for each sector, which may 
require another lookup table, to create modulation signals that are ready to load into compare 
registers. From these few steps it is obvious that SVPWM is computationally much more 
demanding approach than carrier-based PWM. With an increase in the number of phases, 
complexity of the modulator increases, ahhough structure may stay the same. While there are 
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two planes to consider in a five-phase system, seven-phase system must be analysed in three 
planes, nine-phase system in four, and so on. Although similarities in implementation do 
exist, number of applied active space vectors increases as the number of phases increases 
making implementation more and more complex. 
4.9 SUMMARY 
Carrier-based PWM and space vector PWM schemes for a five-phase VSI are 
analysed and compared using analytical, simulation and experimental approach. Relationship 
between modulation signal (fiindamental and zero-sequence signal) and space vector is 
established which indicate a transformation between arbitrary carrier-based PWM and space 
vector modulation. A direct relationship is formulated between line-to-line voltage and space 
vector. It is found that the line-to-line voltage is determined by only active vectors and is 
independent of zero vectors. Relationship between modulation signals and space vector 
sectors are identified. Analytical expressions of distribution of zero vectors application times 
for sinusoidal, fifth harmonic injection and triangular zero-sequence injection are determined. 
Equivalence between switching pattern of space vector PWM and carrier type is highlighted. 
Performance of modulator in terms of THD of output phase vohages is determined for 
triangular and saw-tooth carrier signals and the poor poformance of saw-tooth carrier is 
indicated. Experimental results are also provided. Finally implementation comparison of 
carrier-based and space vector PWM is done and it is concluded that although similarities do 
exist in their implementation but space vector method becomes more and more complex with 
increasing phase number. 
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CHAPTERS 
MODELLING AND CONTROL OF A SIX-PHASE VSI IN QUASI SIX-
PHASE CONFIGURATION 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
After the description of a five-phase voltage source inverter the next odd number is 
seven. But the most commonly used motor phase number in muhi-phase group is six. There 
are two system of six-phases; quasi six-phase and symmetrical six-phase. In quasi six-phase 
two set of three-phase windings are displaced by 30° while in symmetrical six-phase this 
phase shift angle is 60°. Thus this chapter describes in detail a six-phase VSI whose output is 
quasi six-phase. This chapter discusses The modelling and control of a quasi six-phase 
voltage source inverter for square wave operation. Since a lot has been taken up on PWM of a 
six-phase VSI in the literature, it is skipped here. The inverter operation is elaborated for 
various conduction angles. At first the conventional 180° conduction mode is elaborated 
followed by two other conduction angles; 150° and 120°. Simulation results are provided to 
validate the theoretical findings. E^qoerimental setup and resuhs are provided to support the 
simulation results. 
5.2 MODELLING OF A SIX-PHASE VSI 
Power circuit topology of a six-phase voltage source inverter is shown in Fig. 5.1. 
Each switch in the circuit consists of two power semiconductor devices, connected in anti-
parallel. One of these is a fiiUy controllable semiconductor, such as a bipolar transistor, 
MOSFET or IGBT, while the second one is a diode. The input of the inverter is a dc vohage, 
which is regarded fijrther on as being constant. The inverter outputs are denoted in Fig. 1 with 
lower case symbols (ai,bj,cj,a2,b2,C2), while the points of connection of the outputs to inverter 
legs have symbols in capital letters (Ai,Bi,C,,A2.B2,C2). The basic operating principles of the 
six-phase VSI are developed in what follows assuming the ideal commutation and zero 
forward voltage drop. The same inverter can supply symmetrical six phase and quasi six-
phase output with little modification in the switching signal provided to the gate drive. 
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Further, if the block shown with dotted line box, if kept inoperative, will provide three-phase 
supply. 
N o 
Load 
Fig. 5.1. A general power circuit topology for six-phase VSI. 
Thus Fig. 5.1 is a general topology for all the three configurations (symmetrical six-
phase, quasi six-phase and three-phase). Operation of quasi six-phase configuration is 
discussed in the following section assuming simple square wave control technique for 180°, 
150° and 120° conduction modes. The symmetrical configuration is described in the next 
chapter. 
5 ^ 180° CONDUCTION MODE 
This is the most common type of power switch firing where each switch conducts for 
half of the fundamental cycle i.e. 180°. The same mode is used for three-phase VSI and is 
extended here for a six-phase VSI. Since the operation of each leg is complementary, a small 
dead band is provided to avoid short circuit of the leg, although it is not shown in the 
switching waveform. The switch signals for the upper legs are shown in Fig. 5.2 and the 
corresponding switches being on are listed in Table 5.1, Leg-voltages waveform for quasi-six 
phase VSI is shown in Fig. 5.3 
It is seen that three switches being on from the upper leg and three from lower leg. 
One leg changes state after an interval of 30°. 
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Fig. 5.2. Quasi six phase Gate drive signals for 180° conduction mode. 
Table 5.1. Switches position in each mode 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Duration 
0-30° 
30°-60° 
60°-90° 
90°-120° 
120°-150° 
150°-180° 
180°-210° 
210°-240° 
240°-270° 
270°-300° 
300°-330° 
330°-360° 
Switches On 
1,5,6,8,9,10 
1,2,5,6,9,10 
1,2,6,9.10,11 
1,2,9,10,11,12 
1,2,3,10,11,12 
1,2,3,4,11,12 
2,3,4,7,11,12 
3,4,7,8,11,12 
3,4,5,7,8,12 
3,4,5,6,7,8 
4,5,6,7,8,9 
5,6,7,8,9,10 
Polarity 
A;A,B;B-C;C; 
A;A;B;B,C;C; 
A,*A;B;B^C;C; 
A;A;B;B-C;C. 
- /1 | ^ 2 ^\ ^2 1 2 
/Ij JL^ ^\ ^2 ^ 1 ^ "> 
A[A:B;B;C-C, 
A,A,B;B;C;C-
/ 1 | y^2 ^\ ^2 1 2 
^ j iT2 '^i ^ t ^ 1 ^ 2 
^ j A^2 ^\ ^2 ^ 1 ^ 2 
A^A^B^B^qa 
br 180° conduction mode. 
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Fig. 5.3 Quasi six phase Leg Voltages for 180° conduction mode 
Phase-to-neutral voltages of the star connected load are most easily found by defining 
a voltage difference between the star point n of the load and the negative rail of the dc bus A^ . 
The following correlation then holds true 
v c , = v „ . v ^ ( 5 , ) 
VB2 = % + ^nN 
VC2 = ^C2 + ^nN 
Since the phase voltages in a star connected load sum to zero, summation of the equations 
(5.1) yields ;• 
''nN JyA+v, B I + V C J + V ^ + V B 2 + V C 2 , (5.2) 
Substitution of (5.2) into (5.1) yields phase-to-neutral voltages of the load in the following 
form: 
(5^ 
s = }}••-& yBi + V C i + V ^ 2 + ^ 5 2 + ^ r 2 
g^^ii 
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VA. = - Vfii -[^JyA, +vci +v^2 +VB2 +VC2) 
v^ 2 - [ 0 ^ 4 +^Bi +^Q +VB2 + v c j 
B^2 " [ ^ ' ' 4 +VB, +VCI +V^2 + V C J 
'-2 =[f/C2 -[^f'^l -^"^ •^ ''Q +''^ 2 +^ 52) 
(5.3) 
^«2 = 
Vfc. = 
.6y 
'61 n 
^V:» , 
a\n 
Fig. 5.4. Phasors of phase-to-neutral voltages for quasi six-phase system. 
The values of leg voltages obtained from Fig. 5.2 are substituted in equation (5.3) to 
determine the phase-to-neutral voltages, shown in Fig. 5.5. It is seen that the phase-to-neutral 
1 1 '> 
voltages takes on six different values as +—f ^ ,±-F^, and ±—Vj^.. resuhing in twelve 
stepped voltage waveform. It is tabulated in Table 5.3. 
It is seen from the Fig. 5.4, depicting the positions of six-phase voltages, that there 
exist three different set of line voltages, namely, adjacent (v j^^ j =^ain ~^a2n)' ^^  "on-
adjacent (v j^^ i = v„,„ - Vij„) and 2"^  non-adjacent (V„,A2 = v„,„ - Vi,2„). 
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voltages takes on six different values as +—f ^ ,±-F^, and ±—Vj^.. resuhing in twelve 
stepped voltage waveform. It is tabulated in Table 5.3. 
It is seen from the Fig. 5.4, depicting the positions of six-phase voltages, that there 
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Table-5.3 Phase Voltage Quasi-six Phase VSI 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Duration 
0-
30° 
30°-
60° 
60°-
90° 
90°-
120° 
120°-
150° 
150°-
180° 
180°-
210° 
210°-
240° 
240°-
270° 
270°-
300° 
300°-
330° 
330°-
360° 
Val 
I K 
2 ^ 
I K 
3 ^ 
2 ^ 
3 ^ 
I K 
2 ^ 
I K 
3 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
3 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
3 "^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
3 ^ 
Va2 
- I K 
2 ^ 
Ly 
Y DC 
Ly 
2 ^ 
I K 
3 ^ 
I K 
2 ^ 
^ K 
3 ^ 
I K 
2 «^ 
- I K 
3 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
3 ^ 
- I K 
2 '^ DC 
-Ly 
3 ^ 
Vb, 
- I K 
2 ^ 
_ 1 K 
3 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
3 ^ 
I K 
2 ^ 
Lv 
3 ^ 
I K 
2 ^ 
I K 
3 ^ 
I K 
I K 
3 ^ 
- I K 
- I K 
3 ^ 
Vb2 
-Lv 
2 ^ 
- I K 
3 ^ 
- I K 
2 "^ oc 
-Lv 
3 ^ 
- I K 
I K 
3 ^ 
I K 
2 ^ 
I K 
3 ^ 
I K 
2 ^ 
I K 
3 ^ 
I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
3 ^ 
[180°) 
Vc, 
I K 
2 ' ^ 
Lv 
3 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
-Lv 
3 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
-Lv 
3 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
-'jVoc 
Lv 
2 DC 
Lv 
3 "^ 
Lv 
2 DC 
Lv 
3 ^ 
Vc2 
Lv 
2 ^ 
I K 
3 ^ 
I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
3 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
3 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
-Lv 
-Lv 
2*^ DC 
Lv 
3 "^ 
Lv 
2 ^ 
I K 
^ "^  DC 
In order to relate the input dc link voltage of the inverter with the output phase-to-
neutral, Fourier analysis of the voltage waveforms is undertaken. Observing that the 
waveforms of the phase to neutral voltage possess half-wave symmetry. In case of phase-to-
neutral voltage Val, shown in Fig. 5.5, the Fourier series is: 
(5.4) 
Where / = 2Sm{2n -1) - - Siniln -1) - and m = 5 + 2Cos(2n -1) - ; and ^ = Tan' 
6 2 3 
/ 
m, 
The expression in equation (5.4) equals to zero for all the harmonics whose order is 
divisible by 6. Hence one can write the phase-to-neutral voltages as: 
V(t) = ^[2Sm0t + —Sm{3a)t + -) + -Sin{5(ot) + -Sin{lo}t) + 
n 3 4 5 7 
—Sm{9a}t ) + —Sina \(ot) + —Sin{\ Scot) + —Sm(l Sat + —) (5.5) 
9 4 11 13 15 4 
+ —Sm{\lmt) + —Sin{\9o)t) + —Sm{2\o)t - - ) + ] 
17 19 21 4 
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I T T ^ 
?«• 4;r 3JT Sn 1 l;r 2;r 
Fig. 5.5. Phase to neutral voltage in a quasi six phase VSI for 180° conduction mode. 
From (5.5) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output phase-
to-neutral voltages has an RMS value equal to 
V^, 
Vai = —VDC = OASVoc 
n 
From Fig. 5.5, mean square value is determined as: 
2 / , N 2 / ^ \ 1 / ^ \ 1 / , A 2 / • , N 2 1 2 Mean Square Value = — Vj^^ (i) €Hir<i] Hi)^ (i] X 17 2 6 72 ^ 
V34. 
V^, = ^ Mean Square Value = -^^DC 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (pu.) is given by 
V„r,„s=WrnJ^ = t 12 J 
2 
U J = 0.1829446469 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
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Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rm s total harmonic voltage 
THD = 
rm s total voltage 
01829446469 
(5 10) 
= 0 3764969772 or 37 65% 
34/12 
FFT analysis of inverter phase 'Vai' vohage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code 
and is shown in Fig 5 6 and this validates equation (5 5) 
Phase V o l t a g e ' V a t ' 
1 1 
1,1 1 . 
1 
11 1 
1 
J . I . I . . 1 I - -
i 
- I . J 1 
1 
. i a. 
1 
_ a _ l _ i 
200 1200 MOO 
Frequency (Hz) 
Fig 5 6 Inverter phase 'Vai' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental 0 45196 , Highest 
harmonics Orders=[3 5] Values=[23.0731 % 19 461 %] 
Line-to-line voltages are taken up next There are four systems of line voltages, 
adjacent, next adjacent, first non-adjacent and the second non-adjacent The magnitude of 
second non-adjacent line voltages are maximum and the magnitude of adjacent line voltages 
are minimum Adjacent line voltages are not taken up for discussion Only two systems of 
non-adjacent voltages are elaborated in the subsequent sections 
First non-adjacent line-to-line voltages are determined next Table 5 3 summarizes the 
values of the first non-adjacent line-to-line voltages in the twelve 30° of equal intervals Wave 
shapes are shown in Fig 5 7 The conduction angle of the switches are 120° resulting in 
increased fundamental voltage compared to adjacent line vohage 
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Line-to-line voltages are taken up next There are four systems of line voltages, 
adjacent, next adjacent, first non-adjacent and the second non-adjacent The magnitude of 
second non-adjacent line voltages are maximum and the magnitude of adjacent line voltages 
are minimum Adjacent line voltages are not taken up for discussion Only two systems of 
non-adjacent voltages are elaborated in the subsequent sections 
First non-adjacent line-to-line voltages are determined next Table 5 3 summarizes the 
values of the first non-adjacent line-to-line voltages in the twelve 30° of equal intervals Wave 
shapes are shown in Fig 5 7 The conduction angle of the switches are 120° resulting in 
increased ftmdamental voltage compared to adjacent line vohage 
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Tab 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
e-5.3 1** Non-Adjacent Line-Line Voltages (180°). 
Duration 
0-30° 
SO'-eO" 
60°-90° 
90°-120° 
120°-150° 
150°-180° 
180°-210° 
210°-240° 
240°-270° 
270°-300° 
300°-330° 
330°-360° 
Valbl 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
0 
Va2b2 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
Vblcl 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
Vb2c2 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
0 
-VDC 
Vclal 
0 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
Vc2a2 
VDC 
0 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
VDC 
0 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
Fourier analysis is done for the waveform of the first non-adjacent voltage and the 
coefficients of the Fourier series of Vaibi as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are. 
B 2«-l - 7c{2n -1) 
And hence, the series is: 
cos(2/i-l)— 
6 where n= 1, 2, 3,. 
V{t) = 4Vi DC It cos(2ii -1)—sin( ln-\)(ot where n = 1, 2, 3,. 
(5.11) 
(5.12) (2«-l);r ^ ' 6 
From (5.12) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output first 
non-adjacent line-to-line voltages has an RMS value equal to 
n DC 
From Fig. 5.7, mean square value is determined as: 
Mean Square Value = -{V^ x —) = -V^ 
n 
V^, V^g = yjMean Square Value = —Vjx: 
Total harmonic r.m.s. vohage (p.u.) is given by 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
F^ ^ = VOMn?=|^ 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
r fi^^ 46 
^ ^ y 
= 0.2423624658 (5.16) 
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THD = 
rm.s. total harmonic voltage 
rm.s. total voltage 
0.2423624658 
(5.17) 
V6/3 = 0.296832187 or 29.68% 
O jc n ;r 2;r 5;r __ 7;r 4;r 'in Sn \ \n ^ 6 3 2 3 6 6 3 2 3 6 
V I 1 1 
"Vnr ' 4. _J _ _ _ 
1 1 1 
r U 
' a2i!>2! 1 1 
V 1 
^ /)lcl 1 1 
V L 1 1 J 
^ hlcl\ 1 1 
V 
' Clflli 1 
F ' 1 i 
c-2a2| 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
1 I I I I I I 
r •• 
— — - — 
r — 1 — -
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
i i 1 U 1 1 1 1  T 1 
1 1 1 1 1 I 1 
1 i i i : 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Fig. 5.7. First non-adjacent line voltages for 180° conduction mode. 
FFT analysis of inverter first non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vaibf voltage is performed 
using simulation (Matlab/Simulink code) to verify the analytical expressions developed 
above, and the resulting waveform is shown in Fig. 5.8. The results obtained are in full 
compliance with equations (5.12) to (5.13), validating the analytical approach. 
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THD = 
r.m.s. total harmonic voltage 
rm.s. total voltage 
0.2423624658 
(5.17) 
V6/3 = 0.296832187 or 29.68% 
f\ 7C 7t 7C L7t JTC 7t — — — In 
6 3 2 3 6 
,; \ i 
"Vnr ' 4. _1 _ _ _ 
1 1 1 
. U 1 
' a2i!>2! 1 1 
V 1 
' bU\ \ 1 
V L 1 ___ 1 _j 
^hlcl\ 1 1 
V 
' C l f l l i 1 
,, n \ 
c-2a2| 1 j 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
r 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 ~^ 
1 1 
I ) ) ) ) J ) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 J 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
i i i i 1 
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Fig. 5.7. First non-adjacent line voltages for 180° conduction mode. 
FFT analysis of inverter first non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vaibf voltage is performed 
using simulation (Matlab/Simulink code) to verify the analytical expressions developed 
above, and the resulting waveform is shown in Fig. 5.8. The results obtained are in full 
compliance with equations (5.12) to (5.13), validating the analytical approach. 
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- r F i rs tnon -ad jacen t Line-Line Vol tage " V a 1 b 1 " 
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Fig 5 8. Inverter first non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vaibi' voltage time domain waveform and its 
harmonic spectrum in frequency domain(Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental 
0 778432 , Highest harmonics Orders=[5 7] Values=[20 1552% 14 1073%]. 
Second set of line vohages are determined next Table 5 4 summarizes the values of 
the second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages in the twelve 30° of equal intervals Waveshapes 
are shown in Fig 5 9, resulting in further higher fundamental voltages due to increased 
conduction period (150°) compared to the first non-adjacent line voltages. 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
rable-5 4 2"*^  ^ 
Duration 
0-30° 
30°-60° 
60°-90° 
90°-120° 
120°-150° 
150°-180° 
180°-210° 
210°-240° 
240°-270° 
270°-300° 
300°-330° 
330°-360° 
Non-Adjacent Line-Line Voltages (180°) 
Valb2 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
Va2cl 
-VDC 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
Vblc2 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
Vb2al 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
Vcla2 
VDC 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
Vc2bl 
VDC 
0 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
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Fig. 5.9. Second Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages for 180° conduction mode. 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for second Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
(Vaib2) as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are: 
^ 2 « - l = 
4F, DC cos(2ii-l)— 
12 
where n= 1,2,3,. 
;r(2«-l) 
And hence, the series is: 
4F It 
^W = 7r"^«>s(2«-1)—sin(2«-\)<ot where n = 1, 2, 3,... (2«-l);r 12 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
From (5.33) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output second 
non-adjacent line-to-line voltages has an RMS value equal to 
^ol62 -
>/3-H 
Vr^ = 0.86964F 
n 
DC DC 
From Fig. 5.12, mean square value is determined as: 
n ' 6 ' 6 MeanSquareValue = —{V^ x ^ ) = ~^x 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
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Vrms - yjMeaitSquareValue = J—VDC 
Total harmonic r m s voltage (p u ) is given by 
VHrms=WZJ^^ = ^ ^^' ^VI+1^' 
, i 6 . V ^ y 
= 0 2775999331 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rm s total harmonic voltage 
THD = 
rms total voltage 
0 2775999331 
V576 - 0 3040954906 or 30 41 % 
(5 22) 
(5 23) 
(5.24) 
FFT analysis of inverter second Non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vaiba' voltage is performed 
using simulation study (Matlab/Simulink code) and is shown in Fig. 5 10 and this validates 
equation (5 33) 
- r S e c o n d non-ad jacent Line-Line Vo l tage " V a 1 b 2 ' ' 
1 
,—^ 
a. 
CO 
s 
13C 
£ 
=9 
a. 
%n 
^ 
cu 0 
C3J 
to 
s> 
1 
0.5 
0 
1 
0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0 03 0 035 0 04 
Time (s) 
- L L J »_J^ J I-J--1-- ., - - • - 1 L _ - • _ ! • 
CO 
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 
Frequency (Hz) 
Fig 5 10 Inverter second Non-adjacent line-to-line'Vaib2'voltage time domain waveform 
and its harmonic spectrum in frequency domain(Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, 
Fundamental 0 869608 , Highest harmonics Orders=[3 11] Values=[24 393% 9 09472%] 
5.4 150° CONDUCTION MODE 
A conduction mode is proposed called 150° conduction mode, in which each switch 
remains on for 150° or 41 67% of the fundamental cycle One of the important advantages of 
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Vf,^ = yjMeanSquare Value - J-^7>c 
Total harmonic r m s voltage (p u ) is given by 
yHrms-knns)'--^\)^-
f fTV~ ( 
, i 6 . 
V3+I 
V ^ J 
= 0 2775999331 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rms total harmonic voltage 
THD^ 
rms total voltage 
0 2775999331 
VsTe 0 3040954906 or 30 41% 
(5 22) 
(5 23) 
(5 24) 
FFT analysis of inverter second Non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vaiba' voltage is performed 
using simulation study (Matlab/Simulink code) and is shown in Fig. 5 10 and this validates 
equation (5 33) 
^ S e c o n d non-ad jacent L ine-Line Vo l tage " V a 1 b 2 " 
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= J 
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Fig 5 10 Inverter second Non-adjacent line-to-line'Vaib2'voltage time domain waveform 
and its harmonic spectrum in frequency domain(Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, 
Fundamental 0 869608 , Highest harmonics Orders=[3 11] Values=[24 393% 9 09472%] 
5.4 150° CONDUCTION MODE 
A conduction mode is proposed called 150° conduction mode, in which each switch 
remains on for 150° or 41 67% of the fundamental cycle One of the important advantages of 
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this conduction mode is that the dead band of 30° is provided inherently providing a safe 
mode of operation. The gating signal for the twelve switches are shown in Fig. 5.11 and 
corresponding switches being on are listed in Table 5.5. 
n 7t 71 2n 'in ^ In An In Sn W n 
0 n In 
Fig. 5.11. Gate Drive signal for 150° conduction mode. 
Table 5.5. Switches position in each mode for 150° conduction mode. 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Duration 
0-30° 
30°-60° 
60°-90° 
90°-120° 
120°-150° 
150°-180° 
180°-210° 
210°-240° 
240°-270° 
270°-300° 
300°-330° 
330°-360° 
Switches On 
1,5,6,9,10 
1,2,6,9,10 
1,2,9,10,11 
1,2,10,11,12 
1,2,3,11,12 
2,3,4,11,12 
3,4,7,11,12 
3,4,7,8,12 
3,4,5,7,8 
4,5,6,7,8 
5,6,7,8,9 
5,6,8,9,10 
Polarity 
A;\£,-\P;B-,CICI 
A;AIB;B^\CI\CI 
A:A:,B;BX;\C\\ 
AlAl\B',W2C;C^ 
AIAIBIYBWC.C, 
\A\\AIBIBIC;C~^ 
A;\J^\BIB\C;C-^ 
44-5r5;[C]c-
A;A,BIBIC\\C\-\ 
A;AI\BI\BIC\CI 
A,A:,B,\BIY:IC; 
\A^^A:,B;BIC\C\ 
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The symbol [x] in Table 5.6 represent the floating mode, similar to one of chapter 3. 
Thus it is seen that in every interval of 30° one of the legs is idle. It is seen from Fig. 5.11 and 
Table 5.6 that five switches (2 from upper and 3 from lower 1^ or vice versa) are operative in 
this mode of operation contrary to 180° conduction mode, where 6 switches are in operation 
in every 30° interval. Phase-to-neutral vokages are determined using equation (5.3) and Fig. 
5.11 and are tabulated in Table 5.6, the resuhing waveform is shown in Fig. 5.12. 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Duration 
0-30° 
30°-60° 
60°-90° 
90°-120° 
120°-150° 
150°-180° 
180°-210° 
210°-240° 
240°-270° 
270°-300° 
300°-330° 
330°-360° 
Table-5.6 Phase Voltages 
v., 
5 ^ 
1.V 
5 '^ 
Iv 
5 '^ 
5 ^ 
0 
5 ^ 
5 ^ 
5 ^ 
5 ^ 
5 ^ 
0 
Va2 
0 
5 ^ 
5 '^ 
5 °^  
5 ^ 
0 
5 ^ 
5 ^ 
5 ^ 
5 ^ 
Vbi 
5 '^ 
- '^ DC 
5 ^ 
0 
^^ DC 
5 ^ 
0 
5 ^ 
5 ^ 
(150°) 
Vb2 
5 ^ 
c DC 
5 ^ 
5 ^ 
0 
Iv 
5 "^ 
5 ^ 
Iv 
c DC 
0 
c DC 
Vel 
^V 
5 "^ 
0 
5 ^ 
5 ^ 
5 ^ 
-Iv 
5 ^ 
0 
Iv 
Iv 
5 "^ 
Iv 
5 ^ 
Iv 
Ve2 
Iv 
I^ -^
0 
_ 2 ^ 
5 ^ 
5 ^ 
5 °^  
c DC 
5 ^ 
0 
Iv 
IK 
5 ^ 
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Fig. 5.12. Phase-to-neutral voltages for 150° conduction mode. 
It is seen from the Fig. 5.12 that the phase-to-neutral voltage is an eight stepped 
voltage waveform taking on five different voltage levels ± - r , . , ±-F^, and 0. 
In order to relate the input do link voltage of the inverter with the output phase-to-
neutral, Fourier analysis of the voltage waveforms is undertaken. Observing that the 
waveforms of the phase to neutral voltage possess half-wave symmetry. In case of phase-to-
neutral voltage Vai, shown in Fig. 5.16, the Fourier series is: 
^r, ^ ^^nc (1 - Cos(2« - \)Tt) ( n T^ 
V(t)= ^^\ 1 U. yjl^+nt^ \Sin((2n-])a}t + ^ ) (5.25) 
5(2« -l)n ^ J 
Where / = [1 + 2Cos(2n -1) -]Co*(2/i -1)—; 
6 6 
n m = Sin{2n - 1 ) - ; And ^ = Tan' 
6 I) where n= 1, 2, 3,. 
Hence one can write the phase-to-neutral voHages as; 
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Fig. 5.12. Phase-to-neutral voltages for 150° conduction mode. 
It is seen from the Fig. 5.12 that the phase-to-neutral voltage is an eight stepped 
voltage waveform taking on five different voltage levels ±—1\,,., ±-V^^. and 0. 
In order to relate the input dc link voltage of the inverter with the output phase-to-
neutral, Fourier analysis of the voltage waveforms is undertaken. Observing that the 
waveforms of the phase to neutral voltage possess half-wave symmetry. In case of phase-to-
neutral voltage Vai, shown in Fig. 5.16, the Fourier series is: 
5(2/1 - \)K V 
(5.25) 
/ 
Where / = [1 + 2Co5(2/i -1) -]Co*(2/i -1)—; 
6 6 
n m = Sin^ln -1)—; And ^ = Tcaf^ 
6 where n= 1, 2, 3,. 
Hence one can write the phase-to-neutral voltages as; 
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Vit) = a' 
5;r J 
{-J 15+ 6y[3Siniat + Tan'((3 + ^3) ')] + 
-Sin(3(ot + -)+ ^^^ ^^^ Sin{5(ot + Tan' ((3 - VJ) ')] 
+ :!lL-^2^Sin[7o)t - Tan' ((3 - V3)"')] + -Sin{9cot ~ - ) 
+ yll:t^Sin[U(Dt-Tan'\{3-,y[3y')] + (5.26) 
^^^"^^^^ Sin\\ 30t + Tan' ((3 + ^f3y')] + — 5/>i(l Scot + - ) 
2l}lz^Sin[na>t + Tan-' ((3 - ^y')] + 
V13 6V3 g.^^^g^^ _ j^^-i^^3 _ ^yi^j_^ 2LSm(l9o}t --) + } 
19 ' 19 2 
From (5.26) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output phase-
to-neutral voltages has an RMS value equal to 
2V13 + 6V3 
VaX = 57t42 
4-OC=0.435443F£^ (5.27) 
It is interesting to note that the loss in fundamental in 150° conduction mode is almost 5% 
compared to 180° conduction mode. The same amount of reduction is observed in 144° 
conduction mode compared to 180° conduction mode in a Five-phase VSI. 
From Fig. 5.12, mean square value is determined as: 
Mean Square Value = — 
V5 V^.=~Vr 
/ocj ""^^l/oc^ 
^2 
X—-I- - r , DC 
n 1 
= - F ^ (5.28) 
(5.29) 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (p.u.) is given by 
^vsf r2vii^;^'' 
v 5 , 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rms. total harmonic voltage 
5;rV2 
= 0.1019270268 (5.30) 
THD^ 
r.m.s. total voltage 
0.1019270268 
(5.31) 
V5/5 0.2279157607 or 22.79% 
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FFT analysis of inverter phase 'Vai' voltage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code 
and is showTi in Fig 5 13 and this validates equation (5 26) 
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Fig 5 13 Inverter phase 'Vai' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental 0 435549 , Highest 
harmonics Orders=[3 11 ] Values=[ 13 7733% 9 06421 %] 
First Non-Adjacent Line-to-line voltages are elaborated next First Non-Adjacent 
Line-to-Line voltages are determined using Leg voltage of Fig 5 11 The result, thus obtained 
is used to draw their waveform as shown in Fig 5 14. 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for first Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
(Vaibi) as they possess half-wave symmetry, are. 
^2n-i = s i n ( 2 n - l ) ^ , B2„.i = 
And hence, the series is 
4r. 
2 c o s ^ ( 2 « - l ) — - 3 c o s ( 2 « - l ) — 
6 6 
where n = 1, 2, (5.32) 
^ (0 = . " ' " ,Ji'+nt'sm((2n -1)0)1 + (^) where n = 1, 2, 3,. 
DTtyln -1) 
/ = sin(2«~ 1 )—, m = 2cos^(2«-1)—-3cos(2 / i -1)— and <p = tan 
and (5.33) 
\tfi) 
From (5 33) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output first 
non-adjacent line-to-line voltages (Vaibi) has an RMS value equal to 
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FFT analysis of inverter phase 'Vai' voltage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code 
and is shown in Fig 5.13 and this validates equation (5 26) 
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Fig 5 13 Inverter phase 'Vai' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental 0 435549 , Highest 
harmonics Orders=[3 11 ] Values=[ 13 7733% 9 06421 %] 
First Non-Adjacent Line-to-line voltages are elaborated next First Non-Adjacent 
Line-to-Line voltages are determined using Leg voltage of Fig 5 11 The result, thus obtained 
is used to draw their waveform as shown in Fig 5 14 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for first Non-adjacent line-to-line vokages 
(Vaibi) as they possess half-wave symmetry, are 
^2n-l = s i n ( 2 « - l ) ^ , B2n.i 
And hence, the series is 
2 cos^ (2« -1) — - 3 cos(2n - 1 ) — 
6 6 
where n = 1, 2, (5 32) 
V(t) 4r' /)( 
5;r(2« -1) V/^  +m^ sin((2n ~l)(i)t + (f>) where n = 1, 2, 3, 
iTt / = sin(2/i--l)—, m = 
3 
2 c o s ^ ( 2 « - l ) — - 3 c o s ( 2 n - l ) — 
6 6 and 4> = tan 
and (5 33) 
.mj 
From (5 33) it follows that the fiindamental sinusoidal component of the output first 
non-adjacent line-to-line voltages (Vajbi) has an RMS value equal to 
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V 
Fig. 5.14. First non-adjacent line-to-line voltages for 150° conduction mode. 
Vaib\ = \ n: VDC=0J5421VOC 
Snyll 
From Fig. 5.14, mean square value is determined as: 
\2 / - N2 
Mean Square Value = — 
X 
y^] ^f^fe^f^d^-^) xf 44 2 75 ^ 
V - ^ V 
15 DC 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (p.u.) is given by 
VHnns=^l{n„J-{i\f 
• /—^2 r I i^^^ 
2V33^ 
15 
2V39 + I8V3 
5;rV2 
0.1335440865 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
(5.37) 
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V 
Fig. 5.14. First non-adjacent line-to-line voltages for 150° conduction mode. 
Vaib\ = \ n: VDC=0J5421VOC 
Snyll 
From Fig. 5.14, mean square value is determined as: 
\2 / - N2 
Mean Square Value = — 
X 
y^] ^f^fe^f^d^-^) xf 44 2 75 ^ 
V - ^ V 
15 DC 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (p.u.) is given by 
VHnns=^l{n„J-{i\f 
• /—^2 r I i^^^ 
2V33^ 
15 
2V39 + I8V3 
5;rV2 
0.1335440865 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
(5.37) 
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Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rm s total harmonic voltage 
THD = 
rm s total voltage 
01335440865 
(5 38) 
= 0 1743528116or 17 44% 
2V33/I5 
It is observed that the THD reduces significantly in first non-adjacent line voltages 
compared to 180° conduction mode FFT analysis of inverter First Non-adjacent line-to-line 
'Vaibr voltage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code and is shown in Fig. 5 15 and this 
validates equation (5 33). 
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Fig 5 15 Inverter First Non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vaibi ' voltage time domain waveform and 
its harmonic spectrum in frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental. 
0.754335 , Highest harmonics Orders=[l 1 13] Values=[9 07259% 7 70726%] 
Second set of line voltages are determined next The same approach as that of 180° 
conduction mode is utilized to determine the wave shapes and are shown in Fig 5 16. 
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Hence total harmonic distortion is 
r m s total harmonic voltage 
THD^ 
rm s total voltage 
01335440865 
(5 38) 
= 0 1743528116or 17 44% 
2V33/15 
It is observed that the THD reduces significantly in first non-adjacent line voltages 
compared to 180° conduction mode FFT analysis of inverter First Non-adjacent line-to-line 
'Vaibi' voltage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code and is shown in Fig 5 15 and this 
validates equation (5 33) 
Firstnon-adiacentLii ie-Lii ie Voltage ' V a i b i ' 
0 015 0 02 0 025 
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02 
"I r 
o J i^ J_lJ- J_1_JL 
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Fig 5 15 Inverter First Non-adjacent line-to-line'Vaibi'voltage time domain waveform and 
its harmonic spectrum in frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental 
0 754335 , Highest harmonics Orders=[l 1 13] Values=[9 07259% 7 70726%] 
Second set of line voltages are determined next The same approach as that of 180° 
conduction mode is utilized to determine the wave shapes and are shown in Fig 5 16, 
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Fig. 5.16. Second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages for 150° conduction mode. 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for second Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
(Vaib2) as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are: 
n 
5;r(2w-l) 
And hence, the series is: 
4f' , 
2 + 3cos(2w-l)- wheren= 1, 2, 3,. (5.39) 
V(t) = IK' 
5n(2n-l) 2 + 3cos(2w-l) 
n sin(2w - l)o)t where n = 1, 2, 3,. (5.40) 
From (5.40) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output second 
non-adjacent line-to-line voltages (Vaiba) has an RMS value equal to 
Vam = ^ ^ VDC = 0.8279446F^c (5.41) 
jn 
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Fig. 5.16. Second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages for 150° conduction mode. 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for second Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
(Vaib2) as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are: 
n 
5;r(2w-l) 
And hence, the series is: 
4V, 
2 + 3cos(2w-l)- wheren= 1, 2, 3,. (5.39) 
V(t) = IK' 
5n(2n-l) 2 + 3cos(2w-l) 
n sin(2w - l)o)t where n = 1, 2, 3,. (5.40) 
From (5.40) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output second 
non-adjacent line-to-line voltages (Vaiba) has an RMS value equal to 
Vam = ^ ^ VDC = 0.8279446F^c (5.41) 
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From Fig 5 23, mean square value is determined as 
Mean Square Value -1 15 'DC x - + r D c ) X—+ -F, DC 25 DC 
3V2, 
DC 
(5.70) 
(5 71) 
Total harmonic r m.s. voltage (p u ) is given by 
h4i] 2 
[ 5^ J 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rnt s total harmonic voltage 
= 0 1857625565 (5.42) 
THD = 
rm s total voltage 
0 1857625565 
(5 43) 
3V2/5 
= 0 2189232723 or 21 89% 
It is observed that there is a loss of almost 5% in fundamental compared to 180° 
conduction mode, however, there is a significant improvement in the quality of the output 
which is evident from the reduced value of THD FFT analysis of inverter second Non-
adjacent line-to-line 'Vaib2' voltage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code and is shown 
in Fig 5 17 and this validates equation (5 68) 
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Fig 5 17 Inverter second Non-adjacent line-to-line'Vaibi'voltage time domain waveform 
and its harmonic spectrum in frequency domain(Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, 
Fundamental 0 828075 , Highest harmonics Orders=[3 11] Values=[14 5281% 9 07335%] 
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From Fig 5 23, mean square value is determined as 
v2 ^_ / ^ N 2 
Mean Square Value = — f^.(K^ f^.(fK )^ 7[ X 6 25 ^ 
J^ = 
3V2, 
oc 
(5 70) 
(5 71) 
Total harmonic r m s voltage (p u ) is given by 
^Hrms - VV »^/^  ) ' ~ V 1)" " • 
'"^VlV (3'yfh+4>l2^ 
Sn: 
: 0 1857625565 (5 42) 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rm s total harmonic voltage 
THD = 
rm s total voltage 
01857625565 
(5 43) 
3V2/5 
= 0 2189232723 or 21 89% 
It is observed that there is a loss of almost 5% in fundamental compared to 180° 
conduction mode, however, there is a significant improvement in the quality of the output 
which is evident from the reduced value of THD FFT analysis of inverter second Non-
adjacent line-to-line 'Vaib2' voltage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code and is shown 
in Fig 5 17 and this validates equation (5 68) 
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Fig 5 17 Inverter second Non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vaiba' voltage time domain waveform 
and its harmonic spectrum in frequency domain(Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, 
Fundamental 0 828075 , Highest harmonics Orders=[3 11] Values=[14 5281% 9 07335%] 
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5.5. 120° CONDUCTION MODE 
The approach of a three-phase VSI is adopted here to investigate the performance of a 
six-phase VSI in 120° conduction mode, where each power switch is assumed to conduct for 
120°. The gate drive signal for this conduction mode is depicted in Fig. 5.18 and 
corresponding switches being on are listed in Table 5.7. 
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Fig. 5.18. Gate Drive signals for 120° conduction mode. 
It is seen from Fig. 5.18 that each leg conducts for 240° and remain idle for 120° 
leaving ample time to provide dead band for safe operation of each leg. Moreover it is seen 
that two legs remain idle in every 30° interval. Further it is observed that only two upper and 
two lower switches remains on. Phase-to-neutral voltages are determined for this operating 
mode using equation (5.3) and Fig. 5.18 and the resulting waveform is shown in Fig. 5.19. 
and the values are tabulated in Table 5.8. 
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Table 5.7. Switches position in each mode for 120° conduction mode 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Duration 
0-30" 
30°-60° 
60°-90° 
90°-120*' 
120'*-150° 
150°-180° 
180°-210° 
210°-240° 
240°-270° 
270°-300° 
300°-330° 
330°-360° 
Switches On 
1,6,9,10 
1,2,9,10 
1,2,10,11 
1,2,11,12 
2,3,11,12 
3,4,11,12 
3,4,7,12 
3,4,7,8 
4,5,7,8 
5,6,7,8 
5,6,8,9 
5,6,9,10 
Polarity 
A:[A^]B;B',[C^]C; 
A;A;B;B-[C^][CI] 
A:A;[B^]B-C;[C',] 
A,^A;[B^][B',Y:;Q 
KK41^2]QQ 
[A:][A^]B;B;C[C; 
A;[4]B:B;[C^]C; 
A;A^B;B;[C^][C',] 
A;A,[B^]B;C:[C',] 
A;A^[B^][B',]C;C; 
[A^]A;B[[BXC; 
[A^][4]B;B-,C:C; 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Duration 
0-30° 
30°-60° 
60°-90° 
90°-120° 
120°-
150° 
150°-
180° 
180°-
210° 
210°-
240° 
240°-
270° 
270°-
300° 
300°-
330° 
330°-
360° 
Table-5.8 Phase Voltage for 120° conduction mode. 
Va, 
I K 
2 ^ 
I K 
2 ^ 
I K 
2*^ DC 
2 '^ 
0 
0 
- I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
0 
0 
Va2 
0 
I K 
2 '^ 
I K 
2 ^ 
I K 
2 ^ 
I K 
2 ^ 
0 
0 
- I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
- y ^ ^ 
0 
Vbi 
- I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
0 
0 
I K 
2 ^ 
I K 
I K 
2 ^ 
I K 
2 ^ 
0 
0 
^ K 
- I K 
2 ^ 
Vb2 
- I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
0 
0 
I K 
2 ^ 
I K 
2 oc 
I K 
2 °^ 
I K 
2 ^ 
0 
0 
- I K 
2 ^ 
Vcl 
0 
0 
- I K 
2 "^  oc 
- I K 
2 oc 
- I K 
2 ^ 
--LK 
2 "^  oc 
0 
0 
I K 
2 ^ 
I K 
2 ^ 
2 ^ 
I K 
2 ^ 
Vc2 
y^-oc 
0 
0 
- I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
2 "^  oc 
- I K 
2 ^ 
- I K 
2 ^ 
0 
0 
Ly 
2 ^ 
I K 
2 "^  DC 
I K 
2 ^ 
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Fig. 5.19. Phase-to-neutral voltages for 120° conduction mode. 
The phase-to-neutral voltage takes on the voltage value ±0.5Fj^ . and conduction period 
is 120°. 
In order to relate the input dc link voltage of the inverter with the output phase-to-
neutral, Fourier analysis of the vohage waveforms is undertaken. Observing that the 
waveforms of the phase to neutral voltage possess odd quarter-wave symmetry. In case of 
phase-to-neutral voltage Vai, shown in Fig. 5.19, the coefficients of the Fourier series are. 
52„-. = . "^^ , ; Cos(2n-\)^ wheren= 1,2,3... 
\2n - l)n 6 
The Fourier series is given by: 
2V TT 
V{i) = -_Lec Cos(2« - 1)-Si«(2n -\)<ot where n = 1, 2,3,. (2/1 - \)n 6 
(5.44) 
(5.45) 
From (5.45) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output phase-
to-neutral voltages (Vai)has an RMS value equal to 
K,i=T^^Z)C-0.3898484KiHr 
lit 
From Fig. 5.19, mean square value is determined as: 
(5.46) 
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Fig. 5.19. Phase-to-neutral voltages for 120° conduction mode. 
The phase-to-neutral voltage takes on the voltage value ±0.5^ ^^  and conduction period 
is 120°. 
In order to relate the input dc link voltage of the inverter with the output phase-to-
neutral, Fourier analysis of the vohage waveforms is undertaken. Observing that the 
waveforms of the phase to neutral voltage possess odd quarter-wave symmetry. In case of 
phase-to-neutral voltage Vai, shown in Fig. 5.19, the coefficients of the Fourier series are: 
^"'-'~{2n-l)n ~^ "^ Cosiln -1)- where n = 1,2, 3.... 6 
The Fourier series is given by: 
IV n 
V(t) = j—J^Cosiln - 1)-Si«(2n -\)o)t where n = 1, 2,3,. 
(2/1 - l)n 6 
(5.44) 
(5.45) 
From (5.45) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output phase-
to-neutral voltages (Vai)has an RMS value equal to 
yai=i^yDC^0.3S9S4S4VDc 
In 
From Fig. 5.19, mean square value is determined as: 
(5.46) 
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Mean Square Value 
V ~——V 
7t 
n,^ DC 
v2 J 
iK 
r ^ DC (5 47) 
(5.48) 
Total harmonic r m s voltage (p u ) is given by 
f ^ ^' ^V^^' 
Vv6y 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rms total harmonic voltage 
v2^y 
= 0 1211812329 (5 49) 
THD = 
rms total voltage 
0 1211812329 
(5 50) 
1/V6 
= 0 296832187 or 29 68% 
FFT analysis of inverter phase 'Vai' voltage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code 
and is shown in Fig 5 20 and this validates equation (5 45) 
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Fig 5 20 Inverter phase 'Vai' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental 0 390644 , Highest 
harmonics Orders=[5 7] Values=[19 7269% 14 4324%] 
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First Non-Adjacent Line-to-line voltages are elaborated next. First Non-Adjacent 
Line-to-Line voltages are determined using Leg voltage of Fig. 5.18. The result, thus obtained 
is used to obtain the waveform which is shown in Fig. 5.21. 
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Fig. 5.21. First non-adjacent line-to-line voltages for 120° conduction mode. 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for first Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
(Vaibi) as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are: 
B ln-\ 
And hence, the series is: 
cos^(2«-l)— 
6 
; where n = 1, 2, 3,.. (5.51) 
Vit) = cos^(2ii-l)— 6 sin(2ii - \)o)t; where n = 1, 2, 3,. (5.52) ; r (2«- l ) 
From (5.52) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output first 
non-adjacent line-to-line voltages (Vaibi) has an RMS value equal to 
Va\b\ = ^-^Voc = 0.6752372J^^ (5.53) 
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Fig. 5.21. First non-adjacent line-to-line voltages for 120° conduction mode. 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for first Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
(Vaibi) as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are: 
B ln-\ 
And hence, the series is: 
cos^(2«-l)— 
6 ; wheren= 1, 2,3,... (5.51) 
K(0= '^ ^^ ^ cos^(2ii-l)— 6 sin(2ii - Vyot; where n = 1, 2, 3,. (5.52) ;r(2«-l) 
From (5.52) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output first 
non-adjacent line-to-line voltages (Vaibi) has an RMS value equal to 
Va\b\ = ^-^Voc = 0.6752372J^^ (5.53) 
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From Fig. 5.21, mean square value is determined as' 
\2 _ f, N 2 
Mean Square Value = — 
V2 
^rms - — ^ D C 
\yoc 4^(Fzx-)^x|.iF^ - - F , DC (5.54) 
(5.55) 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (p.u.) is given by 
^V2f r3V2^  
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
r.m.s. total harmonic voltage 
= 0.2098920523 (5 56) 
THD 
r.m.s. total voltage 
0.2098920523 
(5.57) 
V2/2 = 0.296832187 or 29 68% 
FFT analysis of inverter First Non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vaibi' voltage is performed 
using Matlab/Simulink code and is shown in Fig 5 22 and this validates equation (5 52). 
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Fig. 5.22. Inverter First Non-adjacent line-to-line ' Vaibi' voltage time domain waveform and 
its harmonic spectrum in frequency domain(Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental. 
0.676504 ; Highest harmonics . Orders=[5 7] Values=[19.764% 14.4326%]. 
Second set of line vohages are determined next. The same approach as that of 150° 
and 120° conduction modes are used here and the Wave shapes are shown in Fig. 5.23. 
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Fig. 5.23. Second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages for 120° conduction mode. 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for second Non-adjacent line-to-line vohages 
(Vaib2) as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are; 
^ 2 i f - l -
4Voc 
;r(2«-l) 
And hence, the series is 
4V^,c 
cos(2« -1)—. cos(2/i -1)— 
6 12 
; where n= 1, 2, 3,. (5.58) 
F(0 = cos(2n -1)—. cos(2« -1)— 6 12 sin( 2« - X)(ot; where n = 1, 2, 3, (5.59) ;r(2«-l) 
From (5.59) it follows that the fiindamental sinusoidal component of the output second 
non-adjacent line-to-line voltages (Vaibi) has an RMS value equal to 
IT: 
From Fig. 5.23, mean square value is determined as: 
(5.60) 
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Fig. 5.23. Second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages for 120° conduction mode. 
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From (5.59) it follows that the fiindamental sinusoidal component of the output second 
non-adjacent line-to-line voltages (Vaibi) has an RMS value equal to 
IT: 
From Fig. 5.23, mean square value is determined as: 
(5.60) 
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Mean Square Value = — -V, DC X T + V^DC) ^ T + k ^ i 2 U 'DC 
- ^ 2 
— 'DC 12 ^ 
r/ns DC 
(5.61) 
(5 62) 
Total harmonic r m s voltage (p u ) is given by 
Vurms = V O M H ? 
. ^ v ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ 2 
V 6 y 2;r 
= 01270024625 (5 63) 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rm.s. total harmonic voltage 
THD = 
rm s total voltage 
0.1270024625 
(5 64) 
= 0.1662852565 or 16 29% 
21/6 
It can be seen that the quality of waveform has increased significantly FFT analysis of 
inverter second Non-adjacent line-to-line ' Va!b2' voltage is performed using Matlab/Simulink 
code and is shown in Fig 5 24 and this validates equation (5 59). 
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Fig 5 24 Inverter second Non-adjacent line-to-line ' Vaib2' vohage time domain waveform 
and its harmonic spectrum in frequency domain(FundamentaI frequency is 50 Hz, 
Fundamental 0 754447 , Highest harmonics Orders=[l 1 13] Values=[8 87387% 
7 82075%] 
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Mean Square Value = — (^^^)%f.fr-^^f.(^r^ 12 ^ 
rms DC 
(5 61) 
(5 62) 
Total harmonic r m s voltage (p u ) is given by 
Vurms =W<i,nf - ^ \ f = 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rms total harmonic voltage 
' Tix r3+v^ \2 
lit 
0 1270024625 (5 63) 
THD = 
rms total voltage 
01270024625 
(5 64) 
= 0 1662852565 or 16 29% 
21/6 
It can be seen that the quality of waveform has increased significantly FFT analysis of 
inverter second Non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vaibj' vohage is performed using Matlab/Simulink 
code and is shown in Fig 5 24 and this validates equation (5 59) 
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Fig 5 24 Inverter second Non-adjacent line-to-line ' Vaib2' voltage time domain waveform 
and its harmonic spectrum in frequency domain(Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, 
Fundamental 0 754447 , Highest harmonics Orders=[l 1 13] Values=[8 87387% 
7 82075%] 
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5.6 COMPARISON OF SIMULATION RESULTS 
A comparison of simulation results are carried out and presented in the tabular form in 
Table 5.9-5.10. Comparison in terms of harmonic content is phase voltages and second non-
adjacent line-to-line voltage are done. It is observed that the lowest order harmonic in phase 
voltages in case of 180° and 150° conduction modes are 3"* while it is 5**" in case of 120° 
conduction mode. The other lower order harmonics are almost same in 180° and 120° 
conduction modes. The harmonic contents in 150° conduction mode is drastically reduced 
compared to the other two modes. This is an interesting finding as the loss in fundamental is 
mearly less than 5% and the gain in THD is quite high. The 3"* harmonic in the two phases 
cancel each other and thus no 3"* harmonic is seen in the line-to-line voltages. The better 
harmonic performance of 150° is once again evident. 
Table 5.9. ( 
Conduction 
Mode 
180° 
150° 
120° 
[Comparison of fiindamental phase v 
Fundamental 
rms (p.u.) 
0.4506 
0.435 
0.39 
3"* 
% 
23.07 
13.77 
0 
5tb 
% 
19.46 
6.61 
19.72 
oltages and its harmonic content. 
% 
14.53 
4.83 
14.437 
% 
8.41 
4.59 
0 
ir 
% 
8.59 
9.06 
8.81 
THD 
% 
38.59 
21.89 
29.21 
Table 5.20. Comparison of fundamental line voltages and its harmonic content. 
Conduction 
In deg. 
180 
150 
120 
Fundamental 
rms (p.u.) 
0.778 
0.753 
0.675 
3rd 
% 
0 
0 
0 
5*^  
% 
20.155 
6.63 
19.764 
yh 
% 
14.1 
4.81 
14.43 
gth 
% 
0 
0 
0 
11* 
% 
9.19 
9.07 
8.86 
THD 
% 
29.53 
15.91 
29.28 
5.7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A modular multi-phase inverter is developed in the laboratory which can operate from 
single to nine phases. It is operated as a Five-phase VSI and the results are presented in 
Chapter 3. Here it is operated as a Six-phase in quasi six-phase configuration. Experiment is 
conducted for stepped operation of inverter with 180°, 150° and 120° conduction modes for 
star connected six-phase resistive load. A single-phase supply is given to the control circuit 
through the phase shifting network. The output of the phase shifting circuit provides the 
required quasi six-phase output voltage by appropriately tuning it as shown in Fig. 5.25. 
These quasi six-phase signals are then further processed to generate the gate drive circuit. The 
complete block diagram of the control circuit is already shown in chapter 3 in Fig. 3.20. 
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M Pos: -1.000ms Phase Angles 
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16-Feb-08 16:08 
Fig. 5.25. Quasi six-phase output obtained from phase shifting network. 
The distorted waveform is due to the distortion in the mains. The same is reflected here as 
well. Only four currents are shown due to limitation of the oscilloscope which has only four 
channels. 
5.7.1 180° CONDUCTION MODE 
Each switch is assumed to conduct for 180°, leading to the operation in the ten-step 
mode Phase delay between firing of two switches in any subsequent two phases is equal to 
30° and 90° The output from the Schmitt trigger circuit is presented in Fig 5.26 The driving 
control gate/base signals for legs Ai -A2 of the inverter are illustrated in Fig. 5 27 The 
corresponding phase voltage thus obtained are shown in Fig. 5 28, keeping the dc link voltage 
at 60 V. 
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channels 
5.7.1 180° CONDUCTION MODE 
Each switch is assumed to conduct for 180°, leading to the operation in the ten-step 
mode Phase delay between firing of two switches in any subsequent two phases is equal to 
30° and 90° The output from the Schmitt trigger circuit is presented in Fig 5 26 The driving 
control gate/base signals for legs Ai -A2 of the inverter are illustrated in Fig 5 27 The 
corresponding phase voUage thus obtained are shown in Fig 5 28, keeping the dc link voltage 
at 60 V 
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There are two systems of line voltages in a quasi six-phase system namely adjacent (aia2 of 
30°, a2bi of 90° phase shifts) and non-adjacent (aibi of 120°, aib2 of 150° phase shifts). First 
Non-adjacent line voltage thus obtained is shown in Fig. 5.29. All currents are measured using 
ac/dc current probe giving output of 100 mV/A. 
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Fig. 5.29. First Non-adjacent line voltage (Vaibi) for 180° conduction mode. 
The ac side input current is also measured and is depicted in Fig. 5.30, The analysis is 
presented in section (5.8). 
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There are two systems of line voltages in a quasi six-phase system namely adjacent (aia2 of 
30°, a2bi of 90° phase shifts) and non-adjacent (aibi of 120°, aib2 of 150° phase shifts). First 
Non-adjacent line voltage thus obtained is shown in Fig. 5.29. All currents are measured using 
ac/dc current probe giving output of 100 mV/A. 
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Fig. 5.29. First Non-adjacent line voltage (Vaibi) for 180° conduction mode. 
The ac side input current is also measured and is depicted in Fig. 5.30. The analysis is 
presented in section (5.8). 
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5.7.2 150° CONDUCTION MODE 
The gate drive signal is such that each power switch remains on for 150° (or 41 67% 
duty cycle) and remains floating for 30° (or 8 33% duty cycle) This mode thus provides an 
inherent dead band in the switching of two power switches of the same leg The output from 
the wave shaping circuit and the gate drive for two legs are shown in Fig 5 31 and Fig 5 32, 
respectively The corresponding phase-to-neutral output voltage for phase 'ai' is shown in 
Fig 5 33 First Non-adjacent line voltage is presented in Fig. 5.34 and the input ac side 
current are shown in Fig 5 35 
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5.7.2 150° CONDUCTION MODE 
The gate drive signal is such that each power switch remains on for 150° (or 41.67% 
duty cycle) and remains floating for 30° (or 8.33% duty cycle). This mode thus provides an 
inherent dead band in the switching of two power switches of the same leg The output from 
the wave shaping circuit and the gate drive for two legs are shown in Fig. 5 31 and Fig. 5.32, 
respectively The corresponding phase-to-neutral output voltage for phase 'ai' is shown in 
Fig 5.33. First Non-adjacent line voltage is presented in Fig. 5.34 and the input ac side 
current are shown in Fig 5.35. 
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5.7.3 108° CONDUCTION MODE 
The gate drive signal is such that each power switch remains on for 120° (or 33 33% 
duty cycle) and remains floating for 60° (or 16 67% duty cycle) This mode thus also provide 
an inherent dead band in the switching of two power switch of the same leg The gate drive 
signals for two legs are shown in Fig 5 36 The corresponding phase-to-neutral voltage is 
presented in Fig 5 37 First Non-adjacent line voltage and the input ac side current are 
depicted in Fig 5 38 and 5 39, respectively 
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5.7.3 108° CONDUCTION MODE 
The gate drive signal is such that each power switch remains on for 120° (or 33 33% 
duty cycle) and remains floating for 60° (or 16 67% duty cycle) This mode thus also provide 
an inherent dead band in the switching of two power switch of the same leg The gate drive 
signals for two legs are shown in Fig 5 36 The corresponding phase-to-neutral voltage is 
presented in Fig 5 37 First Non-adjacent line vohage and the input ac side current are 
depicted in Fig 5 38 and 5 39, respectively 
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5.8 RESULT ANALYSIS 
This section presents the comprehensive analysis of experimental resuhs The 
performance of three different conduction modes are elaborated in terms of the harmonic 
content in the phase voltages, line voltages and the distortion in the ac side line current. The 
harmonic waveforms are illustrated in Figs. 5.40-5.48. 
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Fig. 5.39. AC side current for 120° conduction mode. 
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Performance comparison in terms of harmonic content in output phase voltage, output 
non-adjacent line voltage and input ac side current for different conduction modes are 
presented in Figs. 5.49-5.51. It is clearly seen that the harmonic content reduces drastically 
with reduction in conduction angle. The harmonic content is largest in 180 degree conduction 
mode and it is least in 150 degree conduction mode except 11**" harmonic which is smallest for 
120°. However, the best utilisation of available dc link voltage is possible with conventional 
180 degree conduction mode. It can thus be concluded that a compromise between the loss in 
fundamental and corresponding gmn in terms of lower harmonic content in output waveform 
is obtained by using 150 degree conduction mode. 
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Fig. 5.49. Harmonic content in output phase voltage for different conduction mode. 
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5.9 SUMMARY 
This chapter elaborates the operation of a six-phase vohage source providing quasi 
six-phase output. Brief description of modeling is given and the operation of inverter in 
square wave mode is elaborated. Three different conduction modes are taken up; 180°, 150° 
and 120°. Analytical and simulation approach is at first used to explain the operation and 
performance of the inverter. This approach is reinforced with the experimental resuhs. 
Complete experimental results are provided and a comparison if performance for three 
different modes are presented. 
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CHAPTER 6 
MODELLING AND CONTROL OF A SIX-PHASE VSI IN 
SYMMETRICAL CONFIGURATIONS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
A six-phase VSI producing asymmetrical output is dealt with in chapter 5. This 
chapter illustrates another type of six-phase VSI producing symmetrical six-phase output. At 
first modelling and control of a six-phase voltage source inverter in symmetrical 
configurations is described. Once again only square wave operation is considered. The 
modelling is done for 180° conduction mode leading to square wave output (section 6.2). Due 
to 60° phase displacement between subsequent phases a six-phase system consisting of two 
three-phase systems in phase opposition results. The inverter operation is elaborated for two 
more conduction angles namely 150° and 120° as is done in conjunction with a quasi six-
phase configuration. The same conduction angles are considered so as to directly compare the 
two configurations. Simulation results are provided to validate the theoretical findings. 
Experimental setup and resuhs are provided to support the findings. 
6.2. SYMMETRICAL SIX-PHASE VOLTAGE SOURCE INVERTER 
This configuration provides symmetrical six-phase output supply with a phase 
displacement of 60° between each phases as shown in Fig. 6.1. The power circuit topology is 
similar to the shown in Fig. 5 1. 
Fig. 6.1. Phasors of phase-to-neutral voltages for symmetrical six-phase system. 
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6.2.1 180° CONDUCTION MODE 
This is the most commonly used conduction mode where each switch is remained on 
for half of the fiindamental cycle or 180° The switching waveform for upper legs is shown in 
Fig. 6.2 and corresponding switches being on are listed in Table 6.1. 
TV 2;r An Sn 
3 4 
Modes 
Fig. 6.2. Gating signal for symmetrical six phase 180° conduction mode. 
Table 6.1. Switches position in each mode for 180° conduction mode. 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Duration 
0°-60° 
60°-120° 
120°-180° 
180°-240° 
240°-300° 
300°-360° 
Switches On 
1,5,6,8,9,10 
1,2,6,9,10,11 
1,2,3,10,11,12 
2,3,4,7,11,12 
3,4,5,7,8,12 
4,5,6,7,8,9 
Polarity 
A^BCDE^F^ 
A^B^CD E'F' 
A^B^C'DEF-
AB'C^D'E F 
A B C'D'E^F 
A BCD'E^F^ 
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6.2.1 180° CONDUCTION MODE 
This is the most commonly used conduction mode where each switch is remained on 
for half of the ftindamental cycle or 180°. The switching waveform for upper legs is shown in 
Fig. 6.2 and corresponding switches being on are listed in Table 6.1. 
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Modes 
Fig. 6.2. Gating signal for symmetrical six phase 180° conduction mode. 
Table 6.1. Switches position in each mode for 180° conduction mode. 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Duration 
0°-60° 
60°-120° 
120°-180° 
180°-240° 
240°-300° 
300°-360° 
Switches On 
1,5,6,8,9,10 
1,2,6,9,10,11 
1,2,3,10,11,12 
2,3,4,7,11,12 
3,4,5,7,8,12 
4,5,6,7,8,9 
Polarity 
A^BCDE^F^ 
A^B^CDEF' 
A'B^C'DE F-
AB'CWE F 
A B C^D^E^F 
A BCD^E^F^ 
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0 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Table-6 2 Leg Voltages(] 
Duration 
0°-60° 
60°-120° 
120°-180° 
180°-240° 
240°-300° 
300°-360° 
VA 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
0 
0 
VB 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
0 
Vc 
0 
0 
Vix 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
180°) 
VD 
0 
0 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
VE 
VDC 
0 
0 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
VF 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
0 
0 
VDC 
71 
3 
2n_ 
3 
n 3 
57t_ 
3 27t 
VB 
Vc 
Vn 
K 
Vf 
Fig 6 3 L ^ Voltages of symmetrical six phase VSI (180° conduction mode) 
The phase-to-neutral voltages are determined using equation (5 3) correspondmg 
values from Leg voltage Table 6 2 and the leg voltage waveform is shown in Fig 6 3 The 
resulting phase-to-neutral waveform is shown in Fig 6 4 It is seen that the inverter provide a 
square wave with amplitude of iOSF^^at the output and the leg and phase voltages are 
identical leading to zero common mode voltage (v^ = 0) 
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Fig 6 3 L ^ Voltages of symmetrical six phase VSI (180° conduction mode) 
The phase-to-neutral voltages are determined using equation (5 3) correspondmg 
values from Leg voltage Table 6 2 and the leg voltage waveform is shown in Fig 6 3 The 
resulting phase-to-neutral waveform is shown in Fig 6 4 It is seen that the inverter provide a 
square wave with amplitude of lOSF^^at the output and the leg and phase voltages are 
identical leading to zero common mode voltage (v^ = O) 
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Fig. 6.4. Phase-to-neutral voltages for 180° conduction mode. 
In order to relate the input dc link voltage of the inverter with the output phase-to-
neutral, Fourier analysis of the voltage waveforms is undertaken. Observing that the 
waveforms of the phase to neutral vohage possess odd quarter-wave symmetry. In case of 
phase-to-neutral voltage Va, shown in Fig. 6.4, the coefficients of the Fourier series are: 
E 2K DC 
Hence one can write the phase-to-neutral voltages sinusoidal series as: 
(6.1) 
F ( 0 = | ; - ' ' ' ^ -Sini^n-\)(ot (6.2) 
^j(2«- l ) ;r 
From (6.2) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output phase-
to-neutral voltages has an RMS value equal to 
>"«=—^zx:=0.45J^i,c(6.3) 
From Fig. 6.4, mean square value is determined as: 
^2 
Mean Square Value = — 
7t (i"-^ xn 4 (6.4) 
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Fig. 6.4. Phase-to-neutral voltages for 180° conduction mode. 
In order to relate the input dc link voltage of the inverter with the output phase-to-
neutral, Fourier analysis of the voltage waveforms is undertaken. Observing that the 
waveforms of the phase to neutral vohage possess odd quarter-wave symmetry. In case of 
phase-to-neutral voltage Va, shown in Fig. 6.4, the coefficients of the Fourier series are: 
E 2K DC 
Hence one can write the phase-to-neutral voltages sinusoidal series as: 
(6.1) 
F ( 0 = | ; ' ' ' ^ -Sini^n-\)(ot (6.2) 
^j(2«- l ) ;r 
From (6.2) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output phase-
to-neutral voltages has an RMS value equal to 
>"«=—^zx:=0.45f^i,c(6.3) 
From Fig. 6.4, mean square value is determined as: 
^2 
Mean Square Value = — 
7t (i"-^ xn 4 (6.4) 
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K^^l^DC (6 5) 
Total harmonic r m s voltage (p u ) is given by 
VHm,s-^|{^]n.f-{^\f=I \2 
r /^^2 
ri 
v ^ y 
= 0 2176180891 (6 6) 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rms total harmonic voltage 
THD = 
rms total voltage 
0 2176180891 
(6.7) 
1/2 0.4352361783 or 43.52% 
The THD is higher compared to the quasi six-phase configuration However, the 
fundamental output is same for the two configurations FFT analysis of inverter phase 'Va' 
voltage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code and is shown in Fig. 6.5 and this validates 
equation (6.2). 
Q6 
<D 
at 
3 
-Q4 
Phase Vd t ^ 'Va " 
am 0Q25 003 0035 004 
TimB(s) 
0045 005 0065 006 
Q.Q5 
.i'Q4 
EQ3 
gQ2 
Q. 
I II I I JLJ—i. J L.*. 
200 400 eoo 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 
Frequency (hb) 
Fig 6 5 Inverter phase ' Va' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental RMS = 0 4506Vdc, 3'^ '' 
harmonics = 33 37% and 5* harmonics = 19 82% 7* Harmonic = 14 52% 
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Kms - ^^DC (6 5) 
Total harmonic r m s. voltage (p u.) is given by 
VHn., = ^(r.,J-(i\f=j\\ 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rm s total harmonic voltage 
\ti' 
v ^ y 
= 0 2176180891 (6 6) 
THD 
rins total voltage 
0 2176180891 
(6 7) 
1/2 
0.4352361783 or 43.52% 
The THD is higher compared to the quasi six-phase configuration However, the 
fundamental output is same for the two configurations. FFT analysis of inverter phase 'Va' 
voltage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code and is shown in Fig. 6.5 and this validates 
equation (6.2). 
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Fig 6 5 Inverter phase ' Va' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental RMS = 0 4506Vdc, 3'^ '^  
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Adjacent line voltages are omitted here as well. First non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
are determined next. Table 6.3 summarizes the values of the first non-adjacent line-to-line 
voltages in the six 60° of equal intervals. Wave shapes are shown in Fig. 6.6, resulting in 
higher fiindamental voltages compared to the adjacent line voltages due to increased 
conduction period (120°). 
It is observed that the output of first non-adjacent line-to-line voltages takes on values 
of ±yac a«d the 'ON' duration is 120°. 
Table-6.3 Firsi 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Duration 
0°-60° 
60°-120° 
120°-180° 
180°-240° 
240°-300° 
300*'-360° 
Non-Adjacent Line-Line Voltages(18C 
Vac 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
Vbd 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
Vce 
-VDC 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
-VDC 
Vdf 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
0 
Vea 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
VDC 
VDC 
)°) 
Vfb 
VDC 
0 
-VDC 
-VDC 
0 
VDC 
0 
a c 
bd 
ce 
di 
ea 
fb 
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Fig. 6.6. First non-adjacent line-to-line vohages symmetrical for 180° conduction mode. 
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Adjacent line voltages are omitted here as well. First non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
are determined next. Table 6.3 summarizes the values of the first non-adjacent line-to-line 
voltages in the six 60° of equal intervals. Wave shapes are shown in Fig. 6.6, resulting in 
higher fundamental vohages compared to the adjacent line voltages due to increased 
conduction period (120°). 
It is observed that the output of first non-adjacent line-to-line voltages takes on values 
of ±yac a«d the 'ON' duration is 120°. 
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Fig. 6.6. First non-adjacent line-to-line vohages symmetrical for 180° conduction mode. 
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The coefficients of the Fourier series for first non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
(Vac) as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are: 
^ j ( 2 i i - l ) ; r 6 
And hence, the series is: 
Vit)=Y ^^^^ Cosiln -1) - Sin(2n - \)(at 
^^{2n-\)n 6 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
From (6.9) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output First 
non-adjacent vohages has an RMS value equal to 
^'«c=—f"/>C=0 779697roc: 
From Fig. 6.8, mean square value is determined as: 
MeanSquareValue = 1 
;r 
{VDcf^Y -\yhc 
Vm^ - ^-VDC 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (p.u.) is given by 
VHrms = v O M n F - I E 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
r.m.s. total harmonic voltage 
r r;^ 2^ r f7\^ re 
V ^ J 
0.2423624658 (6.13) 
THD 
r.m.s. total voltage 
0.2423624658 
(6.14) 
V273" = 0.296832187 or 29.68% 
It is interesting to note that the THD in both symmetrical and quasi configurations are 
identical. FFT analysis of inverter first non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vac' voltage is performed 
using Matlab/Simulink code and is shown in Fig. 6.7 and this validates equation (6.9). 
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Fig 6 7 Inverter first non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vac' voltage time domain waveform and its 
harmonic spectrum in frequency domain(Fundamental frequency is 50 Fundamental RMS = 
0.778 S**" = 20 15% and 7'*' harmonics =14 1% 
Second set of non-adjacent hne-to-line voltages are determined next Table 6 4 
summarizes the values of the second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages in the six 60° of equal 
intervals Wave shapes are shown in Fig 6 8 
ible-6 4 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Symmetrica 
Duration 
0°-60° 
60°-120° 
120°-180° 
180°-240° 
240°-300° 
300°-360° 
Seconc 
Vad 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
- V D C 
- V D C 
- V D C 
Non-Adjacent Line-Line Voltages(18C 
Vbe 
- V D C 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
- V D C 
- V D C 
Vcf 
- V D C 
- V D C 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
- V D C 
Vda 
- V D C 
- V D C 
- V D C 
VDC 
VDC 
VDC 
Veb 
VDC 
- V D C 
- V D C 
- V D C 
VDC 
VDC 
Vfc 
VDC 
VDC 
- V D C 
- V D C 
- V D C 
VDC 
It is observed from Fig 6 8 that the second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages give 
maximum fiindamental output compared to two other system of Hne-to-line voltages 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for second Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
(Vad) as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are: 
DC 
^ , ( 2 i f - l ) ; r (6.15) 
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Second set of non-adjacent line-to-line voltages are determined next Table 6 4 
summarizes the values of the second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages in the six 60° of equal 
intervals Wave shapes are shown in Fig 6 8 
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It is observed from Fig 6 8 that the second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages give 
maximum ftindamental output compared to two other system of line-to-line voltages 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for second Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
(Vad) as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are. 
^ , ( 2 i i - l ) ; r (6 15) 
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n 
3 7t T 
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^r.^ 
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I I I I I I 
1 1 1 — J 
1 i l l i 
I 1^ 1 J 
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Fig. 6.8. Second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages for 180° conduction mode. 
And hence, the series is: 
(6.16) 
„^;(2«-l);r 
From (6.16) it follows that the fiindamental sinusoidal component of the output second 
non-adjacent voltages (Vad) has an RMS value equal to 
1 Pi 
Vad =-^^yDC =0.900316VDC 
K 
From Fig. 6.10, mean square value is determined as: 
Mean Square Value = — lyix: ) x ^  = ^DC 
Vrms = Vjx: 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (pu.) is given by 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
ff^ {^\ l^jl' 
V ^ J 
0.4352361783 (6.20) 
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And hence, the series is: 
F(0 = y "^^^^ Sin(2n - \)(ot 
„t'i(2«-l)^ (6.16) 
From (6.16) it follows that the fiindamental sinusoidal component of the output second 
non-adjacent voltages (Vad) has an RMS value equal to 
1 Pi 
Vad =-^^yDC =0.9Q0n6Vjx: 
K 
From Fig. 6.10, mean square value is determined as: 
Mean Square Value = — jfyjx: ) ^^\= Z^)C 
Vrms = Vjx: 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (pu.) is given by 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
ff^ {^\ l^jl' 
V ^ J 
0.4352361783 (6.20) 
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THD = 
rms total harmonic voltage 
rms total voltage 
0.4352361783 
(6 21) 
1 
= 0 4352361783 or 43 52% 
The THD of this system of line vohage is high compared to the quasi-phase 
configuration FFT analysis of inverter second Non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vad' vohage is 
performed using Matlab/Simulink code and is shown in Fig 6 9 and this validates equation 
(6 16) 
Second Non-Adjacent Line-LioeVoltage'Vad' 
— 85 
CO 
• 1 , 
0 02 0 025 0 03 0 m 0 04 0 045 0 05 0 055 0 06 
T i m e ( s ) 
1 
Frequency (Hz) 
Fig 6 9 Inverter second Non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vad' voltage time domain waveform and 
its harmonic spectrum in frequency domain(Fundamental RMS = 09 3'^^ harmonics = 32 33% 
rth 7th 
and 5'" harmonics = 20% 7"" Harmonic = 14 22%, 9"" = 22.4% 
6.2.2 150° CONDUCTION MODE 
Once again following the same approach 150° conduction mode is illustrated In this 
mode each switch conducts for 150° The gating signals are shown in Fig 6 10 and the 
corresponding switches being 'ON' are listed in Table 6 5. 
One difference in to be noted between quasi and symmetrical configuration is that the 
one of the legs remained floating alternatively in every interval in symmetrical configuration 
in contrast to quasi where in every interval one of the legs were idle 
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Once again it is seen that a dead band of 30° is available providing inherent protection 
of the power switches from short circuit. The leg voltage waveforms are presented in Fig. 
6.11. The phase-to-neutral voUages are found using equation (5.3) and corresponding Leg 
voltage values from Fig. 6.11. The resuhing values of phase voUages are recorded in Table 
6.6. and the phase-to-neutral voUages are shown in Fig. 6.12. 
Table 6.5. Switches position in each mode for 150° conduction mode. 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Duration 
0-30° 
30°-60° 
60°-90° 
90°-120° 
120°-150° 
150°-180° 
180°-210° 
210°-240° 
240°-270° 
270°-300° 
300°-330° 
330°-360° 
Switches On 
1,5,6,8,9,10 
1,6,9,10 
1,2,6,9,10,11 
1,2,10,11 
1,2,3,10,11,12 
2,3,11,12 
2,3,4,7,11,12 
3,4,7,12 
3,4,5,7,8,12 
4,5,7,8 
4,5,6,7,8,9 
5,6,8,9 
Polarity 
A'B C D E'F' 
A'[B']rD[E°]F^ 
A^B^CDEF* 
A'B^[C']D E [F'] 
A'BTD E F 
[A''Wr[D']E F^ 
A B'C'D'E F 
A-[B'']CW^[E°]F-
A;B'^C;D;E;F-
A-B{C'\D^E\F'] 
ABC D^E^F' 
[A'']BC-[D']E'F^ 
1 O 1 1 1 2 
Fig. 6.10. Gating signals for 150° conduction mode. 
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Fig. 6.11 Leg voltages Symmetrical in 150° conduction mode 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Duration 
0-30° 
30°-60'' 
60°-90° 
QO'-nO" 
120°-150° 
150°-180° 
180°-210° 
210°-240° 
240°-270° 
270°-300° 
300°-330° 
330°-360° 
Fable 6.6 Phase-to-neutral Voltages(150° 
Va 
2 ' ' D C 
2 ^ 
0 
2 "^ 
2 ^ 
- I F 
2 °^ 
- I F 
2 "^ 
- I F 
2 ^ 
0 
Vb 
- I F 
2 ^ 
0 
Iv 
2 '^ 
2 ^ 
Iv 
2 ^ 
2 ^ 
Iv 
2 ^ 
0 
- I F 
2 °^ 
- I F 
2' -DC 
- I F 
2 °^ 
- I F 
2 ^ 
Vc 
- I F 
2 ^ 
- I F 
2 ^ 
- I F 
2 ^ 
0 
IK 
2 "^ 
2 ^ 
2 ^ 
2 ^ 
2 ^ 
0 
- I F 
2 ^ 
- I F 
2^DC 
Vd 
- I F 
2 ^ 
- I F 
2 ^ 
- I F 
2'-DC 
- I F 
2 ^ 
- I F 
2 °^ 
0 
Iv 
2 ^ 
IK 
2 °^ 
I F 
2 ^ 
2^DC 
2 ^ 
0 
) 
Ve 
2 ^ 
0 
- I F 
- I F 
2 ^ 
- I F 
2 ^ 
- I F 
2 ^ 
- I F 
2 ^ 
0 
I F 
2'-DC 
IK 
IK 
2 ^ 
Vf 
IK 
2 ^ 
IK 
2 ^ 
IK 
2'-DC 
0 
- I F 
2 ^ 
- I F 
2 ^ 
- I F 
2 ^ 
- I F 
- I F 
2 ^ 
0 
I F 
2 ^ 
IK 
2 ^ 
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Fig. 6.12. Phase-to-neutral voltages for 150° conduction mode. 
In order to relate the input dc link voltage of the inverter with the output phase-to-
neutral, Fourier analysis of the voltage waveforms is undertaken. Observing that the 
waveforms of the phase to neutral voltage possess odd quarter-wave symmetry. In case of 
phase-to-neutral voltage Va, shown in Fig. 6.12, the coefficients of the Fourier series are: 
^2«-l = y ^ ^ ^ Cos(2n-l)— (6.22) 
^ j (2 / i - l ) ; r ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ 
Hence one can write the phase-to-neutral voltages sinusoidal series as; 
V(t) = T ^^^ Cosiln - \)—Sin(2n - \)o)t (6.23) 
^ , ( 2 n - l ) ; r 12 
From (6.30) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output phase-
to-neutral voltages has an RMS value equal to 
Va-^!^Voc=0A'iA%2Vj)C 
In 
From Fig. 6.12, mean square value is determined as: 
Vl„ f 5n 
(6.24) 
Mean Square Value = 1 
n 
^-Vnc (6.25) 
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In order to relate the input dc link voltage of the inverter with the output phase-to-
neutral, Fourier analysis of the voltage waveforms is undertaken. Observing that the 
waveforms of the phase to neutral voltage possess odd quarter-wave symmetry. In case of 
phase-to-neutral voltage Va, shown in Fig. 6.12, the coefficients of the Fourier series are: 
^2«-l = y ^ ^ ^ Cos(2n-l)— (6.22) 
^ j (2 / i - l ) ; r ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ 
Hence one can write the phase-to-neutral voltages sinusoidal series as; 
V(t) = T ^^^ Cosiln - \)—Sin(2n - \)o)t (6.23) 
^ , ( 2 n - l ) ; r 12 
From (6.30) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output phase-
to-neutral voltages has an RMS value equal to 
Va-^!^Voc=0A'iA%2Vj)C 
In 
From Fig. 6.12, mean square value is determined as: 
Vl„ f 5n 
(6.24) 
Mean Square Value = 1 
n 
^-Vnc (6.25) 
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^ rms , _ '^  DC (6 26) 
Total harmonic r m s voltage (p u ) is given by 
V„rr„.-^{V,n,sf-{^\f-l 12 
V3+1 
01387999666 (6 27) 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rms total harmonic voltage 
THD 
rms total voltage 
01387999666 
(6 28) 
= 0 3040954906 or 30 41% 
30/12 
It is important to note that the THD is higher in this case compared to quasi six-phase 
VSI However, the fundamental magnitudes are same FFT analysis of inverter phase 'Va' 
voltage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code and is shown in Fig 6 13 and this validates 
equation (6 23) It is seen that the lowest order harmonics are 3"^ ^ and 11''' 3"^ ^ harmonic 
reduces significantly compared to 180° conduction mode but he 11*^  harmonic remains same 
This is due to the fact that the x-y component reduces but the d-q components remains the 
same • 
Pfiase Voltage "I/a" 
° 6 | 1 1 
04 
a> Q 
a» 
«u 
= 02 
* - 0 4 
" t 
1 
T T 1 
1 1 
1 -
1 
102 0 025 0 03 0 035 0 04 0 045 
Time (s) 
05 1055 
CO ft . 
«-> 0 2 
^ 0 I [ I • l . i I . - U L • 1 • 
200 400 eoo 800 10 
Frequency (Hz) 
1200 1400 1805 
Fig 6 13 Inverter phase 'Va' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum m 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental RMS = 0 435 3"* 
harmonics = 24 35% and 11* Harmonic = 9 02% 
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30 
rms 12 DC 
(6 26) 
Total harmonic r m s voltage (p u ) is given by 
^Hrms - V V iw.) " (^  'l ) " - J 12 
^VI+i' ' 
2;r 
= 0 1387999666 (6.27) 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rms total harmonic voltage 
THD = 
rms total voltage 
0 1387999666 
(6.28) 
/30/12 
= 0 3040954906 or 30 41 % 
It is important to note that the THD is higher in this case compared to quasi six-phase 
VSI However, the fundamental magnitudes are same FFT analysis of inverter phase 'Va' 
voltage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code and is shown in Fig 6 13 and this validates 
equation (6 23) It is seen that the lowest order harmonics are 3'^ '* and 11 3"^ ^ harmonic 
reduces significantly compared to 180° conduction mode but he 11* harmonic remains same 
This is due to the fact that the x-y component reduces but the d-q components remains the 
same. 
06 
04 
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Fig. 6.13 Inverter phase 'Va' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental RMS = 0 435 3"" 
harmonics = 24.35% and 11* Harmonic = 9 02% 
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First non-adjacent line-to-line voltages are determined next. Table 6.7 summarizes the 
values of the first non-adjacent line-to-line voltages in the twelve 30° of equal intervals. Wave 
shapes are shown in Fig. 6.14, resuhing in higher fundamental voltages compared to adjacent 
line voltage due to increased conduction period (120°). 
It is observed that the output of first non-adjacent line-to-line voltages takes on values 
1 
of±-Vj^,±Vj^mdO. 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Table 6.7. First N 
Ehiration 
0-30° 
30°-60° 
60°-90° 
90°-120° 
120°-150° 
150°-180° 
180°-210° 
210°-240° 
240°-270° 
270°-300° 
300°-330° 
330°-360° 
Vac 
' DC 
' DC 
' DC 
0 
~ '^ DC 
-V 
"^ DC 
'DC 
-V 
'^ DC 
2 °^ 
0 
2 °^ 
on-Adjacent Line-Line Voltages (150°) 
VM 
0 
Iv 
2 °^ 
V 
'^ DC 
'^ DC 
V 
'^ DC 
2 ^ 
0 
- I F 
-V 
'^ DC 
-V 
'^ DC 
~v 
'^ DC 
2 ^ 
Vce 
-V 
' DC 
2 °^ 
0 
2 ^ 
V 
'DC 
'^ DC 
'^ DC 
2 ^ 
0 
- I F 
2'-DC 
-V 
'^ DC 
-V 
'^ DC 
Vdf 
'DC 
'DC 
-V 
'DC 
2 "^ 
0 
2 ^ 
V 
'DC 
'DC 
V 
'DC 
2 ^ 
0 
2 ^ 
»ea 
0 
-Iv 
2 ^ 
-V 
'DC 
-V 
'DC 
-V 
'DC 
- I F 
j ' DC 
0 
2 ^ 
V 
' DC 
V 
'DC 
V 
'DC 
Iv 
2 '^ 
Vft 
V 
' DC 
Lv 
2 DC 
0 
- I F 
2 °^ 
-V 
' DC 
-V 
'DC 
-V 
' DC 
- I F 
2 ^ 
0 
Lv 
2 '^ 
V 
' DC 
V 
'DC 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for first non-adjacent line-to-line voltages (Vac) 
as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are: 
^^DC ^ ,^ ..Jt ^ _ ,, ;r 
And hence, the series is: 
(6.29) 
'^^DC - .- ,. ^ ^ ,- ,.n 
^(0 = Z , "^^ Cosi2n -1) -Cos{2n -1)—Sin{2tt - l^ar 
„=l(2«-0^ 6 12 (6.30) 
From (6.30) it follows that the fiindamental sinusoidal component of the output first 
non-adjacent line-to-line voltages has an RMS value equal to 
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lit Ax in 5n 1 
Fig. 6.14. First non-adjacent line-to-line voltages symmetrical for 150° conduction mode. 
V„^ = ^^l^^Voc = 0.753UVoc ac IK 
From Fig. 6.14, mean square value is determined as: 
MeanSquareValue -
1 \2 , . . ^ (\ \2 
'DC ^rc-)^ !^-!^ - n X — 
6 
12 ^ 
V2T 
rms Vm 
Total harmonic r m s . voltage (p.u.) is given by 
VHm,s-^^\,„:f-^\f-
V 6 , 2;r 
= 0.1270024625 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
r.m.s. total harmonic voltage 
THD = 
r.m.s. total voltage 
0.1270024625 
(6.31) 
(6.32) 
(6.33) 
(6.34) 
(6.35) 
42116 
= 0.1662852565 or 16.63% 
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The THD is marginally low compared to the quasi six-phase configuration The THD 
is also less compared to 180° conduction mode. FFT analysis of inverter first non-adjacent 
line-to-line 'Vac' voUage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code and is shown in Fig. 6 15 
and this validates equation (6 30) 
Firsliioo-]il|icenllint-Line VtRage 'Vac' 
. 
1 
I 
• 
I T 
1 
15 
0 
0 5 
1 
0 02 0 025 0 03 I 035 0 04 
T i i e ( i ) 
1045 0 OS 0 055 
I 1 I •-• I I I I L_* »_J LJ_Ji 1 • , . . . I 
200 400 600 800 10 
Freqyeiicy(Nz) 
1200 1400 1600 
Fig. 6 15 Inverter first non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vac' voUage time domain waveform and its 
harmonic spectrum in frequency domain(Fundamental frequency is 50 Fundamental RMS = 
0 753, 11**" Harmonic = 9 08% 13* harmonics = 7 69%. 
Second set of non-adjacent line-to-line vohages are determined next Table 6 8 
summarizes the values of the second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages in the twelve 30° of 
equal intervals Wave shapes are shown in Fig 6 16 
Table 6 8 Second Non-Adjacent Line-Line Voltages(150°) 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Duration 
0-30° 
30°-60° 
60°-90° 
90°-120° 
120°-150° 
150°-180° 
180°-210° 
210°-240° 
240°-270° 
270°-300° 
300°-330° 
330°-360° 
Vad 
'^ DC 
V 
'^ DC 
V 
'^ DC 
V 
'^ DC 
V 
' DC 
0 
' DC 
-V 
'^ DC 
'^ DC 
-V 
' DC 
'DC 
0 
Vbe 
-V 
'^ DC 
0 
'DC 
V 
' DC 
V 
' DC 
V 
'DC 
V 
' DC 
0 
' DC 
-V 
'DC 
' DC 
' DC 
Vcf 
' DC 
-V 
'DC 
-V 
'DC 
0 
V 
' DC 
V 
'DC 
'DC 
' DC 
'DC 
0 
-V 
'DC 
-V 
'DC 
Vda 
'DC 
-V 
'DC 
-V 
'DC 
-V 
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The THD is marginally low compared to the quasi six-phase configuration The THD 
is also less compared to 180° conduction mode FFT analysis of inverter first non-adjacent 
line-to-line 'Vac' vohage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code and is shown in Fig 6 15 
and this validates equation (6 30) 
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Fig 6 15 Inverter first non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vac' vohage time domain waveform and its 
harmonic spectrum in frequency domain(Fundamental frequency is 50 Fundamental RMS = 
0 753, 11**" Harmonic = 9 08% 13* harmonics = 7 69% 
Second set of non-adjacent line-to-line vohages are determined next Table 6 8 
summarizes the values of the second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages in the twelve 30° of 
equal intervals Wave shapes are shown in Fig 6 16 
Table 6 8 Second Non-Adjacent Line-Line Voltages(150°) 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Duration 
0-30° 
30°-60° 
60°-90° 
90°-120° 
120°-150° 
150°-180° 
]80°-210° 
210°-240° 
240°-270° 
270°-300° 
300°-330° 
330°-360° 
Vad 
V 
'^ DC 
V 
'^ DC 
'DC 
V 
'DC 
' DC 
0 
~v^ 
-V 
' DC 
' DC 
-V 
' DC 
' DC 
0 
Vbe 
' DC 
0 
'DC 
V 
' DC 
' DC 
'DC 
' DC 
0 
' DC 
-V 
'DC 
'DC 
' DC 
Vcf 
' DC 
'DC 
'DC 
0 
V 
' DC 
'DC 
V 
' DC 
V 
' DC 
' DC 
0 
-V 
'DC 
-V 
'DC 
Vda 
'DC 
~v 
'DC 
-V 
'DC 
-V 
' DC 
-V 
' DC 
0 
V 
'DC 
V 
' DC 
V 
'DC 
' DC 
' DC 
0 
Veb 
' DC 
0 
'DC 
'DC 
-V 
' DC 
-V 
'DC 
'DC 
0 
'DC 
'DC 
V 
'DC 
V 
'DC 
Vfc 
V 
'DC 
VDC 
V 
' DC 
0 
-V 
' DC 
-V 
' DC 
-V 
'DC 
-V 
' DC 
' DC 
0 
V 
'DC 
V 
' DC 
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Fig. 6.16. Second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages for 150° conduct on mode 
It is observed that the output of second non-adjacent line-to-line vohages takes on 
values of, tVjyf. and 0. The on duration is 150°. It is also observed from Fig. 6.16 that the 
second non-adjacent line-to-line vohages gives maximum fundamental output compared to 
two other system of line-to-line vohages for 150° conduction mode 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for second Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
(Vad) as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are: 
" 4VDC ^ ^^ - ^ ^ 
^ j ( 2 « - l ) ; r Cos(2n~l) 12 (6.36) 
And hence, the series is: 
V(t) = £ "^^^^ Cos(2n - \)—Sm(2n - \)(ot 
,(2/i —l)7r 12 (6.37) 
«=r 
From (6.37) it follows that the fondamental sinusoidal component of the output second 
non-adjacent line-to-line voUages has an RMS value equal to 
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Fig. 6.16. Second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages for 150° conduction mode 
It is observed that the output of second non-adjacent Hne-to-line voUages takes on 
values of, ±Vj)c and 0. The on duration is 150°. It is also observed from Fig. 6.16 that the 
second non-adjacent line-to-line voUages gives maximum fundamental output compared to 
two other system of line-to-line voltages for 150° conduction mode 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for second Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
(Vad) as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are: 
And hence, the series is: 
Vit) = y- i?^^^-Cos(2n - \)—Sin(2n - \)6)t 
(6.36) 
(6.37) 
From (6.37) it follows that the fondamental sinusoidal component of the output second 
non-adjacent line-to-line voltages has an RMS value equal to 
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K « A = l i ^ F o c = 0 86964Foc 
n 
From Fig 6 20, mean square value is determined as. 
1 MeanSquare Value = 
n 
^DC) ,2 5;r X 
6 
--vie 
6 
^ rms ^ ^ DC 
(6 38) 
(6.39) 
(6 40) 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (p.u ) is given by 
V n r m s - W Z J ^ W -
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
„ r.m s total harmonic vollase 
THD = — 
r.m.s total voltage 
0.2775999331 
\ 2 ^ /T , , \ 2 V3+1 
V ^ ; 
= 0 2775999331 (6 41) 
(6 42) 
30/6 
= 0 3040954906 or 30.41% 
The THD is still better in quasi six-phase configuration FFT analysis of inverter 
second Non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vad' voltage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code and 
is shown in Fig 6 17 and the harmonic content matches those given by equation (6 37). 
S e c o n d n o n - a d j i c e n t L i n e - L i n e Voltage ' V a d ' 
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Fig 6 17. Inverter second Non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vad' voltage time domain waveform and 
its harmonic spectrum in frequency domain(Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental 
RMS = 0 869, 3"* Harmonic = 24 31% 11*^  harmonics = 911% 
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Vab = ^-^VDC=0S6964Voc 
/T 
From Fig 6 20, mean square value is determined as 
MeanSquareValue = — 
K 
(yocf iic o 
30 
rms DC 
(6 38) 
(6 39) 
(6 40) 
Total harmonic r m s voltage (p u ) is given by 
Vnrms = > / O M n 7 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rms total harmonic voltage 
' 3^0? rv^+if 
;r 
= 0 2775999331 (6 41) 
THD = 
rms total voltage 
0 2775999331 
(6 42) 
= 0 3040954906 or 30 41% 
30/6 
The THD is still better in quasi six-phase configuration FFT analysis of inverter 
second Non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vad' voltage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code and 
is shown in Fig 6 17 and the harmonic content matches those given by equation (6 37) 
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Fig 6 17 Inverter second Non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vad' voltage time domain waveform and 
its harmonic spectrum in frequency domain(Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental 
RMS = 0 869, 3'"* Harmonic = 24 31% 11*^  harmonics = 9 11% 
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6.2.3 120° CONDUCTION MODE 
Following the similar approach, once again 120° conduction mode is investigated 
here. In this conduction mode each power switch is remain on for 120°. The gating signals are 
shown in Fig 6 18 and switches being 'ON' are listed in Table 6 9. It is seen that once again 
two legs are kept idle for every 60° interval in contrast to quasi six-phase configuration where 
two leg remains idle for only 30°. 
The phase-to-neutral voltages are found once again using equation (5.3) and Leg 
Voltage waveform of Fig 6 19 The resuhing values are tabulated in Table 6 10 and their 
waveform is shown in Fig. 6.20 
Table 6.9. Switches position in each mode for 120° conduction mode. 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Duration 
0°-60° 
60°-120° 
120°-180° 
180°-240° 
240°-300° 
300°-360° 
Switches On 
1,6,9,10 
1,2,10,11 
2,3,11,12 
3,4,7,12 
4,5,7,8 
5,6,8,9 
Polarity 
A'[B']C-D~[E'']F^ 
A'B^[C']D'E [F'] 
[A'']B^r[D'']E-F-
A~[B°]C'D'[E']F 
AB-[C'']D*E^[F''] 
[A']B'C [D'jE'F' 
7T ^ZTV ^TT STT 
1 O 
•s. 
•2.7r 
Fig 6 18 Gating signals for 120° conduction mode 
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6.2.3 120° CONDUCTION MODE 
Following the similar approach, once again 120° conduction mode is mvestigated 
here In this conduction mode each power switch is remain on for 120° The gating signals are 
shown in Fig 6 18 and switches being 'ON' are listed in Table 6 9 It is seen that once again 
two legs are kept idle for every 60° interval in contrast to quasi six-phase configuration where 
two leg remains idle for only 30° 
The phase-to-neutral voltages are found once again using equation (5 3) and Leg 
Voltage waveform of Fig 6 19 The resulting values are tabulated in Table 6 10 and their 
waveform is shown in Fig 6 20 , 
Table 6 9 Switches position in each mode for 120° conduction mode 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Duration 
0°-60° 
60°-120° 
120°-180° 
180°-240° 
240°-300° 
300°-360° 
Switches On 
1,6,9,10 
1,2,10,11 
2,3,11,12 
3,4,7,12 
4,5,7,8 
5,6,8,9 
Polarity 
A'[B'']C D [E']F" 
A^B^[C'']D'E [/-"] 
[A'']B^C^[D°]E-F' 
A [5°]C"D1£°]F 
A B-[C°]D'E^[F'] 
[A"]B C [D'']E'F* 
2 ^ 4 ^ r 5 ^ 
S, 
1 O 
•s. 
•2.7r 
Fig 6 18 Gating signals for 120° conduction mode 
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Fig 6 19 Leg Voltages for 120° conduction mode 
Table 6.10 Phase-to-neutral voltages 120° conduction mode 
2jt 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Duration 
0°-60° 
ec-uo" 
120°-180° 
180°-240° 
240°-300° 
300°-360° 
V. 
Iv 
2 ^ 
Iv 
0 
- I F 
2 ^ 
- I F 
2 ^ 
0 
Vb 
0 
2 "^ 
IF 
2 °^  
0 
- I F 
- I F 
Vc 
- I F 
2 ^ 
0 
2 ^ 
2 ^ 
0 
- I F 
2 '^^  
Vd 
- I F 
2 °^  
- I F 
0 
2 ^ 
IF 
2 DC 
0 
Ve 
0 
- I F 
2 °^ 
- I F 
2 ^ 
0 
IF 
2 DC 
IF 
Vf 
IF 
2 ^ 
0 
- I F 
2 °^  
- I F 
2 ^ 
0 
IF 
2 "" 
Once again following the same approach, analytical expressions are derived to relate 
the input dc link voltage of the inverter with the output phase-to-neutral It is observed that the 
waveforms of the phase to neutral voltage possess odd quarter-wave symmetry In case of 
phase-to-neutral voltage Va, shown in Fig 6 19, the coefficients of the Fourier series are 
00 f^^T 
(6 43) 
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Fig 6 19 Leg Voltages for 120° conduction mode 
Table 6.10 Phase-to-neutral voltages 120° conduction mode 
2;r 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Duration 
0°-60° 
ec-uo" 
120°-180° 
180°-240° 
240°-300° 
300°-360° 
V. 
2 ^ 
0 
- I F 
2 ^ 
- I F 
2 ^ 
0 
Vb 
0 
2^ DC 
Lv 
2 '^ 
0 
-Lv 
2 DC 
-Lv 
Vc 
-Lv 
2 ^ 
0 
Lv 
/DC 
Lv 
^DC 
0 
-Lv 
Vd 
-Lv 
-Lv 
/DC 
0 
Lv 
/DC 
Lv 
2 DC 
0 
Ve 
0 
-Lv 
/DC 
-Lv 
/DC 
0 
Lv 
2 DC 
Lv 
/ o . 
Vf 
Lv 
/DC 
0 
J-V 
/DC 
-Lv 
/DC 
0 
Lv 
/uc 
Once again following the same approach, analytical expressions are derived to relate 
the input dc link voltage of the inverter with the output phase-to-neutral It is observed that the 
waveforms of the phase to neutral voltage possess odd quarter-wave symmetry In case of 
phase-to-neutral voltage Va, shown in Fig 6 19, the coefficients of the Fourier series are 
00 ^r/ 
(6 43) 
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Fig. 6.20. Phase-to-neutral voltages for 120° conduction mode. 
Hence one can write the phase-to-neutral voltages sinusoidal series as: 
V{t) = y ^ ^ ^ Os(2« -1 ) -5m(2i i - l)fl>r 
,(2n-l):/r 6 (6.44) 
«=r 
From (6.44) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output phase-to-
neutral voltages has an RMS value equal to 
V6, 
V„ = a-^yDC=03S9S5VDc 
In 
From Fig. 6,20, mean square value is determined as: 
f ^ >2 
(6.45) 
MeanSquareVaUie = — 
1 
2;T K.2 
= -y DC 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (p.u.) is given by 
(6.46) 
(6.47) 
^Hrms - V V 'r/».v ) " V 'l T - |VV6. 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
r.m.s. total harmonic voltage 
= 0.1211812329 (6.48) 
THD = 
r.m.s. total voltage 
0.1211812329 (6.49) 
1/V6 
= 0.296832187 or 29.68% 
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Fig. 6.20. Phase-to-neutral voltages for 120° conduction mode. 
Hence one can write the phase-to-neutral voltages sinusoidal series as: 
V{t) = y ^ ^ ^ Os(2« -1 ) -5m(2 i i - l)fl>r 
^p.n-X)7t 6 (6.44) 
From (6.44) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output phase-to-
neutral voltages has an RMS value equal to 
V6, 
V„ = « - ^ ^ D C = 0 3 8 9 8 5 F B C 
2;r 
From Fig. 6,20, mean square value is determined as: 
f ^ >2 
MeanSquareVaUie = — 
IT 
\yDc In K.2 = -y DC 
V - 1 DC 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (p.u.) is given by 
^Hrms - V V 'r/».v ) " V 'l T - |VV6. 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
r.m.s. total harmonic voltage 
= 0.1211812329 
THD = 
r.m.s. total voltage 
0.1211812329 
1/V6 
= 0.296832187 or 29.68% 
(6.45) 
(6.46) 
(6.47) 
(6.48) 
(6.49) 
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The THD is seen as equal to that of the quasi six-phase configuration Simulation 
study is also carried out of inverter phase 'Va' voltage using Matlab/Simulink code and the 
spectrum is shown in Fig 6 21 and the resulting harmonic components verifies the analytical 
expression of Fourier series (6 44) 
— Phase Vol tage "Va" 
CLD 5 
ex 
CO 
— rfOS 
> 0 02 0 025 0 03 0 035 0 04 0 045 0 05 0 055 0 06 
Time (s) 
2 0 4 
CI. 0 2 I-
D -LJ. •^~L.I U J l^l— 
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 
Frequency (Hz) 
Fig 6 21 Inverter phase 'Va' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental = 0 39, S**" harmonic = 
Tth 19 79%, 7"" harmonic = 14 47%) 
First non-adjacent line-to-line voUages are also investigated Table 6 11 summarizes 
the values of the first non-adjacent line-to-line voltages in the six 60° of equal intervals Wave 
shapes are shown in Fig 6 22 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Table 6 11 First Non-Adjacent Line-Line Voltages (120°) 
Duration 
0°-60° 
60°-120° 
120°-180° 
180°-240° 
240°-300° 
300°-360° 
Vac 
y 
' DC 
Ly 
2 ^ 
2 ^ 
-y 
'^ DC 
^ly 
2 ^ 
ly 
2 ^ 
Vbd 
ly 
2 '^ 
' DC 
ly 
2 "^ 
-ly 
2 ^ 
-V 
'DC 
-ly 
2 ^ 
Vce 
-ly 
2 "^ 
ly 
2 ^ 
Voc 
ly 
2 ^ 
-ly 
~V 
'DC 
Vdf 
-V 
' DC 
-ly 
2 ^ 
ly 
J DC 
V 
'DC 
ly 
2 ^ 
-ly 
2 ^ 
Vea 
-ly 
2 ^ 
-y 
' DC 
-ly 
2 ^ 
ly 
2 ^ 
y 
' DC 
ly 
2 ^ 
Vfb 
ly 
2 ^ 
-ly 
2 °^  
-V 
'DC 
-ly 
2 "^ 
ly 
2 '^ 
y 
' DC 
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The THD is seen as equal to that of the quasi six-phase configuration Simulation 
study is also carried out of inverter phase 'Va' voltage using Matlab/Simulink code and the 
spectrum is shown in Fig 6 21 and the resulting harmonic components verifies the analytical 
expression of Fourier series (6 44) 
— Phase Vol tage "Va" 
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Fig 6.21. Inverter phase 'Va' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental = 0 39, s"'harmonic = 
19.79%, 7**" harmonic = 14 47%) 
First non-adjacent line-to-line vohages are also investigated Table 6 11 summarizes 
the values of the first non-adjacent line-to-line voltages in the six 60° of equal intervals. Wave 
shapes are shown in Fig. 6.22. 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Table 6 11 First Non-Adjacent Line-Line Voltages (120°) 
Duration 
0°-60° 
60°-120° 
120°-180° 
180°-240° 
240°-300° 
300°-360° 
Vac 
' DC 
2 '^ 
2 ^ 
-V 
' DC 
2 ^ 
Vbd 
2 ^ 
'DC 
2 ^ 
2 ^ 
-V 
'DC 
2 ^ 
Vce 
-lv 
2 "^ 
lv 
2 '^ 
Voc 
lv 
y'^ DC 
-lv 
2 ^ 
-V 
'DC 
Vdf 
-V 
'DC 
-lv 
2 "^ 
lv 
j * ^ DC 
V 
'DC 
lv 
-lv 
2 °^  
Vea 
-lv 
2 ^ 
-V 
' DC 
-lv 
2 ^ 
lv 
2 "^ 
V 
' DC 
lv 
2 "^ 
Vti, 
lv 
2 ^ 
-lv 
2 ^ 
~V 
' DC 
-lv 
2 ^ 
lv 
2 ^ 
'DC 
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Fig. 6.22. First non-adjacent line-to-line voltages symmetrical for 120° conduction mode. 
It is observed that the output of first non-adjacent line-to-line voltages takes on values 
1 
of ± -Vjyc, ± Vjic and 0. The 'ON' duration is 120°. 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for first non-adjacent line-to-line voltages (Vac) 
as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are; 
O ^^;(2«-l);r 
And hence, the series is: 
00 
(6.50) 
^ (0= Zr^^^, [CosH2n~l)^]Sin(2n-l)0t 
^,(2/ i- l ) ; r 6 (6.51) 
From (6.51) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output first 
non-adjacent line-to-line voltages has an RMS value equal to 
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Fig. 6.22. First non-adjacent line-to-line voltages symmetrical for 120° conduction mode. 
It is observed that the output of first non-adjacent line-to-line voltages takes on values 
1 
of ± -Vjyc, ± Vjic and 0. The 'ON' duration is 120°. 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for first non-adjacent line-to-line voltages (Vac) 
as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are; 
B2„_i = y ^ ? : ^ Q , s 2 ( 2 i . - l ) ^ ] 
^" ^ ^ , (2«- l ) ; r 6^ 
And hence, the series is: 
^(0= Z-^^^CosH2n~l)^]Sin(2n-l)0t 
^,(2/ i- l ) ; r 6 
(6.50) 
(6.51) 
From (6.51) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output first 
non-adjacent line-to-line voltages has an RMS value equal to 
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V„.=^VOC=0 61524VDC ac 
(6 52) 
From Fig 6 22, mean square value is determined as 
2 _ / , ^2 
Mean Square Value = — 
1 
2 ; 3 
I K DC ••\yl. 
Total harmonic r m s voltage (p u ) is given by 
(6 53) 
(6 54) 
V „ r m s = W ^ j r ^ -
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rms total harmonic voltage 
(I ^ 2 ^3V^f 
\^27U ) 
= 0 2098920523 (6 55) 
THD = 
rms total voltage 
0 2098920523 
(6 56) 
I/V2 = 0 296832187 or 29 68% 
The corresponding THD in case of quasi six-phase configuration is quite small The 
simulation study is also carried out using Matlab/Simulink code for Vac and is presented in 
Fig 6 23, once again it proves the correctness of the analytical expression of Fourier series 
given in 6 51 
"^ Second non-adjacent Line-Line Vol tage "Vac" 
^ 0 0 2 0 025 0 03 0.035 0.04 0 045 0.05 0.055 0.06 
Q^  T ime (s) 
^ 0-5 i-
ex. 
CO 
en 
CO 
J I i....j„ • 1 - • J.- m . 
_ 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 
Z Frequency (Hz) 
Fig 6 23 Inverter first non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vac' voltage time domain waveform and its 
harmonic spectrum in frequency domain(FundamentaI frequency is 50 Fundamental = 0 675, 
5* harmonic = 20 02% 7* harmonic = 14 12% 
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Keeping the consistency of analysis second set of non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
are also examined. Table 6.12 summarizes the values of the second non-adjacent line-to-line 
voltages in the six 60° of equal intervals. Wave shapes are shown in Fig. 6.24. 
Table 6.12 Second Non-Adjacent Line-Line Voltages(120°) 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Duration 
0°-60° 
60°-120° 
120°-180° 
180°-240° 
240°-300° 
300°-360° 
Vad 
V 
'^ DC 
'DC 
0 
~v 
' DC 
~v 
'^ DC 0 
Vbe 
0 
y 
'DC 
V 
'DC 
0 
-V 
'DC 
-V 
'DC 
Vcf 
'DC 
0 
y 
' DC 
' DC 
0 
-V 
'DC 
Vda 
-V 
' DC 
-V 
'DC 
0 
V 
'DC 
' DC 
0 
Veb 
0 
-V 
'DC 
-V 
' DC 
0 
y 
'DC 
y 
'DC 
Vfc 
y 
' DC 
0 
-V 
' DC 
-Voc 
0 
y 
'DC 
0 1 
2 ^ 
3 
TT — 
4^ 5 ^ 
3 
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ad 
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" r
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Fig. 6.24. Second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages for 120° conduction mode 
It is observed that the output of second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages takes on 
values of, tK^^ and 0. The ON duration is 120°. It is also observed from Fig. 6.24 that the 
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second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages gives maximum fundamental output compared to 
two other system of line-to-line voltages for 120° conduction mode. 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for second Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
(Vad) as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are 
«2«-l = t . ^ " ^ , Cosi2n-\)'^ (6 57) 
^ j (2 i i - l ) ; r 6 
And hence, the series is: 
F(/) = y ^ Cos(2n -1) - Sin(2n - \)(i)t (6 58) 
^ j (2M-l) ; r 6 
From (6.58) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output second 
non-adjacent line-to-line voltages has an RMS value equal to 
Vad = —VDC = 0.119691VDC (6.59) 
From Fig. 6.24, mean square value is determined as: 
Mean Square Value 1 
n 
kvDcfxf -\VDC (6.60) 
yrms=}\vDC (6 61) 
Total harmonic r m.s. voltage (p u.) is given by 
= 0.2423624658 (6.62) f^//...=V(^;,J^-(ri)^J[J|^ ^' v^^ '^ 
v ^ y 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
r.m.s. total harmonic voltage 
THD = 
r.m.s. total voltage 
0.2423624658 (6 63) 
72/3 = 0.296832187 or 29.68% 
Following the same procedure FFT analysis of inverter second Non-adjacent line-to-
line 'Vad' vohage is performed using Matlab/Simulink code and is shown in Fig. 6.25 and 
once more the analytical expression (6.58) is validated. 
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Fig 6 25 Inverter second Non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vad' voltage time domain waveform and 
its harmonic spectrum in frequency domain(Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental = 
0 779 p u ,5'*' harmonic = 19 98% 7*^  harmonic = 14 28% 
6.3 COMPARISON OF SIMULATION RESULTS 
A comparison of outputs, obtainable with three different conduction angles are carried 
out based on the simulation results The performance measures considered are their 
fundamental output vohage, harmonic components upto 15**^  order and the total harmonic 
distortion in the waveform The performance of phase voltages are demonstrated in Table 
6 13. The first and second systems of non-adjacent line voUages are presented in Table 6 14 
and Table 6 15, respectively. 
Table 6 13 Comparison of ph 
Conduction 
Mode(deg) 
180° 
150° 
120° 
Fundamental 
rms (p u ) 
0 4506 
0 435 
0 39 
3rd 
% 
33 37 
24 35 
0 
ase vo 
% 
20 0 
5 35 
20 0 
tages for various cone 
^th 
% 
14 28 
3 83 
14 28 
9"! 
% 
11 11 
8 13 
0 
ir 
% 
9 09 
9 09 
9 09 
uction modes 
% 
7 69 
7 69 
7 69 
15* 
% 
6 67 
4 88 
0 
THD 
% 
46 81 
30 59 
29 42 
Table 6 14 Comparison of first non--adjacent voltages for various conduction modes 
r '^^^ . .^ * ;„_ I f I „_*„ ! I -jrd I cth I -7th I nth 1 i i t h | ,-,th I i cth I T T TTA Conduction 
Mode(deg) 
Fundamental 
rms (p u) % 
5 
% % 
9^  
% 
ir 
% 
13^  
% 
15" 
% 
THD 
% 
180 
150 
120 
0 778 
0 753 
0 675 
20 0 
5 36 
20 0 
14 28 
3 82 
14 28 
0 
0 
9 09 
9 09 
9 09 
7 69 
7 69 
7 69 
29 42 
15 04 
29 37 
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Fig 6 25 Inverter second Non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vad' voltage time domain waveform and 
its harmonic spectrum in frequency domain(Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental = 
0 779 p u ,S^ harmonic = 19 98% 7* harmonic = 14 28% 
6.3 COMPARISON OF SIMULATION RESULTS 
A comparison of outputs, obtainable with three different conduction angles are carried 
out based on the simulation results The performance measures considered are their 
fimdamental output voltage, harmonic components upto 15**^  order and the total harmonic 
distortion in the waveform The performance of phase voltages are demonstrated in Table 
6.13. The first and second systems of non-adjacent line vohages are presented in Table 6 14 
and Table 6 15, respectively. 
Table 6 13 Comparison of ph 
Conduction 
Mode(deg) 
180° 
150° 
120° 
Fundamental 
rms (p u ) 
0 4506 
0 435 
0 39 
3rd 
% 
33 37 
24 35 
0 
ase vo 
5* 
% 
20 0 
5 35 
20 0 
tages for various cone 
^th 
% 
14 28 
3 83 
14 28 
9* 
% 
11 11 
8 13 
0 
11* 
% 
9 09 
9 09 
9 09 
uction modes 
,3tn 
% 
7 69 
7 69 
7 69 
15'^  
% 
6 67 
4 88 
0 
THD 
% 
46 81 
30 59 
29 42 
Table 6 14 Comparison of first non--adjacent voltages for various conduction modes 
n^^A,,t~i\^^ I I7..^^„^.>«+«1 I -J"! I ^tn I -yth | nth I i ith [ n t h I i cth I - r u r v Conduction 
Mode(deg) 
Fundamental 
rms (p u) % 
5 
% % % 
ir 
% 
13^  
% 
15" 
% 
THD 
% 
180 
150 
120 
0 778 
0 753 
0 675 
0 
20 0 
5 36 
20 0 
14 28 
3 82 
14 28 
9 09 
9 09 
9 09 
7 69 
7 69 
7 69 
29 42 
15 04 
29 37 
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Table 6.15. Comparison of second non-adjacent voltages for various conduction modes 
Conduction 
Mode(deg). 
180 
150 
120 
Fundamental 
rms (p.u.) 
0.900 
0.87 
0.78 
-.id 
% 
"if ^^ "i 
24 4 
0 
1% 
1 20.0 
! 5 35 
20.0 
% 
14.28 
3 83 
^T4^8 
Qth 
% 
11.11 
8.13 
0 
% 
9.09 
9 09 
9.09 
13"' 
% 
7.69 
7 69 
^\69^ 
15'" , TIK) 
% ! % J 
6.67 j 46.80 j 
4 88 ' 30 59 ! 
0 [ 29.42 1 
It is observed from Table 6.13 that the fundamental reduces with reduction in the 
conduction angle which is obvious. The loss in fundamental for 150° conduction mode is 
almost 5% while it is nearly 13°/o for 120" conduction mode. The lower order harmonic upto 
9^  is least in 150° conduction mode compared to the other two modes. It is interesting to note 
that triplen harmonic is not present in 120° conduction mode. Further 11* and 13* harmonic 
do not change with the change in conduction angle. Although the THD is least in 120° 
conduction mode but there is a huge loss of fundamental thus the optimum solution lies in 
using 150° conduction mode. The loss in lundamental in line voltages for change in 
conduction angle is same as that of the phase voltage. Triplen harmonics are complete!) 
absent in the first non-adjacent line voltages. The THD for 150° conduction mode is 
significantly reduced compared to the other two modes in first system of line vohages. The 
second system of line voltage shows similar behavior as that of the phase vohage. 
6.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The modular multi-phase inverter used for experimentation of Five-phase and quasi-
six phase is once again used for this configuration as well. Experiment is conducted for 
stepped operation which is detailed in the previous section (180°, 150° and 120= conduction 
modes). A star connected resistive load is used as is done in chapter 3 and chapter 5. The 
same procedure is followed as that of chapter 3 and chapter 5. The only difference is the 
phase difference in the waveform which is now 60°. Thus directly the gate drive and 
corresponding phase vohages and line voltages are presented for various conduction modes. 
6.4.1 180° CONDUCTION MODE 
The gate drive signals are presented in Fig. 6.26 and the corresponding phase voUage 
and first non-adjacent line vohage are shown in Fig. 6.27 and Fig. 6.28, respectively, keeping 
the dc link vohage at 220 V. The ac side input current is also presented in Fig. 6.29. 
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Fig. 6.29. AC side input current for 180° conduction mode. 
The waveforms shown in Figs. 6.26-6.29 are in full compliance with the simulation 
results discussed in section 6.3. 
6.4.2 150° CONDUCTION MODE 
To verify the 150° conduction mode, experimental investigation is carried out. The 
gate drive signals are shown in Fig. 6.30 and the corresponding phase-to-neutral vohage and 
first non-adjacent line vohages are illustrated in Fig. 6.31 and Fig. 6.32, respectively. The ac 
side input current is also depicted in Fig. 6.33. 
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Fig. 6.30. Gate drive signals for 150° conduction mode for leg A-B. 
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Fig 6 29 AC side input current for 180° conduction mode 
The waveforms shown in Figs 6 26-6 29 are in full compliance with the simulation 
results discussed in section 6.3. 
6.4.2 150° CONDUCTION MODE 
To verify the 150° conduction mode, experimental investigation is carried out The 
gate drive signals are shown in Fig 6 30 and the corresponding phase-to-neutral vohage and 
first non-adjacent line voltages are illustrated in Fig 6 31 and Fig 6 32, respectively The ac 
side input current is also depicted in Fig 6 33 
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Fig 6 30 Gate drive signals for 150° conduction mode for leg A-B 
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Fig 6 31 Phase 'a' output voltage for 150° conduction mode 
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Fig. 6.32. First non-adjacent line voltage for 150° conduction mode 
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Fig 6 31 Phase 'a' output voltage for 150° conduction mode 
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Fig 6 32 First non-adjacent line voltage for 150° conduction mode. 
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Fig 6 33 AC side input current for 150° conduction mode 
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Once again it is seen that the experimental waveforms matches those of simulation 
results 
6.5 EXPERIMENTAL HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
Harmonic content in the output phase vohages, first non-adjacent line voltages and 
input current are investigated using experimental waveforms The harmonic spectrum is 
shown in Figs 34-36 for 180° and Figs. 37-39 for 150° conduction modes 
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Fig. 6 34. Harmonic content in Phase 'a' voltage for 180° conduction mode 
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Fig. 6.35. Harmonic content in first non-adjacent line voltage for 180° conduction mode. 
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Once again it is seen that the experimental waveforms matches those of simulation 
results 
6.5 EXPERIMENTAL HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
Harmonic content in the output phase vohages, first non-adjacent line voltages and 
input current are investigated using experimental waveforms The harmonic spectrum is 
shown in Figs 34-36 for 180° and Figs 37-39 for 150° conduction modes 
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Fig 6 34 Harmonic content in Phase 'a' voltage for 180° conduction mode 
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Fig 6 35. Harmonic content in first non-adjacent line voltage for 180° conduction mode 
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Fig. 6 36. Harmonic content in ac side input current for 180° conduction mode. 
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Fig. 6.37. Harmonic content in Phase 'a' voltage for 150° conduction mode 
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Fig. 6.38 Harmonic content in first non-adjacent line voltage for 150° conduction mode. 
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Fig 6 36 Harmonic content in ac side input current for 180° conduction mode 
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Fig 6 37 Harmonic content in Phase 'a' voltage for 150° conduction mode 
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Fig 6 38 Harmonic content in first non-adjacent line voltage for 150° conduction mode 
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Fig. 6.39. Harmonic content in ac side input current for 180° conduction mode. 
A comparative table of harmonic content in phase-to-neutral voUage and ac side input 
current is presented in Table 6.16 and Table 6.17, respectively. It is observed from Table 6.22 
that the harmonic performance for 150° conduction mode is significantly improved as 
compared to 180° conduction mode, with a small reduction in the fundamental output. The 
values obtained experimentally very well fits with the expressions (6.2), (6.7) and (6.30), 
(6.35) validating the analytical approach. It is observed from Table 6.23 that the distortion in 
the ac side current is marginally high for 150° conduction mode compared to 180° conduction 
mode. Thus a trade off exist between the two conduction modes 
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Table 6,17. Harmonic content in ac side input current 
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Fig. 6.39. Harmonic content in ac side input current for 180° conduction mode. 
A comparative table of harmonic content in phase-to-neutral voltage and ac side input 
current is presented in Table 6.16 and Table 6.17, respectively. It is observed from Table 6.22 
that the harmonic performance for 150° conduction mode is significantly improved as 
compared to 180° conduction mode, with a small reduction in the fiandamental output. The 
values obtained experimentally very well fits with the expressions (6.2), (6.7) and (6.30), 
(6.35) validating the analytical approach. It is observed from Table 6.23 that the distortion in 
the ac side current is marginally high for 150° conduction mode compared to 180° conduction 
mode. Thus a trade off exist between the two conduction modes. 
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6.6 SUMMARY 
This chapter investigates the performance of a six-phase voltage source inverter 
providing symmetrical six-phase output voltages. The simple square wave mode is elaborated 
instead of PWM mode. Since 180°, 150° and 120° conduction modes are elaborated for 
symmetrical six-phase as it was in the case of Six-phase (quasi configuration). The 150° 
conduction mode offers optimum harmonic performance compared to the other two modes. 
Although there is a marginal loss of fiindamental but the THD improves to great extent. The 
same conclusion were drawn in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER? 
MODELLING AND CONTROL OF A SEVEN-PHASE VSI-SQUARE 
WAVE MODE 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter details the modelling and control of a seven-phase VSI. The modelling of 
seven-phase VSI is done for fourteen-step operation using space vector approach. The PWM 
operation mode is elaborated in the next chapter. Apart from conventional 180" conduction 
mode, two more conduction angles are considered, these are — and — . The procedure 
7 7 
adopted here follows from the chapter 3, chapter 5 and chapter 6. The analytical expressions 
for harmonic components and THD are derived for phase voltages and second non-adjacent 
line vohages. The same is then verified using simulation and experimental results. 
The section (7.4) deals with the modelling and control of a seven-phase voUage source 
inverter in pulse width modulation mode. There are in total 128 switching state where first 14 
states leads to fourteen-step mode of operation, rest of 114 switching states falls in PWM 
mode. Out of total 128 space vectors, two space vectors corresponding to the switching states 
0000000 and 1111111 yield null vectors and the rest 12 are called active vectors. The model 
obtained is transformed into three different plane namely d-q, xi-yi, xr-y2- Out of these three 
planes only d-q produces torque in the machines supplied by the inverter while the space 
vectors of other planes produces distortion in the stator currents. The complete model using 
space vector approach is elaborated. The simulation results are included to validate the 
modelling procedure. 
7.2 FOURTEEN-STEP OPERATION OF A SEVEN-PHASE VOLTAGE SOURCE 
INVERTER 
Power circuit topology of a seven-phase VSI is shown in Fig. 7.1. Each switch in the 
circuit consists of two power semiconductor devices, connected in anti-parallel. One of these 
is a fijlly controllable semiconductor, such as a bipolar transistor or IGBT, while the second 
one is a diode. The input of the inverter is a dc voltage, which is regarded further on as being 
constant. The inverter outputs are denoted in Fig. 7.1 with lower case symbols iq,b,c,d,ej,g), 
while the points of connection of the outputs to inverter legs have symbols in capital letters 
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(A,B,C,D,E,F,G). The basic operating principles of the seven-phase VSI are developed in 
what follows assuming the ideal commutation and zero forward voltage drop. Each switch is 
assumed to conduct for 180", leading to the operation in the fourteen-step mode. Phase delay 
between firing of two switches in any subsequent two phases is equal to 360°/7 
=51.43°(approx). 
p — 
s, 
VDC A , , 
/ Sj/ S5/ S,/ S,/ sj 
N _i 
S,o/ 
S: 
c 
S,2/ 
D E 
S2/ 
a b c d e f g 
Fig. 7.1. Seven-phase voltage source inverter power circuit. 
The driving control gate/base signals for the fourteen switches of the inverter in Fig. 
7.1 are illustrated in Fig. 7.2. One complete cycle of operation of the inverter can be divided 
into fourteen distinct modes indicated in Fig. 7.2 and summarised in Table 7.1. It follows 
from Fig. 7.2 and Table 7.1 that at any instant of time there are seven switches that are 'on' 
and seven switches that are 'ofP. In the fourteen-step mode of operation there are three 
conducting switches from the upper seven and four from the lower seven, or vice versa. 
Table 7.1. Fourteen-step operation of a seven-phase VSI. 
States 
12 
13 
14 
6 
10 
11 
Switches ON 
1,9,10,11,12,13,14 
10,11,12,13,14,12 
11,12,13,14,1,2,3 
12,13,14,1,2,3,4 
13,14,1,2,3,4,5 
14,1,2,3,4,5,6 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7 
2,3,4,5,6,7,8 
3,4,5,6,7,8,9 
4,5,6,7,8,9,10 
5,6,7,8,9,10,11 
6,7,8,9,10,11,12 
7,8,9,10,11,12,13 
8,9,10,11,12,13,14 
Terminal Polarity 
A ^ B C D E ^ F ^ G ^ 
A ^ B C D E F ^ G ^ 
A ^ B ^ C D E F ^ G ^ 
A ^ B ^ C D E F G ^ 
A ^ B ^ C ^ D E F G ^ 
A ^ B ^ C ^ D E F G 
A^B^C^D^EFG' 
A B ^ C ^ D ^ E F G -
AB^C^D^E^FG-
A B C ^ D ^ E ^ F G " 
ABC^D^E^F^G-
A B C D ^ E ^ F ^ G ' 
AB'CD^E^F^G" 
A B C D E ^ F ^ G * 
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Leg voltages (i.e. voltages between points A,B,C,D,E,F,G and the negative rail of the 
dc bus N in Fig. 7.1) are considered first. The leg voltages are depicted in Fig. 7.3 obtained 
from the gate drive signal. 
2 K 3 n 4 n 5ic fin 
~T~ ~V -I -I -I 
871 9K 1 O n 1 m 1 2 J I 1 3 l l 
7 7 7 7 T 7 
2 7 t 
«P* 
S 0 
•r 
S1f 
S12 
S13 
S14 
_ 
_ 
. 
_ 
12 13 14 1 2 3 4 
- .4- - — 
S O 
) 
T 
1 
[ t |_ 
• 
8 9 10 
' 
> 
1 
* 1 
' 
•• 
11 
States 
Fig. 7.2. Driving switch signals for the fourteen-step mode. 
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y T T T T T 7C 
8jt 9jt 1 On 1 Ijt 1 2it 1 3 J I 2;i 
^ ^ 
^ ^ 
^ ^ 
^ z ; 
^ ^ 
^ z -
^ ^ 
; 
i i 1 i i 1 1 i i 1 
1 
1 I t I 1 1 
n 
1 
1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
States > 
Fig. 7.3. Leg Voltages for fourteen-step operation. 
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Leg vokages (i.e. voltages between points A,B,C,D,E,F,G and the negative rail of the 
dc bus N in Fig. 7.1) are considered first. The leg voltages are depicted in Fig. 7.3 obtained 
from the gate drive signal. 
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Fig. 7.2. Driving switch signals for the fourteen-step mode. 
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Fig. 7.3. Leg Voltages for fourteen-step operation. 
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Space vector model of the inverter is developed in the following section. Space vector 
of phase voltages in stationary reference frame is defined, using power invariant 
transformation, as: 
2 
v = -(v^+gVj,+a^v^+a^Vj+a*'v^+a'^v^+a\) (7.1) 
where a = exp(j27i/7), op = exp(j47t/7), a^ = exp(j67c/7), a* = exp(-j27i/5), a*^ = exp(-j47i/5), 
0*^= exp(-j67c/7) and * stands for a complex conjugate. 
Space vectors of leg voltages are obtained from Fig. 7.2 and equation (1) are given as 
14 
f2^ I ixr 
7;2cos(3;r/7) 
jUnll 
(7.2) 
It is seen that the leg voltages have magnitude of (2/7)VDc(2cos(7t/7) and are 
25.7142857° spatially apart. 
Phase-to-n«jtral voltages are investigated next. Phase-to-neutral voltages of the star 
connected load are most easily found by defining a voltage difference between the star point n 
of the load and the negative rail of the dc bus N. The following correlation then holds true: 
(7.3) 
Since the phase voltages in a star connected load sum to zero, summation of the equations 
(7.3) yields 
v^ = (6/7Xv^ + v^  + Vc + VD + Vg + v^ + v^) (7.4) 
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Substitution of (7.3) into (7.4) yields phase-to-neutral voltages of the load in the 
following form; 
K = (6/7)r, -(1/7)(F^ +V, +V^+V, +V, +V^) 
K -{6/7)V,-(\/7W, +V, +V^ +F^ +V, +V,) 
V, = ieiiy, -(i/7)(F, +v, +v^ +v, + v, +v^) 
v,=i6n)v^-{\nw,+v,+v,+v,+v,+v^) 
K-{6/7)v,-i\n)(v, +v, +v, +v^+v,+v^) ' . 
V, -i6/7)V^-il/7)(V,+V,+Vc+Vo + y, + y,) (7.5) 
„ n 2rt 3rt 4n 5ii 6K „ 
0 — — — — — — TT 
7 7 7 7 7 7 
8JI 9ii 1 On 1 IK 1 2jt 1 ?>n 271 
4Vnc/7 
-3VDC/7 
-4V|3c/7 
Vt 
Vc 
V, 
Ve 
Vf 
Va 
Fig. 7.4. Phase-to-neutral voltages of the seven-phase VSI in the fourteen-step 
mode of operation. 
The phase voltages in different modes are obtained by substituting leg voltages into 
equation (7.5) and their space vectors are determined using equation (7.1). The waveform of 
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Substitution of (7.3) into (7.4) yields phase-to-neutral voltages of the load in the 
following form: 
K = (6/7)F, -(1/7)(F^ +V, +V^+V, +V,+V^) 
V, = (6/7)Fe -(1/7)(F, +V, +V^ +V,+V, +V^) 
v,=i6n)v^-(\nw,+v,+Vc+v,+v,+v^) 
K =(6/7)V,-(l/7)(V, +V, +V, +V^ +V, +V^) ' . 
V, -{6n)v^-{\n){v, + v, + v, + v^^v, + v,) (7.5) 
„ n In 'in An Sn 6n 
y T T T T T 7t 
8!i 9K 1 OB 1 In I 2n 1 in In 
4Vnc/7 
3\W7 
-3VDC/7 
-4VDC/7 
Vt 
Va 
V, 
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Vf 
Va 
Fig. 7.4. Phase-to-neutral voltages of the seven-phase VSI in the fourteen-step 
mode of operation. 
The phase voltages in different modes are obtained by substituting leg voltages into 
equation (7.5) and their space vectors are determined using equation (7.1). The waveform of 
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phase voltages for seven phases is shown in Fig. 7.4. The space vectors for the first fourteen 
states are obtained as 
*^l phase 
14 phase 
'2^_i« 
V ICOSOTCII) 
, j o 
,;13ff/7 
(7.6) 
The Fourier analysis is once again carried out, recognising the quarter-wave 
symmetry, the waveform may be considered as odd function. The Fourier coefficients are 
obtained as. 
^'"-'^llmkin-x] 3 + cos(2« - ])— + cos(2rt -1) cos(2« - 1 ) — 7 7 7 (7.7) 
The expression in third bracket of equation (7.7) equals to zero for all the harmonics 
whose order is divisible by 7. For all the other harmonics it equals 7.5. Hence one can write 
the phase-to-neutral vohages as: 
F(0 = 
K ^ J 
f \ 1 1 ^ 
sin (Qt + -sin(3fi>/) + -sin(5tyO + -sm(9®/) 
+ —sin(l lfi)0 +—sin(13<yO + 
(7.8) 
From (7.8) it follows that the fundamental component of the output phase-to-neutral 
voltages has an RMS value equal to 
V. = ~V^ = 0.45F^ 
7t 
From Fig. 7.4 the mean square value is determined as, 
1 2 
Mean Square Value = — V^^ 
TV 
^3^^ 
\' J 
2V3, 
r4V rsV (A\^ 
+ 
\ ' j + - + 
'-1 
. 7 , + 
(AX (3\ 
v7y + \' J 
(7.9) 
7 " 4 9 ^ ^ 
(7.10) 
^rms - •yjMeaii Square Value = Vjx: 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (p.u.) is given by 
(7.11) 
V„m^=^{Vr„,sf-{Vif = 
V 7 , 
^V^^ 
v ^ y 
= 0.2055616499 (7.12) 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
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phase voltages for seven phases is shown in Fig. 7.4. The space vectors for the first fourteen 
states are obtained as 
I phase 
'2^_ i« 
V ICOSOTCII) 
, j o 
,;13;r/7 
(7.6) 
'^XA phase 
The Fourier analysis is once again carried out, recognising the quarter-wave 
symmetry, the waveform may be considered as odd function. The Fourier coefficients are 
obtained as. 
B. 2n-\ 3 + cos(2« - ])— + cos(2rt -1) cos(2« - 1 ) — 
7 7 7 
(7.7) 
The expression in third bracket of equation (7.7) equals to zero for all the harmonics 
whose order is divisible by 7. For all the other harmonics it equals 7.5. Hence one can write 
the phase-to-neutral vohages as: 
F(0 = 
^ ^ J 
^ 1 1 1 ^ 
sin cot + -sin(3o/) + -sin(5tyO + —sin(9®/) 
+ —sin(l \6)t) +—sin(13<yO + ... 
(7.8) 
From (7.8) it follows that the fundamental component of the output phase-to-neutral 
voltages has an RMS value equal to 
K 
(7.9) 
From Fig. 7.4 the mean square value is determined as, 
1 2 
Mean Square Value = — Vjy^ 
n 
(•h^ r4V r3^' ^ 
\u 
+ + + '-1 
. 7 , 
+ 
r4r ('i\ 
+ 
\ i j 1) 
n 12 
X — = 
7 49 
'DC 
2V3 
^rms - -JMean Square Value = Vjx: 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (p.u.) is given by 
(7.10) 
(7.11) 
V„r„^=^{Vr„,sf-{yif = 
V 7 , 
^4i^ 
V ^ J 
= 0.2055616499 (7.12) 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
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THD=^ 
rms total harmonic voltage 
rms total voltage 
0.2055616499 
(7.13) 
2V3/7 
0 4153837586 or 41 54% 
It is observed that the fundamental is still equal to the value obtainable with three, five 
and six-phase inverters However, the distortion in phase voUage is highest compared to the 
other phase numbers Simulation is once again carried out to verify the analytical approach 
The time domain and frequency domain waveform is shown in Fig 7 5 The magnitude of 
harmonic components are inverse of their order 
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Fig 7 5 Inverter phase 'a' vohage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental voltage 0 450158 (p u )), 
Highest harmonics Orders=[3 5] Values=[33 3333% 20%] 
The Line-to-line voltages are elaborated next There are three system of line-to-line 
voltage, adjacent, 1^  non-adjacent, and 2"'' non-adjacent, in contrast to a three-phase system 
where only one line-to-line voltage is defined and five-phase system where two systems of 
line voltages exists The second non-adjacent line voltages yields highest magnitude and 
hence it is taken up for discussion and the other two types are omitted The values of line 
voltages are obtained as the difference between the leg voltages and are plotted in Fig 7 6. 
The 2"^ Non-adjacent line-line voltage space vectors are calculated by substituting the 
values fi"om Table 7 5 into the defining expression (7 1) and are 
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THD = 
rms total harmonic voltage 
rms total voltage 
0 2055616499 
(7 13) 
2V3/7 
0 4153837586 or 41 54% 
It is observed that the fundamental is still equal to the value obtainable with three, five 
and six-phase inverters However, the distortion in phase voltage is highest compared to the 
other phase numbers Simulation is once again carried out to verify the analytical approach 
The time domain and frequency domain waveform is shown in Fig 7 5 The magnitude of 
harmonic components are inverse of their order 
Phase Vol tage "Va" 
1 1 [ 
0 S 
OJ 0 _ 
200 400 600 800 1000 
Frequency (Hz) 
120O 1400 1600 
Fig 7 5 Inverter phase 'a' vohage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental voltage 0 450158 (p u )), 
Highest harmonics Orders-[3 5] Values=[33.3333% 20%] 
The Line-to-line voltages are elaborated next There are three system of line-to-line 
voltage, adjacent, 1^  non-adjacent, and 2" non-adjacent, in contrast to a three-phase system 
where only one line-to-line voltage is defined and five-phase system where two systems of 
line voltages exists The second non-adjacent line voltages yields highest magnitude and 
hence it is taken up for discussion and the other two types are omitted The values of line 
voltages are obtained as the difference between the leg voltages and are plotted in Fig 7 6 
The 2™* Non-adjacent line-line voltage space vectors are calculated by substituting the 
values fi-om Table 7 5 into the defining expression (7 1) and are 
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Fig. 7.6. The 2°^  Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages of seven phase VSI for various modes. 
Fourier analysis is done and the resulting coefficients of the Fourier series for 2"^ Non-
adjacent line-to-line voltages, by considering odd quarter-wave symmetry, are: 
B. 4V, 2n-l Dc 7t(2n-l) 
The series will be: 
z cos(2w-l)— 
14 (7.15) 
4V> Dc n cos(2n-l)— 
14 sin( 2/1 - X)o>t (7.16) 
From (7.16) it follows that the fundamental component of the output phase-to-neutral voltages 
has an RMS value equal to 
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Fourier analysis is done and the resulting coefficients of the Fourier series for T^ Non-
adjacent line-to-line voltages, by considering odd quarter-wave symmetry, are: 
B 4V> 2n-l Dc 7t(2n-l) 
The series will be: 
cos(2w-l)— 
14 (7.15) 
4F, Dc n cos(2n-l)— 
14 sin( 2/1 - \)(ot (7.16) t,7t{2n-\) 
From (7.16) it follows that the fundamental component of the output phase-to-neutral voltages 
has an RMS value equal to 
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V^ = 0 877743 5064 F ^ 
From Fig. 7.6 the mean square value is determined as. 
Mean Square Value = —YDC \^ — ^ ~^DC DC 
^rms - '\j^i<''an Square Valve = Vix; 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (p u ) is given by 
(7 17) 
(7.18) 
(7 19) 
^ / 4 2 ^ 
V 7 y 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rm s total harmonic voltage 
- (O 8777435064f = 0 2944642493 (7 20) 
THD = 
r m s total voltage 
0 2944642493 
(7.21) 
= 0 3180577408 or 31 81% 
42/7 
The distortion in the line vohages is quite high The simulation result id presented in 
Fig. 7.7. 
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spectrum in frequency domain, Fundamental 0 877735, Highest harmonics Orders= [3 5] 
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F^= 0 877743 5064 Foe 
From Fig 7 6 the mean square value is determined as. 
Mean Square Value = —V^pc 1^  — ~ ~^DC 
TT 1 1 
^rms - -^^i^f-in Square Va/iic = Fj^-
Total harmonic r m.s. voltage (p u ) is given by 
(7 17) 
(7.18) 
(7 19) 
VHrr.s-^{r,„J-ird'= '^^''' 
V 7 J 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
r m s total harmonic voltage 
- (O 8777435064)^ = 0 2944642493 (7 20) 
THD = 
rms total voltage 
0 2944642493 
(7 21) 
= 0 3180577408 or 31 81% 
42/7 
The distortion in the line voltages is quite high The simulation result id presented in 
Fig 7 7 
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It is important to note at this stage that the space vectors described by (7 1) provides 
mapping of inverter vohages into a two dimensional space However, since seven-phase 
inverter essentially requires description in a seven-dimensional space not all the harmonics 
contained in (7 7) and (7 8) will be encompassed by the space vector of (7 1) In particular, 
space vectors calculated using (7 1) will only represent harmonics of the order 14k±l, k = 0, 
1,2,3 , that is, the first, the thirteenth, the fifteenth, and so on Harmonics of the order 7k, 
k= 1,2,3 , cannot appear due to the isolated neutral point However, harmonics of the order 
7k±2, and 7k±4, k = 1, 3, 5 are present in (7 7) and (7 8) but are not encompassed by the 
space vector definition of (7 1) These harmonics in essence appear in the second and third 
two-dimensional space, which requires introduction of the second and third space vectors for 
the seven-phase system This issue will be addressed in section (7 4) 
7.2.2 6;r radian CONDUCTION MODE 
Keeping consistency with previous chapters, another conduction angle equal — rad 
is investigated for a seven-phase VSI. In this mode each switch conducts for —radians The 
gating signals are shown in Fig 7 8 and the corresponding switches being on are listed in 
Table 7 2 
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Fig 7 8 Gating signals for —radians conduction mode 
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It is important to note at this stage that the space vectors described by (7.1) provides 
mapping of inverter vohages into a two dimensional space. However, since seven-phase 
inverter essentially requires description in a seven-dimensional space not all the harmonics 
contained in (7.7) and (7.8) will be encompassed by the space vector of (7.1). In particular, 
space vectors calculated using (7.1) will only represent harmonics of the order 14k±l, k = 0, 
1,2,3 , that is, the first, the thirteenth, the fifteenth, and so on. Harmonics of the order 7k, 
k= 1,2,3..., cannot appear due to the isolated neutral point. However, harmonics of the order 
7k±2, and 7k±4, k = 1, 3, 5... are present in (7.7) and (7.8) but are not encompassed by the 
space vector definition of (7.1). These harmonics in essence appear in the second and third 
two-dimensional space, which requires introduction of the second and third space vectors for 
the seven-phase system. This issue will be addressed in section (7.4). 
1.1.2 — radian CONDUCTION MODE 
7 
Keeping consistency with previous chapters, another conduction angle equal — rad 
is investigated for a seven-phase VSI. In this mode each switch conducts for —radians. The 
gating signals are shown in Fig. 7.8 and the corresponding switches being on are listed in 
Table 7.2. 
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Fig. 7.8. Gating signals for —radians conduction mode. 
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Table 7 2 Switches position in each mode for — radians conduction mode 
Modes 
12 
13 
14 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Switches ON 
1,10,11,12,13,14 
1,2,11,12,13,14 
1,2,3,12,13,14 
1,2,3,4,13,14 
1,2,3,4,5,14 
1,2,3,4,5,6 
2,3,4,5,6,7 
3,4,5,6,7,8 
4,5,6,7,8,9 
5,6.7,8.9.10 
6,7,8,9,10,11 
7,8,9,10,11,12 
8.9,10,11,12,13 
9.10,11.12,13,14 
Terminal Polarity 
ABCDEFG 
+ 0 - - - + + 
ABCDEFG 
ABCDEFG 
ABCDEFG 
ABCDEFG 
ABCDEFG 
ABCDEFG 
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Fig. 7.9. Phase-to-neutral voltages for —radians conduction mode. 
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6jt Table 7 2 Switches position in each mode for — radians conduction mode. 
Modes 
12 
13 
14 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Switches ON 
1,10,11,12,13,14 
1,2,11,12,13,14 
1,2,3,12,13,14 
1,2,3,4,13.14 
1,2,3,4,5,14 
1,2,3,4,5,6 
2,3,4,5,6,7 
3,4,5,6,7,8 
4,5,6,7,8,9 
5,6,7,8,9,10 
6,7,8,9,10,11 
7,8,9,10,11,12 
8,9,10,11.12,13 
9,10,11,12,13,14 
Terminal Polarity 
ABCDEFG 
ABCDEFG 
+ + - - - 0 + 
ABCDEFG 
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+ + + o 
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Fig. 7.9. Phase-to-neutral voltages for —radians conduction mode. 
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n It is seen from Fig. 7.8 that a dead band of —radians is available providing inherent 
protection of the power switches of the same leg from short circuit. The leg vohage 
waveforms are presented in Fig. 7.9 and used for the calculation of phase vohages. The 
corresponding phase-to-neutral voltages are found using equation (7.5).The waveform of 
phase voltages is shown in Fig. 7.10. 
The Fourier analysis is carried out and the coefficient are obtained as; 
^in-\ - Lu 14 t^xi2n-l)7r 
no-t '"' ^ Cos(2n -1)—Sm(2n - l)a}t 
(7.22) 
(7.23) 
; ^ i ( 2 « - i ) ^ 
From (7.23) it follows that the fiindamental sinusoidal component of the output phase-
to-neutral voltages has an RMS value equal to 
F„= 0.4388717532 F£,C (7 24) 
From Fig. 7.9, mean square value is determined as: 
Mean Square Value = — 
n 
-VDC X - ^ 
V' 
- V^ 
>/42, 
Vrms =-7-7-''DC 14 
(7.25) 
(7.26) 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (pu.) is given by 
^V42^' ' 
14 n 
^K^ 
\^ 
14 vi^y; 
= 0.1472321246 (7.27) 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rm.s. total harmonic voltage 
THD = 
r.m.s. total voltage 
0.14723 
(7.28) 
= 0.3180577407 or 31.8% 
/42/14 
The theoretical value of THD in this conduction mode is significantly reduced (almost 
10%) compared to conventional 180° conduction mode. This is due to the symmetrical 
switching pattern in this conduction mode. This value is same as the one in second non-
adjacent line vohage of 180° conduction mode. 
The simulation results are illustrated in Fig. 7.10. 
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Fig. 7.10. Inverter phase ' Va' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz) 
The spectrum shows the fundamental equal to 0.4388 p.u and the lowest order 
harmonic as 3"* and 5"" equal to 26.73% and 8 9%, respectively. Once again a significant 
reduction in these harmonics are achieved Thus the losses and hence the efficiency of the 
motor drive using this conduction mode will improve The most dominant harmonics of d-q 
plane are 13* and 15*^  as 7 69% and 6 67%, respectively. It is important to note that these 
harmonic of d-q plane do not change due to change in the conduction angle The reason of 
reduction in 3"*, 5^ '' 9* and ll ' ' ' is due to the reduction in the magnitude of xl-yl and x2-y2 
plane vectors. The d-q plane vector does not change leading to the same harmonic 
components which are associated with this plane This issue is further elaborated in the next 
chapter 
Second Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages are determined next. The waveform of the 
line voltages obtained using the same procedure as the one adopted in the previous sections, 
are elaborated in Fig. 11. It is observed that the output of second non-adjacent line-to-line 
vohages takes on values of ±-Vix;, ± Vj,c and 0 and the on duration is 180°. 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
(Vad) as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are 
B 2«- f' 
„=i(2n-l)^ ^ Cos^(2n-\) — 14 (7.29) 
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Fig 7 10 Inverter phase 'Va' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz) 
The spectrum shows the fundamental equal to 0 4388 p u and the lowest order 
harmonic as 3"^^ and S"* equal to 26 73% and 8 9%, respectively Once again a significant 
reduction in these harmonics are achieved Thus the losses and hence the efficiency of the 
motor drive using this conduction mode will improve The most dominant harmonics of d-q 
plane are 13* and 15''' as 7 69% and 6 67%, respectively It is important to note that these 
harmonic of d-q plane do not change due to change in the conduction angle The reason of 
reduction in 3'^ '*, 5"* 9* and ll'*" is due to the reduction in the magnitude of xl-yl and x2-y2 
plane vectors The d-q plane vector does not change leading to the same harmonic 
components which are associated with this plane This issue is further elaborated in the next 
chapter 
Second Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages are determined next The waveform of the 
line voltages obtained using the same procedure as the one adopted in the previous sections, 
are elaborated in Fig 11 It is observed that the output of second non-adjacent line-to-line 
voltages takes on values of ±—Vj^, + F^^ and 0 and the on duration is 180° 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
(Vad) as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are 
^ 4V 
;:ri(2«-i)^ 
^ Cos^{2n-\) — 
14 
(7 29) 
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7 
And hence, the series is: 
n Cos^{2n-\)—Sm(2n-\)<at 
;^j(2/j-l);r 14 (7.30) 
From (7.30) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output second 
non-adjacent line-to-line voltages has an RMS value equal to 
V„^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ Cos^(2n -1)— = 0.8557366441 Vr>c 
n 14 
From Fig. 7.11, mean square value is determined as: 
MeanSquareValue = 1 
TT 
[-Vvc] x f + C ^ - O c f x f ^ ( V o c 
TT 
X — 
7 
(7.31) 
14 
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And hence, the series is: 
n Cos^{2n-\)—Sm(2n-\)<at 
;^j(2/j-l);r 14 (7.30) 
From (7.30) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output second 
non-adjacent line-to-line voltages has an RMS value equal to 
V„^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ Cos^(2n -1)— = 0.8557366441 Vr>c 
n 14 
From Fig. 7.11, mean square value is determined as: 
MeanSquareValue = 1 
TT 
[-Vvc] x f + C ^ - O c f x f ^ ( V o c 
TT 
X — 
7 
(7.31) 
14 
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Total harmonic r m s voltage (p u ) is given by 
(7 33) 
V„r„.s=WnnJ^^\f 
\f nT\ 
V,14^ 
- (0 85573^ =0 2311473159 
(7.34) 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
r m s total harmonic voltage 
THD = 
rm.s total voltage 
0 231147 
(7 35) 
= 0 2607693413 or 24 07 % 
VlI/14 
It is clearly observed that the THD improves in this conduction mode compared to the 
conventional 180° conduction mode The reduction in THD is almost 7 74% . 
The spectrum obtained using simulation is shown in Fig 7 12 
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F_=J-F; 
14 DC 
(7 33) 
Total harmonic r m s voltage (p u ) is given by 
^Hrms -yVniiJ ~V \) 
i 1^] (0 85573^ =0 2311473159 (7 34) 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rms total harmonic voltage 
THD = 
rms total voltage 
0 231147 
(7 35) 
= 0 2607693413 or 24 07 % 
Vn/14 
It is clearly observed that the THD improves in this conduction mode compared to the 
conventional 180° conduction mode The reduction in THD is almost 7 74% . 
The spectrum obtained using simulation is shown in Fig 7 12 
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7.2.3 — radian CONDUCTION MODE 
7 
Another conduction mode where each switch conducts for — radians is investigated 
7 
The gating signals are shown in Fig. 7.13 and switches being 'ON' are listed in Table 7.3. It is 
seen that once again two legs are kept idle for every — radians interval. 
The phase-to-neutral voltages are found once again using equation (3.5). The phase 
voltages are also obtained adopting the same procedure and the resulting waveforms are 
presented in Fig. 7.14. 
Sn Table 7.3. Switches position in each mode for —radians conduction mode. 
Modes 
12 
13 
14 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Switches ON 
1,11,12,13,14 
1,2,12,13,14 
1,2,3,13,14 
1,2,3,4,14 
1,2,3,4,5 
2,3,4,5,6 
3,4,5,6,7 
4,5,6,7,8 
5,6,7,8,9 
6,7,8,9,10 
7,8,9,10,11 
8,9,10,11,12 
9,10,11,12,13 
10,11,12,13,14 
Terminal Polarity 
+ o o + + 
ABCDEFG 
+ 0 o + 
ABCDEFG 
+ + o - - o + 
ABCDEFG 
ABCDEFG 
+ + + o o 
ABCDEFG 
o + + o 
ABCDEFG 
o + + + o - -
ABCDEFG 
ABCDEFG 
- o + + + o -
ABCDEFG 
ABCDEFG 
o + + + o 
ABCDEFG 
ABCDEFG 
o o + + + 
ABCDEFG 
ABCDEFG 
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Fig. 7.21. Gating signals for —radians conduction mode. 
Fig. 7.14. Phase-to-neutral voltages for —radians conduction mode. 
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Fig. 7.14. Phase-to-neutral voltages for —radians conduction mode. 
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Fourier analysis of the voltage waveforms is undertaken using the same approach as 
that of previous sections. The waveforms of the phase to neutral voltages possess odd quarter-
wave symmetry. In case of phase-to-neutral voltage Va, shown in Fig. 7.14, the coefficients of 
the Fourier series are: 
^2n-i =2!: 
8V, DC It An 6jr 
Cos{ln -1) - + Cos{2n -1)—Cos{2n - 1 ) — (7.36) ;^5;r(2»-l)L 
The expression in equation (7.36) equals to zero for all the harmonics whose order is 
divisible by 7. Hence one can write the phase-to-neutral voltages sinusoidal series as: 
"W-IT 
SI DC Cos{2n-\) —+CosCln-\)—Cos{2n-\)^ Sin{2n-\)wt (7.37) 
From (7.37) it follows that the fiindamental sinusoidal component of the output phase-
to-neutral voltages has an RMS value equal to 
F^= 0.3966625517 Foe (7 38) 
From Fig. 7.14, mean square value is determined as: 
MeanSquareValue = — 
n 
= —F, 
35 DC 
(7.39) 
' fwtfc — t / ' i 
'35 DC 
Total harmonic r.m.s. voltage (p.u.) is given by 
VHnns-]^\„J-^\1-
N2 
-(0.3966625517)^ =0.1186903177 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rm.s. total harmonic voltage 
THD = 
r.m.s. total voltage 
0.1186903177 
V6/35 = 0.2866643516 or 28.67% 
(7.40) 
(7.41) 
(7.42) 
It is clearly observed that the THD improves in this conduction mode compared to the 
conventional 180° conduction mode. The reduction in THD is almost 12.87% . 
Spectrum obtained using simulation is presented in Fig. 7.15. 
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Fig 7 15 Inverter phase 'Va' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental 0 396661 , Highest 
. harmonics Orders=[5 9] Values=[21 5211% 11.9566%]. 
It is observed that the fundamental is reduced by almost 11% compared to the 
fourteen-step mode of operation (180° conduction mode) but the 3"* and 11*'' harmonics 
reduced by 30 8% and 9% respectively, 5'*" and 9'*" harmonics remain the same As already it 
was mentioned that 13* and Is"' harmonics remain same for all conduction modes 
Second Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages are determined next The resulting 
waveform is shown in Fig 7 16 It is observed that the output of first non-adjacent line-to-line 
voltages takes on values of ± — ^ ^/x:' - ^DC ^ ^ 0. The on duration is — radians 
' l ^ d ' 
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Phase Voltage "Va" 
0 06 
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Fig 7 15 Inverter phase 'Va' voltage time domain waveform and its harmonic spectrum in 
frequency domain (Fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, Fundamental 0 396661 , Highest 
. harmonics Orders=[5 9] Values=[21 5211% 11 9566%] 
It is observed that the fundamental is reduced by almost 11% compared to the 
fourteen-step mode of operation (180° conduction mode) but the 3'^ '^  and ll'*' harmonics 
reduced by 30 8% and 9% respectively, 5"" and 9*'' harmonics remain the same As already it 
was mentioned that 13**" and 15"^  harmonics remain same for all conduction modes 
Second Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages are determined next The resuking 
waveform is shown in Fig. 7 16. It is observed that the output of first non-adjacent line-to-line 
voltages takes on values of ± —V^^, ± Vj^^. and 0 The on duration is — radians 
'0S^ 
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Sfr Fig. 7.16. Second Non-adjacent line-to-line voltages for—radians conduction mode. 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
(Vad) as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are: 
2^w-l = 2 " DC ;^j5;r(2/i-l)L 
And hence, the series is: 
^ Arl 
2Cos{2n - 1 ) — + 3Cos{2n - 1 ) — (7.43) 
« • lCos{2n -1) — + 3Co5(2n - 1 ) — Sin{2n - \)(ot (7.44) 
;^i5;r(2«-l) 
From (7.44) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output of 
second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages has an RMS value equal to 
V^ = 0.7734347867 F^c (7.45) 
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The coefficients of the Fourier series for second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages 
(Vad) as they possess odd quarter-wave symmetry, are: 
2^«-i = 2 ; 
Al DC 
^5;r(2/i-l)L 
And hence, the series is: 
^ Arl 
2Cos(2n -1)— + 3Cos{2n - 1 ) — (7.43) 
« • 2Cosi2n -1) — + 3Cos{2n - 1 ) — Sm{2n - \)(ot (7.44) 
;^i5;r(2«-l) 
From (7.44) it follows that the fundamental sinusoidal component of the output of 
second non-adjacent line-to-line voltages has an RMS value equal to 
V^ = 0.7734347867 F^c (7.45) 
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From Fig. 7.26, mean square value is determined as 
Mean Square Value - 2 ^ 1 'DC 
108^ 
175' 
,2 
DC 
35 DC 
(7 46) 
(7,47) 
Total harmonic r m s voltage (p u ) is given by 
6V21 
35 
-(0773435)' =0 137628078 
(7 48) 
; 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rms total harmonic voltage 
THD = 
rms total voltage 
0137628 
(7 49) 
6V2T/35 0.1751919682 orl7 52% 
THD reduces by 14 29% in comparison to that of the conventional 180° conduction 
mode This is a significant improvement over the fourteen-step operation The simulation is 
done to investigate the harmonic performance and the resuhing spectrum is shown in Fig 
7 17 
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Fig. 7.17. Inverter second non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vad' voltage time domain waveform and 
its harmonic spectrum in frequency domain[Fundamental frequency is 50 Fundamental 
0 773435 , Highest harmonics Orders=[5 13] Values=[9 57755% 7 69222%] 
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From Fig. 7.26, mean square value is determined as 
Mean Square Value = \voc] xf+(F«:)^xi^. (2. 'DC 108 ^ 175 'DC 
V = 
' rms 35 DC 
(7 46) 
(7 47) 
Total harmonic r m s voltage (p u ) is given by 
^6V^^' 
35 
(0 773435)' =0 137628078 
(7 48) 
Hence total harmonic distortion is 
rms tola! harmonic voltage 
THD^ 
rms total voltage 
0137628 
(7 49) 
6V2T/35 
0 1751919682 orl7 52% 
THD reduces by 14 29% in comparison to that of the conventional 180° conduction 
mode This is a significant improvement over the fourteen-step operation The simulation is 
done to investigate the harmonic performance and the resulting spectrum is shown in Fig 
7 17 
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Fig 7 17 Inverter second non-adjacent line-to-line 'Vad' voltage time domain waveform and 
its harmonic spectrum in frequency domain[Fundamental frequency is 50 Fundamental. 
0 773435 , Highest harmonics Orders=[5 13] Values-[9 57755% 7 69222%] 
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7.3 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF VARIOUS CONDUCTION MODES 
A comparative study of the quality of output phase-to-neutrai voltages and second 
non-adjacent line-line voltages are carried out using the simulation results and are listed in 
Table 7.4 and Table 7.5, respectively. 
rable 7.4. Comparison of fiindamental phase voltages and its harmonic content 
Phase Voltage (L-n) Va 
Order of 
Harmonics 
Fundamental 
3"" of Fund. 
5th 
9* 
ir 
n"* 15th 
17"" 
igtn 
23rd 
25"" 
THD 
WTHD 
7t radian 
conduction mode 
0.450159 
33.3335% 
20.0001% 
11.1109% 
9.09069% 
7.69221% 
6.66675% 
5.88256% 
5.26332% 
4.34766% 
3.99979% 
36.99% 
20.45% 
(mil radian 
conduction mode 
0.438872 
26.7313% 
8.90084% 
4.94491% 
7.29034% 
7.69231% 
6.66667% 
4.71728% 
2.34233% 
1.93496% 
3.20775% 
30.29% 
16.66% 
57t/7 radian 
conduction mode 
0.396661 
2.53668% 
21.5211% 
11.9566% 
0.690304% 
7.6927% 
6.66632% 
0.448632% 
5.66328% 
4.67879% 
0.303066% 
12.58% 
3.53% 
Table 7.19. Comparison of &ndamental second Non-adjacent line voltages and its harmonic 
content. 
Line-Line (2'*' Non-adjacent) Voltage Vad 
Order of 
Harmonics 
Fundamental 
3"* of Fund. 
5" 
gtii 
11* 
13"" 
15"' 
17"" 
19» 
23rd 
25"' 
THD 
WTHD 
n radian 
conduction mode 
0.877747 
26.7321% 
8.90219% 
4.94351 
7.28936% 
7.69194% 
6.66699 
4.71822% 
2.3437% 
1.93358% 
3.20678% 
30.29% 
16.66% 
6}r/7 radian 
conduction mode 
0.855738 
21.4372% 
3.96155% 
2.20038% 
5.84601% 
7.69212% 
6.66683% 
3.78334% 
1.04274% 
0.860832% 
2.57203% 
25.19% 
13.67% 
5jt/7 radian 
conduction mode 
0.773435 
2.03351% 
9.57755% 
5.32135% 
0.554318% 
7.69222% 
6.66674% 
0.359034% 
2.52018% 
2.08246% 
0.243778% 
11.75% 
3.08% 
It is observed from the Tables 7.4-7.5 that the 3"* and 11**" harmonic content in output 
5;r 
for — radians conduction mode are the least but the 5* and 9* harmonic content in output 
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6^ for —radians conduction mode are the least. There is a marginal loss of fundamental m case 
of —radians compared to 180° conduction mode (almost 3% drop). The loss in 
fundamental in case of —radians conduction mode is significant (12% drop). Thus it may 
be concluded that during stepped operation of inverter —radians conduction mode may be 
used instead of conventional 180° or fourteen-step mode. 
7.4 PWM MODE OF OPERATION 
If a seven-phase VSI is operated in PWM mode, apart from the already described 
fourteen states there will be additional 114 Switching states. The number of possible 
switching states is in general equal to 2", where w is the number of inverter legs (i.e. output 
phases). This correlation is valid for any two-level VSI. Table 7.20 summarises the additional 
switching states which are associated with PWM mode of operation and which are absent in 
the fourteen-step mode of operation. Switches that are 'on' and the corresponding terminal 
polarity are included in the Table 7.20 As can be seen from Table 7.20 the remaining 114 
switching states encompass four possible situations: all the states when four switches from 
upper (or lower) half and three from the lower (or upper) half of the inverter are 'on' (states 1-
14, 29-42, 43-56, 85-99. 98-112); two states \^^en either all the seven upper (or lower) 
switches are 'on' (statesl27 and 128); all the states when five switches from upper (or 
lower)and two from upper (or lower) half of the inverter are 'on' (states 15-28, 57-70,113-
126); and remaining states with six switches from the upper (or lower) half and one switch 
from the lower (or upper) half in conduction mode (states 71-84). The phase to neutral 
voltages are elaborated using the same approach as that of the previous sections. 
The phase vokage values are listed in Table 7.21 and the corresponding space vectors 
for 15-126 are obtained using equation (7.1) and are given by expressions (7.50)-(7.57). The 
complete space vector model of phase voltage is shown in Fig. 7.18. 
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Table 7.20 Modes of operation of seven phase voltage source invert 
states 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
Switches ON 
1,2,3,5,11,13,14 
1,2,3,4,6,12,14 
1,2,3,4,5,7,13 
2,3,4,5,6,8,14 
1,3,4,5,6,7,9 
2,4,5,6,7,8,10 
3,5,6,7,8,9,11 
4,6,7,8,9,10,12 
5,7,8,9,10,11,13 
6,8,9,10,11,12,14 
7,9,10,11,12,13 
2,8,10,11,12,13,14 
1,3,9,11,12,13,14 
1,2,4,10,12,13,14 
1,2,4,5,10,13,14 
1,2,3,5,6,11,14 
1,2,3,4,6,7,12 
2,3,4,5,7,8,13 
3,4,5,6,8,9,14 
1,4,5,6,7,9,10 
2,5,6,7,8,10,11 
3,6,7,8,9,11,12 
4,7,8,9,10,12,13 
5,8,9,10,11,13,14 
1,6,9,10,11,12,14 
1,2,7,10,11,12,13 
2,3,8,11,12,13,14 
1,3,4,9,12,13,14 
1,2,3,4,7,12,13 
2,3,4,5,8,13,14 
1,3,4,5,6,9,14 
1,2,4,5,6,7,10 
2,3,5,6,7,8,11 
3,4,6,7,8,9,12 
4,5,7,8,9,10,13 
5,6,8,9,10,11,14 
1,6,7,9,10,11,12 
2,7,8,10,11,12,13 
3,8,9,11,12,13,14 
1,4,9,10,12,13,14 
1,2,5,10,1,13,14 
1,2,3,6,11,12,14 
2,3,4,8,12,13,14 
1,3,4,5,9,13,14 
1,2,4,5,6,10,14 
1,2,3,5,6,7,11 
2,3,4,6,7,8,12 
3,4,5,7,8,9,13 
4,5.6,8,9,10,14 
1,5,6,7,9,10,11 
2,6,7,8,10,11,12 
3,7,8,9,11,12.13 
4,8,9,10,12,13,14 
1,5,9,10,11,13,14 
1,2,6,10,11,12,14 
1,2,3,7,11,12,13 
Terminal Polarity 
A"B^C"DEF"G" 
A*B*CDEFG-
A*B*C*D^"FG* 
AB^C^DE'FG 
A'B^CD^E'FG-
ABC^D^EFG" 
A ' B * C * D " E V G -
ABCD"E^F"G-
A ^ C ^ D ' E ' F ^ G " 
A B C D E ^ r G -
A ^ B C D I E V G ^ 
ABCDEF^G* 
A ' B ^ C ' D E V G ^ 
A ^ B C D E F G " 
A " B " C ^ E r G ^ 
A^B^C"DEF*G-
A"B*C"D'E-FG-
AB'^C^D'ETG* 
A B * C ^ E " F G 
A ^ C ^ D ^ E ^ G 
A"B"C*D"EF*G-
A'B*C'D*E'T'*G' 
AB"CD"ElFG* 
ABC^DE'F'^G" 
A"BCDE"F*G 
A^BCD^EF^G* 
AB^CDET^G^ 
A'B'CDE^FG" 
A*B"CT)*ErG^ 
AB*Cl)"ETG" 
A ^ B ^ C D E ^ F G ' 
A"BC'D"EFG 
AB'ClD^EF^G-
A"B*C"D*E^"G 
ABC'D^E^FG" 
ABC"DE^*G-
A'BCD^E'F^G 
A B C D ^ T ' G * 
AB'CDE^F^G^ 
A 'BCDE 'FG* 
A^BC^D-ET^G^ 
A^^CDEF^G" 
AB^CDEFG* 
A"B*C^D"E^-G" 
A"BC*DE'FG' 
A^*C*D*E"rG-
AB'CD'^EFG 
AB*C"D"E"FG" 
A B C ^ D E T ^ G 
A B C ^ D l i V G -
ABCD^EF^G* 
A B " C D ^ E T ^ * G * 
ABCDE^FG" 
A " B C ^ D E ^ F * G " 
A"BCDEF^G 
A*B*C D'^EF'G* 
States 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
Switches ON 
1,2,4,6,10,12,14 
1,2,3,5,7,11,13 
2,3,4,6,8,12,14 
1,3,4,5,7,9,13 
2,4,5,6,8,10,14 
1,3,5,6,7,9,11 
2,4,6,7,8,10,12 
3,5,7,8,9,11,13 
4,6,8,9,10,12,14 
1,5,7,9,10,11,13 
2,6,8,10,11,12,14 
1,3,7,9,11,12,13 
2,4,8,10,12,13,14 
1,3,5,9,11,13,14 
2,35,8,11,13,14 
1,3,4,6,9,12,14 
1,2,4,5,7,10,13 
2,3,5,6,8,11,14 
1,3,4,6,7,9,12 
2,4,5,7,8,10,13 
3,5,6,8,9,11,14 
1,4,6,7,9,10,12 
2,5,7,8,10,11,13 
3,6,8,9,11,12,14 
1,4,7,9,10,12,13 
2,5,8,10,11,13,14 
1,3,6,9,11,12,14 
1,2,4,7,10,12,13 
1,2,5,6,10,11,14 
1,2,3,6,7,11,12 
2,3,4,7,8,12,13 
3,4,5,8,9,13,14 
1,4,5,6,9,10,14 
1,2,5,6,7,10,11 
2,3,6,7,8,11,12 
3,4,7,8,9,12,13 
4,5,8,9,10,13,14 
1,5,6,9,10,11,14 
1,2,6.7,10,11,12 
2,3,7,8,11,12,13 
3,4,8,9,12,13,14 
1,4,5,9,10,13,14 
1,3,4,7,9,12,13 
2,4,5,8,10,13,14 
1,3,5,6,9,11,14 
1,2,4,6,7,10,12 
2,3,5,7,8,11,13 
3,4,6,8.9,12,14 
1,4,5,7,9,10,13 
2,5,6,8,10,11,14 
1,3,6,7,9,11,12 
2,4,7,8,10,12,13 
3,5,8,9,11,13,14 
1,4,6,9,10,12,14 
1,2,5,7,10,11,13 
2,3,6,8,11,12,14 
2,4,6,8,10,12,14 
1,3,5,7,9,11,13 
Terminal Polarity 
A"BCDE"F"G-
A*B'C"D'EF*G" 
A B ' C D E F G " 
A*B*C*T>^*¥-G" 
A B C ^ E F G 
A^B'Cli'E'T^G" 
A"BC'D*E"F'G-
AB 'C 'D^^F 'G ' 
A B C D E ^ F G 
A"BC^D"E^"G^ 
A B C D E r G -
A^B"C'D^^"G" 
ABC"D"ET"G' 
A^B^C"DElF*G* 
AB"C"D-E-rG" 
A ^ ' C D E ^ F G -
A^BC'D'EFG" 
A B ' C D E ' F ' G ' 
A'B 'CDlE^G" 
A B C ^ ^ F G * 
A B ' C ^ E ^ ^ G " 
A ^ B C D ^ ^ G -
A"B C'D'EF^G* 
A B ^ C D E V G " 
A ' B C D ' E ^ G * 
ABClJEF^G^ 
A'B^CDE^F^G" 
A'BCT)^FG'^ 
A*BCl)'E-F*G' 
A"B*CD"EF^G" 
AB'C'D'EF-G^ 
AB*C"D"E"FG* 
A^BC^D'E^FG" 
A^B C^D^EF^G-
AB^CD^ET^G" 
AB^CDVFG* 
A B C D E ' F G * 
A'BC^DET'G-
A'BCDlE"F"G' 
A B ' C D ^ T ' G " 
AB'CDE^FG* 
A"BC"D-E^FG^ 
A^B^CD'E^G* 
A B C T ^ E F G " 
A*B^CT)E*F"G-
A '^BCD^TG 
AB^C'D^T^G* 
AB*C"DE*FG-
A " B C D ^ " F G ' 
ABC^DET^G" 
A'B^CD'ElF'G" 
A B C D ' E T G " 
A"B^C"DE*F"G" 
A^BCDE'FG-
A^B"C*D^E'F"G^ 
A B ' C D E r G -
A'B'CDEFG-
A'B^C^^E^F^G* 
^•^pt^i^ 
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Switching 
States 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 , 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
Table 7.21. Phase voltages (p.u.) values for PWM mode. 
Switches 
ON 
1,2,3,5,11,13,14 
1,2,3,4,6,12,14 
1,2,3,4,5,7,13 
2,3,4,5,6,8,14 
1,3,4,5,6,7,9 
2,4,5,6,7,8,10 
3,5,6,7,8,9,11 
4,6,7,8,9,10,12 
5,7,8,9,10,11,13 
6,8,9,10,11,12,14 
7,9,10,11,12,13 
2,8,10,11,12,13,14 
1,3,9,11,12,13,14 
1,2,4,10,12,13,14 
1,2,4,5,10,13,14 
1,2,3,5,6,11,14 
1,2,3,4,6,7,12 
2,3,4,5,7,8,13 
3,4,5,6,8,9,14 
1,4,5,6,7,9,10 
2,5,6,7,8,10,11 
3,6,7,8,9,11,12 
4,7,8,9,10,12,13 
5,8,9,10,11,13,14 
1,6,9,10,11,12,14 
1,2,7,10,11,12,13 
2,3,8,11,12,13,14 
1,3,4,9,12,13,14 
1,2,3,4,7,12,13 
2,3,4,5,8,13,14 
1,3,4,5,6,9,14 
1,2,4,5,6,7,10 
2,3,5,6,7,8,11 
Space 
vectors 
^ISphose 
^\6 phase 
^n phase 
^n phase 
^9 phase 
'^20 phase 
21 phase 
^22 phase 
2i phase 
'^TAphase 
^25 phase 
26phase 
^27 phase 
^2Sphase 
^29 phase 
"30 phase 
31 phase 
^32 phase 
V 
33 phase 
V 
34 phase 
^35 phase 
36phase 
^3Tphase 
'^3S phase 
^39 phase 
40 phase 
4\ phase 
42 phase 
43 phase 
44 phase 
V 
45 phase 
46 phase 
47 phase 
Va 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
4/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
Vb 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
Vc 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
4/7 
3/7 
Vd 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
Ve 
-5/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
Vf 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-3/7 
4/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
Vg 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
5/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
-3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
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48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
3,4,6,7,8,9,12 
4,5,7,8,9,10,13 
5,6,8,9,10,11,14 
1,6,7,9,10,11,12 
2,7,8,10,11,12,13 
3,8,9,11,12,13,14 
1,4,9,10,12,13,14 
1,2,5,10,1,13,14 
1,2,3,6,11,12,14 
2,3,4,8,12,13,14 
1,3,4,5,9,13,14 
1,2,4,5,6,10,14 
1,2,3,5,6,7,11 
2,3,4,6,7,8,12 
3,4,5,7,8,9,13 
4,5,6,8,9,10,14 
1,5,6,7,9,10,11 
2,6,7,8,10,11,12 
3,7,8,9,11,12,13 
4,8,9,10,12,13,14 
1,5,9,10,11,13,14 
1,2,6,10,11,12,14 
1,2,3,7,11,12,13 
1,2,4,6,10,12,14 
1,2,3,5,7,11,13 
2,3,4,6,8,12,14 
1,3,4,5,7,9,13 
2,4,5,6,8,10,14 
1,3,5,6,7,9,11 
2,4,6,7,8,10,12 
3,5,7,8,9,11,13 
4,6,8,9,10,12,14 
1,5,7,9,10,11,13 
2,6,8,10,11,12,14 
1,3,7,9,11,12,13 
*'48 phase 
^^ phase 
^50 phase 
5\ phase 
^52 phase 
5'i phase 
y 
54 phase 
^55 phase 
56 phase 
^57phase 
^5i phase 
^59 phase 
'^60 phase 
6\phase 
^62 phase 
6i phase 
^M phase 
65 phase 
66 phase 
67 phase 
'^69 phase 
*(Sphase 
^TO phase 
1\ phase 
• t ; 
72 phase 
73 phase 
74 phase 
^75 phase 
76 phase 
77 phase 
^7S phase 
79 phase 
^«0 phase 
^Biphase 
S2 phase 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
6/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
-6/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
6/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
-6/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
6/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
-6/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
6/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
4/7 
3/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-1/7 
-6/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
6/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
-6/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
6/7 
1/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
-6/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
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83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
2,4,8,10,12,13,14 
1,3,5,9,11,13,14 
2,35,8,11,13,14 
1,3,4,6,9,12,14 
1,2,4,5,7,10,13 
2,3,5,6,8,11,14 
1,3,4,6,7,9,12 
2,4,5,7,8,10,13 
3,5,6,8.9,11,14 
1,4,6,7,9,10,12 
2,5,7,8,10,11,13 
3,6,8,9,11,12,14 
1,4,7,9,10,12,13 
2,5,8,10,11,13,14 
1,3,6,9,11,12,14 
1,2,4,7,10,12,13 
1,2,5.6,10,11,14 
1,2,3,6,7,11,12 
2,3.4.7,8,12,13 
3.4,5,8,9,13,14 
1,4,5,6,9,10,14 
1,2,5,6,7,10,11 
2,3.6.7.8,11,12 
3,4,7,8,9,12,13 
4,5.8,9,10,13,14 
1,5,6,9,10,11,14 
1,2,6,7,10,11,12 
2,3.7,8,11.12,13 
3,4,8,9,12,13,14 
1,4,5,9,10,13,14 
1,3,4,7,9,12,13 
2,4,5,8,10,13,14 
1,3,5,6,9,11,14 
1,2,4,6,7,10,12 
2,3,5,7,8,11,13 
^83 phase 
'^Mphase 
'^iS phase 
S6phase 
^ VI phase 
^ii phase 
^W phase 
^90 phase 
^9] phase 
^90. phase 
^^93 phase 
^94 phase 
^^95 phase 
'^96 phase 
'^91 phase 
^9i phase 
"99 phase 
'^^OO phase 
MOlp/iose 
^ICaphase 
^\03 phase 
^\04 phase 
^105 phase 
^\06phase 
^lOTphase 
MOSpAose 
^\09 phase 
^UOpAow 
^Ulphase 
^lUphase 
^\U phase 
^\\A phase 
^USphase 
^U6 phase 
^mphase 
-1/7 
1/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
-5/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-5/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-1/7 
-6/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
-1/7 
1/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
6/7 
1/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
4/7 
3/7 
-3/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
-4/7 
-3/7 
3/7 
4/7 
3/7 
2/7 
5/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
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118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
3,4,6,8,9,12,14 
1,4,5,7,9,10,13 
2,5,6,8,10,11,14 
1,3,6,7,9,11,12 
2,4,7,8,10,12,13 
3,5,8,9,11,13,14 
1,4,6,9,10,12,14 
1,2,5,7,10,11,13 
2,3,6,8,11,12,14 
^Ui phase 
M19 phase 
^no phase 
^\2l phase 
^122 phase 
^\23 phase 
\24 phase 
^\25 phase 
^26 phase 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
5/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
^^'^,5P Un 
d-axis 
Vl4p 
V i i p Vl2p 
Fig. 7.18. Phase-to-neutral voltage space vectors for states 1-128.(states 127-128 are at origin) 
in d-q plane. 
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118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
3,4,6,8,9,12,14 
1,4,5,7,9,10,13 
2,5,6,8,10,11,14 
1,3,6,7,9,11,12 
2,4,7,8,10,12,13 
3,5,8,9,11,13,14 
1,4,6,9,10,12,14 
1,2,5,7,10,11,13 
2,3,6,8,11,12,14 
^U& phase 
^n9 phase 
^120 phase 
^\2l phase 
^122 phase 
^\23 phase 
\24 phase 
^\25 phase 
126 phase 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
5/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
-5/7 
-2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
5/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
-5/7 
5/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
2/7 
-2/7 
d-axis 
y i i p Vl2p 
Fig. 7.18. Phase-to-neutral voltage space vectors for states 1-I28.(statesl27-128 are at origin) 
in d-q plane. 
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M 5 phase 
^liphase 
.71. 
liinw^cosi-) 
WO 
,jUjrn 
(7.50) 
^29phase 
"A2phase 
= V2(2/7)F, DC 
.lOVAlnll 
,;13 3052»/7 
(7.51) 
'^A'iphase 
'^56phase 
= V2(2/7)K^ DC 
.jomASitn 
,J13 6948»/7 
(7.52) 
^57 phase 
'^lOphase 
2(2/7)V^Cos(^) 
,;o 
jUn/7 
(7.53) 
^llphase 
*^S4phase 
= {^IWDC 
,/" 
,/13»/7 
(7.54) 
'^%i phase 
^nphase 
= (2/7) ^ ^ 
ICosilnll) 
' e" ' 
-
^jMxn 
(7.55) 
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^99phase 
^].l2phase 
= (2/7) DC 
2Cos{7r/7) 
,jo 
jl3w/7 
(7.56) 
'^IM phase 
^\26 phase 
2(2/7)Vr^Cos{^) 
wo 
;13;r/7 
(7.57) 
It can be seen that the total of 114 space vectors, available in the PWM operation, fall 
into four distinct categories regarding the magnitude of the available output phase voltages. 
The phase voltage space vectors are summarised in Table 7.22 for all 128 switching states 
including fourteen-step opo^ion. 
Table 7.22 Phase-to-neutral voltage space vectors for states 1-128. 
Space 
vectors 
yjpkaseiO 
Vj4phase 
VjSphase to 
y28phase 
Y29phasetQ 
Y42phase 
l4Sphase to 
ase 
VsJphasetO 
YyOphase 
YllphasetO 
YS4phase 
YSSphasetO 
VfiSphase 
ys>9phase to 
YJI2phase 
VjISphasetO 
Yj26phase 
Vj27phasetO 
yj28phase 
Set Number 
In planes 
d-q 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
— 
xi-yi 
8 
5 
3 
4 
9 
6 
1 
7 
2 
— 
Xry2 
7 
9 
4 
3 
2 
6 
8 
1 
5 
— 
Value of the space vectors in d-q plane 
{inWoc K2cos{37rn))exp{jkjrn) for k = 
0,1,2,..13 
2 (2/7)F^cos(;r/7)exp(jifc;r/7) forA: =0,1,2 
....13 
>/2(2/7)FDcexp(j0.3052it;r/7) for it =0,1,2 
....13 
yf2(2/7)Vj^exp(j0.694Sk7r/7) for it =0,1,2 
...13 
2(2/7)F^cos(2;r/7)exp(7*;r/7) fork =0,1,2 
...13 
(2/7)FDcexp(jA:;r/7) for ^ =0,1,2 ...13 
(2/7F^)/(2cos(2;r/7))exp(7*;r/7) for A: = 
0,1,2....13 
(2/7roc)/(2cos(;r/7))exp(7*;r/7) for A: =0,1,2 
...13 
2(2/7)FDcCos(3;;r/7)exp(y*;^/7)for k =0,1,2 .13 
0 
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7.5 MODEL TRANSFORMATION USING DECOUPLING MATRIX 
Since the system under discussion is a seven-phase one, the complete model can be only 
be elaborated in seven-dimensional space. The first two-dimensional spaces are d-q, the 
second one is xi-yj, the third one is X2-y2 and the last is zero sequence component which is 
absent due to assumption of isolated neutral. On the basis of the general decoupling 
transformation matrix for an /^ •phase system inverter voltage space vectors in the second two-
dimensional sub-space {xi-yi) and third two-dimensional sub-space {x2-y2) are determined 
with equation (8.9), 
INV 2 ( 2 4 6 3 , 5 \ 
Thus 128 space vectors of phase-to-neutral voltage in the Xi-yi and X2-y2 planes are 
obtained using equation (7.58) and are illustrated in Fig. 7.19. and Fig. 7.20. It can be seen 
from Figs. 7.18, 7.19 and 7.20 that the outer most i.e. first (black), second (pink),third 
(orange), fourth (green), fifth (turquoise), sixth (blue), seventh (grey 80%), eighth (violet), 
and ninth (red) tetra-decagons space vectors of the d-q plane map into the eighth(vioIet), 
fifth(turquoise), fourth(green), third(orange), ninth(red), sixth(blue), first(black), seventh(grey 
80%), and second(pink) of the tetra-decagon(violet) of the xi-yi plane respectively; and 
seventh(grey 80%), ninth(red), fourth(green), tlurd(orange), second(pink), sixth(blue), 
eighth( violet), first (black), and fifth (turquoise) of the tetra-decagon (violet) of the xr-yi plane 
respectively. Further, it is observed from the above mapping that the phase sequence 
a.h,c,dej,g of d-q plane corresponds to a,c,e,g,b,dj of xi-yj plane and a,d,g,c/,b,e of X2-y2 
plane, respectively. 
It is important to note at this stage that the harmonics of the order J4k±I, k=0, 1,2,3 , 
(1, 13, 1 5 . ) map into the d-q plane (Fig. 8.1), harmonics of the order 7k±2, k = 1,3,5..., (5, 
9, 19....)map into thear;->'7 plane and harmonics of the order 7it± ,^ A:= 1,3,5..., (3, 11, 17....) 
are encompassed by X2-y2 plane space vectors. 
The 2"^  non-adjacent line voUages are elaborated next. The same procedure as that of 
fourteen-step mode is adopted to determine the line voltage space vectors for states 15-126 
and are given by the expressions (7.59)-(7.66). 
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^ISlll 
^28111. 
4V^Cos{^).Cosij^) (7.59) 
Fig. 7.19. Phase-to-neutral voltage space vectors for states 1-128 (states 127-128 are at origin) 
in xi-yi plane. 
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^15/// 
^28/ / / 
ri^ 
KU 
4Vj^Cos{^).Cos{^) 
,jnlH 
l^nlXA 
j277!/\4 
(7 59) 
Fig 7 19 Phase-to-neutral voltage space vectors for states 1-128 (states 127-128 are at origin) 
in xi-yj plane 
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Fig 7 20 Phase-to-neutral voltage space vectors for states 1-128 (statesl27-128 are at origin) 
in X2-y2 plane 
^29/// 
.^42/ / / . 
(1\ 
KV 
2 7575Foc 
J0 8O52 itn 
;13 8052»/7 
(7 60) 
^43/// 
^56///. 
f-1 2 7575Foc 
,yl 194«/r/7 
jl3 1948;r/7 
, ; 0 194«;r/7 
(7 61) 
*^ 57/// 
nmi. 
'2^ 2? r TT 
4f^DcCo5{—).Co5(-) 
7 14 
r e^ '^ " '^ 
^l^nnA 
gj27;r/14 
L J 
(7 62) 
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105A-Y2* 
106 
Fig 7 20 Phase-to-neutral voltage space vectors for states 1-I28.(statesl27-128 are at origin) 
in X2-y2 plane. 
^29111 
" 
— 
_ 
y 42111 _ 
(2^ 
= — {V  - 2 VSTS^oc 
,J0 8052 )r/7 
,;13 8052;r/7 
(7 60) 
^43/// 
" 
— 
— 
yseiii _ 
(2^ 
zr 
— vv - 2 7575F^ 
,yl \94S^r/7 
,;13 1948w/7 
(7.61) 
^SllU 
' 
— 
— 
yioiu _ 
(2^ 
{v W^Cosi—yCosi-) 7 14 
^jnlH 
,j5ir/\4 
,j27»/14 
(7 62) 
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nun 
^84/// 
^IVj^Cosi^) 
, ; 5 i / 1 4 
,;27;r/14 
(7.63) 
"85/// 
.^98/// 
}yDccos(^) 
,jnn4 
.jSx/U 
i27;r/14 
(7.64) 
^99/// 
.^112/// 
= [jyVocCosi^).Cos( 
14 
, j;r/14 
,j5;r/14 
,/27;r/14 
(7.65) 
^113/// 
^126/// 
jK'^'^Tf 
,JT/14 
,j5n/U 
,j27jr/l4 
(7.66) 
7.6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
6;r Experiment is conducted for stepped operation of inverter with 180°, — radians and 
radians conduction modes for star connected seven-phase resistive load. The same proto STT 
type inverter is used as he one of chapter 5 and 6. In case of seven-phase VSI seven phase 
shifted waveforms are generated using the same logic as that of the previous chapters. Single 
phase supply is given to the control circuit through the phase shifting network. The output of 
the phase shifting circuit provides the required seven-phase output voltage by appropriately 
tuning it as shown in Figs. 7.21 and 7.22. This seven-phase signals are then fiirther processed 
to generate the gate drive circuit. 
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null 
^84/// 
^IVj^Cosi^) 
, ;5i /14 
,;27;r/14 
(7.63) 
"85/// 
.^98/// 
}]2VncCos(^) 
,j27;r/14 
(7.64) 
^99/// 
^112/// 
= [jyVj^Cos(^).Cosi^) 
/27;r/14 
(7.65) 
^113/// 
^126///. 
JK'^-T? 
,j5x/U 
jllJl/lA 
(7.66) 
7.6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Experiment is conducted for stepped operation of inverter with 180°, — radians and 
— radians conduction modes for star connected seven-phase resistive load. The same proto 
type inverter is used as he one of chapter 5 and 6. In case of seven-phase VSI seven phase 
shifted waveforms are generated using the same logic as that of the previous chapters. Single 
phase supply is given to the control circuit through the phase shifting network. The output of 
the phase shifting circuit provides the required seven-phase output voltage by appropriately 
tuning it as shown in Figs. 7.21 and 7.22. This seven-phase signals are then fiirther processed 
to generate the gate drive circuit. 
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Tek JL Stop M Pos; 0.000s Phase Angles 
CHI -• CH2 
-51.38^ 
CH2 -• CH3 
-50.26* 
CHI -• CHS 
\ -103.5* 
CHS 10.0V 
CH2 10,0V 
CH4 10,0V 
M S.OOms 
24-Feb-08 16:45 
4^ftrnV 
Fig 7 21 seven-phase (ABCD) output obtained from phase shifting network 
Tek Jl . • s ^ P ^ . M Pos: 0.000s Phase Angles 
CHI -• CH2 
103.3* 
CH2 -• CHS 
51.02* 
CHI -• CHS 
1541* 
CH2 10,0V 
cm 10.0V 
M 5,00ms 
24-Feb-08 17:28 CHS 10,0V 
Fig 7 22 seven-phase (DEFG) output obtained from phase shifting network 
7.6.1 RESULTS OF 180° CONDUCTION MODE 
The output from the Schmitt tngger circuit is presented in Fig 7 23 The drivmg 
control gate/base signals ft)r the fourteen-step mode for legs F-G of the inverter are illustrated 
in Fig 7 24 The corresponding phase voltages thus obtained are shown in Fig 7 25, keepmg 
the dc link vohage at 60 V 
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Tek JL Stop M Pos; 0.000s 
1 
Phase Angles 
CHI -• CH2 
-51.38* 
CH2 -• CHS 
-50.26* 
CHI -• CHS 
-103.5* 
CHI ia iT 
CHS 10.0V 
CH2 10.0V 
CH4 10.0V 
M 5.00ms 
24-Feb-08 16:45 
: H 1 / i40rf(V 
Fig 7 21 seven-phase (ABCD) output obtained from phase shifting network 
liek 
I 
Mi Uu. Stop M Pos; 0.000s Phase Angles 
1 CHI -• CH2 
•i 103.3* 
CH2 -• CHS 
51.02* 
. CHI -• CHS 
1541* 
CHS 10.0V 
CH2 10.0V 
CHA 10.0V 
M 5.00ms 
24-Feb-08 17:28 
CHI / g^OrnV 
^382Hs 
Fig. 7.22 seven-phase (DEFG) output obtained from phase shifting network 
7.6.1 RESULTS OF 180° CONDUCTION MODE 
The output from the Schmitt trigger circuit is presented in Fig 7 23 The driving 
control gate^ase signals ft)r the fourteen-step mode for legs F-G of the inverter are illustrated 
in Fig 7 24 The corresponding phase voltages thus obtained are shown in Fig 7 25, keepmg 
the dc link voltage at 60 V 
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Tek JL M Pos; 0.000s CH4 
Coupling 
• 
BW Limit 
.1 200MHz 
Volts/Div 
Probe 
10X 
Voltage 
Invert 
CHI 6.00V CH2 5,00V M 5.00ms 
CHS 5.00V CH^ 5.00V 25-Feb-0817:48 
/ im'-
Fig. 7.23 Output of wave shaping circuit for 180 degree conduction mode for leg F-G 
Tek M VW^  Stop M Pos: 0.000s 
2* •9tt^*mB'witm^** fcl Ift <*w1r wfc^i i 
Coupling 
m 
BW Limit 
• 
200MHr 
Vnlts/Div 
J " ^ M M P f c l i W i J 
3 # • ' ' 
|SriMAM*vfMWa-.ta| 
|!IWI*l»)lBIWWl>t 
l * > * i ^ » 
MtlMth^ tim\f 
•M^ilMKtfWIt* L 
Probe 
10X 
Voltage 
Invert 
CHI lOXiV CH2 20.0V M 5.00ms 
CH3 10.0V CH4 10.0V 25-Feb-0817:55 
Fig. 7.24. Gate Drive signals for legs F-G for 180° conduction mode. 
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Tek JL • stop M Pos: 0.000s 
r 1 
CH4 
CouDling 
j 
z4' tmmMi^tmtmmtm^ , 
>il i< I I • > * 
m Limit 
^ ^uumnZ 
I 
l«MM*4MMiM. tl I < l | l<^»^ l 
Pfube 
10X 
Voltage 
Invert 
CH1 S.OOV CH2 5.00V M 5.00ms CHI / J.feOV 
CHS 5.00V CH4 5,00V 25-Feb-0817:48 ^3.21 SUH. 
Fig 7 23 Output of wave shaping circuit for 180 degree conduction mode for leg F-G 
Tek JL 
- j ^ i i . ^ . ^ ' 
stop M Pos: 0.000$ 
2* i J i h ^ . S i i ttm^*' ^iwy^.l. ^.^fJ 
CH4 
Coupling 
m 
BW Limit 
D 
200MHz 
Volt<;/Div 
S*! ' "*—"^ 
? 
^rfl^rfAM•t«MW•-^ 
|IIWI*l»HB*flWWl 
l * » * ' * > f < 
ttfclW>» OiHW 
• ' ' » • " ^ ' " J L L . ^ 
Probe 
10X 
Voltage 
Invert 
m CHI mov CH2 20.0V M 5.00ms "^ r ^ r ? -
CH3 10,0V CH4 10,0V 25-Feb-0817:55 
Fig 7 24 Gate Drive signals for legs F-G for 180° conduction mode 
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Tek JL Stop M Pos: 0.000s Phase Angles 
1*^  m , f 
2*^  
rui^ 
I I * t i » I » I 
HJ-un^ hj-T_rJ^ h..nj-w 
CHI -• CH2 
52.04*? 
CH2 -• CH3 
1^3.98*? 
CHI -• CH3 
102.4*? 
4*' 
c m "J CH2 50,0V M 5.00ms 
CHS 50.0V CH4 50,0V 25-Feb-0818:12 
Fig 7 25 Output phase 'd, e, f, g' voltages for 180° conduction mode 
The fourteen step output phase voltage is clearly seen with a proper phase shift 
between the consecutive phases Second Non-adjacent line voltage obtained is shown in Fig 
7 26 
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Fig 7 26 Second Non-adjacent line voltage (Vad) for 180° conduction mode 
The ac side input current is also measured and is depicted in Fig 7 27 
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Fig 7 27 AC side input current for 180° conduction mode 
7.6.2. RESULTS OF—raJ/aw5 CONDUCTION MODE 
7 
67t 
The gate drive signal is such that each power switch remains 'ON' for —radians (or 
8;r 42 86% duty cycle) and remains 'OFF' for —radians (or 57 14% duty cycle) This mode 
thus provides an inherent dead band of — radians in the switching of two power switches of 
the same leg The output from the wave shaping circuit and the gate drive for two legs are 
shown in Fig 7 28 and Fig 7 29, respectively The corresponding phase-to-neutral output 
vohage for phase 'a' is shown in Fig 7 30 
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The gate drive signal is such that each power switch remains 'ON' for — radians (or 
8;r 42 86% duty cycle) and remains 'OFF' for —radians (or 57.14% duty cycle) This mode 
thus provides an inherent dead band of — radians in the switching of two power switches of 
the same leg The output from the wave shaping circuit and the gate drive for two legs are 
shown in Fig 7 28 and Fig 7.29, respectively The corresponding phase-to-neutral output 
vohage for phase 'a' is shown in Fig 7 30 
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7.6.3 RESULTS OF — radians CONDUCTION MODES 
7 
The gate drive signal is such that each power switch remains on for — radians (or 
7 
35.71% duty cycle) and remains 'OFF' for —radians (or 64.29% duty cycle). This mode 
thus also provide an inherent dead band in the switching of two power switch of the same leg. 
The gate drive signals for two legs are shown in Fig. 7.31. The corresponding phase-to-neutral 
voltage is presented in Fig. 7.32. 
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Fig 7 32 Output phase 'a-d' voltages for — radians conduction mode 
7.7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULT ANALYSIS 
Performance comparison in terms of harmonic content in output phase voltage is 
presented in Figs 7 33-7 34 It is clearly seen that the harmonic content reduces drastically 
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7.7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULT ANALYSIS 
Performance comparison m terms of harmonic content m output phase voltage is 
presented m Figs 7 33-7 34 It is clearly seen that the harmonic content reduces drastically 
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with reduction in conduction angle. The harmonic content is largest in 180 degree conduction 
mode and 5* and 9^ harmonics are the least in — radians conduction mode and 3' and 11 
7 
harmonics and THD are the least in —raJm/Js conduction mode. However, the best 
7 
utilisation of available dc link voltage is possible with conventional fourteen step mode (180 
degree conduction mode). This finding is in agreement with the analytical and simulation 
results obtained in the preceding sections. It can thus be concluded that a compromise 
between the loss in fundamental and corresponding gain in terms of lower harmonic content 
in output waveform is obtained by using —radians or —radians conduction modes 
Hence it is recommended to operate inverter feeding a motor drive in — radians conduction 
mode to obtain optimum performance of the drive system. 
7 Phase Harmonics Comparision (Va) 
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Fig. 7.33. Harmonic content in output phase voltage for different conduction mode. 
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Fig. 3.34. THD content in output phase voltage for different conduction mode. 
7.8 SUMMARY 
In this chapter stepped operation of the inverter is elaborated in terms of different 
conduction modes. 180°, —radians and —radians are taken up as conduction angles. 
7 7 *^ ^ 
Fourier analysis is presented in terms of analytical expressions and simulation resuhs are 
provided to support the analytical expressions. Experimental set-up is elaborated zind the 
results for stepped operation are illustrated. The theoretical and experimental results match to 
good extent. 
This chapter, also, deals with the detailed modelling of a seven-phase voltage source 
inverter. The model is developed using space vector approach. The fourteen-step operations 
mode is illustrated. A seven-phase three level inverter yield 128 space vectors out which only 
14 vectors yield fourteen-step operation. Phase-to-neutral voltages are discussed. The Fourier 
analysis of output phase-to-neutral is performed and the output voltage is found to be equal to 
the output obtainable from a three-phase voltage source inverters for phase voltages. There 
are three systems of line voltages namely adjacent and 1^  & 2"** non-adjacent. Out of these 
three line voltages, 2"^  non-adjacent line-to-line voltages are elaborated for fourteen-step 
modes. The model is transformed using decoupling transformation matrix to obtain the space 
vectors of phase voltages in xJ-yl and x2-y2 planes. It is observed that the space vectors in 
xJ-yJ plane is essentially fifth harmonic and in x2-y2 plane is essentially third harmonic of the 
d-q space vectors. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SPACE VECTOR PWM TECHNIQUES FOR A SEVEN-PHASE 
VOLTAGE SOURCE INVERTER 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter is devoted to the development of space vector PWM for a seven-phase 
vohage source inverter. The aim of this chapter is to investigate a set of continuous SVPWM 
in linear modulation range. Four different schemes are investigated with the aim to reduce or 
eliminate the low order harmonics in the output phase voltages. The outer large length space 
vectors are used to implement the SVPWM method at first followed by using four and then 
six active space vectors. Two methods are devised with four active vectors, eliminating 
certain set of low-order harmonics in each method. The six active vector application yield 
sinusoidal output voltages and the other two methods produce low order harmonics. The 
analysis is done in terms of quality of output voltages and the range of applicability of each 
space vector PWM methods. A comparison is done for the three schemes developed in the 
thesis. Simulation resuhs are provided to support the analytical and theoretical findings. It is 
demonstrated in chapter 7 that there are in total fourteen distinct sectors with 25.714286° (7t/7 
radians) spacing. The inner-most space vectors in d-q plane are redundant and are therefore 
omitted fi^om further discussion. This is in full compliance with observation of Kelly (2003), 
where it is stated that only subset with maximum length vectors have to be used for any given 
combination of the switches that are 'on' and 'off (3-4 and 4-3 in this case). The middle 
region space vectors correspond to two switches being 'on' fi"om upper (lower) set and five 
switches being 'ofT from lower (upper) set or vice-versa and one switch being 'on' from 
upper (lower) set and six switches being 'off fi-om lower (upper) set or vice-versa. It follows 
that, there are nine, 14 sided regular polygons formed by the vectors. The 'set-number' of 
vectors forming these polygons are already defined in Table 7.22. The developed schemes are 
implemented in a DSP based seven-phase inverter. 
8.2 SPACE VECTOR PULSE WIDTH MODULATION SCHEMES 
This section develops SVPWM schemes for a seven-phase VSI. At first the 
conventional method of using only set-1 vectors are taken up followed by set-1 plus set-2 and 
set-1 plus set-2 plus set-6 vectors (SVPWM with sinusoidal output) schemes. 
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8.2.1 APPLICATION OF SET-1 SPACE VECTORS 
The SVPWM scheme discussed in this section considers the space vectors of set-1 in 
d-q plane. The input reference voltage vector is synthesised fix)m two active neighbouring and 
zero space vectors thus three vectors in one switching period is used. This scheme is used as 
benchmark to compare the resuhs obtained from the other developed schemes. 
To calculate the time of application of different vectors, consider Fig. 8.1, depicting 
the position of different available space vectors and the reference vector in the first sector. 
The dwell time of active space voltage vectors is found from Fig. 8.1 as 
5 sm{kz 11-a) 
ta = 
sm (TCII) 
(8.1) 
sm 
' * = 
«-(*-l)f 
lv/|sin(;r/7) 
h -h~^a~h 
(8.2) 
(8.3) 
where k is the sector number {k= 1 to 14) and .1' Y.b =N='-
2 'DC 
2 cos 
f^TT^ 
Also (Fig. 
V / J 
8.1). Symbol v* denotes the reference voltage space vector, 
vectors belong to set-1, while |x| stands for modulus of a complex number^. 
r r indicates that the 
q-axis 
i Hy-I *^ ^ 
• ^ ^ 
1 
^ - - * ' ^ ^ / ^ f./ 
—-V fZ.1 
'^-i vL d-axis 
Fig. 8.1. Principle of space vector time calculation for a seven-phase VSI. 
The largest possible frindamental peak voltage magnitude that may be achieved using this 
scheme corresponds to the radius of the largest circle that can be inscribed within the tetra-
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decagon as shown in Fig. 8.2. The circle is tangential to the mid-point of the lines connecting 
the ends of the active space vectors. 
-axis 
Fig. 8.2. The maximum possible output voltage from SVPWM with vectors of set-1 only. 
Thus the maximum 
n 
fundamental peak output voltage 
max 
IS 
V 
Frv-cos — 
14 
2 cos In 
= 0.6259F/JC The maximum peak fundamental output in fourteen-
step mode is given with V^ , 4^ =^VDC 2^ 0.6366roc [Moinuddin and Iqbal (2007)]. Thus 
the ratio of the maximum possible fundamental output voltage with SVPWM and in fourteen-
step mode isF^^ /F^ax.u^/, = 0.9831583 
The sequence of vectors applied in all fourteen sectors is given in Table 8.1 and the 
switching pattern for sector I is shown in Fig. 8.3 where states of seven inverter legs take 
values of-1/2 and 1/2 (p.u.) (referencing to mid-point of the dc supply is applied) and the 
seven traces illustrate, from top to bottom, legs A,B.C,D,E,F and G respectively. It is seen 
from the switching pattern (Fig. 8.3) that in the first half of the switching cycle zero space 
vector is applied, followed by two active space vectors and the second zero space vector. The 
sequence followed in the second half cycle is the mirror image of the first one and thus 
symmetrical SVPWM is achieved. The total number of state changes in one PWM switching 
period is thus twenty-six, since each switch changes state twice in one switching period. 
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Fig. 8.3. Switching pattern and space vector disposition for one cycle of operation with large 
space vectors only. 
Table 8.1 Sector wise switching Sequence of Large Vectors only 
Sector Number 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
vn 
vin 
IX 
X 
XI 
XII 
xm 
XIV 
Sequence of Vectors in operation 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
1 
3 
3 
5 
5 
7 
7 
9 
9 
11 
11 
13 
13 
1 
2 
2 
4 
4 
6 
6 
8 
8 
10 
10 
12 
12 
14 
14 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
2 
2 
4 
4 
6 
6 
8 
8 
10 
10 
12 
12 
14 
14 
1 
3 
3 
5 
5 
7 
7 
9 
9 
11 
11 
13 
13 
1 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
The harmonic content in output phase voltage remains constant throughout the 
modulating index from 0 to maximum value. This is due to the fact that corresponding vectors 
oixi-yi and X2-y2 planes are applied equally in all cases. Fig. 8.4 depicts the position of vector 
number 1 and 2 of set-1 for sector I in d-q, Xi-yi and X2-y2 planes. 
The dc link voltage is set to one per unit and the switching frequency is 5 kHz. An 
analogue first order fiher is used to filter the output voltages and the resuking fihered output 
phase voltages are shown in Fig. 8.5 for reference equal to the maximum achievable output 
voltage. The filter time constant used to filter the phase voltages is 0.8 ms. The frequency of 
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the reference input is kept at 50 Hz. FFT analysis is carried out to determine the harmonic 
content in the phase voltages and the resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 8.6. 
(a) 
Vi-axis 
A 
d-axis 
Xi-axis 
(b) 
X2-axis 
(c) 
Fig. 8.4. Space vector disposition in sector I: (a) d-q plane (b) X}-yi plane (c) X2-y2 plane. 
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the reference input is kept at 50 Hz. FFT analysis is carried out to determine the harmonic 
content in the phase voltages and the resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 8.6. 
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Fig. 8.4. Space vector disposition in sector I. (a) d-q plane (b) xj-yi plane (c) X2-y2 plane. 
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Fig 8 5 Filtered output voltages for SVPWM with vectors of set-1 only 
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Fig 8 6 Time and frequency domain phase 'a' voltage waveform for maximum output 
0 6259(p u ) 
It is observed from Fig 8 6 that the output phase voltages have (maximum 
ftindamental= 0 622838) significant amount of low order harmonics especially third and fifth 
are equal to 30 95% and 15 98% respectively The ratio of two maximum vohages is 
(0 6259/0 6228)=! 005 These harmonic components are the consequence of x;->'; and xr-yi 
components of the space vectors These space vectors are free to cause the production of the 
low order harmonics in the output It is to be noted here that as modulation index is reduced. 
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Fig 8 6 Time and frequency domain phase 'a' vohage waveform for maximum output 
0 6259(p u ) 
It is observed from Fig 8 6 that the output phase voltages have (maximum 
fiindamental= 0 622838) significant amount of low order harmonics especially third and fifth 
are equal to 30 95% and 15 98% respectively The ratio of two maximum voltages is 
(0 6259/0 6228)«1 005 These harmonic components are the consequence ofxj-y] and X2-y2 
components of the space vectors These space vectors are free to cause the production of the 
low order harmonics in the output It is to be noted here that as modulation index is reduced. 
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the output phase voltages preserve the shape while there will be a correponding reduction in 
their amplitude and reduction in harmonics of the order of 14k±l, k=0,1,2,3.... 
8.2.2 APPLICATION OF SET-1 AND SET-2 OF SPACE VECTORS 
This method utilises four active space vectors and a zero vector for realising input 
reference. After two neighbouring largest vector the next natural choice is the second set of 
space vectors from the whole map. The switching pattern and the sequence of the space 
vectors for the schemes utilising both large and medium space vectors is shown in Fig. 8.7. 
The space vector disposition for all fourteen sectors is listed in Table 8.2. 
It is observed from the switching pattern of Fig. 8.7 that the switching signals of leg A 
and leg B are identical and leg D and E are identical. The total number of switching in each 
switching period is again twenty-eight, thus preserving the requirement of each switch being 
changing its state only twice in a switching period. 
Sector I 
^0 ^2 'al 6^1 ^a2 'o ^a2 ^b\ ^a\ hi ^0 
F. 
K B 
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V, D 
4 2 2 2 2 : 
-1 i i i i 
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rrm\ \\\\u 
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F. 
F. 
F. 
•^  16 1 2 15 ^ 15 2 1 16 to 
Vectors *• 
Fig. 8.7 Switching pattern and space vector disposition for one cycle of operation with set-1 
and set-2 space vectors. 
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The position of space vectors applied in sector I is illustrated in Fig. 8.8 for all the 
three orthogonal planes. It is observed that the two pairs of vectors fall out of phase but their 
magnitudes are different. It is observed that by choosing appropriate time for different 
vectors, two different SVPWM schemes can be devised as discussed in the following sub-
sections. The other simulation conditions are identical to those in application of set-1 vectors. 
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A | l l i , L 2 | = 0.642Vjjc 
| v i5 - l l j6 |= 0.5 14 8 F ^ c 
(a) 
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= 0.3 5 6 3 F ^ c 
X2-axis 
| L i f L 2 | = 0.2 2 9 i r ^ c 
| L I 5 ' L I 6 | = 0.l272Vj,c 
(c) 
Fig. 8.8. Space vector disposition in sector I: (a) d-q plane (b) xj-yi plane (c) X2-y2 plane. 
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The position of space vectors applied in sector I is illustrated in Fig. 8.8 for all the 
three orthogonal planes. It is observed that the two pairs of vectors fall out of phase but their 
magnitudes are different. It is observed that by choosing appropriate time for different 
vectors, two different SVPWM schemes can be devised as discussed in the following sub-
sections. The other simulation conditions are identical to those in application of set-1 vectors. 
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Fig. 8.8. Space vector disposition in sector I: (a) d-q plane (b) xi-yi plane (c) X2-y2 plane. 
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2 Sector wise swil 
Sector Number 
I 
n 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
vm 
IX 
X 
XI 
xn 
xm 
XIV 
ching 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
Sequence wh< 
Seqi 
16 
16 
18 
18 
20 
20 
22 
22 
24 
24 
26 
26 
28 
28 
1 
3 
3 
5 
5 
7 
7 
9 
9 
11 
11 
13 
13 
1 
j n r and. r" la 
Lience of Vectors in ( 
2 
2 
4 
4 
6 
6 
8 
8 
10 
10 
12 
12 
14 
14 
15 
17 
17 
19 
19 
21 
21 
23 
23 
25 
25 
27 
27 
15 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
128 
15 
17 
17 
19 
19 
21 
21 
23 
23 
25 
25 
27 
27 
15 
irges «toi 
aperation 
2 
2 
4 
4 
6 
6 
8 
8 
10 
10 
12 
12 
14 
14 
1 
3 
3 
5 
5 
7 
7 
9 
9 
11 
11 
13 
13 
1 
vect orsar( 
16 
16 
18 
18 
20 
20 
22 
22 
24 
24 
26 
26 
28 
28 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
8.2.2A Elimination of Xt-yi plane vectors 
In this scheme the time of application of 1^  set of vectors (vector number 1 and 2 in 
sector 1) are enhanced in a proportion such that they become equal to 2™* set of vectors 
(vector number 15 and 16 in sector 1). Since the set of vectors are now equal and opposite to 
each other in xi-yi plane, they are eliminated. Hence all the harmonics of the order 7k±2, 
k=l,3,5.... are absent. The harmonics now present in the output voltage is only due to the 
presence oix2-y2 vectors. This scheme eliminates space vectors oixi-yi plane. The scheme is 
based on the proportional sub-division of the time of application of each space vector from 1^  
and 2™* sets of space vector. The times of application of active space vectors are again 
calculated using expressions (8.1, 8.2, 8.3). The times thus obtained are sub-divided in the 
ratio of vector lengths of 2"^  and 1** sets of vectors which can be obtained using expression 
(8.4). 
t), =t. 
5'* 
i-x\-y\ + 
atk 
^x\-y\ 
5'* 
5" 
Vl + 
yl 
v! 
fa =fa 
fynd 
8'* 
y.x\-y\ 
5"* 
^x\-y\ + -xl-^^l 
8" 
In equation (8.4), 5'" ^x\~y\ 
5" 
-x\-y\ 
and 
+ 
8'* 
'-x\-y\ 
(8.4) 
^x\-y\ represent the magnitude of the space vectors of 
xi-yi plane belonging to 5"" and 8* sets of tetra-decagons respectively. For instance in sector 
1, it is vector number 15 and 16, belong to 5* set of vectors, while vector number 1 and 2 
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belong to 8* set of vectors in xj-yj plane. This sub-division of the time of application of 
different space vectors in essence allocates 68.13% of total active time to the 1^  set of space 
vectors and 30.87% to the 2"^  set of vectors in d-q plane. 
The time of application of zero space vectors is now given as 
(8.5) 
To check the range of applicibility of this schme, an expression of the zero vector application 
time is deteremined as. 
/ _ / .1" .2" A' .2^ 
'0 -fs-^a - ' a ~'ft ~ ' * 
^ 0 = ' . -
)lx\-y\ 
y.x\-y\ 
-xl-yl 
• + • 
V 
sin 
8" 
r 
+1 v,|sin(;r/7) 
5" 
Yxl~y\ 
k a 
V 
8" 
'-x\~y\ 
\ 
+ 1 v,|sin(;r/7) (8.6) 
+ sin or - (^  -1)— 
where 
Y.x\-y\ 
Z.x\~y\ 
Yx\~y\ 
+ 1 |v,|sin(;r/7) -x\~y\ 
.z\-y\ 
+ 1 v,|sin(;r/7) 
sin k—a +sm 7 a-{k-\) 
Tt 
<\ 
It is then found from the derived expression that the zero vector application time 
remains positive for reference upto 0.6259 p.u.. Thus the maximum achieveable output 
vohage from VSI is 0.5816Vdc. The ratio of two maximum fiindamentals is equal to 
(0.6259/0.5816)«1.076. Thus has to be scaled with the factor 1.076. The simulation is 
done to obtain the maximum acheivable output value. The filtered phase vohages are shown 
in Fig. 8.9. The harmonic spectrum is shown in Fig. 8.10. 
It is seen from Fig.8.10 that the spectrum contains fundamental (0.414632 p.u. RMS 
or 0.5863 p.u. peak, 50 Hz) component and third harmonic (due to presence oix2-y2 vectors) 
equal to 17.2978% of fundamental. This is a remarakble result, the reason is the complete 
elimination of X;-^ '; components. It is to be noted here that as modulation index is reduced, the 
output phase voltages preserve the shape while there will be a correponding reduction in their 
amplitude (by about 92.92% of the given reference input). 
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Fig 8 10 Time domain and frequency domain phase 'a' voltage waveform for maximum 
output 0 5863 (p u ) eJiminating xiyi plane vectors. 
8.2.2B Elimination of x^-y2 plane vectors 
This scheme eliminates space vectors ofx2-y2 plane by using the same technique as 
that of section 8 2 2A The scheme is based on the proportional sub-division of the time of 
application of each space vector from 1^ and 2"** sets of space vectors The times of 
application of active space vectors are again calculated using expressions (8 1, 8 2, 8 3) The 
times thus obtained are sub-divided in the ratio of 2"^ and 1^ sets of vectors lengths. 
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que as 
8.2.2B Elimination of X2-y2 plane vectors 
This scheme eliminates space vectors of X2->'2 plane by using the same techni i 
that of section 8 2 2A The scheme is based on the proportional sub-division of the time of 
application of each space vector from 1'* and 2"** sets of space vectors The times of 
application of active space vectors are again calculated using expressions (8 1, 8 2, 8 3) The 
times thus obtained are sub-divided in the ratio of 2™* and 1^ sets of vectors lengths. 
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1" 
1* 
4 =tb 
V2 
1 9'* 1 
y2|' ' ' ^jr2->'2| 
}Lx2-, 
^x2-
y2 + 
V2 
9'* 
^-x2-y2 
• t =t 
\tb =h 
Vjc2-
<^tk 
^x2-
y2 
V2 
+ l^;t2->'2 
'jth 
^x2-
)^x2-
y2 
y2 
+ H;r2->.2 
In equation (8.7), fjtk 
^x2-y2 and i:;r2-3'2 
(8.7) 
represent the magnitude of the space vectors 
of X2-y2 plane belonging to 7* and 9**" sets of tetra-decagons. For instance, in sector 1, it is 
vector number 1 and 2 belong to 7* set, while the vector mmiber 15 and 16 belong to 9* set in 
X2-y2 plane. This sub-division of the time of application of different space vectors in essence 
allocates 35.7% of total active time to the large space vectors and 64.3% to the next large 
vector set. 
The time of application of zero space vectors is now given as 
h=t,-t\ -tl -tl -tl (8.8) 
To check the range of applicibility of this schme, an expression of the zero vector application 
time is deteremined as. 
tn =t. 
-x2-y2 
r 
y-x2-y2 
-x2-^2 
\ • + • 
y.x2-y2 
+ 1 vJsin(/r/7) 
9^ 
'.x2~y2 
'Jtk 
y.x2-y2 
+ 1 v^[sin(;r/7) (8.9) 
where 
sin k a 
QBi 
+ sin a - (A: -1)— 
:x2->'2 
fjth 
y.x2-y2 
^x2~y2 
'Jth 
Yx2-y2 
• + • 
+ 1 vJsin(;T/7) 
y.x2-y2 
'-x2~y2 
+ 1 lv/jsin(;T/7) 
sin k a +sin a-{k-i)— <1 
It is then found from the derived expression that the zero vector application time 
remains positive for reference upto 0.6259 p.u.. But here, the maximum achieveable output 
voltage from VSI is 0.5448Vdc because the 2"** set of vectors (i.e. vector number 15 and 16 in 
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sector I) are active for 64 3% of total time period of the switching frequency The simulation 
is done to obtain the maximum acheivable output value The fihered phase voltages are shown 
in Fig 8 11 The harmonic spectrum is shown in Fig 8 12. 
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Fig. 8.11 Filtered output phase voUages with SVPWM utilising T* and 2"^  sets of vectors 
eliminating X2-y2 plane vectors. 
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Fig. 8.12 Time and frequency domain phase 'a' vohage waveform for maximum output 
0 5448 (p u) eliminating X2.y2 plane vectors 
It is seen from Fig.8 11 that the spectrum contains fundamental (0 385198 p u RMS 
or 0 5448 pu peak, 50 Hz) component and fifth harmonics equal to 19 9908% of 
fundamental The ratio of the two maximum fundamental voltages is equal to 
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sector I) are active for 64 3% of total time period of the switching frequency The simulation 
is done to obtain the maximum acheivable output value The filtered phase voltages are shown 
in Fig 8 11 The harmonic spectrum is shown m Fig 8 12 
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Fig 8 12 Time and frequency domain phase 'a' vohage waveform for maximum output 
0 5448 (p u) eliminating X2.y2 plane vectors 
It is seen from Fig 8 11 that the spectrum contains fiindamental (0 385198 p u RMS 
or 0 5448 pu peak, 50 Hz) component and fifth harmonics equal to 19 9908% of 
fiindamental The ratio of the two maximum fundamental voltages is equal to 
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(0.6259/0.5448)«l. 14886. Hence magnitude of reference voltage has to be scaled with the 
factor 1.14886. It can be seen from Fig. 8.12 that the low-order harmonics of the order 7k±4, 
k=l,3,5.. are completely eliminated. This is a remarakble result, the reason is the complete 
elimination of X2-y2 components. Since the ratio of larger to smaller in X2-J2 plane (for 
instance in sector I ratio of vector no. 1 is to vector no. 15 and vector no. 2 to vector no. 16) 
is 1.8011, the time of application of the smaller vector is increased by the same amount and 
since the vectors are diagonally opposite they consequently cancel each other. It is to be noted 
here that as modulation index is reduced, the output phase voltages preserve the shape while 
there will be a correponding reduction in their amplitude (by 87.04% of the given reference 
input). 
8.2.3 SVPWM WITH SINUSOIDAL OUTPUT 
The methods discussed in preceding sections gen^^te low-order harmonic since they 
utilises either two or four active vectors in one switching period. As emphasised in [Kelly 
(2003)], the number of applied active space vectors for multi-phase VSI with an odd phase 
number should be equal to (n-l), n is the number of phases of inverter, for sinusoidal output. 
This means that one needs to apply six active vectors in each switching period, rather than 
two or four for obtaining sinusoidal output. Moreover the dwell time of each vector should be 
chosen in such a way as to eliminate vectors of both xi-yi and X2-y2 planes. Thus six active 
vectors (In sector 1, active vectors no. 1,2,15,16,71,72 are used) and one zero vector is chosen 
to implement the SVPWM. The chosen vectors belong to 1*, 2"^  and 6* sets. 
The switching pattern and the sequence of the space vectors for this scheme is 
illustrated in Fig. 8.13. It is observed from the switching pattern of Fig. 8.13 that the 
switching in all the phases are staggered i.e. all switches change state at different instants of 
time. The total number of switching in each switching period is still twenty-eight, thus 
preserving the requirement that each switch changes state only twice in a switching period. 
The selection of space vectors iSar other sectors is listed in Table 8.3. 
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Fig. 8.13. Switching pattern and space vector disposition for one cycle of operation. 
Table 8.3 Sector wise switching Sequence when 1 
Sector Number 
I 
II 
ni 
IV 
V 
VI 
vn 
vni 
IX 
X 
XI 
xn 
xra 
XIV 
St /^nd 
and 6* set of vectors are applied 
Sequence of Vectors in operation 
127 
127 
127 
127 
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127 
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127 
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71 
73 
73 
75 
75 
77 
77 
79 
79 
81 
81 
83 
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71 
16 
16 
18 
18 
20 
20 
22 
22 
24 
24 
26 
26 
28 
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1 
3 
3 
5 
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9 
9 
11 
11 
13 
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1 
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4 
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10 
10 
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17 
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19 
19 
21 
21 
23 
23 
25 
25 
27 
27 
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The vector disposition of sector I is shown in Fig, 8.14 in all the three planes. 
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Fig. 8.14. Space vector disposition in sector I: (a) d-q plane (b) xi-yi plane (c) X2-y2 plane. 
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Fig 8.14. Space vector disposition in sector I: (a) d-q plane (b) xj-yj plane (c) X2-y2 plane. 
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Using equal volt-second criterion. For sector I, the following is obtained; 
Vj_^=0.642S^ +0.5l4SS^s +0.2857(^71 
v i^_3,i =0.15865, -0.35635,5 +0.285757, 
v^2-y2 ^ -0.22915, +0.12725,5 +0.285757, 
Or the above equations can be represented as. 
(8.10) 
V 
-d 
V 
-xl 
V 
L-Jt2j 
= [KY 
571 _ 
V 
V 
-y\ 
V 
L->'2j 
= M* 
Where [^] = 
0.642 0.5148 0.2857 
0.15686 -0.3563 0.2857 
-0.2291 0.1272 0.2857 
and 5,, 5,5, 57,, S^, 5,6 and 5^ 2 are duty cycles of vector numbers 1, 15, 71, 2, 16, and 72 
respectively, their co-eflflciants are the respective magnitudes of the vectors and negative sign 
showing the opposite to normal direction. 
Since [K] is non- singular matrix, its inverse is existing (detpC]= -0.1634). Therefore, 
expressions for duty cycles can be written as. 
571 
=[Kr* 
V 
-d 
V 
-x\ 
V 
Si2_ 
AKV 
1 — -
V 
V 
V 
(8.11) 
where [^] ' ' 
0.8455 
0.6792 
0.3754 
0.6792 -1.5248 
-1.5248 0.8455 
1.2209 1.9002 
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Solving for Si, Si^, S-j^, S2, S^^ and S'j2 by assuming v =v 
-x\ -x2 
V = V = 0 , from 
•V2 
(8.11), one gets. 
" I 
Sjy 
= V ' 
0.8455 
0.6792 
0.3754 
1^2] 
1^6 
_5-j2 
= v * 
-<1 
0.8455 
0.6792 
0.3754 
(8.12) 
Expression for duty cycle of zero is given as, 
Since <5o>0, therefore (^1+^15+^71+ ^2''"<^i6'''^72)-^ 
Subtituting the values of duty cycles from (8.12) in (8.14), one gets 
(8.13) 
(8.14) 
V + V = 0.526288 
-d -q 
Hence 
I max 
V + V 
-d -q 
COS 
U4 
= 0.513 (8.15) 
Where 5^, 5^^, S^i are duty cycles and suffixes denote the vector numbers, their co-efficiants 
are their respective magnitudes and negative sign showing their directions which is opposite 
to normal direction. Solving equation (8.10) for 3i,Si^ and S-j^ by assuming vj_^^ 0.513 
p.u. (maxium achievable output voltage) and v^i_yi and v,2->'2 equal to zero, one gets, 
3i= 0.43338, ^5 = 0.3484 and S-j^ = 0.1926. Same dutycycles can be applied for vector 
number 2,16, 72 respectively. 
The time of application of zero space vectors is now given as 
h=^s- ^a\ - ^ai - ^ai " h\ ' hi' Hi. whcre r„i, r„2 and t^-^ are timings of vector number 1, 
15, and 71 respectively and /^i, t^2 and ^^3 are timings of vector number 2, 16 and 72, 
respectively. 
Once again the same procedure as that of previous section is adopted to determine the 
range of applicibility of proposed method. It is seen that the maximum available output 
voltage with this SVPWM method is 0.513Vdc . The simulation is done to obtain the 
maximum acheivable output value (0.513 p.u. peak), with the commanded input equal to 
0.6259 p.u., thus ensuring the equality of the frindamental output magnitude and the 
reference magnitude. The other simulation conditions are identical to those in application of 
large medium vectors. The filtered phase voltages are shown in Fig. 8.15 along with the 
harmonic spectrum for maximum achievable frindamental vohage shown in Fig. 8.16. 
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Phase Voltages o f S e v e n Phase VS I 
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Fig 8 15 Output filtered phase voltage of VSI for the maximum achievable output 
fundamental voltage (82 14% of the one obtainable with set-1 vectors only) 
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Fig 8 16 Time domain and frequency domain phase 'a' voltage waveform for maximum 
output 0 513 (pu ) 
It is seen from Fig 8 16 that the spectrum contains fundamental (0 363551 p u RMS 
or 0 514 p u peak, 50 Hz) component and harmonic only at multiple of switching frequency 
and low order harmonics are completely eliminated The ouptut is sinusoidal bacause of the 
fact that the proportion of time of application of the chosen space vectors are such that it 
cancels all the undesirable xi-yi and X2->'2 components (as can be seen from Fig 8 14) It is to 
be noted here that for lower values of the input reference phase voltage, the output phase 
voltages preserve the shape while there will be a correponding reduction in amplitude 
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Phase Voltages of Seven Phase V S I 
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Fig 8 15 Output filtered phase voltage of VSI for the maximum achievable output 
fiindamental voltage (82 14% of the one obtainable with set-1 vectors only) 
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Fig 8 16 Time domain and frequency domain phase 'a' voltage waveform for maximum 
output 0 513 (pu ) 
It is seen from Fig 8 16 that the spectrum contains fundamental (0 363551 p u RMS 
or 0.514 p u peak, 50 Hz) component and harmonic only at multiple of switching frequency 
and low order harmonics are completely eliminated The ouptut is sinusoidal bacause of the 
fact that the proportion of time of application of the chosen space vectors are such that it 
cancels all the undesirable xj-yi and X2-J2 components (as can be seen from Fig 8 14) It is to 
be noted here that for lower values of the input reference phase voltage, the output phase 
voltages preser\'e the shape while there will be a correponding reduction in amplitude 
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8.3 PERFROMANCE COMPARISON 
Four different SVPWM schemes are developed and it is seen that the hmits of their 
linear operating range are different. A pictorial representation of the range of applicibility of 
each method is presented in Fig. 8.17. It is obvious that the dc bus is utilised to maximum 
extent in scheme of the section (8.2.1), while the scheme described in the section (8.2.3) 
offers least utilisation of the dc bus. However, the scheme of the section (8.2.1) suffers from 
the drawbacks of producing low order harmonics of order I4k±1, t=0,l,2,3,... in the output 
phase voltages. The method detailed in the section (8.2.2A) and (8 2.2B) provides 
intermediate performance with cancellation of certain set of harmonics such as 7k±2, and 
7k±2, k=l,3,S,.. 
8.2.1 
1 d-axis 
Fig. 8.17. The locus of the maximum achievable output voltage from different space 
vector modulator. 
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8.3 PERFROMANCE COMPARISON 
Four different SVPWM schemes are developed and it is seen that the hmits of their 
linear operating range are different. A pictorial representation of the range of applicibility of 
each method is presented in Fig. 8.17. It is obvious that the dc bus is utilised to maximum 
extent in scheme of the section (8.2.1), while the scheme described in the section (8.2 3) 
offers least utilisation of the dc bus. However, the scheme of the section (8 2 1) suffers from 
the drawbacks of producing low order harmonics of order I4k±1, kK),l,2,3,... in the output 
phase vohages. The method detailed in the section (8.2.2A) and (8.2.2B) provides 
intermediate performance with cancellation of certain set of harmonics such as 7k±2, and 
7k±2, k=l,3,5,.. 
8.2.1 
1 d-axis 
Fig. 8.17. The locus of the maximum achievable output voltage from different space 
vector modulator 
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M EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION 
A seven-phase DSP based inverter is designed and developed as shown in Fig 8 18 
Since three-phase power module is available in the market, three such modules are procured 
The two module outputs three phases and the third module is activated for one phase thus 
totalling seven phases The DC link is paralleled to make it common for all the three modules 
The DSP TMS320F2812 has provision of generating five independent PWM outputs per 
event manager thus a maximum of ten-phase inverter can be controlled using one DSP Out of 
five PWM, three are generated using full compare units and the other two are generated by the 
GP timer compares units The full compare unit has programmable dead-band for PWM 
output pairs but the other two PWM channels do not have the provision of dead band Thus a 
dead band generating circuit is fabricated which act upon those PWM signals which do not 
have inbuilt dead band A distribution panel is developed which distributes the fourteen PWM 
signals generated from DSP to three power modules The complete laboratory set up is shown 
in Fig 8 19 
lnv-1 
PWM1-PWM6 
Tl 
RS232 
ITMS320F2812 o Dead-band Generator 
PWM13-PWM14 
Fig 8.18. Layout of a seven-phase voltage source inverter 
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8.4 EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION 
A seven-phase DSP based inverter is designed and developed as shown in Fig. 8.18. 
Since three-phase power module is available in the market, three such modules are procured. 
The two module outputs three phases and the third module is activated for one phase thus 
totalling seven phases. The DC link is paralleled to make it common for all the three modules. 
The DSP TMS320F2812 has provision of generating five independent PWM outputs per 
event manager thus a maximum of ten-phase inverter can be controlled using one DSP. Out of 
five PWM, three are generated using full compare units and the other two are generated by the 
GP timer compares units. The full compare unit has programmable dead-band for PWM 
output pairs but the other two PWM channels do not have the provision of dead band Thus a 
dead band generating circuit is fabricated which act upon those PWM signals which do not 
have inbuilt dead band. A distribution panel is developed which distributes the fourteen PWM 
signals generated from DSP to three power modules. The complete laboratory set up is shown 
in Fig 8 19 
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Fig. 8.18. Layout of a seven-phase vohage source inverter. 
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Fig. 8 19 Seven-phase inverter laboratory rig 
Three different schemes are implemented, carrier-based, space vector PWM with large 
vectors and space vector PWM with sinusoidal output (application of six vector active 
vectors) Fundamental frequency is kept at 50 Hz, the switching frequency of the inverter is 
fixed at 10 kHz The dc link is given as 30 V just to test the viability of the developed scheme 
with star-connected resistive load The resuUing leg and phase voltages are shown m Figs 
8 21-8 26 
Z » 8 / e 6 / 1 2 14:17 » g 
YOKOCAW^ 8ei« 
giok Norfial 
CHI 1 1 
l . M U/dlg 
AC Full 
Fig 8 21 Fihered leg voltage carrier-based scheme 
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Fig. 8.19. Seven-phase inverter laboratory rig. 
Three different schemes are implemented; carrier-based, space vector PWM with large 
vectors and space vector PWM with sinusoidal output (application of six vector active 
vectors). Fundamental frequency is kept at 50 Hz, the switching frequency of the inverter is 
fixed at 10 kHz. The dc link is given as 30 V just to test the viability of the developed scheme 
with star-connected resistive load. The resuhing leg and phase vohages are shown in Figs. 
8.21-8.26. 
Y0K0SAWft4 B»^ 
]{iok NorHal 
Fig. 8.21. Fihered leg voltage: carrier-based scheme. 
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Fig. 8.22. Filtered phase voltage: carrier-based scheme. 
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Fig. 8.23. Filtered leg voltage: SVPWM with large vectors. 
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Fig. 8.22. Filtered phase voltage: carrier-based scheme. 
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Fig. 8.23. Filtered leg voltage: SVPWM with large vectors. 
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Fig. 8.24. Filtered phase voltage: SVPWM with large vectors. 
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Fig. 8.25. Filtered leg voltage: SVPWM for sinusoidal output. 
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Fig. 8.24. Filtered phase voltage: SVPWM with large vectors. 
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Fig. 8.25. Filtered leg voltage: SVPWM for sinusoidal output. 
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2008/06/12 13 55-25 !|)10k HOrtMl 
ZeekS/s SranOi. 
Fig 8 26 Filtered phase voltage SVPWM for sinusoidal output 
The waveform shows the expected results Both leg and phase voltages are sinusoidal 
in nature for carrier-base scheme The SVPWM with using only large length vectors contain a 
significant amount of low-order harmonics as evident from Fig 8 24 The space vector PWM 
using six active vectors yield sinusoidal output phase voltages as observed in Fig 8 26 
Harmonic analysis of phase voltages is also carried out for the three methods and the resuUing 
waveforms for carrier-based scheme, SVPWM with large vectors and sinusoidal SVPWM are 
shown in Figs 8 27-8 29, respectively 
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Fig 8 27 Harmonicspectrumofphase voltage for carrier based scheme 
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Fig 8 26 Filtered phase voltage SVPWM for sinusoidal output 
The waveform shows the expected resuhs Both leg and phase voltages are sinusoidal 
in nature for carrier-base scheme The SVPWM with using only large length vectors contain a 
significant amount of low-order harmonics as evident from Fig 8 24 The space vector PWM 
using six active vectors yield sinusoidal output phase voltages as observed in Fig 8 26 
Harmonic analysis of phase voltages is also carried out for the three methods and the resuUing 
waveforms for carrier-based scheme, SVPWM with large vectors and sinusoidal SVPWM are 
shown in Figs 8 27-8 29, respectively 
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Fig 8 27 Harmonic spectrum of phase voltage for carrier based scheme 
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Fig 8 28 Harmonic spectrum of phase voltage for SVPWM with large vectors 
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Fig 8 29 Harmonic spectrum of phase voltage for sinusoidal SVPWM 
It is observed from Figs 8 27-8 29 that the carrier based scheme and SVPWM using six 
active vectors yield sinusoidal output while SVPWM using only large vectors produces low-
order harmonics in the output phase voUages 
8.5 SUMMARY 
This chapter presents four different space vector PWM schemes for a seven-phase 
voltage source inverter At first the conventional technique of using the largest set of space 
vector is extended to a seven-phase inverter This technique provides maximum dc bus 
utilisation (0 6259) but the output phase voltages are distorted with significant amount of low 
order harmonics especially third and fifth These harmonics are due to free flow of X/->'/ and 
X2-y2 plane vectors The second proposed method cancels the xj-yj plane space vectors and 
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Fig 8 28 Harmonic spectrum of phase voltage for SVPWM with large vectors 
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Fig 8 29 Harmonic spectrum of phase voltage for sinusoidal SVPWM 
It is observed from Figs 8 27-8 29 that the carrier based scheme and SVPWM using six 
active vectors yield sinusoidal output while SVPWM using only large vectors produces low-
order harmonics in the output phase voltages 
8.5 SUMMARY 
This chapter presents four different space vector PWM schemes for a seven-phase 
voltage source inverter At first the conventional technique of using the largest set of space 
vector is extended to a seven-phase inverter This technique provides maximum dc bus 
utilisation (0 6259) but the output phase voltages are distorted with significant amount of low 
order harmonics especially third and fifth These harmonics are due to free flow of X/->'/ and 
X2-y2 plane vectors The second proposed method cancels the xj-yi plane space vectors and 
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thus the low order harmonic more than three are eliminated in the output phase voltage 
waveform. Third method is investigated which eliminates vectors of Xry2 plane. The 
modulation index is same for the second and third methods with elimination of different set of 
harmonics The dc bus utilisation is intermediate. The last method cancels all the space vectors 
are xi-yi and X2-y2 planes thus providing a sinusoidal output voltage with least dc bus 
utilisation. The experimental set up and the results are also provided. 
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CHAFFER 9 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE OF RESEARCH 
9.1 CONCLUSIONS 
Research on adjustable speed multi-phase motor drive systems has seen a significant 
growth in the recent years. The main driving force behind the accelerated research input is the 
advent of cheap and reliable semiconductor devices and fast and efficient DSPs. Thus more 
complex control algorithm can be implemented in real time more efficiently. This thesis is 
thus aimed at development of control algorithms for multi-phase voltage source inverter, 
which is the most common means of power supply to a multi-phase machine for variable 
speed applications. Since space vector approach offers more generic method of modelling, it 
is adopted in the thesis for modelling a five-phase and a seven-phase VSI followed by 
development of various control algorithms. The main contributions and conclusions of the 
research carried out are: 
The developed model of a Five-phase voltage source inverter shows that there are two 
sets of space vector exists namely in two orthogonal planes in five-dimensional space namely, 
d-q and x-y contrary to a three-phase system where space vector Ues in only d-q plane. The 
second set of space vector termed here as x-y space is essentially third harmonic of the space 
vector in d-q plane. As a general rule the number of switching states in a n-phase inverter is 2" 
hence there exists thirty two space vectors in a five-phase inverter out of which 30 are active 
and two are zero vectors. Stepped operation of a five-phase inverter is further elaborated in 
terms of different conduction modes. 180, 144 and 108 degrees are taken up as conduction 
angles. Fourier analysis is presented for phase-to-neutral and line vohages for all the 
conduction modes and the corresponding simulation results are provided to support the 
analytical expressions. A prototype five-phase inverter is developed in the laboratory to test 
the viability of square wave operation of a five-phase inverter. Experimental set-up is 
elaborated and the resuhs for stepped operation are illustrated. The theoretical and 
experimental results match to good extent. It is clearly seen that the harmonic content reduces 
drastically with reduction in conduction angle. The harmonic content is largest in 180 degree 
conduction mode and it is least in 144 degree conduction mode. However, the best utilisation 
of available dc link voltage is possible with conventional ten-step mode (180 degree 
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conduction mode). It can thus be concluded that a compromise between the loss in 
fundamental and corresponding gain in terms of lower harmonic content in output waveform 
is obtained by using 144 degree conduction mode. Hence it is recommended to operate 
inverter feeding a motor drive in 144° conduction mode to obtain optimum performance of 
the drive system. The square wave mode of operation for all the three conduction modes of a 
five-phase inverter is also implemented using TMS320F2812 DSP. The supplementary results 
obtained using DSP verifies the results obtained using the analog circuit based control. 
To investigate the correlation between the existing carrier-based PWM and the newly 
developed space vector PWM both Carrier-based PWM and space vector PWM schemes for a 
five-phase VSI are analysed and compared using analytical, simulation and experimental 
approach. The relationship between modulation signal (fiindamental and zero-sequence 
signals) and space vector is established which indicate a transformation between arbitrary 
carrier-based PWM and space vector modulation. A direct relationship is formulated between 
line-to-line voltage and space vector. It is found that the line-to-Une voltage is determined by 
only active vectors and is independent of zero vectors. Analytical expressions of distribution 
of zero vectors application times for sinusoidal, fifth harmonic injection and triangular zero-
sequence injection are determined. Equivalence between switching pattern of space vector 
PWM and carrier type is highlighted. Performance of modulator in terms of THD of output 
phase voltages is determined for triangular and saw-tooth carrier signals and the poor 
performance of saw-tooth carrier are demonstrated. Finally implementation comparison of 
carrier-based and space vector PWM is done and it is concluded that although similarities do 
exist in their implementation but space vector method becomes more and more complex with 
increasing phase number. The existing PWM techniques including carrier based and space 
vector PWM are implemented using Texas Instrument TMS320F2812 DSP. 
The thesis also investigated the operation of a six-phase voltage source inverter, 
providing quasi and symmetrical six-phase output, is elaborated. Brief description of 
modelling is given and the operation of inverter in square wave mode is elaborated. Three 
different conduction modes are taken up; 180°, 150° and 120°. Analytical and simulation 
approach is at first used to explain the operation and performance of the inverter. This 
approach is reinforced with the experimental results. Complete experimental results are 
provided and a comparison if performance for three different modes are presented. Once more 
it is demonstrated that the harmonic content reduces drastically with reduction in conduction 
angle. The harmonic content is highest in 180 degree conduction mode and it is least in 150 
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degree conduction. However, the best utilisation of available dc link voltage is once more 
possible with conventional 180 degree conduction mode. It can thus be concluded that a 
compromise between the loss in fundamental and corresponding gain in terms of lower 
harmonic content in output waveform is obtained by using 150 degree conduction mode. 
Although there is a marginal loss of fundamental but the THD improves to great extent. The 
same conclusions were drawn for a five-phase VSI. The results obtained using the analog 
circuit based control is verified using DSP based control and it is observed that the two 
system yield similar results. A basic question arises as to why the square wave operation 
based on analog circuitry is elaborated in the thesis although more sophisticated DSPs are 
available. The answer to this question is simple; to develop a cheap alternative solution to the 
costly, delicate and complex DSP based system. Additionally since multi-phase machines are 
considered for special applications such as ship propulsion, air craft applications, electric 
vehicles etc, more sophisticated control algorithms such as PWM techniques with DSP 
implementation is used for inverter control. However, extending the reach of multi-phase 
machines for general purpose applications such as agricultural water pumping systems will 
require more rugged and cheap controllers. This thesis presents a solution to such application 
areas where the environment is hostile and harsh and DSP based system may pose a problem. 
For instance in agricultural field the available grid is weak with high voltage regulation, 
especially in developing countries, thus the use of DSP based control system may not be 
feasible. 
Stepped operation of a seven-phase inverter is elaborated in terms of different 
conduction modes. 180°, —radians and —radians are taken up as conduction angles. 
Fourier analysis is presented once gain for phase-to-neutral and line-to-neutral voltages and 
simulation results are provided to support the analytical expressions. It is seen that the 
harmonic content reduces drastically with reduction in conduction angle. The harmonic 
content is largest in 180 degree conduction mode and 5* and 9* harmonics are the least in 
— roJ/am conduction mode and 3^^ and 11* harmonics and THD are the least in 
7 
5JT 
— ra<//a/}5 conduction mode. However, the best utilisation of available dc link voltage is 
7 
possible with conventional fourteen step mode {180 degree conduction mode). A prototype 
seven-phase inverter is developed in the laboratory and the results for stepped operation are 
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illustrated. The theoretical and experimental results match to good extent. Further, the results 
of stepped operations are verified using DSP based system. 
The detailed space vector model of a seven-phase vohage source inverter is illustrated 
in the thesis following the same approach of modelling as the one used for a five-phase 
inverter. A seven-phase two-level level inverter yield 128 space vectors out which 126 are 
active and two are zero vectors. The total space vectors are decomposed into three two-
dimensional and mutually orthogonal planes is realised, labelled as d-q, xj-yj and X2-y2- In 
general, space vectors occupy the same positions in all three planes, ahhough one switching 
switching combination of the inverter leads to a different space vector in each plane with 
regard to magnitude and phase. Considering the magnitudes, active space vectors are 
classified into eight groups, while each plane are divided into fourteen sectors each spanning 
—radians. Transforming phase voltages of a seven-phase VSI into three two-dimensional 
planes effectively separates families of odd harmonics according to the rule: 
^ - ^ : 7 ^ ± 1 , Ar = 0,2,4,....(l,13,15, ) 
Xi-> ' i :7* + 2,*-l,3,5,....(5,9,19, ) 
X 2 - > ' 2 . 7 * ± 3 , ^ = 0,1,3,....(3,11,17, ) 
Three different space vector PWM schemes for a seven-phase voltage source inverter 
is presented. At first the conventional technique of using the largest set of space vector is 
extended to a seven-phase inverter and hence only two active and one zero vectors are used to 
implement the SVPWM. This technique provides maximum dc bus utilisation but the output 
phase voltages are distorted with significant amount of low order harmonics especially third 
and fifth. The maximum achievable output phase voltage is 0.6259Vdc. These harmonics are 
due to the presence of Xj-yj and X2-y2 plane vectors. The second proposed method cancels the 
xi-yj plane space vectors and thus the low order harmonic of the order 
7^ + 2, k = 1,3,5,....(5,9,19, ) are cancelled. The output phase voltage achievable with this 
method is limited to 0.5186F<fc. One more method is suggested where the other set belonging 
to X2-y2 are eUminated. The maximum output phase voltage available with this technique is 
still limited to 0.5186F<fc. Finally a method is proposed to eliminate the space vectors of xj-yj 
and X2-y2 planes thus providing a sinusoidal output. The output phase voltages are limited to 
0.5\3Vdc. Thus it is seen that with increase in the phase number of inverter the dc bus 
utilisation decreases for providing sinusoidal output voltages. 
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9.2 FUTURE WORK 
The work carried out in thesis is Htnited to the modelling and control of a five-phase, 
six-phase and seven-phase inverter with resistive (R) and resistive and inductive (R-L) load in 
open-loop mode. However, there is still a huge scope of further research on this topic. The 
motor drive supplied using the developed schemes have not yet been taken up. Hence 
performance evaluation of multi-phase motors fed using muhi-phase inverter with the 
proposed control algorithms could be a direction of further research. Vector control of ac 
motors requires current control of phase currents or currents in d-q reference frame. The 
vector control implementation in synchronous reference frame requires voltage fed machine 
model and an appropriate PWM technique to feed the reference voltage. Space vector PWM 
techniques developed in the thesis may be utilised to implement such vector control schemes 
and this could be one of the directions of further research. Multi-phase Multi-motor drive 
systems using single multi-phase inverter is an important area of research. However, little or 
no effort is put towards the development of appropriate PWM technique of multi-phase 
inverters feeding such drive systems. The developed schemes in this thesis may be used as a 
starting point for further research in this area. 
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